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TO:
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SUBJECT

& DEVELOPMENT

LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION

PLAN RELEASE

ISSUE
At the January 17 Long RangeTransportation Plan (LRTP)Board Workshop,the
Board directed staffto prepare a LRTPExecutive Summaryas the basis for public
review and comment. The Executive Summaryand a revised Technical Document
have nowbeen released for public review. Additionally, on March1, Board staff
were briefed and requested additional information regarding several LRTPsubjects.
This information is transmitted in this document.
BACKGROUND
Release of Draft LRTP
Uponthe direction of the MTABoard, a LRTPExecutive Summaryhas been
completed. The Executive Summaryhas been developed to provide information
regarding future mobility challenges, resources and recommended
solutions in an
easy to understand format.
Additionally, the larger LRTPTechnical Documenthas also been revised to address
Boardcomments.In particular, Chapter 1 has been revised to reflect the performance
of major highwayand transit projects; to provide a list of LRTPproject
recommendations,costs, and scheduling; and to discuss whethervarious projects in
proximity to LAXare required to address existing conditions or are related to the
proposed expansion of LAX.
Both the Executive Summaryand the revised Technical Documenthave been
completed and were released on February 27 for public review and comment.These
documentshave been widely distributed to local jurisdictions, LRTPFocus Group
membersand other interested parties. Comments
on the LRTPare to be submitted by

April11.
In order to maximizepublic participation in the LRTPprocess, a series of seventeen
public workshopshave been scheduled in different geographic areas of the county
(see Attachment A) during March and April. These public workshopshave been

supplementedwith presentations to sub-regional Councils of Governments,Chambersof
Commerce,communitygroups and other interested parties.
Copies of the LRTPare available to the public by calling MTA’sLRTPtelephone hotline at 213922-2833 or by requesting the document on the LRTPlink on the MTAWebPage. The
Executive Summarycan also be downloadedfrom the WebPage. Written commentscan be
submitted to MTAby mail or by using a special e-mail address (mtaplan@mta.net). The
Executive Summary
is also available in Spanish.
The public workshopsare being advertised through radio, television and local newspaper
announcements, as well as through Bus "Take ones", the MTAWebPage and on the LRTP
telephone hotline. A summaryof meeting commentsand all written correspondence will be
provided to the MTA
Board prior to taking action on the LRTPin late April. Staffhave been
coordinating with the Southern Califomia Association of Governmentsto ensure that projects
recommended
in the LRTPare included in the Regional Transportation Plan scheduled for
adoption in April.
Response to BoardStaff Questions
On March1, Board staffwere briefed on the LRTPExecutive Summaryand revised Technical
Document.At that meeting, staffwere asked to follow-up on several questions. These questions
and responses are provided below:
Question 1: RevenueService HoursProjections. Attachment B presents the MTArail and
bus revenue operating hours assumedin the baseline of the draft LRTP.These revenue hours are
separate from those proposedin the ConstrainedPlan wherebuses are added to the peak fleet to
address population growth, maintain service frequencydegradedby increased traffic congestion,
implementbus feeder services and begin operation of newprojects such as Metro Rapid
expansion and Transit Corridor Projects. Within the Constrained Plan, a range between400,000
and 500,000annual revenue service hours are attributed to MTA
service for the expansion and
newprojects buses.
Question 2: Minimum
Schedule to CompleteLRTPProjects. Attachment C responds to the
Board staff request to expandTable 1-4 of the Technical Documentto include the minimum
schedule to completemajor projects, if there were no funding constraints.
Question 3: Break-downof MTAand Municipal Operator Buses. The LRTPproposes to
increase the countywidebus fleet from approximately3300 in the baseline to 4400 by 2025. In
2025, approximately 3000 peak buses are operated by MTA
and 1395 buses, including spare
buses, are operated by the Municipal Operators. The numberof municipal-operated buses are
based on municipal operator expansionplans. As a result, approximately70 percent of the
countywidefleet are MTA
buses and 30 percent of the countywidefleet are municipal operator
buses. AttachmentD provides a more detailed break-downof bus fleet increases as assumedin
the LRTP.
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Question 4: MTA& Municipal Operator Bus Count over the term of the LRTP.The MTA
staffprepared in conjunction with the MunicipalOperators a Capital Facilities Booklet dated
December
12, :2000 (AttachmentE). This capital facilities plan highlights the need for
additional 361 buses by the Municipal Operators and the funding necessary to achieve
implementationon an annual basis. Thefunding is available from the formula allocation of the
annual federal Section 5307 funds for capital facilities and bus purchases. In addition, the MTA
is addingvehicles to the peak fleet in the ConstrainedPlan (see responseto Questions1 and
above).
NEXTSTEPS
Staffwill be reviewing the LRTPcommentsreceived during the public commentperiod, and
preparing a Board report recommendingany final changes to the LRTP.The LRTPwill be
presented for Board action at the April 26 MTA
Board meeting.
ATTACHMENTS
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

MTALong Range Transportation Plan Public WorkshopSchedule
Bus and Rail Service Hours Increase in LRTPBaseline
Revised Table 1-4: Constrained and Strategic Plan Recommendations
Long RangeTransportation Bus Fleet
Municipal Operators’ Revenue& Expenditure Capital Summaryfor Buses and Facilities

Prepared by:

Bradford W. McAllester, Director, Regional Planning
Ronald L. Smith, Transportation Funding Manager, Capital Development
Cosette P. Stark, ProgramManager,Regional Planning
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ATTACHMENT
MTA LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION
SCHEDULE

A
PLAN PUBLIC

WORKSHOP

MTA LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATIONPLAN
PUBLIC WORKSHOPSCHEDULE

San FernandoValley
Thursday,March15, 2001
7 p.m.
NortheastValley Senior Center
11300GlenoaksBlvd., Pacoima

East L.A.
Tuesday,March20, 2001
7 p.m.
Boyle Heights Senior Center
2839E. 3rd Street

DowntownLos Angeles
Thursday, March22 nd, 2001
6p.m.
MTAHeadquartersBuilding
3,d Floor, BoardRoom
OneGatewayPlaza, Los Angeles
North County
Monday, March 26
6:00 p.m.
LancasterCity Hall
City Council Chambers
44933Fern Avenue,Lancaster
Chinatown
Tuesday, March 27
6:30 p.m.
Castelar ElementarySchool
Multipurpose Room
840Yale Street, Los Angeles
Cerritos
Wednesday, March 28
7:00 p.m.
Cerritos Senior Center
12340SouthStreet, Cerritos
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San Fernando Valley
Thursday, March 29
7:30 p.m.
North Hollywood Recreation Center
11430 Chandler Blvd.,North Hollywood
Inglewood/LAX Area
Monday,April 2
7:00 p.m.
Loyola MarymountUniversity
Schoolof BusinessAdministration, Hilton Building 100
7900 Loyola Blvd., Los Angeles
Northridge
Tuesday, April 3
5:00 p.m.
St. Nicholas Greek Orthodox Church
Ballroom
9501 Balboa Blvd., Northridge
Long Beach
Tuesday,April 3, 2001
6:00 p.m.
Long Beach Water Treatment Plant
Auditorium
2950 RedondoAve., Long Beach
South Central Los Angeles
Wednesday,April 4
2:30 p.m.
First AMEChurch
Plaza Level
2270 So. Harvard Blvd., Los Angeles
Wilmington
Wednesday,April 4
7 p.m.
Wilmington Boy’s and Girl’s Club - Multipurpose Room
1444 West Q Street, Wilmington
Pasadena
Thursday, April 5
6:00 p.m.
PasadenaSenior Center
85 E. Holly Street, Pasadena
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Pomona
Monday,
April 9, 2001
6:00 p.m.
PomonaCity Council Chambers
505 So. Garey Avenue, Pomona
AgouraHills
Tuesday,April 10, 2001
6:00 p.m.
Agoura
Hills City Hall
Council Chambers
30101AgouraCourt, AgouraHills
Lake View Terrace
Tuesday,April 10
7:00 p.m.
Lake View TerraceRecreational Center
11075Foothill Boulevard,LakeViewTerrace
Covina
Wednesday,
April 11
5:00 p.m.
Joslyn Center- Dining Hall
815 N. BarrancaAvenue,Covina
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BUS & RAIL SERVICE HOURS INCREASE IN LRTP BASELINE

Los AngelesCountyMetropolitan TransportationAuthority
Bus RevenueService Hours Increase Attributable
Fiscal Years (FY) 2004-2025
SFV BRT Wilshire
MTABus
i FY04
FY 05
FY 06
FY 07
FY 08
FY 09
FY 10
FY 11
FY 12
FY 13
FY 14
FY 15
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
FY 19
FY 20
;FY 21
FY 22
FY 23
--Y 24
FY 25

80,000
160,000
166,700
173,400
180,100~
186,800
193,500
200,2O0
206,900
213,600
220,300
227,000
233,700
240,400
247,100
253,800
260,500
260,500
260,500
260,500
260,500
260,500

BRT Eastside

to Transit Corridors

LRT Grand Total

MTA Bus

MTA Bus
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

90,000
105,000
110,800
116,600
122,400
128,200
134,000
139,800
145,600
151,400
157,200
163,000
168,800
174,600
174,600
174,600
174,600
174,600
174,600

80,000
160,000
166,700
263,400
285,100
297,600
310,100
322,600
335,100
347,600
360,100
372,600
385,100
397,600
410,100
422,600
435,100
435,100
435,100
435,100
435,100
435,100

Notes
Changein Baseline to No Build Annual RevenueBus Service Hours
SFV- Starts February 2004
Wilshire - Starts July 2004
Eastside - Starts November
2006
S:July00~AnnualBus HoursCorridors 04/11/20015:05 PM

LOS ANGELESCOUNTYMETROPOLITANTRANSPORTATIONAUTHORITY
RAIL ANNUALVEHICLE REVENUEHOURS
FY 2001-2025
HeavyRail
RedLine
FY01"
FY 02
FY 03
FY 04
FY 05
FY 06
FY 07
FY 08
FY 09
FY 10
FY 11
FY 12
FY 13
FY 14
FY 15
FY 16
FY 17
FY 18
FY 19
FY 20
FY21
FY 22
FY 23
FY 24
FY 25

259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919
259,919

LightRail
Blue &Green
Lines
242,709
261,389
306,527
426,367
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436
426,436

Eastside
LRT**

Expo
LRT

44,590
44,590

441590
44,59O
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590
44,590

39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933
39,933

TOTAL
502,628
521,308
566,446
686,286
686,355
686,355
730,945
730,945
730,945
730,945
730,945
730,945
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878
770,878

Notes:
* Rail annualvehicle revenuehours for the Red,Blue and GreenLines are basedon OMB
5-YearForecastdated May19, 2000
throughFY06andheld constantthereafter in the Financial ForecastingModel.
** Estimateis predicatedon annualcar hourswhichis consideredfor purposesherein to be synonymous
with vehicle revenuehours.

S:~Aug00\RailRSHCaI\RSHRail

03/05/2001 5:52 PM

BUS REVENUESERVICE HOURSASSUMPTIONS- FY2001-2025
Section 5309 NewStarts Rating Report
FY01

7,271,125

¯
I
revenue serwce
hours (includes
591,890 purchased hours)

FY02

7,509,056

revenueservice hours (includes 591,890 purchased hours)

FY03

7,549,127
(61.475)
7,487,652

revenue service hours (includes 591,890 purchased hours)
2service hours saved by reduction of 25 buses
revised revenueservice hours

FY04

7,549,127
80,000
(122.950)
7,506,177

revenue service hours (includes 591,890 purchased hours)
new service for SFVEast-West BRT(1/2 yr)
service hours saved by reduction of additional 25 buses (cumulativetotal 50 buses)
revised revenue service hours

FY05

7,592,081
160,000
(184~425)
7,567,656

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
new service for Wilshire BRT3andcontinuing service for SFVEast-West BRT
service hours saved by reduction of additional 25 buses (cumulativetotal 75 buses)
revised revenue service hours

FY06

7,592,081
166,700
(245,900)
7,512,881

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for Wilshire BRT3andSFVEast-West BRT
service hours saved by reduction of additional 25 buses (cumulative total 100 buses)
revised revenue service hours

FY07

7,592,081
263,400
t.~0L375)
7,548,106

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
Newservice for Eastside Shuttles & continuing service for Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRT
service hours saved b" reduction of additional 25 buses (cumulative total 125 buses)
revised revenueservice hours

FY08

7,592,081
285,100
(368.850)
7,508,331

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
3, SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
continuing service for Wilshire BRT
service hours saved by reduction of additional 25 buses (cumulative total 150 buses)
revised revenue service hours

FY09

7,592,081
395,960
(430,325)
7,557,716

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
new service for SFVN/S &continuing service for Wilshire, SFVE/WBRT’sand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved b reduction of additional 25 buses (cumulative total i75 buses)
revised revenue service hours

FY10

7,592,081
408,460
(491.800)
7,508,741

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of additional 25 buses (cumulative total 200 buses)
revised revenueservice hours

FYll

7,592,081
420,960
(523.767~
7,489,274

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of additional 13 buses (cumulative total 213 buses)
revised revenue service hours

Prepared by Capital Development& Progra~nming
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BUS REVENUESERVICE HOURSASSUMPTIONS- FY2001-2025
Section 5309 NewStarts Rating Report

FY12

7,592,081
433,460
(523.767)
7,501,774

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of 213 buses.
revised revenue service hours

FY13

7,592,081
445,960
(523,767~
7,514,274

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of 213 buses.
revised revenue service hours

FY14

7,592,081
458,460
(523,767)
7,526,774

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of 213 buses.
revised revenue service hours

FY15

7,592,081
470,960
(523.767)
7,539,274

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing serwce for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of 213 buses.
revised revenue service hours

FY16

7,592,081
483,460
(523.767)
7,551,774

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of 213 buses.
revised revenue service hours

FY17

7,592,081
495,960
(523.767)
7,564,274

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of 213 buses.
revised revenue service hours

FY18

7,592,081
508,460
(523,767)
7,576,774

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of 213 buses.
revised revenue service hours

FY19

7,592,081
520,960
(523.767)
7,589,274

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of 213 buses.
revised revenue service hours

FY20-FY25

7,592,081
533,460
(523~767)
7,601,774

revenue service hours (includes 634,844 purchased hours)
continuing service for SFVN/S, Wilshire BRT,SFVEast-West BRTand Eastside Shuttles
service hours saved by reduction of 213 buses.
revised revenue service hours

Notes:
1. Revenueservice hours are pursuant to OMB’s5-Year Enterprise Fund forecast of May17, 2000.
2. Revenueservice hours per bus are assumedat 2,459 hours annually. This 2,459 average revenue service hours are
arrived at using the six Restructuring Studies reduction programfor 213 buses on specified routes in Los AngelesCounty.
3. Wilshire BRTassumes no overall revenue service hour increase for MTA
system. Wilshire BRToperating hours
are achieved by restructuring existing MTA
services.
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ATTACHMENT

C

REVISED TABLE 1-4:
CONSTRAINED & STRATEGIC PLAN
RECOMMENDATIONS

Table 1-4 Constrained& Strategic
Plan Recommendations
CONSTRAINED

PLAN

RECOMMENDATIONS

Bus System Improvement
Countywide Bus System Improvement - 4,400 total countywide peak fleet
Metro Rapid Corridors - 22 Lines
Implement Tiered Transit System
1
Transit Capital Project Fundingin Call for Projects ($13.5 mill/yr)
2
CommunityTransit Service

TOTAL

3,771.8
92.3
0
438.4
0

YEARS

FY 06 FY05FY 05 FY 05 FY 05 -

MINIMUM
IMPLEMENT
TIME

25
10
25
25
25

FY 02-07
FY03-08
Ongoing
Ongoing
FY 02-07

FY 02-07
FY01-06
FY02-O7
TBD

Transit Corridors
3
CrenshawCorridor
3
Exposition Corridor PhaseII (extension of Baseline Project)
3
San Fernando Valley North-South Corridor
2
Metro Green Line Extension to LAX

346.1
155.2
142.7
O

FY 19 - 22
FY09- 14
FY05- 12
TBD

CommuterRail
Metrolink Expansion

580.0

FY 05 - 25 FY 03-13

Freeway Improvementsand Gap Closure
i-5: Add 1 mixed flow lane & 1 HOVlane from Orange Co. Line to RosemeadBlvd.

222.3

FY 16-23

FY02-09

HO V Lanes
I-5: Rt. 134 to Rt. 170 (both directions)
Rt. 14: Pearblossomto AvenueL (both directions)
1-405: Rt. 101 to Burbank Blvd. (northbound)

182.7
105.5
3.6

FY 10- 15
FY 16-22
FY 06

FY03-10
FY09-16
FY 02-09

Table 1-4 Constrained & Strategic Plan
Recommendations (Continued)
CONSTRAINED
PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
(Continued/

TOTAL

YEARS

MINIMUM
IMPLEMENT
TIME

Freeway Interchanges
I-5: Various interchanges from Orange Co. Line to RosemeadBI
Rt. 57 and Rt. 60

355.5
355.5

FY 16- 24
FY 16-24

FY02-09
FY09-16

HOV Connectors
I-5 and Rt. 170 (partial - from south to north)
I-5 and 1--405 (partial - from south to north)

77.7
143.5

FY20-24
FY 17-23

FY03-10
FY03-10

Soundwalls
MTARetrofit

549.2

FY 05 - 16 FY 05-16

817.2
724.7
929.0
260.4
320.0
259.9
64,9
301.9

FY05-25
FY05-25
FY05-25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY05-25

Soundwall Program(partial

funding)

Regional Surface Transportation Improvements($25 mill/yr) 1 ~ 4
1
Arterial GoodsMovement($22.4 mill/yr)
1
Signal Synchronization & Bus SpeedImprovement($29 mill/yr)
1
Transportation DemandManagement($8 mill/yr)
~
Bikeway Improvements ($10 mill/yr)
~
Pedestrian Improvements($8 mill/yr)
~
Transportation Enhancements($2 mill/yr)
~
RideshareServices ($9.5 mill/yr)

FY05-25
FY05-25
FY05-25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY05-25

Constrained RecommendationFootnotes
1 Annual Call for Projects funding amountsare presented-in uninflated dollars and represent annual averages.
2 CommunityTransit and Metro Green Line Extension to LA World Airports assumedto be funded with non-MTAfunding
sources.
3 Actual transit technology (metro rapid, bus guideway, or light rail guideway) and phase project length to be determined
through corridor alternatives analysis.
4 SR-138widening project to 4 lanes from SR-14 to I-5, & from Ave. T to SR-18 are assumedto be funded with RSTI$.

Table 1-4 Constrained& Strategic Plan
Recommendations
(Continued)
STRATEGIC

PLAN

TOTAL

RECOMMENDATIONS

Bus System Improvement
Metro Rapid Corridors - Additional 14 Lines
~
Additional Transit Capital Call for Projects Funding($20 mill/yr
2
CommunityTransit Service

& $649.5 total funding)

Transit Corridors
3
Wilshire Red Line - extension from Wilshire/Western to Century City
3
East Los Angeles Corridor - extension from Atlantic to Norwalk/Whittier
PasadenaMetro Rail Line - ~
extension from Sierra Madre Villa to Claremont
Vermont Corridor - Vermont Metro Green Line Station to Hollywood Bird, 3
3
Burbank/GlendaleCorridor - Union Station to Burbank Transit Station
~
Metro Green Line - extension from Marine/Redondoto South Bay Galleria
3
Extensions and/or upgrades to Constrained Plan transit corridor projects
Transit Corridor Operating Costs
CommuterRail
Additional Metrolink Expansion

Freeway Improvementsand Gap Closure
I-5: Add 1 mixed flow lane & 1 HOVlane from RosemeadBlvd. to 1-170 (both directions)
4
I-5: Add 1 mixed flow lane from Rt. 14 to Rt. 126 (both directions)
4
Rt. 14: Add 1 mixed flow lane from I-5 to Kern County Line (both directions)
4
Rt. 101: Corridor Study Recommendations
4
Rt. 138: Add 1 expresswaylane from I-5 to Rt. 14 (both directions)
~
Rt. 138: Add 1 expresswaylane from Rt. 14 to San Bernardino Co. Line (both directions)
1-710: Gap Closure
1-710: Corridor Study Recommendations"
~
High Desert Freeway: from I--5 to San Bernardino County Line

YEARS

MINIMUM
IMPLEMENT
TIME

130.8
211.1
500.0

FY 11 - 16
FY05-25
FY 05 - 25

FY09-13
Ongoing
Ongoing

2,461.0
671.0
1,276.0
373.0
788.0
172.0
461.0
1,120.0

FY 15-20
FY09- 14
FY 09- 14
FY 07 - 10
FY 15- 19
FY 15- 19
FY 15-20
FY09-25

FY02-08
FY02-08
FY 02-08
FY 02-06
FY02-08
FY02-08
FY02-08
Ongoing

380.0

FY05- 25

FY 13-18

1,415.0
629.0
1,258.0
TBD
117.0
191.0
1,474
TBD
TBD

FY 16 - 23
FY 16 - 21
FY 16 - 21
TBD
FY 15 - 20
FY 15 - 20
FY 10-25
TBD
TBD

FY 08-15
FY 04-11
FY 09-16
TBD
FY 05-12
FY 05-12
FY03-10
TBD
TBD

Table 1-4 Constrained& Strategic Plan
Recommendations
(Continued)
STRATEGIC

PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)

TOTAL

YEARS

MINIMUM
IMPLEMENT
TIME

HOV Lanes
I-5: Rt. 14 to Rt. 126 (both directions)
Rt. 57: Rt. 60 to 1-210 (both directions)
Rt. 60: Rt. 101 to 1-605 (both directions)
1-605:- 1-10 to 1-210

157.0
86.0
244.0
86.0

FY 16-21
FY22-25
FY 16-21
FY22-25

FY04-11
FY 10-17
FY 10-17
FY06-13

Freeway Interchanges
I-5 and Rt. 2
I-5 and 1-10
I-5 and Rt. 14
I-5 and Rt. 134
I-5 and Rt. 170
I-5 and 1-405
Rt. 101 and Rt. 170
1-405 and Rt. 101
Rt. 101 and Rt. 170 and Rt. 134 (complete two connections)

200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0

FY 11 -25
FY 11 -25
FY 11 -25
FY 11 -25
FY 11 -25
FY 11 - 25
FY 11 -25
FY11 -25
FY 16-25

FY06-13
FY06-13
FY04-11
FY05-12
FY03-10
FY04-11
FY 10-17
FY10-17
FY 10-17

HOV Connectors
I-5 and 1-605 (partial connector -- from west to south & from west to north)
1-101 and 1-605 (partial connector -- from east to south & from west to south)
Rt. 60 and 1-605 (partial connector -- from east to south & from east to north)
Rt. 91 and 1-110 (partial connector -- from east to south & from east to north)
Rt. 91 and 1-605 (all)
1-105 and 1-605 (partial connector -- from west to north & from west to south)

208.0
208.0
208.0
208.0
416.0
208.0

FY 11
FY 11
FY 11
FY 11
FY11
FY 11

FY03-10
FY06-13
FY07-14
FY07-14
FY07-14
FY06-13

SoundwaIIs
Additional funding for MTARetrofit

724.9 FY 05 - 16 FY 05-16

Soundwall Program

- 20
-20
-20
-20
-20
-20

Table 1-4 Constrained & Strategic Plan
Recommendations (Continued)
STRATEGICPLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
(Continued)
1
Additional
1
Additional
1
Additional
1
Additional
1
Additional
1
Additional
~
Additional

Regional Surface Transportation Improvements($35 mill/yr & $1,133.3 total funding)
Arterial GoodsMovementImprovements($32 mill/yr & $1,046.2 total funding)
Signal Synchronization & Bus SpeedImprovements($41 mill/yr & $1,314.8 total funding)
Transportation DemandManagement
($12 mill/yr & $389.9 total funding)
Bikeways Improvements($20 mill/yr & $649.5 total funding)
Pedestrian Improvements($18 mill/yr & $584.8 total funding)
Rideshare Services ($12 mill/yr & $389.9 total funding)

TOTAL
316.1
321.5
385.8
129.5
329.5
324.9
88.0

YEARS
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 °25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25

Strate.qic RecommendationFootnotes
1 Annual Call for Projects funding amountsare presented in uninflated dollars and represent annual averages
2 CommunityTransit assumed to be funded with a combination of MTAand non-MTAfunding sources
3 Actual transit technology (metro rapid, bus guideway, or light rail guideway) and phase project length to be determined through corridor
alternatives analysis
~ Final project scope and cost recommendationswill be incorporated into Strategic Plan upon completion of corridor studies

Minimum Implementation Time Resouce Assumptions
Highways:
1. Sufficient funding will be available for MTAand Caltrans to fully fundthe projects’ developmentand construction.
2. Caltrans would be able to hire sufficient numberof staff to perform project development, design and construction of all highway
projects.
3. MTAwould be able to hire sufficient numberof staff with the appropriate expertise to oversee the environmental, design and
construction phases of projects.
4. A quality control oversight process would be established by MTAthat would assure the projects are delivered on schedule and on
budget.
5. MTAand Caltrans would be able to take advantage of all possible Prop 35 Contracting Out opportunities.
6. Delivery of the above LRTPhighway projects in not in priority order.
Transit
1. Sufficient funding will be available for MTAto fully fund the projects’ developmentand construction.
2. MTAwould be able to hire sufficient numberof staff and consultants to perform project development, design and construction.
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LONG RANGE TRANSPORTATION PLAN BUS FLEET
The LongRangeTransportation Plan (LRTP)proposesa significant and pragmatic
enhancement
to the countywidebus system. Over the course of the LRTP,the
countywidefleet will growfromapproximately3,300total busesat the beginningof the
plan period to approximately4,400 total busesin 2025operatedby both MTAand the
16 IncludedMunicipalOperators.Thecountywidebus fleet in 2025will also be
comprised
of larger capacityvehicles than are operatedtodayandwill enablethe public
transportation systemto better accommodate
the increasein transit ridership projected
for 2025. Followingis a summary
of the changesproposedfor the countywidebus fleet
within the LRTPtime period.

LRTP FLEET DESCRIPTION
MTAFixed-RouteServices
In 2001, the current MTApeakbus fleet totals 2,066 vehicles. In 2001- 2002,77
vehicles will be addedto the peakbus fleet to meetConsentDecreerequirements.
By 2007,the MTApeakfleet will increaseto 2,351for the newservices. Specifically,
MTAwill add65 peakarticulated busesfor the SanFernandoValley East-WestTransit
Corridorproject. In addition, 70 peakarticulated buseswill replace67 existing 40 ft.
busesfor the WilshireTransit Corridorproject. Anadditional40 - 40 ft. buseswill be
addedto feed into the EastsideTransitCorridorproject. Finally, 100- 40 ft. buseswill
be addedto the systemto support the proposedMetro Rapidexpansion.This
representsthe net increaseto the fleet necessaryto implementMetroRapidservice
over the vehicles already operatingin the MetroRapidcorridors basedon experienced
gainedfrom the existing two demonstration
lines. These40 ft. buseswill be redeployed
elsewherein the systemlater during the plan period andreplacedwith articulated
vehicles to allow higher capacityon MetroRapidroutes.
Between
2011and2025, a total of 578vehicles will be addedto the MTApeakfleet to
keepup with populationgrowth, traffic congestionandto implementfeederservices
connectingpassengersto MetroRapid, ExpressBus, Transit Corridor andMetro Rail
Services. Thesenewvehicles will be predominantlyhigh-capacityarticulated busesin
order to accommodate
the expectedgrowthin transit ridership.
Finally, 34 peakvehicleswill be addedto the ExpositionTransit Corridor extensionand
another34 peakvehicles will be addedto the Crenshaw
Transit Corridor project. No
additional peakvehicles are projected to be neededto implementthe SanFernando
Valley North-SouthCorridor.
Peakvehicles will also be replacedthroughthe life of the plan. In 1998,the MTABoard
adopteda plan to purchase2,095 busesby 2004at an acceleratedrate in order to

improvethe ageof busvehicles. After 2004, approximatelyan additional 2,500
vehicles will be purchased
to maintainthe ageof the vehicle fleet. Manyof the new
buseswill be high-capacityvehicles allowing the 2025peakfleet to be madeup of 38%
articulated vehicles(14%60 ft. vehiclesand24%80 ft. vehicles). Utilization of highcapacity vehicles will allow MTAto carry 40%morepassengersthan wouldhavebeen
accommodated
if the 2,997 MTApeakfleet in 2025used40 ft. buses.
This also explains howMTAis able to accommodate
an 87%growth in bus ridership
between2000and 2025. Useof the high-capacity vehicles increases passenger
capacity by 108%while actual numberof vehicles only increasesby 45%between
2000 and 2025.
Municipal OperatorFixed-RouteServices
In addition to MTA,sixteen municipaltransit operatorsprovidefixed-route busservice
within the county. TheLRTPproposesworkingclosely with municipaloperatorsto
improvecountywidebus service. Basedon information provided by each agency,
currently the municipaloperatorscollectively operate1,034buses,including spare
vehicles. Overthe life of the LRTP
period, they project adding361vehiclesto their
respectivepeakfleets.
In addition to addingbusesto their respectivefleets, MTA
will be workingclosely with
the municipaloperatorsto implementa TieredTransit Systemin order to eliminate
duplication of service links andprovideservice moreeffectively countywide
along
certain routes providedby both MTAandthe municipaloperators.
TheLRTPalso includes a Strategic Plan to seek additional revenuesources. If
additional fundingis secured,implementation
of the abovefixed-route servicescould be
accelerated.Followingis a chart that presentsthe fleet detail assumed
in the LRTP.

LRTPFixed-Route Service Fleet Description

I

Service Provider
MTAServices
Existing Fleet in 2001
Consent Decree 2001-02
Metro Rapid
Population/Congestion/Feeder
2011- 25
Transit Corridor Studies
San FernandoValley East-West
Mid-City(Wilshire)
ReplacedBusesin Mid-City
¯ Eastside
Exposition Exten. from Crenshaw
Crenshaw
SanFernandoValley North-South
MTASubtotal
MunicipalOperatorServices
Existing Fleet in 2001
Fleet Increase2001- 2025
MunicipalSubtotal
Total LRTP2025 Countywide
Fleet Size

Vehicle#

Vehicle Size

40ft.
2,066
77
40ft.
40
ft./80
ft.
100
57830 / 40 / 60 / 80 ft.
8Oft.
65
80ft.
70
40ft.
(67)
40ft.
4O
34 to be determined
34 to be determined
2,997
1,034
361
1,395
4,392

40ft.
40ft.
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CAPITAL

710 Freeway Gap Closure Motion Regarding Amendment
of LanguageContainedin the LongRangeTransportation
Plan
WHEREAS,
the 710 FreewayGap Closure Project is the best performing project in the
Long Range Transportation Plan; and
WHEREAS,
the MTABoard remains committed to timely completion of the 710
Freeway Gap Closure; and
WHEREAS,
the language used to describe of the 710 Freeway Gap Closure in the MTA
Draft LongRangePlan requires specific revision;
NOW
THEREFORE,
the Board of Directors of the Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority resolves:
That MTA
staff is directed to generally revise the language describing the 710 Freeway
GapClosure Project to removeall references to the project being "stalled," a lack of
"consensus,"the needto further assess consensus,the existence of litigation, or the status
of Caltrans rehabilitation of properties ownedin the project fight of way;and
That morespecifically, MTA
staff shall use the attached revision of the languageof the
LongRangePlan in removingthe references described in the foregoing paragraph.

LRTPLanguage Changes to Remove Inaccurate References
the I- 710 Gap Closure
Page 1-32. UnderProject Specific Performance, HighwayPerformance:

REMOVE LANGUAGE:

SUBTITUTE LANGUAGE:
"The modeling performed by MTAstaff demonstrates that the 1-710
project is the highest performing project. The I-5 widening(Rosemead
Blvd. to 1-710) is also a high performingproject. Dueto the high cost of
these two projects, they are recommended
for the Strategic Plan at this
time due to scarce financial resources. Theremaininghighwayprojects in
the ConstrainedPlan all provide substantial congestionrelief benefits."
Page 3-16. Under GapClosures and Widenings:
REMOVE LANGUAGE:

to

SUBSTITUTE LANGUAGE:
"The 710 FreewayGapClosure is one of the most regionally significant
projects remainingto be completedin the region. Oncecompleted,it is
estimated that the 710 GapClosure will removeabout 100,000 vehicles
from local streets in the corridor. SCAG
estimates that completionof the
710 FreewayGapClosure will improve regional air quality by removing
1.1 tons of air emissionsper day. This project is discussed further under
the "Strategic HighwayElement," located near the end of this chapter."
Page 3-24. Under1-710 Long Beach FreewayGapClosure Project:
REMOVE LANGUAGE:

...................
: .... o ........
~ o-vv0~ of tho
resolution on April 24, 2900tc cppc~etho

SUBSTITUTE LANGUAGE:
"1-710 FreewayGapClosureProject: This six-mile corridor traverses
the communitiesof Alhambra,E1 Sereno (part of Los Angeles), South
Pasadenaand Pasadena. The 1-710 Project is the highest performing
project in the LongRangeTransportation Plan. Despite its high
performance,it has taken a long period of time for Caltrans to define the
project route and identify mitigation measuresto protect the affected
communities.
In April 1998, the 1-710 FreewayGapClosure significantly advanced
whenthe U.S. Secretary of Transportation signed a Recordof Decision
finding that all planning was completeand adopting the extraordinary
mitigation measuresto protect the affected communities.The Recordof
Decision also contemplates the implementationof a numberof interim
traffic improvements
to provide moreimmediatetraffic relief in the
corridor althoughthese projects are no substitute for the freewayfacility.
The Recordof Decision requires Caltrans and the cities to begin design of
the freeway and to develop the interim traffic improvementsalong a
parallel time frame.
Althoughthe project is currently involvedin litigation filed by the City of
South Pasadenaover the environmental documentationand residents of El
Sereno regarding mitigation measures,the litigation is not expectedto

affect the ability of Caltrans to advancethe project to completionwithin
the Plan period.
Of particular concemat the time of the last LRTPwere the claims of E1
Sereno residents that Caltrans had offered moremitigation measuresto the
cities of Pasadenaand South Pasadenathan to the communityof El
Sereno. As part of the Record of Decision, Caltrans and FHWA
committedto $54.9 million of mitigation measuresfor E1 Sereno. See
Table __ for a listing of El Serenomitigation measures.As a result of tkis
mitigation, the Federal Court has placed the E1 Sereno lawsuit in the
"inactive" file until final resolution of remainingminorissues during the
design of the freewayfacility.
The1-710 Project enjoys a high level of support in the region. Twosubregions, Central L.A. and San Gabriel Valley ranked the 1-710 Gap
Closure as a "priority" project in the preparation of the LRTP.OnMarch
6, 2001, voters of the City of Pasadena, approvedMeasureA, supporting
completionof the 710 Project by 58.9%of the vote. Additionally, public
opinion polls conductedby the Rose Institute at the ClaremontCollege
showsresidents of the 30 cities of the San Gabriel Valley support
completionby 63%to 11%-- a 6 to 1 ratio.
Whenconstructed, the 1-710 Project will be constructed in phases. Phase 1
will extend the freeway from Valley Boulevardto HuntingtonDrive.
JPhase 2 wouldcompletethe freeway to the I-210 interchange. Caltrans has
undertaken a traffic impact analysis of the temporaryHuntingtonDrive
terminus. Baseduponthe findings of the analysis, Caltrans will coordinate
the implementationof traffic operations measureswith the local
jurisdictions to ensure, safe, efficient traffic operation betweenthe two
phases.
Given the scarce funding for this LRTP,the 1-710 Project remains as a
high priority in the Strategic Plan. MTA
will continue to workwith
Caltrans to seek additional federal funds and develop other funding
sources to fully fund the project while the pendingenvironmentalissues
are resolvedin the pendinglitigation."
Page 6-27. UnderKey Transportation Objectives:
ADD A NEW BULLETED PARAGRAPH:
"710 Freeway Gap Closure
After an extended planning process, the 710 FreewayGapClosure Project
is ready to moveforward in the San Gabriel Valley. This project has long
been a priority project of the subregion for manyyears. Traffic congestion
in the 710 corridor continues to worsenas residents of the affected
communitiesawait resolution of additional legal challenges to the project

by the City of South Pasadenaand others. Uponresolution of the current
litigation, it is expectedthis high priority project can moveto design, right
of wayacquisition, and construction."
Page A-16. UnderProject Level PerformanceHighlight:
REMOVE LANGUAGE:

and I 5 Widening t .......

~ ......................................

SUBSTITUTE LANGUAGE:
"The travel time saved by each of the twelve freeway projects is
summarizedin Exhibit A-15. Fromthe exhibit, we can see that the 710
FreewayGapClosure (Project #9 & #10) in the Strategic Plan, would
generate the highest savings of travel time, in a range of 3.2 million
vehicle-hours per year. This is followedby 1-5 wideningfrom 1-605 to 1710 (Project #11 &#12), at a savings of 1.9 million vehicle-hours per
year. Among
the remainingeight projects, the four in the Constrained
Alternative are associated with annual savings of 640,000 or morevehicle
hours. Theseare higher than the savings of the remainingfour in the
Strategic Alternative."
"Despite the high potential for travel time savings, the I-710 FreewayGap
Closure Project and the 1-5 Widening(I-605 to 1-710) was not included
the ConstrainedAlternative due to the lack of available funds for all high
performing highwayprojects."
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Los Angeles County
Municipal Operators’ Revenue & Expenditure Capital Summary for Buses and Facilities

Prepared December 12, 2000

LosAnge~s
Cout=tyMetropolitanTransportationAuthority
MunicipalOperatorBusCapital Requirements
Summary

ategory/Operator

# Own/
Lease/
Orderec
2000 FY2001 FY2002 FY2003 FY200,~

FY2005 FY2006 FY2007 FY2008 FY2009 FY2010 FY2011 FY2012 FY2013 FY201,~

FY201~’

FY20t6

FY20t7

FY2018 FY2019 FY2020 FY2021 FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 FY2025
TOTAl

ixed RouteBus-- 12
ear Replacement
VTA

45
10
43
273
45
60

ulver City
oothill
ardena
~DOT
ontebello
anta Clarita

ur]i BusExpansion

67
28
54
166
51

Jbtotal Muni35’
44
Jbtotal Muni40’
990
~tal No. Replacement
1,034
.~hicles Muni
TA(information only)
2,624
flation
)st per 40 ft bus
Y20015)
)st per >35-<40ft
Y20015)
mdingRequiredfor
uni Fixed Route
!hicles ($1000s)
tnding Requiredfor
Jni SmallVehicles
1000s)

7
0
10
0
0
0
27
0
0
5
12
11

4
2
0
0
6
36
26
0
6
0
10
0

3
4
8
45
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

11
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
16
10
5

11
0
0
23
0,
0
20
0
0
0
0
8

0
0
01
0
0
0
20
8
0
0
0
8

28
0
100

2
8
84

12
12
66

33
5
90

19
0
81

31
0
67

100

400
2.85%
1.0285

78
95
81
200
200
200
2.75% 2.75% 2.70%
1.0568 1.0858 1.115:

390,00¢ 390,000

390,00£ 390,000 434,914

620
3.10%
1000

92

257,528 264,868 272,15;

39,000 34,879

7,938

5,366

~ndingRequiredfor
Jni Facilities ($1000s)

14,601

53,546

rnding Requiredfor
Jni SupportEquipment
5%) ($1000s)

9,231

,tal MuniFunding
!quired ($1000s)
~ni Fundingper July
2000Financial Model
1000s)

14,069

67
200
2.65%
1.1447

3
0
0
17
14
20
0
5
0
0
21
0

0

0
0
3

3
0
0
19
21
0
20
0
9
0
0
0

0
3
20
0
0
0
16
14
4
11
94
6

29
1
84

22
9
85

29
4
193

0
26
0
0
25
0

23
0
103
103
200
2.50%
1.1733

85
200
2.50%
1.2027

94

197

200
2.55%
1.2333

446,439 457,600 469,040 481,000

200
2.55%
1.2648

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
28
8
61
0
i
0

3
0
0
77
0~
4!
18
7
0
16
10
8

25
0
67

11
0
154

67
200
2.65%
1,2983

493,26E 506,337

154
200
2.75%
1.3340

7
0
10
0
0
0
27
5
0
5
12
11

4
2
0
0
6
36
26
0
6
0
10
0

3
4
8
45
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
2

11
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
0
16
10
5

11
0
0
23
0
0
20
0
0
0
0
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
20
8
0
0
0
8

3
0
0
17
14
20
0
5
0
0
21
0

0
1
0
26
0
0
25
0
1
0
0
3

3
0
0
19
21
0
20
0
9
0
0
0

0
3
20
0~
0
0
16
14
4
11
94
6

0
0
0~
0
0
0
0
28
8
6
0
0

3
0
0
77
0
4
18
7
0
16
10
8

38
0
115

8
89

23
12
77

38
5
95

25
0
87

37
0
73

28
0
108

43
1
98

28
9
91

35
4
199

32
0
74

18
0
161

115
200
2.80%
1.3714

97
200
2.75%
1.4091

87
200
2.45%
1.5204

73
200
2.60%
1.5599

108
200
2.70%
1,6020

99
200
2.65%
1.6445

100
200
2.60%
1.6872

203
200
2.55%
1.7303

74
200
2.50%
1.7735

47
0
124

161i
200
2.45%
1.817C

124
200
2.359
1.8597

674,799 691,669 708,61~

725,268

97
20
86
414
9O
120
411
134
56
113
326
113
663
78
2,565
2,643
5,620
34.8434

279,636 287,186 294,796 302,166 309,721 317,61~ 325,718 334,349 343,544 353,163 362,875 372,673 382,176 391,539 401.719 412,56E 423,499 434,721 446,241 458,067 470,20E 482,666

29,00E 36,498 35,228

3,546
97,958

19,576

29,911 47,133 39,709 43,744

96,503 33,925

80,120 61,505 51,812 47,929 56,894 51,586

1,646

2,511

1,110

3,048

7,696!

2,31(3

3,849

8,279

8,789

6,131

1,131

8,034

3,193

5,31~

5,423

5,531

5,635

5,74£

5,851

5,963

6,082

6,208

6,338

6,469

6,600

6,7271 11,34~

6,51E

6,474

5,483

8,372

7,97~

7,786

15,947

7,243

14,268 11~096

61,117 59,690 122,263 55,528 109,385 85,070 68,324i

94,000

75,000

70,600

100
200
2.55%
1.4840

520,262 534,829 549,537 564,374 578,766 592,946 608,362 624,78~ 641,345 658,020

70,770 107,859 150,086 49,97~ 49,636 42,035 64,187

102,700

89
200
2.70%
1.4471

7
0
10
0
0
0
27
5
0
5
12
11i

72,40C 69,400

71,200

73,10£

77,000

78,900

81,100

83,300

85,50£

8,912

9,385 10,02;

71,94~

87,80~

90,20C

76,83E

92,60(3

44,41£

4,441

67,477 63,275 63,792 136,070

4,40C
7,024

10,105

3,286

3,428 11,267

7,167 12,551

7,507

8,375 11,690 11,888 12,38~

51,184 114,087

17,433

6,198

4,740

7,651

7,795

7,939

9,77E

19,015

24,175

89,933

6,075

135,846

8,078

321,040

15,613

77,475 64,209 89,620 91,142 94,95~ 185,328

74,953 145,781 119,699

94,800

102,300 102,300

97,300

99,700 102,306 102,30(3 102,300

1,445,611

102,30~

285,37~
2,187,871

2,210,400

~ni Surplus/(Sh0rtfall)
100O~) CUMOLATIVE
ores:

1. Municipaloperators are planninga total of 361 newbuses:60 odginal plus 301 additional buses.
2. Beginningbalancetotaling $117million dollars is assumed
for plannedfacilities in AntelopeValley, Gardena,LongBeach,Norwalk,and SantaMonica,
3. Facilities spendingin FY2003
is actually occuringover the prior three-yearperiod. Fundingis shownin FY2003becausefacilties become
operational in 2003.
Preparedby Capital Development
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os Angele~CountyMetropolitan Transportation Authority
unicipal Operator Bus Capital RequirementsSummary

egory/Operator

# Own/
Lease/
Ordered
2000

FY 2001 FY 200

FY2003

FY2004FY2005

FY2006

FY2007

FY2008

FY2009 FY2010

FY2011 FY2012

FY2013 FY2014

FY2015 FY2016 FY2017

FY2018 FY20t9

~aller Bus-- VariedReplacement
Cycle

((Torrance)
,i BusExpansion
nned-48)
=1 NO. Replacement
dl Vehicles
lulative factor
: perbus- less than
. (FY20015)
: per mid-sizedbus,
oximately25 to <35
(FY20015)
Jing Requiredfor
Iler Vehicles
OOs)

18
13
5
3
7
10
45
13
50
7
4
9

0
0
0
3
7
2
0
0
45
3
3
0

0
3
2
0
0
3
20
2
0
2
0

4
6

0
0

0
0

I0

2

227

10
10
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
9
0
4
6
0

0
0,
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

8
0
3
3
0
0
0=
5
0
4
0
0
13
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
5
0
0
0
1
3
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
2
0
0
0
0
2
15
2
0
9
0
0
0
0

10
10
0
0
0
2
0
6
30
0
0
0
0
0
6
0

0
0
0
3
0
3
0
0
5
2
1
0
13
0
0
0

8
0
3
0
0
0
0
5
15
2
0
0
0
4
0
0

0
0
0
0
7
0
25
0
0
1
3
9
0
0
O;
0

0
3
2
0
0
0
2O
21
Of
2
0
0
6
0
0
14

10
10
0
31
0
5
0
6
15
2
0
0
13
0
6
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

8
0
3
0
0
2
0
5
30
2
0
9
0
0
0
0

2

5

2

6

4

10

3

8

13

14

3

6

1

86
3.10%
1,0000

48
2.85%
=
1.028~

47
2.75%
1.0568

26
2.75%
1.0858

38
2.70%
1.1152

15
2.65%
1.1447

37
2.50%
1.1733

74
2.50%
1.2027

30
2.55%
1.2333

45
2.55%
1.264~

58
2.65%
1,2983

55,742

57,331

58,907

60,527

62,161

63,809

65,404

67,039

68,749

70.50;

72,37G

122,633 126,128

$7,938

$5,366
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129,59E 133,160 136,755 140,379 143,88~ 147,48E 151,247

$3.54~

$1,646

$2,511

$1,110

$3,04~

$7,69~

$2,31£

155,104 159,214

$3,84£

$8,279

63
2.75%
1.3340

73
2.80%
1.3714

12
2.75%
1.4091

60
2.70%
1.4471

0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
15
1
3
0
0
0
0
0

0
3
2
3
0
0
0
2
0
4
0
0
13
4
0
0

10
10
0
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
6i
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0~
II
I,
9
0
0
0
0

13

7

9

2

35
2.55°/~
1.484£

74,360 76.442 78,544 80,665 82,72;

38
41
2.45o/~ 2.60%
1.5204 1.559£

32
2.70%
1.6020

84,749

89,300

86,952

FY2020 FY2021 FY2022
8
0
3
0
0
5~
0
5
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
12
38
2.65%
1.6441
91,666

0
0
0
3
7!
0
25
0
0
3
3
0
13
0
0
0

0
3
2
Oi
0
2
20
2
45
2
0
0
0
0
0
14

10
10
0
0
0
3
0
6
0
0
0
9
0
0
6
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
5
0
1
0
6
4
0
0

13

8

6

14

67
2.60%
1.6872
94,050

163,592 168,173 172,798 177,46,~ 181,988 186,447 191,295 196,460 201,666 206,909

$8,789

$6.131

$1,131

$8,034

$3,193

$4,441

$4,400

$3,286

$3,428

FY2021 FY2024

$11,267

30
2.45%
1.8178

FY2025

8
0
3
3
0
0
0i
5
15
4
0
0
13
0
0
0

90
65
25
21
21
35
110
65
280
39
20
54
103
16
30
42

4

177

98
2.55%
1.7303

50
2.50%
1.7735

96,448

98,859 101,281 103,661

212,185 217,490 222,819
$17,433

$6,19~

$4,740

TOTAl

55
2.35%
1.8597

1,193
34.8434

228,055

$6,075

$135.84~
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Municipal Operators’ Fixed Route Buses Fleet Count

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportationAuthority
Vehiclesfor FixedRouteService

OPERATOR
A_NTELOPEVALLEY
TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Gillig Phantom
Gillig Phantom
Gillig Phantom
Neoplan
Gillig Phantom
Neoplan

# Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Se~ice Cycle Length

2001

2002

2003

2004 2005

2006 2007 2008

2009 2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017 2018

2019

2020

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

i
7
4
3
11
11

1989
1990
1991
1992
1993

Prepared
by CapitalDevelqpment
& Programming

12
12
12
12
12

40’
40’
40’
40’
40’

7 i o

i o
] o

0

i o

o

i o

o

~

0

o ! o
o i o

o ~11

o
o

oi o
oi o

0 i 11

o i o

11 i 0

ol

0
0

o=

o

o!
ol

0 i 0
0 i 0

0

0 i 0

o

ol o

i
o !

o

7

ol o

o

o i
0 1
0 i

0
0
0

0
0
0

S:Nov2000~Bus
CapitalCostsL:pdated
×Is12/8/2000
4 21PM

21

6

6
22
22

Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Vehicles for Fixed Route Service

OPERATOR
COMMERCE
MUNICIPALBUS LINES
GIL 35TA6V92TA
FLX35096-6T
FLX 351024T
NOVAT90206

Transportation

Authority

# Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Service Cycle Length

2
4
1
3

1984
1991
1996
1998

Preparedby Capital Development
& ~’~ ~r:’ ~] ...... ~

12
12
12
12

35’
35’
35’
35’

2001

2002

2003 2004

2005 2006

2007 2009

0
0
0
0

~

i
41o
o~ o

o o

oi o
o: o

oI: o
oi 1

o
o

oi o

o o

2009 2010

oI o

oI o
ol o

2017

2018

oi
o
o

2019

o
i
i

o
o

i

2020

2021 2022

o

o i
ol o
ol o

o i o
o11

o

2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

o

o

o ii o
o io

o

o
o
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4

8
2

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportationAuthority
Vehiclesfor FixedRouteService

OPERATOR
CULVERCITY
~UNICIPAL BUSLINES
3MC T6H4523
RTS
Flexible Metro
NewFlyer
NewFlyer

# Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Sewice Cycle Length

2001

I 19~.
35’ o
35’ 0
8 199112 4o’ o

4 1963
20

1998

Prepared by Capital Development& Programming

12

40’

0

2002

2003 2004

2005 2006

2007 2008

2009 2010

2011 2012

i o

o ! o

i o

=20

o : o

o i o

2013 2014

ioo
i

o
o

o= o

2015 20t6

io

oi

2017

2019

o
o

o= o

=0
=0

2019

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAl

o i o
o i o
o i

i

0

il o
0
: 0
i 0

0

o
0
0
10
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0

o
16
40
30

Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Vehicles for Fixed Route Service

Transportation

Authority

# Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Service Cycle Length

OPERATOR

2001

2002

2003 2004 2005

2006 2007 2008 2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

0
0
0
0

37
0
0
0

2018

2017

~O~H,~
TRANS,T
’
$iHig Phantem
$illig Phantom
Gitlig Phantom
Sillig Phantem
Gillig Phantem
Gillig Phantom
Gillig Phantem
Orion CNG

PrepaTedbv tt ’al

1991
37 1991
23I lgg3
17
1995
26
1996
19
1997
2000
77
66
2002

I,
6

L~evetaprnent & Programming

12
12
12
12
12
12

35’
40’
40
40’
4o’
40’

0 1
0 1
0 ~
0 i
o ~
0 1

0
0
0
o
0

12

40’

0

66

12

4o’

o ~ o
1

8
37
0
0
0
0
0
0

i o

o

i o

o

i o
! o

2018

o
o
i o
0 1 0

0

17 i

o i o

0

o

io
!o
io

o i o

o

io

o i o

19 !

0

o i

o

oi

o

o
o
0
0

~

0

i o
i o
1 77
! 0

i
i
i
{

i o
i 9

o
o

0
{

0

i~ 0o

23 ~

o
0

0

o
o
0

o

2019

2020

o ~ o
0
0
o ii o
17 i 0
o 126
o i o
0

i

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL
16
74
46
34

191 o

52
38

o i

154
132

0

o ! o

o
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Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Vehicles for Fixed Route Service

OPERATOR
3ARDENAMUNICIPAl
~USLINES
rMCTS0206

r~cTa0205
:le×ibleMetro
Flexible Metro
TMCRTS-06
i~#~6~:=#~

Transportation

Authority

# Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000
Service Cycle Length

14

21

1995

~7

12

~2

40’

40’

2001 2002
~

2005 2006
~

J=

=
i

=
0 1

0 i 0

6 2002
12
40’
0
3 2003
12
40’
0
1 2003
12
40’
0
,{~;~;~%~;~{~...............
~;~{~ ................

Prepared
by Capital Developmel~t & Programm~n
9

2003 2004
~

0

0

0

2008

2009

~
~

0

6
0 i 0
0 1 0
0
3 ~ 0
0 ~ 0
0
1
0
0
0
~, ...........................................................
i
{

200:

0 i 0
0
0
0

1 0
] 0
I 0

2010

2011

’
,i

i=

2~ i 0
0
0
0

,i
~
=

2012

0
0
0

0
+

0
0
0

0
i
~

0
0
0

2013 2014
~
~
i

2015 2016
"
~
~

0 i 0

0 i 0

0
0
0

,i
~
=

6
0
0

0
3
1

,i
{

0
0
0

2017

2018
~
~
,=

0 i
0
0
0

i
}
=
~

0
0
0

2019

0
0
0

"

2020

202" 2022
~

2023 2024
-

i
=

=
j

j=

1
{
~

0
0
0

0
0
1
0 ~ 0
0 ’= 0

0 1
0 l
0

0
0
0

2025 TOTAL

0
0
0
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12
6
2

Los AngelesCountyMetropolitan Transportation Authority
Vehicles for Fixed RouteService

OPERATOR
LOS ANGELES
DEPARTMENTOF
TRANSPORTATION
Giliig Phantom
Gillig Phantom
NeoplanMetroliner
S&SApollo

# Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Service Cycle Length

28
8
38
20
4

1988
1988
1993
1994
2000

12
12
12
12
12

4~
40’
4~
40’
4~

2001

O
0
O
0
0

2002

2003 2004 2005

2006 2007 2008

o i
o i

o
o

38 ~ 0
20 f 0

o ! o

2009 2010

o i o
o i o
o ! o

2011

2012

2013

2014

20t5

2016

20t7

2018

o 1 o

2019

oi

2020

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

0
0

0 i
0 i

0
0

o
o
o

o!

o

o i
0
0
0

o

o

56

i 0
1 0
1 0

0
O
0

16
76
40

o~ 4

o

8

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportationAuthority
Vehiclesfor FixedRouteService

OPERATOR
LONG BEACH TRANSIT
TMC80206
TMC80806
TMC80806
TMC80806
TMC80806
NFL D40LF
NFL D40LF
NFL D40LF
NFL D40LF

# Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Service
Cycle
10
17
26
20
20
20
25
20
16

1989
1989
1990
1992
1993
1994
1996
1997
1998

Prepared by Capital C3~v#lc~(~ment& Programming

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Length
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’

2001
10
17
0
0
0
0
0
0

2002 2003 2004

i 0

2005 2006 2007

0 i 0

i 26
} o
i o
! o
i o

o : o
o { o
o
o [ o 20 : o
o 1o
oi2o
o

~
=

0

0
0

oio

io

ol
oi
ol
o[

2008 2008 2010

o
o
o
o

oi~6
01

0

oI
ol
o[
o[
oI

20~

o
o
o
o
o
0

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

o
0
o
o

lOlO

0

0 I

o

ol o

o[ o
o[ 2o
0 [ 0
o! o

o
o

o i o
o i o

o i o
o i o

o

1710

ol ~6
o[ o
0

oi o

2017 2018

o !

o[ o

t

0
0

oi
o

!o
o [ o
o i o

o

0

0

o
o

o i o
0

2020

o

o i o
0
= 0
o i o
20 i o
o !2o
o i

2019

i 25

[
i

o
o

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20
0

10
17

30
51

o [ o

o

52

0

0

40

0 1 0
0 i 0
[

0

o io
ol o
0 [ 0
o{ o

o
o
0
o

40
40
50
40

0 !

0

0

32
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Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority
Vehicles for Fixed Route Service

OPERATOR
MONTEBELLO
MUNICIPAL
BUSLINES
GMCNewLook
GMCRTS/04
FLXMetro(Reserves)
GMC
RTS/06(Reserves)
TMCRTS/O6
TMCRTS/06
TMCRTS/06
Gillig-LF
Gillig-LF

# Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Service Cycle Length 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 200B 2009 2010
i
1
8
7
5
5
8
21
7
5

1975
1982
1987
1989
1992
1992
1993
1999
2000

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

35’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’

0
0
0
0
O
0
0
0
0

2011

2012 2013

o
i
i

0
0

i o
{ 0
i o
i o
: 0

0
0 i o
o i o
0 i o
o i o

o i o
0 I 0

o
o

o

o

5

:

o

o i 8

o 1 o
o i o
0 I 0
0 i 0
..............

o

2014 2015 20t(~ 2017 2015
i

0 i o

o
o

o i o
o i o

0

0 i 0

o
0

o

o ~ o
0 i 0
o i o

7
0 i 0
0 I 0
0 I 0
5 I 0
I .....................

o i o

o

0
0
0
0

0
0

i
i
1
1

0
0
0
0

o i o

2019

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024. 2025 TOTAL

o
o
o

o

o i o
o
o i o
o
0 ! 0
0 I 0
............

0

I
!
i
I
i
i
I

o
o
o
o
o
o
0

i
i
=
~
=

o
o
o
5
8

0
o
o
o
o i o
o = o
0 i 0

i 0
o i o
7 i 0
o i o
o ~ o
o i o
21 ! 0
o i 7
0 I 0
!

0

15

0

14

o

1o

o
o
0
0
5

lO
16
42
14
10

Note:Replacement
cyclehas beenmovedto a 12-yearcycleand the firstyearwiltcountevenif the bus delJve~is latein the year¯

Preparedby Capital Development
& Programming

2

o
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LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportationAuthority
Vehiclesfor FixedRouteService

OPERATOR
NORWALKTRANSIT
Orion 1502
Orion 1502
Gillig LF
Nova RTS
Gillig LF
Giltig LF

Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Service
Cycle Length 2001 2002
3 1983

12

31994 12
1
9
4

1996
1997
1998

12
12
12

35’

0 1

35’ oi
40’
0
35’
40’

0
0

1
1
1

3

3
0
0
0

2003 2004
0 1

0

2005 2006
0 1 0

ol 0

010

0
0
0

0 1
0 i
0 =

! 0
i 0
= 0

O
0
0

2007 2008
0 !

0

o= 0
0
0
0

! 1
1 0
i 0

2009 2010
0 i

0

0

ol
0
9
0

!
i
}

0
0
4

2011
0

2012
i

0

i
i
i

0
0

0 i 0
0
0
0
0

2013 2014
0 j

3

3
oi
0 1
0
0 i
0 =

0
0

2015 2016
0 i

2017

0

0
oi
O ~ O
0

0 :
’

oi

2018

2019

2020

o

o

o

o
o

o

o

o

o

1

2021 2022

o!
oi

ol

o
o

o

9io

2023 2024

oi
oi

o
o

o

o~
olo

2025 TOTAL

o
o

5
6

o

18

o

2

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportationAuthority
Vehiclesfor FixedRouteService

OPERATOR
SANTA CLARITA

# Own/Lease
Ordered F¥ in Replace
2000 Service
Cycle

Length

Mc~

5’
11
7

4

MCI
GilligPhantom
MCl

2002

i

TRANS,T
GittigPhantom
Neoplan AM340
Gillig Phantom

2001

6
16
5

i

1992
1992
1998

12
12
12

35’
40’
40’

0 i
0 1
0 j

199~

12

~0’

1999
2000
2001

12
12
12

40’
40’
40’

0 1 0
0
0
5

{

i
i
t

Prepared by’ Capital Development& P"~grammtng

0
0
0
0
0
0

2003 2004

2005

I

=

=
0 ! 5
0 1 11
0 i 0

0 1 0
0 1 0
0 i 0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0 1 0
i
i
i

0
0
0

0 i, 0
1 0
1 0
! 0
J

2006

2007 2008

2009

2010

~
0 i
0
0 {
0
0 1 0

0 ! 0
0
0
0

1 0
i 0
i 0

0
0
0

0 ,= 4

0

’

i
i
i

2013

~

=

0 i
0
0 i
0
0 -= 7
0
0
0

2011 2012

0
0
0

6
0
0
"

-

i
I
~

~
0
O
0

,= 0

i. 0
i 16
I 0

J

2014 2015

=

0 ~ 0
0 i
0
0 "= 0

0 =, 0
0
0
5

1
i
!

0
0
0

2016

=
5
0 !,
0 1 11
0 1 0

0 1 0
0
0
0

1 0
0
i
1 0

2017

2018 2019
,

0
0
0

=

2021

2022 2023

2024

2025

TOTAL

,

0

,i

0
0
0

0

0
0
0

,: 0
i
i
i

0
0
0

0
0
0

,i
{

2020

0
0
0

i,
i

i

0
i
0
i
0 i

0
0
7

0
i
0 !
0 i;

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

0!

4

0

8

0
i
0
i
0 ~

0
0
0

0
i

0

i 0
i 0
~ 0
"

0
16
0

0
0
5

12
32
15

,i

0
0
0

t

6
i
0 i
0 i

.t
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10
22
14

Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation
Vehicles for Fixed Route Service

OPERATOR
SANTA MONICA
BIG BLUEBUS
MCI MC-9
GMLTSH5307A
(Selling-2002
GML T8H5307A
MCI TC401C2A
MCI TC401C2A
MCI TC401C2A
MCI TC401C2A
Nova TC40102A
NewFlyer D40LF

# Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Service
Cycle

2
9
27
10
10
10
10
21

1980
1985
1986
1988
1989
1990
1992
1995

07 1997

Prepared by Capital Development & Programm=ng

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

12

Authority

Length

40’
4~
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’

40’

2001

2
0
0
0
10
0

I
=
i
=
~
~

i
l

2002

0
0
0
0
0
10

0
0
0 i 0
0 ~ 0

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2009

2010

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0 1 10
0 1 0
0 ~ 0

0 1 0
0 1 0
0 = 0

o ]
o !
0
0

2008

! 0
1 0

o ! o

o
o

oi o
o i

o

01 0
211 0
0= 0

0 !

27

oi o
oj o
o i

o

0 1 0
0 1 0
0 ~ 67

2011

2012

o i o
o i o
o i o
0
0

1 10
0
i

o i o
0 1 0
0 i 0
0 = 0

2013

2014

2
0 = o
0 i o
0 i o
10 i o
0 i 10

0 1 0
0 1 0
0 t 0

2015

2016

2017

20t8

o
o

0

o
o
o
0

0 1 10
0 1 0
0 l 0

2019

0 1 0
0 l 0
0 l 0

2020

i
i

o
o

o i o
o i o
o i o

0 1 0
21 l 0
0 t 0

2021

2022

0!27
0 i

0

oi o

01 0
01 0
0 l 67

2023

2024

2025

TOTAL

oi o
o11o

2
0
0
0
10
0

6
0
54
20
30
20

o i

o

oi o0

0!
0! 0
0= 0

0
0
0
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20
42
134

Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Vehicles for Fixed Route Service

OPERATOR
TORRANCETRANSIT
GILPhantom
GILPhantom
GILPhantom
GILPhantom
GILPhantom
GIL Phantom

Transportation

# OwnlLease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Service
Cycle
11
2
21
3
6
8

1989
1991
1993
1996
1998
2000

Prepar~-,~ ! ~ ap,tal Development& Programming

12
12
12
12
12
12

Authority

Length
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’
40’

2001
11
0
0
0
0
0

1
i
,{
1
}

2002
0
0
0
0
0

2003

2004

0 j
0
2 1 0
0 i 5
0 1 0
0 ! 0

2005
0 j
0
0 1 0
8 i 8
0 i 0
0 = 0

2006

2007
0 i
0 i
0
0
=i
0 =

2008
0
0
0
3
0

2009
0
0
0
0
0

i
i
1
i
=

2010
0
0
0
0
6

2011
0
0
0
0
0

i
{
,=
i
i

2012

2013

2014

0
0
13_
0
0

11
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

!
i,
i=
=

2015
0 1
2
0 i
0 i=
0 =

2016
0
0
_=~
0
0

2017
0
0
8
0
0

i
i
i
i
i

2018

2019

0
0
8
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

2020
i
i
~,
{
i

0
0
0
3
0

2021

2022

0
i
0 !
0
i
0 i
0 i

0
0
0
0
6

2023

2024

0 i
0 i
0 1
0 !
0 i

0
0
0
0
0

2025 TOTAL
11
0
0
0
0
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33
4
42
6
12

Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Vehicles for Fixed Route Service

OPERATOR

Transportation

Own/Lease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Servic,
Cycle

Authority

Length

2001

2002

2003

Planned
60

12

40’

0

AV3"A

117

12

40’

2

CuiverCity Municipal
~
LongBeachTransit

2

12

40’

0

107

12

40’

10

SantaClarita
Santa Monica

51
24

12
12

40’
40’

0
0

Bus__~_~_~pansion
Muni Expansion

24

i

0

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025
6

13

3

i

3

4

~

5

4

6 ~

7

2i
i 11
i 11
i 0

10
0 i 11 2!
0 1 0 0 }

8 ~ 10
0 1 0

9
0
10

7
0

0 1, 5
0 1 0

’.......
’........
.........
¯.......
~.......
~~.~~.~~.~.~.~’

0
0

o i o
i

0

24

i

0

0

1

0

0
0

~
i

9
0
11

i
i 11
i 0

12
2
0

i 13
i 17
i
0

120
164

!0 }

11

15

oi
12 i

o

2

6

13

0

214

oi

5

0

87
72

0

1

0

0

i

0

24

~-’
........
’.........
.... ~,
.......
~---.--,~
-,
........
~...........
,...........
,....................
~--..
.........
!iiiiii!i

........iL-...’..".....x
........."..-..~......"---.
.................~.......- ........~-..~........~.............-.......¯ ............:,---- ,-~........... ~............
_-.~........._.~_.,:.:.-,_.,
....... __~:.,--_~i~,._- ....
...:....-.....~
..............................
: .:-~
...........¢..............,...~"-..........."’".........¯ ........*.---Notes: 1. FY2003
bus expansionhas beenpreviously plannedfor and funded.

Prepared by Capita~ Oeve~opment& Programming

TOTAL
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Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Vehicles for Fixed Route Service

OPERATOR

Transportation

Authority

# OwnlLease
Ordered FY in Replace
2000 Service
Cycle

Length

GMCRTSII
GMCRTSII
Neoplan

17
50
314

1981
1982
1984

12
12
12

40’
40’
40’

Flexible Metro
TMC-Diesel

133
264

1988
1988

12
12

40’
40’

TMC-Diesel
Flex Metro-CNG
FLXIBLEMetro

101
5
63

1989
1990
1990

~ ~9~0 12
~ ~992 ~2

40’
40’
40’

~LX,BL~
M~t~o
~LX~BLEM~tro

12
12
12

TMC-Conv/Diesel
HeoplanCNG(LG)
NeoplanCNG(NE)

303
196
98

1992
1995
1997

12
12
12

Neop,an

2001

I17
50 i
314
I

0 1
0 1
0 1

0
0

0
0

} 0
1 0

101 ~ 0
0
0 ~ 63

0

i

0 }
0 1

TMC-Conv/Diese~ 30 ~989~2 40’ ~01 0
40’ 0
~0’ 0 i 0
0
0
0

~
~
:

0
O’
0

N~o~a~CNG(NM)
.~ ~er

~00 I~98 12
20 ~.998 ~2

~0’ 0 ~ 0
~0’ 0

NewFlyerHF
NeoplanCNG(OV)
NewFlyerLF
NABILF

223
100
1
214

40’
40’
40’
40’

1999
1999
2000
2000

12
12
12
12

2003

0
0
0

88 198712 4o’ 88

40’
40’
40’

2002

0
0
0
0

~
~
~
~

0
0
0
0

2004

0
0
0

0 ~0
0

0 ~ 0

0 ~~

0
0
0

} 303
~ 0
~ 0

2005
0
0
0

0 1
0 i
0 1

i

0
0

0
0

i 0
1 0

0

~

0
0

0 i 0
0
0
1
{

0 j

0

0 ~0

0
0
0

~ 0
~ 0
} 0

0 i 0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

2007

0 1
0 i
0 1

0 ~0
1
{
~
{

2006

j
~
~
~

0
0
0
0

0
0
0

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

0 1
0 1
0 :

0
0
0

0
0
0

!

0
0

0
0

0
0

i 133
1264

i
i

i
!

0
0
0

2013

2014

2015

2016

0 i
0 !
0 1

0
0
0

0 !
0 i
0 1

0
0
0

0
0
0

i
i
i

0
0
0

0
0
0

i
j
!

0
0
0

0 i
0 1

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

=
i

0
0

0
0

}
i

0
0

0 ~0
0

0 i 0
0
0

0 ~0

~0i 0

0

i

0

101 ~

0

0 ~ 0

0

0

~

0

0 [

63

0~ 0

0 ~ 0

0 j
196 ~
0 ~

0
0
0

0~ 0

0
O
0
0

~
~
~
{

0
0
0
0

i

:

0

0 ~
O ~
98 ~

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 ~ 0

0
0
0

[ 0
~ O’
~ 0

0 ~ ~00 0 ~ 0
~
~
~
}

223
0
I
100 ~ 0
0 ~
1
0 { 214

0 ~ 0

0 ~
O }
0 ~

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0 ~ 0
1
~
~
,

i
1

0i 0
0
0
1

0 :

0

2017

2018

0
O
0
0

2024

0
I
0
i
0
1

0
0
0

0
1
0
i
0
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

17
50
314

0 I
0 l

0
0

0
0

t 133
1264

0
0

266
528

0 ~

0

0

~ 0

101

303

0

0 [

0

0 ~ 0

0

126

0i

0

0

6~

0
0
0

0i 0

0i 0

0 ~
196 ~,
0 }

0 ~ 0
0 ~’ 0
98 } 0

0
0
0

0 i~00 0 ~ 0

0
0
0

0

606
392
196

600

0
0
0
0

0
1
0 ~
0 ~
0

0
0
0
0

446
20Q
2
428

0

:

0

0 i 0

l
~
~
{

2023

0

0 ~ 0

0
0
0
0

2022

0 i 0
0
0

i

0 ~ 0

~ 303
~ 0
~ 0

2020

0 ~0
0
0

0 ~ ~

0
0
0

2019

0
0
0

0
0
0
0

~
~
~

0
0
0

~
~
~

0
O
0
0

~

~

0~ 0

0
0
0
0

~
~
j

2021

0i 0

0
0
0
0

2025

0 i 0 ~0

j

0
~ 0
~ 0

223 ~ 0
100 ~ 0
1
0 }
0
214

1. Regardlessof the replacement
cycles, the MTAwill purchase200busesper year beginningin FY03.
2. FY01includes 220 busesthat wereplanned, but not purchased,in ~99 andFYO0.

Prepared by Capital Development& Programming
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TOTAL

90

Municipal Operators’ Small Vehicles Fleet Count

Los AngelesCountyMetropolitan
TransportationAuthority
SMALLERVEHICLESELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

OPERATOR
ARCADIA
Ford Cutaway
Ford Cutaway
Ford Cutaway

3 Year Replacement
Cycle for certain vansin LongBeach
4 Year Replacement
Cycle for vans in Commerce,
Montebello, Redondo
Beach,Santa Clarita
5 YearReplacement
Cycle for vansin Arcadia, AntelopeValley, Claremont,La Mirada, LongBeach,Montebello,Norwalk,Torrance
7 Year Replacement
Cycle for large vehicles and small busesin Gardena,LongBeach,SantaMonica
10 Year Replacement
Cycle for Heavy-Duty
Small Busesin Foothill, LA DOT,Torrance

# Own/LeaseFY in Replace
Ordered2000 Service Cycle Length 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL
7
3
8

1998
1998
2000

Totalnumber
of buses
lessthan25feet
Totalnumber
of mid-sized
buses
25to <35ft
Lessthan25ft. purchase
priceperbus($55,742
- FY01$)
Busapproximately
25to <35feet priceperbus(S122,633
- FY01$)
Total fundingrequired($1000s)

Prepared by Capital Development & Programming

5
5
5

20’
22’
24’

0
0
0

~i
i 0
i 0
i 0

0
0

0
0

710,

3 1 0

o] o
10
0

55742

57331

122633

126128

0,0

0.0

58907

0
0
60527

8
0

0
0

0
0

62161

63809

65404

10
0

0
0

67039

68749

129596 133160 136755 140379 143889 147486 151247
589.1

0.6

017

010

0 ~ 0

0 1 3

0 1 0

ol 0

810

o~ 0

018

10
0

0
0

8
0

0
0

0
0

10
0

0
0

76442

78544

80665

82722

84749

66952

3 i

497.3

0.0

0.0

670.4

0.0

8
0
70502

0
0

0
0

72370

74360

155104 159214 163592
564.0

0,0

0.0

0

oio

89300

8
0
91666

168173 172798 177463 181988 186447 191295 196460 201666
764.4

0,0

645.3

0.0

0.0

869.5

0.0

733.3

0

710

1

0

0!

0

3 i

0

oi 0

8

0

15

0
0

0
0

10
0

0
0

8
0

90
0

ol
0

0

94050

96448 98859 101281 103661

206909

212185 217490 222819 228055

0.0.

0.0 988,6

0.0 829.3

S:Nov2000Xl3usCapital Costs Updated .xls 12/8/2000 4:20 PM

40

7,151.2

Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach
4 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita
5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance
7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica

SMALLERVEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-DutySmall Buses in Foothill,

OPERATOR

# Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000 Service Cycle Length 2001 2002

NSIT
ANTELOPEV LLEYT
AUTHORI___~
GCC DAR
1
1995
5
GCC DAR
EBC DAR
1
1996
5
WYI DAR
WYI DAR
3
1998
5
AVTA SUB,TOTAL
Total number
of busesless than25 feet
Tota~number
of mid-sizedbuses25 to <35ft
Lessthan 25ft. purchase
price per bus($55,742- FY01$)
Busapproximately
25to <35feet price per bus(S122,633
- FY01$)
Total funding required ($1000s)

1

1998 5

7

1998 5

Prepared by Capital Development & Programming

25’

0 1 1

2003

0

2004 2005

0 :

{ 0

2006 2007

0

1

2~’ 0 i 1,

0 i 0

0i 0

21’

0

0 i

0 !

1

21’ 0 { 0
25’

1 0

7 i 0
~
0

0 ~

0

0

0
0

1
2

7
3

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
2

57331

0.0

309.6

58907

60527

62161

63809

129596 133~60 136755 140379
801.1

0.0

0

0: 0

i

0

0 {

}

3

0

7
3

0
0

0

0i 0

3

126128

0 1

o ! 7

0

55742

0

2010 2011

0{ 0

0 i

122633

!

1 : o,
1

0

2008 2009

0.0

0.0

65404

67039

,

68749

353.2

911.7

0.0

0 1 1,
0 i

1

0~0
,

0
0

70502

2012 2013

0 1 1

0 ..... 0
0
0

143889 147486 151247

LA DOT,Torrance

72370

0.0

0.0

0 i

0 1

0

7: 0
3

1
2

7
3

74360

0

0~ 0

0

155104 159214 163592

2014 2015

,

2016 2017 2018

0 !

0

0: 0
0

0 i
0

0
0

0
0

,

1

0

0

1

0

0

~

0

0

,

0
0

1
2

0

0

i

0 i 7 0! 0

0

0

0.0

0.0

1

2023 2024

1

0

}

0

2025 TOTAL

0

5

~

1

0

0 ! 0

}

0

7 : 0

0

5

0

35

3

0

0

0

0

3

0

0

15

7
3

0
0

0
0

0
0

1
2

7
3

0
0

0
0

40
25

76~2
785~
80665 82722 84749 86952 89300 91666
168173 172798 177463 181988 186~7 191295 19~60 201666

401.5 1,039.6

2021 2022

1 i o,
1

0i 0

0

1

2019 2020

0.0 457.6 1,182.5

0.0

0.0

91666
206909
0.0

91666

91666

91666

91666

212185 217490 222819 228055
516.0 1,294.1

0.0

0.0

S:Nov2000\Bus Capital Costs Undated xls 12/812000 4:20 PM

7,267.2

Los Angeles County Metropolitan

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach
4 Year Replacement Cycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita
5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance

Transportation Authority
SMALLERVEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

3PERATOR

7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena0Long Beach, Santa Monica
10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-Duty Small Buses in Foothill, LA DOT, Torrance

#Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000 Service
Cycle

;LAREMONT DAR
:ord
2
1997
:ord
3
2000
! CLAREMONTSUB~TOTAL 5~ ~ ’’~
"~’~’~
total
number
of buses
lessthan
25 feet
Fotal
number
ofmid-sized
buses
25 Io <35~
.essthan25ft.purchase
price
perbus($55,742FY01$)

;
5
22’
5
22’
~ ......................

Sus approximately2510 <35 feet pri~ per bus($122,B33- FY015)
Fotal

funding
required
($1000s)

Prepared by Capital Development& Programming

Length 2001 2002
0 1
0 1

2
0

2003 2004

2005 2006

i
i
0 1 0
0 i
0 ! 0
3 {,
~....... ’ .................

2007 2008
j

0
0
’

2009 2010
0 :i 0
0 1 3
........

2
0
0 i : 0
~

2011 2012
’
0 :
0

2
,i0

2013 2014
’
0,i
0
0 ~ 0

2015 2016
i
0 :,
3

0
,=0

2017 2018
i
2 !
0

2019 2020

2021

2022 2023

i
0
,~0

0 i,
0 i

0
3

0
0

i

2
,~0

0
2
0
0
3
0
2
0
0
3
0
2
0
0
3
0
2
0
0
3
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
55742 57331 58907 60527 ~21~I ~3e09 e540467039 ~8749 70502 72370 74360 76~2 7e5~ 80665 82722 84749 869S2 89300 916~6 94050 9~
122s33

126128

o.o I14.7

129~96 i33160 i36755 140379
0.0

0.0 186.5

143889 147486 151247

0.0 130.8

0.0

i55104 i59214 1635~2 1681~3 172798 177463 i81988 18~7 191295 19~60 20i666
0.0 148.7
0.0
0.0 242.0
0.0 I~9.~
0.0
0.0 275.0

0.0 211.5

2024

2025 TOTAL

i

206909

0i
0
0 = 0

0
3

0
0
3
0
0
0
98859I01281I036si

212i8s 217490 222819 228055

0.0 192.9

0.0

0.0

311.0

S:Nov2000\Bus Capital Costs Updated xls 12/812000 4:20 PM

10
15

2~

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach

Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority
SMALLER VEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

4 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita
5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance
7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica
10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-Duty Small Buses in Foothill,

OPERATOR
CO
MERCEMUNICIPAL’
BUS LINES
Ford
Ford

Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle

1
2

1987
1994

Total number
of busesless than 25 feet
Total number
of mid-sizedbuses25to <35ft
Lessthan 25 ft. purchaseprice per bus($55,742- FY01$)
Busapproximately
25to <35feet price per bus($122,633
- FY01$)
Total funding required ($10006)

Prepared by Capital Development & Programming

4
4

Length

22’
22’

2001 2002 2003 2004

1
2

o i 0
0 : 0

~ 0
i 0

3
0
55742

0
0

0
0

57331

122633 126128
167.2

0.0

0
0

58907

2005 2006 2007

1i o

o~ o

1i o

0

2 1

3
0

60527

62161

0
0
0

0.0

186.5

l

63809

0.0

0
0
0

0
0

129596 133160 136755 140379
0.0

2008 2009 2010 2011

2

l

65404

LA DOT, Torrance

3
0

67039

68749

0

o i 0o

0 ~

0
0

0
0

0
0

70502

72370

143889 147486 151247 155104 159214
0.0

0.0

206.2

2012 2013 2014 2015

0.0

0.0

74360

2016 2017 20t8

2023 2024 2025

1i 0

o i o,

1i 0

o i o,

1 i 0

0 :
I

0

oi o

1

2

2 1 0
1

0 l

2

0 1

2

0
0

0
0

!

0

3
0

0
0

76~2

785~

80665

.

3
0

82722

84749

;

0
0

229.3

0.0

0.0

0.0

254.2

I

0
0

86952

163592 168173 172798 177463 181988 186~7 le~2es
0.0

2019 2020 2021 2022

0.0

0

,

0
0

89300

3
0

91668

19~S0 201666
0.0

1 0
I

0.0

94050
206909
282.1

0

TOTAL

7
14

~

0
0

0
0

9~8

0
0

3
0

21
0

98859 101281 103661

212185 217490 222819 228055
0.0

0.0

S Nov2000\BusCapital Costs Updated .xls
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1,636.7

Los Angeles County Metropolitan

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach
4 Year Replacement Cycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita
5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance

Transportation Authority
SMALLER VEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

OPERATOR
:OOTHILL TRANSIT
;illigSpirit

7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica
10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-Duty Small Buses in Foothill, LA DOT,Torrance

# Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle
7

2001

Total number
of busesless than 25feet
Total number
of mid-sizedbuses25to <35ff
_essthan25 ft. purchaseprice per bus($55,742- FY01$)
]us approximately
25to <35feet pfice per bus($122,633
- FY015)
~otal funding required ($10006)

Prepared by Capital Development& Programming

10

Length
30’

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006
7

:

0
7

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

55742

57331

122633

126128

858.4

0.0

58907

60527

62161

63809

65404

,

0

0

0
0

0
0

67039

68749

129596 133160 136755 140379 143889 147486 151247
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

,

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

0

7

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0
7

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

76~2

785~

70502

72370

74360

80665

82722

84749

155104 159214 163592 168173 172798 177463 181988 186~7
0.0 1,114.5

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

’

0

0

0
0

0
0

86952

89300

i

0

7

0
0

0
7

91666

191295 196460 201666
0.0

’

0.0

0,0

94050
206909
1,~8.4

i

0

0

0
0

0
0

96~8

2024

i

2025

0

n

0
0

0
0

TOTAL

21

98859 101281 103661

212185 217490 222819 228055
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

S:Nov200o,l~t~sI.:ap~tal Costs Updated.xls 12/8/2000 4:20 PM

3,421

Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach
4 Year Replacement Cycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita

SMALLERVEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance
7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica
10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-Duty Small Buses in Foothill,

#Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle

OPERATOR

CHVG-30
FORDE-350
FORDE-350
FORDE-SuperDuty

1
2
2
5

1990
1991
1996
1999

Total number
of busestess than 25feet
Total number
of mid-sizedbuses25 to <35ft
Less tha~ 25 ft.

purchase price

per bus ($55,742 - FY015)

Bus approximat~ly25to<35feetpdceperbus($122,633-FY01$)

Total fundiRgrequired ($1000s)

Prepared by Capdal Development & Programming

7
7
7
7

Length

18’
18’
24’
23’

LA DOT,Torrance

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

1 i
1 1
0
i
0 {

0
1
2
0

0
0
0
0

2
0

3
0

0
0

55742

57331

122633

126128

111.5

172.0

!
{
=
l
!

58907

0
0
0
0

i,0
0 ~
0 ==
0 {

0
0
0
5

0
0
0
0

i
1
i
1
=’ 0
i
0

0
1
1
2
0

0
~ 0
=
= 0
0

0
0

0
0

5
0

0
0

2
0

3
0

0
0

60527

129596 133160
0.0

0.0

62161

63809

136755 140379
0.0 319.0

65404

67039

68749

143889 147486 151247
0.0

134,1

206.2

70502

0 ,i
0 1
0
1
0 {

0
0
0
0

0
,i 0
0 ~ 0
0 l ,, 0
5
0

0
0

0
0

5
0

0
0

76~2

785~

72370

74360

155104 159214 163592
0.0

0.0

0,0

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

1 i 0
1 { 1
=

0 l,
0i

0
0

ol

0

0 1 0

0 1

2
0

0
0

0 = 2

80665

3
0
82722

84749

0 1
0
i

0
0

0
0

0i

0

0

0 {

5

0 i 0

0
0

0
0

5
0

86952

168173 172798 177463 181988 186~7 191295
382.2

0.0

161.3

248.2

0.0

0.0

89300

1
1

0 l
1 i

0
0

0
0

4
8

0

8

0

0

0

0

0

15

0
0

’ 2
0

3
0

0
0

0
0

35
0

91666

94050

196460 201666

206909

0.0 458,3

1
1

0.0

9~

210

98859 101281 103661

212185 217490 222819 228055
192.9

296.6

0.0

0,0 2,682.4
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Los AngelesCountyMetropolitan
TransportationAuthority
SMALLER
VEHICLESELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

3 YearReplacement
Cycle for certain vans in LongBeach
4 Year Replacement
Cycle for vans in Commerce,
Montebello, Redondo
Beach,Santa Clarita
5 YearReplacement
Cycle for vansin Arcadia, AntelopeValley, Claremont,La Mirada, LongBeach,Montebello,Norwalk,Torrance
7 Year Replacement
Cycle for large vehicles and small busesin Gardena,LongBeach,SantaMonica
10 YearReplacement
Cycle for Heavy-DutySmall Busesin Foothill, LADOT,Torrance

#Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000 Service Cycle

OPERATOR

OF TRAN PORTATION
Gi~ligPhantom
EldoradoRE
EldoradoRE
EldoradoaE
EldoradoRE(not includedopera
EldoradoEZ
EldoradoEZ
EldoradoEZ(notincludedoperat

4
2
2
10
2
7
8
10

1990
1992
1992
1992
1992
1998
1998
1998

Totalnumber
of buses
lessthan25feet
Totalnumber
of mid-sized
buses
25to <35ft
Less than 25 ft.
gus approximately
Total

purchase price

per bus ($55,742 - FY01$)

25 to <35 feet price

per bus($122,633 - FY01$)

funding required ($1000s)

Prepared by Capital Development& Programnl~ng

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Length

30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’
30’

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

1
0 1 4
2
0 i,
0 1 2
0 ] 10
0 1 2
0 i 0
0 i 0
0 1 0
..........

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

}
i 0
! 0
i 0
i 0
i 0
1 0
1 0
1 0

0
0
i
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
20

55742

57331

122633

126128

0.0 2,522.6

58907

60527

i
1
!
1

62161

1
1
,i
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

l
0 i
0 1
0 i
0 i
0 !
0 i
0 1
0 :

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
0 1
0 :,
0 !
0 1
0 1
0 i
0 ,~
0 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

,
0 i,
0 1
0 l
0 }
0 !
7 i,
8 i
10 ~

4
2
2
10
2
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

’
i,, 0
’, 0
i 0
i 0
1 0
i 0
1 0
1 0

0
i0
0
0
0
0
0
0

I
I, 0
0
1 0
1 0
! 0
! 0
1 0
I 0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
25

0
20

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

72370

74360

63809

65404

67039

68749

129596 133160 136755 140379 143889 147486 151247
0.0

0.0

0,0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

70502

155104 159214 163592
0.0 3,980.3

3,271.8

76442

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
7
8
10

,
i 4
,: 2
1 2
i 10
i 2
i 0
i 0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

0
25

0
20

94050
206909

0.0

82722

1
0|,,
0
1
0 ~
0 i
0 !
0 1
0 i
0 i

91666

0.0

80665

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

168173 172798 177463 181988 186447 191295 196460 201666
0.0

78544

i
0 I
0 i,
0 1
0 }
0 1
0 l
0 1
0 i

0.0

84749

0.0

86952

0.0

89300

0.0 - 0.0 5,172.7

96448

,
0 I, 0
0 ! 0
0 1 0
0 i 0
0 1 0
0 ,~ 0
0 ,I 0
0 ’ 0
i

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

12
6
6
30
6
14
16
20

0
0

0
0

0
110

0
0

98859 101281

103661

212185 217490 222819 228055
4,243.7

0.0
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0.0

0.0 19,191.2

12J8/2000 4:20 PM

Los Angeles County Metropolitan

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach
4 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita

Transportation Authority
SMALLERVEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance
7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica
10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-DutySmall Buses in Foothill,

OPERATOR

# Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle

Length

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

ChevyAstro
EI DoradoAerotech
Turtle Top
Goshen

1
1
1
2

1986
1006
1998
1998

5
5
5
5

15’
20’
24’
24’

0
0
0
0

i
i,
1
1

1
1
0
0

0
0
1
2

i

El DoradoAerotech
El DoradoAerotech

3
2

2000
2000

5
5

20’
24’

0
0

i
i

0
0

0
0

i
!

2
0 ¯

6
0

Gos.e~

3

19o8

Totalnumber
of busesless than 25feet
Totat number
of mid-sizedbuses25 to <35ft
Lessthan 25 ft. purchaseprice per bus($55,742- FY01$)
Busapproximatefy
25to <35feet pdcepet bus($122,633
- FY016)
Total funding required ($1000s)

Prepared by Capit~l Development & Programming

LA DOT, Torrance

0
0
55742

57331

122633

126128

0.0

114.7

0
i 0
i 0
1 0

58907

0 i
0 i
0,i
0 !

0
0
0
0

0
0

3
2

,i 0
{ 0

0
0

5
0

0
0

60527

62161

1
1
0
0

63809

129596 133160 136755 140379
353.4

0.0

310.8

0.0

i 0
! 0
i, 1
{ 2

0
0
0
0

0 ,l
0 ’i

0
0

0
0

2
0

6
0

0
0

65404

67039

1
i,
~,
i
,i
i

68749

143889 147486 151247
130.8

402.2

0.0

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

3
2
5
0
70502

i
i
i
i

1
1
0
0

0
0
1
2

1
,i
1
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
0

I 0
i, 0

0
0

l 0
,: 0

0
0

2
0

6
0

0
0

72370

74360

76~2

785~

i
i
i
1

0
0
0
0

1
1
0
0

!

0
,i 0
~, 1
! 2

0
1
0
i
0 }
0 1

3
2

i 0
,l 0

0
0

,l 0
,: ,0

5
0

0
0

2
0

6
0

80665

82722

84749

86952

155104 159214 163592 168173 172798 177463 181988 186~7 191295
352.5

0.0

148.7

458.7

0.0

403.3

0.0

169.5

521.7

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

i

0
0

1 3
,: 2

0
0

i
l

0
0

5
0

0
0

89300

1
,i 1
,~ 0
! 0

91666

94050

196460 201666

206909

0.0 458.3

0.0

0 i
0 i
1 i
2
1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

5
5
5
10

0
0

0
0

,l 0
! 0

3
2

15
10

2
0

6
0

0
0

5
0

65
0

96~8

98859 101281 103661

212185 217490 222819 228055
192.9

593.2

0.0

518.3
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5,129.1~

Los Angeles Count ~ Metropolitan

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certaln vans in Long Beach

Transportation Authority

4 Year Replacement Cycle for vans In Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita
5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance
7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica

SMALLER VEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-DutySmall Buses in Foothill,

OPERATOR

# Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle

LONG BEACH TRANSIT
Chance Coach
30
2001
7
DiaI-A-Ride: DodgeTypelV Van
14
1998
3
DiaI-A-Ride:ChevroletTypelVV
1
1998
3
Dial-A-Ride: EIDoardoVans
5
1999
5
;. LONG~BEACHSUB-TOTAL ~i~i50~!~
~’~’~:~i i~
Totalnumber
of busesJessthan 25feet
Total number
of mid-sizedbuses25to <35ft
Lessthan 25~. purchaseprice per bus($55,742- FY01$)
Busapproximately25 to <35feetprice per bus($122,633-FY01$)
Total funding required ($10005)

Prepared by Capital Development& Programming

Length
30’
<25’
<25’
<25’

LA DOT, Torrance

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

2025 TOTAL

30
0
0 i 0
0 1 0
0 ! 30
0 = 0
0 = 0
0 i
0
0 1 0
30 I 0
0 1 0
0 1 30
0 1 0
0
120
I
0
0 1 14
0 1 0
0
0 ~ 14
0 ,i 0
14 i
14 =, 0
0
,=14
0 ,= 0
0
0 1 14
14
0
,=
0
14
126
14
i
I
1 ~ 0
0 i 1
0 1 0
1 !
0
0 ~ 1
0 1 0
1 i
0
01 1
0 1 0
1 i
0
0 i 1
0 1 0
1
9
0 i
0
0 = 5
0 = 0
0 i
0
5 i 0
0 = 0
0 = 5
0 = 0
0 = 0
5 = 0
0 = 0
0 ~ 5
0
25
~ ~’~
~ ............ ~
~ ...... ~......... ~...................... ...... ’ ..... ~’ ....... ~ ...... ~~ ...... ~ .............. ~......~ .................
..... ~~..............~ ....... ~.......~ .....
15
0
0
20
0
0
15
0
5
15
0
0
15
5
0
15
0
0
20
0
0
15
0
5
15
160
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
0
0
0
30
0
0
0
120
55742 57331 58907 60527 62161 63809 65404 67039 68749 70502 72370 74360 76~2 785~ 80665 82722 84749 86952 89300 91666 94050 96~ 98859101281103661
122633 126128129596133160136755140379143889147486151247155104159214163592168173172798177463181988186~7 191295196460201666 206909 212185217490222819228055
4,5~s,~
0.0
0.0 1,210.5
0.0. 0.0 981.1 4,424.6 343.7 1,057.5 0.0
0.0 1,146.6 392.75,323.91~40.8 0.0 0.0 1.786.0
0.0
0.0 7,812.3
0.0 506.4 1,554.932,296.2
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Los Angeles ~ounty Metropolitan
Transportation Authority

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach
4 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita

SMALLER VEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance
7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica
t0 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-Duty Small Buses in Foothill,

# Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle

OPERATOR
MONTEBELLO

Length

LA DOT,Torrance

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 20t8

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

2025 TOTAL

MU ~ P L

Ford Van#380
Ford Van #382-383
Collins Diplomat #357-8
Dodge Caravan
FordEIdorado

1
1
1
2
2

1988
1990
1994
1997
2000

4
4
4
5
5

:~MONTEBELI;OSUB~TOTAL ~,~.:~Z~::
~ ~ii:~
Total number
of busesless than 25 feet
Total number
of mid-sizedbuses25to <35ft
Lessthan 25ft. purchase
price per bus($55,742- FY01$)
Busapproximately25 to <35feetpdceper bus(S122,633-FY01$)
Total funding required ($1000s)

Prepared by Capital Oevelopment & Programming

18’
18’
21’
<25’
<25’
~!!~

1
1
1
0
0

1

0

0

i,

0

1

1

0

0

i

0

1 }

0

0 1 0
:

1 i,

0

1 ~, 0
0
,~0
1
7
I l 0
0 l 0
I
7
0 = 0
0 = 1
0 i 0
0 i 0
1 = 0
0 i 0
0 l 1
0 i 0
0 = 0
1 l 0
0 l 0
i 0
0
5
0 i 0
0 i 0
2 ! 0
1 2
0 [ 0
0 i 2
0 ~ 0
0 1 0
2 1 0
0 1 0
0 ! 2
0 t 0
0
10
~ 0
0 = 0
2 ~ 0
0 ~ 0
0 I 2
0 ~ 0
0 = 0
0
0 , 0
0
2
0
0
0 ’ 0
2
1o
~ . 2
!
~
!
~
~
!
~
~
!
2.,
0~:~
~...2
I
0
2
~:2~.~0 ~,~0~:,
~ 4~.~=. ~1~ .....
~O
~3
~1~.~ I ~0 .... ¯ I ~4.~ ...........
3
2
0
0
4
1
2
0
2
2
1
2
2
0
2
1
4
0
0
2
3
2
0
0
4
39
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
55742 57331 58907 60527 62161 63809 65404 67039.68749 70502 72370 74360 76442 785~ 80665 82722 84749 86952 89300 91666 94050 96~8 98859101281103661
122633 126128129596133160136755140379143889147486151247155104159214163592168173172798177463181988186~7 191295196460201666 206909 212185217490222819228055
167.2 114.7
0.0
0.0 248.6 63.8 130.8
0.0 137.5 141.0 72.4 148.7 152.9
0.0 161.3 82.7 339.0 0.0
0.0 183.3 282.1 192.9 0,0
0.0 414.6 3,033.7
:

0

1 0
l 0

1

1
1 :

0
0

0

!
0
0 : 0
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Los AngelesCountyMetropolitan
TransportationAuthority
SMALLERVEHICLESELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

OPERATOR

3 YearReplacement
Cycle for certain vansin LongBeach
4 Year Replacement
Cycle for vans in Commerce,
Montebello, Redondo
Beach,SantaClarita
5 YearReplacement
Cycle for vans in Arcadia, AntelopeValley, Claremont,La Mirada,LongBeach,Montebello,Norwalk,Torrance
7 Year Replacement
Cycle for large vehicles and small busesin Gardena,LongBeach,SantaMonica
10 Year Replacement
Cycle for Heavy-DutySmall Busesin Foothill, LA DOT,Torrance

# Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000 Service Cycle Length 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

WayneCHAP
FordCollins

1
3

1986
1994

Total numberof ~usesless than 25 feet
Total nu~er of mid-sized buses 25 to <35ft
Less than 25 ft, purchase pci~ per bus ($55,742- FY01$)
Bus approximately 25 to <35feet pdce per bus($122,633- FY01$)
Total

funding required ($10001)

Prepared by Capital Development & Programming

5
5

18’
21’

0 ~
3,i

0
0

0
0

3
0

0
0

0
0

1 1
i 0

0
0

1 0
,l 0

1 1
0 !

0
0

0 ! 0
3 i 0

0 = 1
0 i 0

0 1
0 i

0
3

0 1 0
0 ,i 0

1 1 0
i,0
0

0
3

i 0
,l 0

0 1
0 !

1
0

0
0

3
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
1
0
3
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
55742 57331 58907 60527 62161 63809 65404 67039 68749 70502 72370 74360 76~2 785~ 80665 82722 84749 86952 89300 91666 94050 96~8 98859 101281 103661
122633 126128 129596 133160 136755 140379 ’143889 147486 151247 155104 159214 163592 168173172798 177463 111918 416~7 191295 19~60 201666 206909 212185 217490 222119 221055
167.2

0.0

1
0

0 ! 0
0 i 3

0.0

60.5

0

0.0

191.4

0.0

0.0

68.7

0.0

217.1

0.0

0.0

78.5

0.0

2~.2

0.0

0.0

89.3

0.0

282.1

0.0

0.0 101.3

5
15
20
0

0.0 1,504.5
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Los Angeles County Metropolitan

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans In Long Beach

Transportation Authority

4 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita
5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance

SMALLER VEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

# Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000 Service
Cycle

OPERATOR
Champion Crusader
ChampionChallenger

7
2

REDONDOBCH
SUB-TOTAI.;’~!~ ~ =, ~:~
Total number
of busesless than 25feet
Totat number
of mid-sizedbuses25to <35ft
Less than 25 ft.

7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica
10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-Duty Small Buses in Foothill, LA DOT, Torrance

purchase price

1999
1999

4
4

~;’~=~"

per bus ($55,742 - FY01$)

approximately25 to <35feet price ~rbus($122,633-FY01$)
Total funding required ($10006)
Bus

Prepared by Capital Development & Programming

Length
21’
27’

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

0 1 0
7 {, 0
0 i
0
0 i
0
7 ~ 0
0 i 0
7 ~, 0
7 ~, 0
0 ~ 0
7
0 1 0
2 i 0
0 1 0
2 i 0
0
2 i 0
0 ~ 0
0 !
2 { 0
0 = 0
2
¯ ,~ 1 ......... ~ ....
~...........~..... 1
~ ........... ........................ .......... ...... ~ ....................................
.................
..........
0
0

0
0

7
2

55742

57331

122633

126128

0.0

0.0

58907

0
0

0
0

60527

0
0

62161

7
2

63809

129596 133160 136755 140379
671.5

0.0

0.0

65404

0
0

0
0

67039

68749

143889 147486 151247

0.0 745.6

0.0

0.0

0
0

7
2

70502

72370

0
0
74360

0
0

0
0

7
2

7~2

785~

80665

0
0

0
0

82722

84749

1’55104 159214 163592 168173 172796 177463 181988 18~7
0.0

825.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

919.6

0,0

0.0

0
0
86952

j 0
0
= 0
0
/,
......

7
2
89300

0
0

=
i

0
0

91666

94050

191265 196460 201666

206909

0.0 1,018.0

0.0

0.0

0
0
,

7 i 0
2 ~ 0
t .......

0
0

42
12

0
0

7
2

0
0

42
12

9~

0
0

98859 101281 103661

212185 217490 222819 228055
0.0 1,127.0

0.0

0.0 5,306.8
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Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach
4 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita
5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance
7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica

SMALLER VEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-DutySmall Buses in Foothill,

# Own/Lease FYin Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle

OPERATOR
EI Dorado14-Pass
Ford WorldTransE-350
GilligPhantom

11
2
6

1996
1996
2000

~Totalnumber
of busesless than25feet
Total number
of mid-sizedbuses25to <35ft
Less than 25 ft.
Bus approximately
Total

p~rchase price

per bus ($55,742 - FY01$)

25 to <35feet

price

per bus($122,633-FY01$)

funding required ($1000$)

Prepared by Capital Development& Programming

4
4
12

Length

<25’
<25’
30’

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

11 i
0
2 i 0
0 1 0
13
0
55742

LA DOT,Torrance

0
0
0

0
0

i
!
i

0
0

57331 ’ 58907

122633

126128

724.6

0,0

0
0
0

11 1 0
2 i 0
0 1 0

0
0
0

= 0
= 0
i, 0

0
0

13
0

0
0

0
0

60527

129596 133160
0,0

0.0

62161

0
0
63809

65404

67039

11 i
0
2 = 0
0 ; 0

0
0
0

i 0
= 0
1 6

11
2
0

i 0
= 0
1 0

0
0
0

l 0
= 0
,i 0

13
0

0
0

0
6

13
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

68749

136755 140379 143889 147486 151247
808.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

893.7

0
0
70502

72370

74360

155104 159214 163592
0.0

0.0 981.6

76~2

785~

80665

82722

11 I 0
2 = 0
0 ,i 0
13
0
84749

0
0
86952

168173 172798 177463 181988 18~7 191295
993.7
0.0
0.0
0.0 1,101.7
0.0

0
0
0

= 0
0
i
,’ 0

11
2
0

0
0

0
0

13
0

91666

94050

196460 201666

89300

206909

0.0

0.0

~
i
i

1,222.6

0
0
0

0
0
0

l 0
1 0
’i 6

11
2
0

77
14
12

0
0

0
0

0
6

13
0

91
12

96~8
98859 101281 103661
212185 217490 222819 228055
0.0

0.0 1,336.9 1,347.6
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9.410.7

Los AngelesCountyMetropolitan
TransportationAuthority
SMALLER
VEHICLESELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

3 YearReplacement
Cycle for certain vansin LongBeach
4 YearReplacement
Cycle for vans in Commerce,
Montebello, Redondo
Beach,Santa Clarita
5 YearReplacement
Cycle for vans in Arcadia, AntelopeValley, Claremont,La Mirada,LongBeach,Montebello,Norwalk,Torrance
7 YearReplacement
Cycle for large vehicles and small busesin Gardena,LongBeach,SantaMonica
10 Year Replacement
Cycle for Heavy-DutySmall Busesin Foothill, LA DOT,Torrance

# Own/Lease FYin Replace
OPERATOR
Ordered2000Service Cycle Length 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014
~
~
SANTAMONICABIG BLUEBUS
;
;
;
;
;
ZZZP1001A
4 1996
0 i 0
7
26’
4 : 0
0 : 0
0 : 0
0 : 4
0
0
0 ; 0
tl
.
I
~’~;~~ ~ ~ ~......
;
SANTA:MONICA
SUB~OTA~
I ..... !~-~~’~
~0:~0,~
~,~!~~, ~ 0 ..~., :~:~0~1
I,~0~, ~" 0 , ~.~0~,~0.~1
0~ ~,~:,~0 ~ ~
I
Totalnumber
of buses
lessthan25feet
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
Totalnumber
of mid-sized
buses
25to <35ft
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
Lessthan25ft. purchase
priceperbus($55,742
- FY01$)
55742
57331
58907 60527 62161 63809
65404 67039
68749
70502
72370 74360
76442 78544
BUS approximately25 to
Total

<35feetprice per bus($122,633-FY01$)

fundingrequired($10006)

Prepared by Capital Development& Programming

122633

126128

0.0

0.0

129596 133160 136755 140379 143889 147486
518.4

0.0

0.0 ’ 0.0

0.0

0.0

151247
0.0

2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL
I
0 ~ 0
4
0
0 : 0
0
0
0
4
0
16
~ 0~.~0
~O~O~O~|:~O&~O~O~,~4~|~
~’,~61
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
0
0
0
0
0
4
0
16

I

80665 82722 84749 8695;2 89300 91666
155104 159214 163592 168173 172798 177463 181988 186447 191295 196460 201666
620.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

745.8

0.0

0.0

0.0

94050
206909
0,0

96448

98859 101281 103661

212185 217490 222819 228055
0.0

0.0 891.3

0.0

S Nov2000\BusCapital Costs Updated .xls 12/8/2000 4:20 PM

2,775.9

Los Angeles County Metropolitan

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach
4 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita
5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada, Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance

Transportation Authority
SMALLER VEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

OPERATOR

7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica
10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-Duty Small Buses in Foothill, LA DOT,Torrance

#Own/Lease FYin Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle

FORD SuperE350
2
1996
5
4
1998
FORDSuper E350
5
: ’;;I~
TORRANCESUB-TOTAL
Totalnumber
of busesless than 25feet
Total number
of mid-sizedbuses25to <35ft
Lessthan 25ft. purchase
price per bus($55,742- FY01$)
Busapproximate~y
25 to <35feet pfice per bus($122,633
- FY015)
Total funding required ($10006)

Prepared by Capital Development& Programming

Length

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 TOTAL

0 i 0
22’9"
0 1 0
2 i 0
0 = 0
0 = 2
0 i 0
2 = 0
0 = 0
4 1 0
0 i
0
0 i 4
0 1 0
0 i 0
4 1 0
22’9"
0 i 0
0 i 0
..............~......., ............ .~, ~.~,..... ~~ 0 .....J:~ 0 ~,, ..........,
, .~~i......... ~.~,~
...... ,.~
, ~ .....
~
~6 -, ...........
0 ~: I ~~ ......
0 ,:~~0~
: ~.......
0;~~,~6
~
~ ~i0~,~0.~,~;,~6
~ ~ ~ ~.0 ~,~ 0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
55742

57331

122633

126128

0.0

0.0

58907

60527

62161

63809

129596 133160 136755 140379
353.4

0.0

0.0

0.0

65404

67039

68749

143889 147486 151247
0.0

402.2

0.0

70502

72370

155104 159214
0,0

0.0

74360

76~2

785~

80665

82722

0 = 2
0 i 0
0 = 0
4
0 1 0
0 i 0
0 i
: .....1 ......................................................
~;~0:~i~0~0~O~!~O~.0~l~0~0~6~~0~
0
6
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
84749

163592 168173 172798 177463 181988 186~7
0.0

458.7

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.0

86952

89300

191295 19~60
521.7

0.0

91666

94050

201666

206909

0.0

0.0

96~8

2 l
4 i

0
0

0
0

6
0

0
0

0
0

10
20
~
30
0

98859 101281 103661

212185 217490 222819 228055
0.0

593.2

S:Nov2000\BusCapital Costs Updated .xls

0,0

0.0

12/8/2000 4:20 PM

2,329.2

Los Angeles County Metropolitan

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in Long Beach
4 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita

Transportation Authority
SMALLER VEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, Antelope Valley, Claremont, La Mirada Long Beach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance
7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small buses in Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica
10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-DutySmall Buses in Foothill,

OPERATOR

# Own/Lease FYin Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle

MUNICIPAL AREA EXPRESS
(Torrance)
,
GILHSV27

14

Total number
of busesless than 25feet
Total number
of mid-sizedbuses25to <35ft
Lessthan 25ft. purchase
price per bus($55,742- FY01$)
Busapproxlmately25 to <35feet pdceper bus($122,633
. FY015)
Total funding required ($10005)

Prepared by Capital Development & Programming

1990

Length

LA DOT, Torrance

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

10

28’

0
0

0
0
14

1
0
0

14

0
0
0

55742

57331

58907 60527

122633

12B128

129596 133160

0.0 1,765.8

0.0

0.0

i

0

0
0

0
0
0

62161

63809

136755 140379
0.0

0.0

!

0
0
0

0

1

0
0

65404

0
0
0

67039

68749

143889 147486 151247
0.0

0.0

0.0

0

1
0
0

0

0
0
0

1
0
14

14

0
0
0

i

0
0
0

0
0
0

1

0
0
0

0

i
0
0

0

0
0
0

70502
72370 74360
76~2
785~
80665 82722
84749 86952
155104 159214 163592 168173 172798 177463 181988 186~7 ~91295
0.0
0.0 2,290.3
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

i

0
0
0

89300

0

0
0

1

0
0

14

0
14

91666

94050

196460 201666
0.0
0.0

206909
0.0

96~8

0

i

0
0

0

2025 TOTAL

0

0
0

42

0
0

0
42

98859 101281 103661

212185 ’217490 2228~9 228055
2,970.6

0.0

0.0

0.0
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7,026.7

Los Angeles County Metropolitan
Transportation Authority

3 Year ReplacementCycle for certain vans in LongBeach
4 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Commerce,Montebello, RedondoBeach, Santa Clarita
5 Year ReplacementCycle for vans in Arcadia, AntelopeValley, Claremont,La Mirada, LongBeach, Montebello, Norwalk, Torrance

SMALLER VEHICLES ELIGIBLE FOR
REPLACEMENT
by Fiscal Year

OPERATOR
TOTAL SMALL BUSES
TOTAL SMALL BUS FUNDING
REQUIRED($1000s)
Bus Expansion
AVTA
AVTA
Long BeachTransit
SantaClarita Transit
Santa MonicaBig Blue Bus

7 Year ReplacementCycle for large vehicles and small busesin Gardena, Long Beach, Santa Monica
10 Year ReplacementCycle for Heavy-DutySmall Busesin Foothill, LA DOT,Torrance

# Own/Lease FY in Replace
Ordered2000
Service
Cycle

Length

227

2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007

76

=

46

~ 6,711.3~ 5,113.9

5
4
17
12
10

5
4
7
4
10

TOTAL SMALL EXPANSION
BUSES REQUIRED
(Planned-48)
Total number
of busesless than 25feet
Total number
of mid-sizedbuses25to <35ft
Lessthan 25ft. purchaseprice per bus($55,742- FY01$)
Busapproximately
25to <35feet price per bus(S122,633
- FY01$)
SUBTOTAL SMALL BUS
EXPANSION FUNDING
REQUIRED
($10005)

25’
°
21
30’
<25’
30’

45
3,287.0

21

36

9

33

64

i

27

37

oi o
0 1
2 1

0
2

o14

2i
2 i
0 i

o

i
i
i
i

1
8

oi o
2
0
2

2
0
2

55742

57331

122633

126128

5
4
1

58907

45

49

1,271.1~ 2,237.8~ 574.3 ~ 2,472.3 ~ 6,945.2~ 1,856.21 2,947.0

0
0
0
0
10

10
0
10

=

2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016

2
0
2

60527

62161

6
4
2
63809

10
9
1

3
0
3

65404

67039

68749

129596 133160 136755 140379 143889 147486 151247

i 1,226,3i 252.3

273.5

536.0

38

15

575.6 = 750.8

453.7

70

6

59

6,209.3~ 7,391.4~ 5,626.1

0 1 2
0 1 2
3 i 2
0 i 8
10
i o

1
0
2

8
4
4

13
0
13

14
10
4

70502

72370

74360

0
0
4
4

i 0

4
0
4

i

=

22

471.3

=

31

o i 4
o i o
3
0
3

1
0
1

1 2

i

30

=

23

~

54

=

o

2

2

3
8
0

4
0
0

13
10
3

7
1
6

0
1

1

12
10
2

89300

91666

94050

155104 159214 163592 168173 172798 177463 181988 186447 101295 196460 201666

206909

902.4

78544

80665

82722

84749

90

!

44

16

9
4
5
86952

659.8 i 177,5 i 1,373.2j 1,2.03.4~ 1,304.31 392.9

13
1
12

51

i 2
~ 1

i

0

8
5
3
96448

6
0
6

14
10
4

0
1
3
0
0

16
13
54
64
30

4
1
3

177
77
100

98859 101281 103661

212185 217490 222819 228055

1,320.0 2,577.0

787.8 23,701.0

IGRAND TOTAL FUNDING SMALL BUSES ($1000s)

86

48

47

26

37

74

30

45

58 I 63 !

73

12

50

35 i

38

41

32

35

67

98

50

30

55

GRANDTOTAL SMALL BUSES(EXISTING AND EXPANSION)

Prepared by Capital Development & Programming

TOTAL

16,314.2~4,892.6~ 2,835.9~ 5,286.7

o i 4

10

2
0
2

76442

6
4
2

32

7,856.8i 1,819.9~ 3,237.4~ 3,095.5~ 2,893.3~ 2,108.3~ 8,690.2

o i
o 1
I
o i!
o i

i o
i o

!

2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025
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Municipal Operators’ Capital Facilities

LosAngeles
CountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysis of CountywideFacilities Requirements(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Operator

Description of
F.~,ct~ty
Arcadia
Contracted
Facility
Currently
Original
Construction
Year 1979
Design Capac~
36
Current
Occupancy 18

Construction
Cost index
Inflation
(75,1%of
CPI)

FY 2001

2.33%

2.14%

2.07%

2.07%

BIdg Age:
1i
$479,970

22

23

24

25

$9,823

FY 2002

$10,033

FY 2003

$10,241

FY 2004

$10,453

FY 2~05

, 2.03’~

26
$10,665

FY 2006

FY 2007

P’Y 2008

FY 2009

FY 2010

IcY 2011

FY 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015’

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

FY 2020

FY2021

FY2022

t.99’/,

1.88%

1.98%’

I
1.92%

1.92q/~

t.99%

2.07’/,

2.10’/~

2.07*/,

2.03%

t.92~/~

1.~4%

1.95%

2.03%

1.99’/~

1.95%

1,92%

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

$10,877

$11,082

$11,290

$11,507

$11,728

$1t,961

$12,209

$12,465

$12,723

$12,982

$13,231

$13,474

$13,737

Square Footage
20,000
Notes:1. Theoriginal value of this building in 1996dollars was$450,000,Thevalue has beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionC~st index (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1996value by 1.0666(the compounded
CCIinflation rate from!996 to 2000).
¢
tn addition, Arcadiacontra~tsout ~ts facility.

$14,016

$14,295

$14,574

$14,853

FY;~’023

FY2024 FY2025

1.~4%

44
$15,133

45
$15,411

TOTAL

1.76%

46
$15,682

$314,446

LosAngeles
CountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysisof Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Operator

.~onstructlol
Cost Index
Inflation
Descriptionof
(75.1%of
Facility
CPI)

FY 2001

2.33%

FY 2002

FY 2003

2.14%

2.07’A

49

50

FY 2004

2.07%

FY 2005

2.03t/,

FY 2006

1.99%

FY 2007

1.88%

FY 2008

1.88°,~

FY 2009

1.92%

FY 2010

1.92~/,

FY 2011

1.99~/,

FY 2012

FY 2013

2.07~/

2.10t/,

FY 2014

F’Y 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

48
$72,227

$73,772

$75,299

1
$76,858

2
$78,418

3
$79,979

4

5I

$81,482

$83,014!

6
$84,608

7
$86,233

8
$87,949

9
$89,769

10
$91,654

FY2021

FY2022

1.92’,

2.07%

2.03%

1.92~/,

1.84%

1.95’/,

2.03%

1.99%

1.95%

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

, AVT____ALeasedFacility
Currently
Original
C~nstruction
Year 2003
Bldg Age:
DesignCapacity
180
$3,529,101
Current
Occupancy58
Square Footage

FY 2020

$93,552

$95,451

$97,283

$99,073

$101,005

$103,056

$105,106

19

FY2023

FY2024

FY2025

1.88%

1.84%

1.76%

20

21

22

$107,156 $109,213 $111,267 $113,314

$115,308

Notes: 1 Theoriginal value of this building in 1996dollars was$3,308,739.Thevalue has beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCostIndex (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1996value by 10666(the compunded
CCI inflation rate from 1996to 2000).
This building will be demolishedin FY03.
2. A newbuilding will be completedin FY03at a value of 22 million dollars in FY03dollars However,$3,000,000
will be spent in FY01,$15,000,000
will be spent in FY02,and$4,000,000will be spent in FY03.

Prepare~
b~’ Cap~tal£)evel~prne~t
&Programming

SN(~v2000\Bus
Capital CostsUpdated
xls 12/8f’20004 21

TOTAL

$2,312,047

Los AngelesCountyMetropolitan Transportation Authority
Analysis of CountywideFacilities Requirements(50 YEARLIFE)
Operator

"0nstructlon
Cost Index
inflation
Description of
(75,1%of
Facility
cPq
Claremont
Contracted
Facil~/
Currently
Orfginal
Construction
Year 1970
Design
Capacity 5
Current
Occupancy5

Bldg Age:
$3,519,780

FY 2001

FY 2002

FY 2003

FY 2004

FY 2005

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

FY 2010

FY 2011

FY’ 2012

FY 2013

FY 2014

2.33’A

2.14%

2.07’/~

2.07%

2.03%

1.99~

1.$8’,~

1.88’/,

1.92%

’1.92’/~

1,99’,{

2.07%

2.10%

2.07%

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

$72,036

$73,577

$75,100

$76,655

$78,211

$79,768

$81,267

$82,795

$84,385

$86,005

$87,716

$89,532

$91,412

$93,304

FY 2018

2.03’,{

45!
$95,199

I=Y 2016

FY 2017

1.92%

1.84’t

46
$97,026

FY 2018

1.95’/~

2.03’.~

48

49

47
$98,812

FY 2019

$100,738

FY 2020

FY2021

1.99’/

1.95’,{

50

1

$102,783 $5,346,270 $162,332

FY2022

I1.92%

2

FY2023

1.88%

3

$165,448 $168,559

FY2024

1.84%

4

FY2025

I1.76%

5
i

$171,660 $174,682

Square Footage
22,000
Notes: 1 Theori inal value of this building in 1996dollars was$3,300,000.Thevalue has beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCostIndex (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1996value by 1.0666(the compounded
CCIinflation rate from1996to 2000).

Preparedby CapitBfDevelopmenl
& Programming

TOTAL

S:Nov’2000"~us
Capital Co,IsUp~alec~
x, ls 12/8/2000
4:21PM

$7,835,273

LosAngelesCounty
MetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysisof Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Construction
Cost Index
Inflation
Description of
(75.1%of
IFaclllty
CPI)
Operator

Commerce
Owned
Facility
3urrently o
~,dmin& Heav~
Maint
Original
£onstruction
Y’ear 1998
Design
Capacity 13
Current
Occupancy13

Bldg Age:
$8.111.069

FY2001

2.33%

3
$166,001

FY2002

2.14I/;

4
$169.554

FY2003

2.07%

5
$173,063

F~2004

2.07’/,

6
$176,64E

FY2005

2.03%

7
$180,232

FY2006

1.99%

8
$183,818

FY2007

1.88%

9

FY 2009

FY 2009

FY 2010

FY 2011

1.88%

1.921/;

1.92%

1.99%

10

11

12

13

$187,274 $190,795

$194,458

$198,192

$202,136

FY 2012

2.07%

14
$206,320

FY 2013

2.10%

15

FY 2014

2.07’/;

16

8210,653 $215,013

Pif 2015

PI( 2016

F’Y 2017

2.03%

1.92’/;

1.84°/;

1.95%

2.03%

1.99%

1.95°/;

1.92%

1.88%

1.84%

1.76~/,

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

17
$219,378

18
$223,590

FY2018’

$227,704 $232,144

PI’ 2019

$236,857

FY 2020

FY2021

F~2022

$241,570 $246,281 $251,009

FY2023

$255.728

FY2024

$260,434

F’f2025

$265,017 $5.313,866

Square Footage
15.000
Notes: 1. The original value of this building in 1998dollars was$4,294,550andthe maintenance
of busesin 1998dollars ~ $3,563,490for a total of $7,858.040."fhe value has beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCostIndex (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1998value by 1.0322(the compounded
CCIinflation rate from
1998to 2000)Thevalue of furniture andthe depreciationamounts
werenot includedin this calculation.

Prepared
by Capital Development
& Proof~mn~,.,:

TOTAL

S:Nov2000~BUS
Capital CostsUpdated.xls 12/8/20004:21 PM

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysis of CountywideFacilities Requirements(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Operator

~onstructlon
Cost Index
Inflation
Description of
(75.1%of
Facility
CPI)
Culver ~11~
OwnedFacility
CurrentlyAdmin
& Hea
W
Malnt.
Original
Construction
Year 1999
Bldg Age:
Design
1
Capacity 63
$12,500,000
Current
Occupancy43

P"Y2001

2.33%

2
$255,825

FY2002

FY2003

2.14%

2.07%

3
$261,300

4

FY2004

2.07%

5

$266,709 $272,229

FY2005

2,03~A

6
$277,756

FY2006

1.99%

7
$283,283

FY2007

1.88%

8
$288.609

FY2008

FY2009

FY 2010

F~"2011

1.88%1

1.92%1

1.92%

1.99Y~

9

10

11

12

$294,035

$299,680

$305.434

$311,5t;

FY 2012

2,07’A

13

FY 2013

2.10%

14

$317,960 $324,638

FY 2014

2.07%

15

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

2.03%

1.92"/,

1.84%

16

17

18

$331,358 $338,084

$344,575

FY 2018

1.95%

19

$350.915 $357,758

FY 2019

FY 2020

F’Y2021

FY2022

FY2023

FY2024

FY’2025

2.03%

1.99’A

1.95%

1.92%

1.89’A

1.84%

1.76~,~

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

$365.021

$372,285 $379.544 $386,832 $394,104 $401,355

$408.419 $8,189,219

Square Footage
175,000(site sq
footage)
50,000 bid9 Sq
footage)
Notes:1 Thewalueof this building in 2000dollars is $12,500,000.

;’r~b~re~by C~pitalDevelopment
& Programming

TOTAL

S Nov2000~Bus
CapdalCostsUpdatedxls 12/8/20004:21 PM

LosAngeles
CountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysis of CountywideFacilities Requirements(50 YEAR
LIFE)
uperator

~onstructlon
Cost Index
Inflation
Descriptionof
(75.1%of
Facility
CPI)
Foothill Transl’
Original
Construction
’(ear i997 (#1)
BldgAge:
Design CapacK)
150
$12,423,000!
Original
construction
Year 2002(#2)
Design Capac~
150
CNG
Conversions

PYZg01

2.33%

4
$254,249

FY2002

2.14%

5
$259,690

Bldg Age:

FY2003

2.07%:

6
$265,06E

1
2
$20,200,000
$412,363
3
$4,000,000 $4,000,000

FY2004

2.07%

7
$270,552

2
$420,899

FY2005

2.03%

8
$276,045

3
$429,443

FY2006

FY2007

1.99’,~

1.89~A

9

10

$281,538

4
$437,989

$286,831

5
$446,223

FY2008

1.88%

11
$292,223

6
$454,612

FY2009

FY 2010

1.92%

1.92%

12

13

$297,834

7
$463r341

$303,552

8
$472,237

FY 2011

1.99%

14i
$309,592

9
$481,634

FY 2012

FY 2013

2.07%

2.10%

15

16

$316,002

10
$491,604

$322,638

FY 2014

2.07%

17

12

2.03!

1.92%

1.84%

1.95’,~

19

20

21

18

13

14

$512,318 $522,718 $532,754

Notes: 1. The original value of Facility #1 in 1997 dollars was $12.3 million. The value has been inflated to 2000 dollars using the Construction Cost Index (CCI) and then by multiplying
2. Facility #2 has a value of $20,200,000 in FY02.
3. This funding reflects $4,000,000 million dollars for each of two facilities
for CNGconversion costs.

Preparedby Ca[q~alDevelopment
& Programming

FY 2016

$329,316 $336,001 $342,453

11
$501,928

FY 2016

FY 2017

$348,754

15
$542,557

FY 2018

$355,558

16
$553,136

FY 2019

FY 2020

FY2021

2.03%:

1.999

1.95’/

1.92%

22

23

24

25

$362,772

17
$564,368

$369,991

FY2023

FY2024

F’Y2026

1.88%

1.84~

1.76%

26

27

28

$377,206 $384,449 $391,676 $398,883

18
$575,596

FY2022

19

20

21

22

$586,82C $598,087 $609,331 $620,543

$405,903

TOTAL

$8,138,774

23
$631,464 $32.061,961
$8,000,006

the 1997 value by 1.0100 (the compoundCCl inflation

rate from 1997 to 2000).

SNov2OOO~Btts
Capital CostsUpdated
xls 12/8/20004 21 ~’M

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysisof Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
uperator

~.onstructlon
Cost Index
Inflation
Description of
(75.1%of
Facility
CPI)
Gardena
OwnedFacile/
CurrentlyAdmin& Heavy
Maint.
Original
Construction
Year 2003
Bldg Age:
Design Capach~
1
90
$2,399,850
Current
Occupancy55

PY2001

2.33%

48
$49,115

FY2002

2.14%

49
$50,166

FY2003

2.07%

FY2004

2.07%

5O
1
2
$15,562,000 $317,683

FY2005

2.03%

2
$324,132

FY2006

1.99%

3
$330,582

FY2007

°)
1.88

4
$336,797

FY2008

1.88
I/~

5
$343,129

FY2009

1.92~

6
$349,717

FY2010

1.92%

7
$356,431

F’Y2011

1.99%

8

FY2012

2.07%

FY2013

2.10%

9

10

$363,524 $371,049

$378,841

F~2014

FY2015

FY2016

FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

FY2021

FY2022

FY2023

FY2024

FY’2025

1.76%

2.07%

2.03~~

1.92%

1.84’,~

1.95~

Z 03~/~

1.99%

1.95%

1.92%

1.88%

1.84¶

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

$386,683 $394,533

$402,108

$409,507 $417,492

$425,967

$434,444 $442,916

$451,419 $459,906

$468,368

TOTAL

22
$476,612

Square Footage
40,000
Notes:1 ’The original value of this building in 1996dollars w-as $2,250,000.Thevalue has beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCost Index (CCI)andthen by multiplying the 1996v’alue by 1.0666(the compodnded
CClinflation rate
from1996to 2000).
2 Thenewfacility is va]uedat $15,562,000in FY03dollars CNG
fuel accomodations
havebeenassumed
in the construction costs

Preparedby Capital Dev~topment
& Prcgramming
S:Nov2000\Bus
Capital CostsUpdatedxls 12/8/20004:21 PM

$24,303,120

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysisof Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Construction
Cost Index
Inflation
Descriptionof
(75.1%of
Facility
CPI)
Operator

FY 2001

FY 2002

FY 2003

FY 20~4

FY 2005

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

I
1.92%

FY 2010

Preparedby Capit81Development
& Programming

2.07%

2.03%

1.99%

1.88%

1.88°.~

2.07%:

FY 2015

2.03%

FY 2016

FY’ 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

$233,231

I

2.07%

2.10%

FY 2014

$163,460
$166,958
$170.414 $173,942
$177,473 $181,005 $184,407 $187,874
$191,481
$195,158! $199,042 $203,162 $207,428 $211,722 $216,020 $220,167 $224,219 $228,591
$7.986,9131
Notes:1. Theodginalvalueof!this buildingin 1996dollars was$7,488,199.Thevaluehasbeeninflated to 2000dollars usingthe Construction
CostIndex (CCI) andthenby multiplyingthe 1996valueby1.0666(the compounded
CCIinflation rate from1996to 2000).
In addition, LADOT
contracts
outfor its facility/

2.14%

2.07’/,

FY 2013

2.03%

2.33%

1.99%

FY 2012

1.95=;

LA DOT
Alloc basedon
lease oper
methodology

1.92~A

FY 2011

1.92%

1.84’/~

I:Y 2020

1.99~/,

FY2021

FY2022

1.95%

1.92%

$237,872 $242,511

$247,167

FY2023

1.88%

FY2024

FY2025

1.84%

1.76’A

$251,81,4 $256,447

$260,961

S Nov2000"~us
Capital CosI~Updatedxl$ 12/8/20004:21 PM

TOTAL

$5,232,527

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysis of CountywideFacilities Requirements(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Operator

Description of
Facility

Construction
Cost Index
Inflation
(75.1%of
CPI)

La MIrada
LeasedFacilit~
Currently
Original
Construction
Year 1967
Blclg Age:
Design Capacity
1
15
$3.199,800
Current
Occupancy 13

IcY 2001

FY 2002

2.33%

?,14%

34

35

$65,487

$66,889~

FY’ 2003

2.07%

36
$69,273

FY 2004

FY 2005

FY 2~06

FY 2007

FY’ 2005

FY 2009

FY 2010

FY 2011

FY 20t2

FY 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

FY 2017

2.07%

2,03%

1.99%

1.88%

1.88%

1.92%

1.92%

1.99%

2.07~/D

2.10%

2.07%

2.03%~

1.92%

1.84%

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

$69,686’

$71,101

$72,516

$73,879

$75,268

$76,713

$76,166

$79,742

$$1,393

$83,102

$84,822

$66,544

$88,206 $4,581,266

FY 2018

1.95~

1

FY "~019

2.03=,~

2

$13t,119 $133,781

Square Footage
20,000
Notes: 1 Theoriginal vatue of this buitding in 1996dollars w-as $3,000,000Thevalue has beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCosttndex (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1996v~tueby 1 0666(the compounded
CC~inflation rate from 1996to 2000).

FY 2020

1.99%

3

FY2021

1.95%

4

FY2022

1.92%

5

$136,443 $139,103 $141,774

FY2023

1.88%

6

FY2024

1.84~

FY2025

TOTAL

1.76%

7

8

$144,440 $147,097

$149,686

$6,926,517

LosAngeles
CountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysisof Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
uperator

~onstructlon
Cost Index
Inflation
Descriptionof
(75.1%of
Facility
CPI)
Lon.q Beach
Owned
Facilit~
CurrentlyAdmin &
Maintenance
Original
Construction
Year 1973(#1)
BIdg Age:
Design Capacity
1
173
$12,799,200
Current
Occupancy160
Square Footage
80,OOO
Ori~linal
Construction
Year 1998(#2)
Bldg Age:
Design Capacit
3
250
$31,000,000
Original
Construction
Year(#3)
Bldg Age:
4
$175,000
Notes:1.
2.
3.
4.

Facilit~
Facility
Facility
Facility

FY2001

2.33%

28
$261,948

3
$634,446

FY2002

2.14~

FY2003

2.07%

29

30
2
$267,554 $25,000,000

4

FY2004;

2.07~

FY2005

2.03%

1

2

$510,350

$520,710

7

FY2006

1.99%

FY2007

1.88%

4
$531,072

5

6

$648.023

$661,437

$675,129

8

$688,834

$702,542

2

3

4

5

6

$541,056

9

FY2008

1.88%

5
$551,228

10

$715,750 $729,206

7

8

FY2009

1.92%

6
$561,812

11

FY 2010

1.92%

7

FY 2011

1.99%

8

$572,599 $583,993

12

13

$743,207

$757,476

$772,550

9

10

11

F’Y 2012

FY 2013

2.07%

2.10%

2.07%

2.03%

1.92%

1.84%

10

11

12

13

14

9
$596,082

14
$788,542

12

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2016

$608.600 $621,198 $633,808 $645,977

15

16

17

18

$805~101 $821,767 $838,448 $854,547
13

14

15

16

FY 2017

FY 2018

FY 2019

1.95¶

2.03~

15

$657,863 $670,691

19
$870,270
17

20

16
$684,307

21

$887,241

$905,252

18

19

$3,582
$3,658
$3,734
$3,811
$3,889
$3,966
$4,041
$4,116
$4,196
$4,276
$4,361
$4,451
$4,545
$4,639
$4,733
$4,824
$4,913
$5,009
$5,110
#1 Theoriginal value of this building in 1996dollars was$12,000,000,Thevalue has beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCost Index (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1996value by 1 0666(the compounded
CCIinflation rate from1996to 2000).
#1: A newfacility to be completedin FY03!s valuedat $25,000,000
dollars. CNG
fuel accomodations
has beenassumed
in the construction costs.
#2: This is a FY2000value. This facility assumes
$2,000,000dollars for CNG
conversionsby FY03.
#3: This is a FY2000value.This is an informationcenterin a transit mall.

FY 2020

FY2021

FY202;

FY2023

FY2024

1.99%

1.95%

1.92%

1.96%

1.84%

17

18

19

20

21

$697,924 $711,534

22

23

$923,266 $941,270

$725,195 $738.829 $752,423

24
$959,342

25

26

FY2025

TOTAL

1.76%

22
$765,666

$39,412,420

27

$977,378 $995,362 $1,012,880 $20,309,264

20

21

22

23

24

$5,212!

$5,314

$5,416

$5,517

$5,619

251
$5,718I

Prepared~y Capital Development
& Programming
S NOV2000~US
CBpita~CostsUpdBted
xls 12/8/20004 21 PM

$114,649

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysisof Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Operator’ ’

Construction
I Cost index
Inflation
Description of (75.1Y, of
Facll~
CPi)
Montebello
OWned
facility
CurrentlyTransportation/
Maintenance
Original
Construction
Year 1995
Design
Capacit~74
CMrrent
Occuparlcy74

Bldg Age:
1
$12,000,00C

Square Footage
177,223
(153,000sq ft
structure
not included)
Notes: 1 This is a FY00value

FY 2001

2.33~

6
$245,592

F~002

2.t4%

7
$250,848

FY2003

2.07’/~

8

P(2004

2.07%

9

$256,040 $261,340

FY’200~

FY2006

FY2007

FY2008

2.03’A

1,99’~

1.98’A

1.90%

10

11

12

13

$266,645

$271,952

$277,064

$282,273

FY20~9

1.92’A

141
$287,693

FY2010

FY2011

1.92%

1.99%

15

16

$293,217

$299,052

FY 2012

2.07’/i

17
$305,242

FY2013

2.19’/i

18

FY2014

FY20’15

F~2016

FY2017

FY2018

FY2019

FY2020

2,07~/~

2.03%

t.92%

1.84’~

1.g5~

I
2.03%

1.99%

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

$311,652 $318,103

$324,561

$330,792

$336,879 $343,448

$350,420

FY2021

1.95~

261

FY’2022

FY2023

FY2024

1.92%

1.99%

1.84%

27

26

29

$357,393 $364,363 $371,358

$378,340 $385,301

FY~028

’TOTAL

1,7S~

301
$392,083

$7,861,650

LosAngeles
CountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysisof Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Operator

Constructlol
Cost Index
Inflation
Description of
(75.1%of
Faclllty
CPI)
Norwalk

FY2001

2.33%

FY2002,

2.14’/;,

~ned Facility
~urrently~,dmin&
Maintenance
Original
Construction
Year 1974
Bldg Age:
t
Design Capacity
1
32
$1,188,726 $12,000,000 $245,136
Current
Occupancy 32
iSquare Footage
7,430

FY2003

2.07%

FY2004

2.07%

FY2005

2.03%

FY2006

1.99%

FY2007

1.88%

2

3I

4

5

6

$250,210

$255,390

$260,574

$265,760

$270,756

FY2008

1.98%

7
$275,846

FY2009

1.92%

8
$281,142

F’Y201(~

1.92’~

9
$286,540

FY 2011

1.99%

10
$292,242

FY 2012

2.07%

11

FY 2013

FY 2014

I=Y 2015

FY" 2016

2.10’/,

2.07%

2.03%

1.92%

12

13

14

15

$298,292 $304,556

$310,860 $317,171

$323,260

FY 2017

FY 2018

1.84~

1.95’/,

16
$329,208

17
$335,628

FY 2019 ’ FY 2020

FY2021

FY2022

FY2023

FY2024

2.03°/,

1.99%

1.95l/,

1.92%

1.88%

1.84%

18

19

34

35

36

37

$342,441

$349,256 $356,066 $362,903

$369,725 $376,528

FY2025

1.76%

38
$383,155 $19,442,645

Notes:1. Theoriginal value of this building in 1996dollars was$1,114,500.Thevalue has beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCostIndex (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1996value by 1 0666(the compounded
CCIinflation rate from 1996to 2000).

Preparedby Capital Development
& Programming

TOTAL

~- Nov2000kBus
Canilal CostsUpdatedxts 12/8/2000421PM

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysis of CountywideFacilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Operator

Conslruct|on "
Cost Index
Inflation
Description of
(75.1’,~of
Facility
CPI)

FY 2001

FY 2002

FY 2003

FY2004’

FY 2006

FY 2006

FY 2007

FY 2008

FY 2009

F’(’2010

F’~ 2011

FY 2012

F’Y 2013

FY 2014

FY 2015

FY 2019

P’Y2017i

F~ 2018

1.92%
2.33%
2.14~
2.07%
2.07%
2.03%
1.99%
1.88%
1.88%
1.92%
1.99’A
2.07%
2.10%
2.07’/,
2.03%
t.92~A
1.84%
1.95~
Redondo
Beach
OwnedFaciI~y
CurrentlyPassenger
Station
Original
Construction
Year 1987
Bldg Age:
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
Design Capacity
1
8
$12,312
$13,367
$t3,633
$14,150
$14,422
$14,699
$14,992
$15,302
$15623
$15,947
$16,270
$16,583
$16,888
$601,562
$12,575
$12,835
$13,101
$13,889
$17,217
Current
3ccupancy 8
Square Footage
3,760
! Notes1 Theoriginal value of this building in 1996dollars was$564,000.Thevalue tlas beeninflate d to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCost Index (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1996value by 1 0666(the compounded
CCIinflation rate from 1996to 2000),

Preparedby Capital Development
& Programming

FY 2010

FY 2020

FY2021

F’1’2022

FY2023

FY2024

FY2025

2.03%

l.g9~A

1.95%

1.92%

1.88~

1.84’/,

1.76~

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

$17,567

$17,916

$18,266

$18,616

$18,966

$19,315

$19,655

S:Nov2000~Bus
Capital CoslsUpdated
xl,$ 12/8/~0004:21 PM

TOTAL

$394,106

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysis of CountywideFacilities Requirements(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Operator

Construction
Cost Index
Inflation
Description of
(75.1%of
Facility
CPI)
Santa Clarlta
Original
Construction
Year 2005
Design Capacit~
150

1
$2,693,261

FY2001

2.33%

FY2002

2.14%

Bldg Age:
2
$55,120 $26,500,000

FY2003

2.07%

1

FY2004

2.07%

FY2005

2.03%

2

3

$540,971 $552,169

$563,378

P(2008

1.99%

4
$574,589

FY2007

1.88%

FY2008

1.88~/,

5

6

$585,392

$596,397

FY2009

1.92%

7
$607,848

FY2010

1.92%

8

FY2011

1.99~

9

$619,519 $631,847I

FY2012

2.07%

10
$644,926

FY2013

2.10%

11
$658,470

FY2014

2.07%

12

FY2015

2.03~

13 I

$672,100 $685,744!

FY2016

1.92%

FY2017

1.84%

14
$698,910

15

FY2018

1.951

16

$711,770 $725,649

Notes: 1. Theoriginal building in 1996dollars w~s$2,525,090.Thevalue has beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCost Index (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1996value by 1.0666(the compounded
CCIinflation rate from1996to 2000).
2. Thenewfacility includesland costs for FY01($6,0 million dollars) andfacilit 7 changesplannedin FY02( $10million dollars) andFY04( $10.5million dollars) for a total of $26.5million dollars. CNG
fuel accomodations
have
assumed
in the construction costs.

FY2019

2.03%

17
$740,380

FY2020

1.99%

18
$755,114

FY2021

FY2022

1.95%

1.92~

19

20

$769,838

FY2023

1.88%

21

FY2024

1.84%

22

$784,619 $799,370 $814,078

FY2026

TOTAL

1.76%

23
$828,406 $42,116,603

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysisof Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
Dperator

Construction
Cost Index
Inflation
Description of
(75.1%of
Facility
CPI)
Santa Monlca
Owned
Facility
CurrentlyAdmin & Heavy
Maint.
Original
Construction
Year 1984
Bldg Age:
Design Capack’y
1
211
$6,463,596

FY 2001

FY 2002

2.33%

2.14%

2.07~/,

18

19

17
$132,284

FY2003

FY2004

2.07%

1

FY2005

2.03%

2

FY2006

1.99%

3

FY2007

1.68%

4

FY2008

1.88%

5

$135,115 $50,000,000$1,020,70C $1,041,420 $1,062,14~ $1,082,113
$I,102,457

FY2009

1.92%

6

FY2010

1.92%

7

FY2011

1.99%

8

FY2012

2.07%

9

Pl’2013

FY2014

FY2015

FY2016

2.10~A

2.07%

2.03%

1.92%

10

11

12

13

$1,123,624 $1,145,197 $1,167,987$1,192,164 $1,217,19~ $1,242,395$1,267,616$1,291,954

FY2017

FY2018

FY 2019

1.84%

1.95%

2.03%

14

15

16

$1,315,726$1,341,383 $1,368,613

FY 2020

FY2021

FY2022

FY2023

FY2024

FY2025

1.99%

1.95%

1.92%

1.88~

1.84%

1.76%

17

18

19

20

21

22

$1,395,848$1,423,067$1,450,390$1,477,658
$1,504,847 $I,531,332

Current
Occupancy 170
Square Footage
145,000
Notes:1. Theoriginal value of this building in 1996dollars was$6,060,000.The~raluehas beeninflated to 2000dollars using the ConstructionCostIndex (CCI) andthen by multiplying the 1996value by 1 0666(the compounded
CCIinflation rate from 1996to 2000).
2. A newbuilding will be completedin FY03at a value of 50 million dollars in FY03dollars. However,$23,000,000
will be spent in FY01,$14,O00,000
will be spent in FY02.and $13,000,000
will be spent in FY 03. CNG
fuel accomodations
havebeenassumed
in the construction costs.

Prepsredby C~pital Development
& Programming

S NOV2000\E~US
Capital CostsUpdated
xls 12/8r2000
4:21 PM

TOTAL

$78,033,234

LosAngelesCountyMetropolitanTransportation
Authority
Analysisof Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)
FY2001

Description of
Facility

Cost Index
Inflation
(75.1%of
CPI)

2.33%

FY2002

2.14%

F’Y2003

2.07%

FY2004

FY2005

FY2006

F’Y2007

FY2008

FY200S

2010 FY 2011 F~ 20t2

2.07%

2.03%

1.99%

1.88%

1.88%

1.92’/,

1.92%

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

$153,979

$157,166

1.99!

FY 2013

’ ~ 2014 FY 2015 FY 2016 FY 2017 FY 2018

2.07%

2.10%

2.07%

2.03%

26

27

28

29

t.92~

FY 2019 F’-Y

1.84~

1.95%

31

32

2.03%

2020 FY2021

FY2022 FY2023 FY2024 ’

FY2025

1.99~

1.95%

1.92%

1.68~

1.84%

1.76%

34

35

36

37

38

39

TOTAL

Owned
Facility

Bldg Age:
Design Capacity
1
65
$7~216,619

Notes 1 The originalvalueofthis

15
$147,695

16
$150~856

$160~357 $163,548

$166~622 $169,755

$173,014

$176,336

25

$179,845 $183,568

$187,423

$191,302 $I95,186

30
$198,933

building in ~986d~~~arswas$4~387~536~Theva~uehasbeeninf~atedt~2~~~d~~~arsusingtheC~nstructi~nC~st~ndex(CC~)ar1dthenbymuItipIyingthe1986va~ueby
16448 (the compoundedCCl inflation

$202,594i $206,544

ratefrom 1986 to 2000)

33
$210,737

$214,931 $219,122 $223,329 $227,528

$231,714 $235,793

$4,727,878

Los AngelesCountyMetropolitan TransportationAuthority
Analysis of Countywide
Facilities Requirements
(50 YEAR
LIFE)

Prepared
by Capital Development
& Progran~m~n(3
S NOV2000\Bus
CBpitalCostsUpdBted
.xls 12JSFZ00(}
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Plan for Los Angeles County

hltroduction

and Overview

Introduction
This Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) is the first
plan update since
1995, and looks ahead at
transportation
needs over the next twenty-five years,
from 2000 through 2025.

This LRTP has been updated to reflect
changes:

MTAis responsible for planning and programming in Los
Angeles County, in accordance with Government Code
Section 130051. The LRTP is a key element of MTA’s
planning process,
as it proactively
identifies
transportation
needs and challenges that Los Angeles
County will face over the next twenty-five year period.
The plan helps decision-makers understand the options
that are available for improving the transportation
system, and how different
options
work toward
improving mobility.
Once adopted by the MTA Board,
the LRTPbecomes the blueprint for implementing future
transportation improvements for Los Angeles County.
The LRTP is periodically
updated to ensure that
transportation
decisions are based on a plan that
contains current data and assumptions regarding a wide
variety
of information
such as changes in future
population and employment assumptions, changes in
travel patterns, and changes in revenue and expenditure
forecasts.
The LRTP is also updated to add new
transportation projects as part of MTA’s transportation
program, and which can be funded in later years as near
term LRTP project commitments are completed. State
and federal transportation agencies require the LRTPto
cover a minimumtwenty-year period.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

the following

Update transportation and financial forecasts from
2015 to 2025 to maintain a federally
required
minimum20-year planning horizon.
Review and update program recommendations
major programs and projects.

for

Integrate the results of planning studies and Board
actions since the last plan, (e.g., transit restructuring
decisions, consent decree commitments, and Board
action on three transit corridors).
Review and update funding level recommendations
for future Call for Projects program categories
(highway,
regional
surface
transportation
improvements,
signal
coordination,
bicycle,
pedestrian, transit capital, transportation
demand
management and environmental
enhancement
projects).
Develop a new sub-regional chapter of the LRTPto
describe the diverse characteristics,
needs and
recommendations of Los Angeles County’s nine subregional areas.

11
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LRTP Planning Process
The LRTP is developed using a performance based
process that assesses future transportation
needs,
analyzes the mobility benefit of alternative transportation
solutions considering different modesand strategies, and
results in a recommendedtransportation
program that
benefits mobility, is cost-effective,
and supports air
quality and environmental improvements.

Determine future transportation system deficiencies
not met by the baseline system.
Develop and evaluate several alternative scenarios,
which are financially
constrained,
countywide
transportation packages that provide different mixes
of transportation
solutions,
and evaluate the
performance of each alternative.

the

Develop a financially
"constrained" transportation
program which optimizes the use of funds that are
anticipated to be available over the 25-year period.
This is called the Constrained Plan.

Establish
the MTA’s long range planning
and
programming direction through the development of
the LRTP’s Vision, Mission, Goals and Strategic
Direction.

Identify "strategic" priorities
for projects that are
regionally significant,
but require new or additional
revenue sources to implement. This is called the
Strategic Plan.

The steps of the LRTP planning
following:

process include

Establish performance measures for the LRTP. This
LRTPuses performance measures for 1) mobility, 2)
cost-effectiveness, 3) air quality, 4) access and
community impact.
Forecast future travel demandfor 2025 based on the
impact that future population and employment will
have on today’s transportation system, known as the
"baseline system". (The baseline system includes the
existing transportation system, projects approved by
the MTA Board including
its Transportation
Improvement Program, and projects in the California
Traffic Congestion Relief Program recently approved
by the legislature
and Governor by passage of AB
2928.)

While approximately $106 billion
are expected to be
available from federal, state, and local sources between
2000 and 2025, much of this money is committed
through prior MTA Board action for transportation
projects and transit
service.
Only $11 billion,
approximately 10%of total funds, are available for new
commitments. Given the complex travel patterns and
demandsof many different travel customers, manytradeoffs are examined through this process and difficult
choices must be made.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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LRTPConsultation and Outreach Process
The LRTP is being developed under the leadership
guidance of the MTABoard.

and

In order to assist and advise the Board and staff, three
focus groups have been established
to help MTA
incorporate
a wide range of perspectives
from
representatives of a wide range of community interests.
These three groups are 1) a Transportation System Users
group which represents the perspective of users of
various travel modes, 2) a Labor/Business group which
represents the perspectives of employers and workers,
and 3) an Academic/Environmental
group which
represents the perspectives of transportation
experts
from major universities
and policy institutes
and
representatives of environmental organizations.
In addition to Focus Group input, MTAhas conducted
community outreach meetings at many locations across
the county and will provide an opportunity for public
review of the draft LRTPfor a 45-day period.
Finally,
MTA has coordinated directly
with its many
transportation partners, including the Southern California
Association
of Governments,
Caltrans,
Metrolink,
municipal and local transit
operators.
MTA has sought
local input of cities and the
county through coordination
with
sub-regional
organizations that represent
each of the county’s distinct
Oraft Long RangeTransportatiot7

geographic areas. MTAalso regularly consults with the
MTA Technical
Advisory
Committee and its subcommittees.

CommunityOutreach, Environmental
Justice andTitle VI Analysis
MTAcomplies with Federal environmental justice and
Title Vl requirements to include transit dependent and
minority communities in its community outreach, and to
analyze the benefits and impacts of the LRTP on the
transit dependent and minority communities. MTAmeets
these programs through the following: 1) through Focus
Group participation
of members which include
representatives
of transit
dependent interests
and
minority communities, businesses and, interests,
2)
through many community outreach meetings on the
LRTP, 3) through coordination with nine sub-regions
comprising local elected officials
and staff, 4) through
media awareness of the LRTP and its development, 5)
through periodic LRTP presentations to the MTABoard,
6) through the 45 day public review period for review of
the draft LRTP, and 7) through demographic analysis of
the results of plan alternatives and recommendations, in
particular looking at performance measures for mobility
and transit
access. Extensive community involvement
also occurs on major transportation
projects at the
project level and through planning and environmental
review activities.
The Title VI analysis of LRTPperformance for minority
and transit dependent communities indicates that the
Constrained Plan and Strategic Plan both perform well in

Plan lot Los Angeles County
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the provision of transit service to these communities.
The analysis also indicates that transit services are
available at a higher service level in these communities
than in the county at large.
Further information
regarding Title VI analysis is found in the LRTP
Performance Summarylater in this section as well as in
Appendix A, Section V.

Coordination of LRTP with Southern
California Association of Governments"
RegionalTransportationPlan
MTAhas worked closely with the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) to ensure that
the LRTPdevelops, its recommendations are included in
the SCAGRegional Transportation Plan (RTP) for the six
county Southern California region. MTAwill submit its
LRTP to SCAGand request that it be included in the
SCAG RTP.

Section
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demandmanagement,transit capital, and transportation
enhancements)compete in the Call for Projects process.
Through this process, cities
and the county, and
transportation partners nominate projects that are ready
for construction and compete for funding over a four seven year period. This process is conducted biennially,
and projects are competitively evaluated based on their
mobility benefit. Major highway projects proposed in the
Call for Projects must be consistent with the LRTP
recommended highway program. The LRTP does not
identify specific projects for all other categories, but sets
a funding level for each Call for Projects category and
provides broad direction regarding eligible
projects.
Projects approved for funding through the Call for
Projects process are included in the biennial
MTA
Transportation Improvement Program, which is a list of
projects recommendedfor funding over a four to seven
year period. The Transportation Improvement Program is
submitted to SCAGand incorporated into a six county
Regional Transportation
Improvement Program (RTIP).
Projects in the RTIPare then eligible for state and federal
funding.

Implementationof LRTPProjects
Major capital projects that are identified in the Long
RangeTransportation Plan are MTA’spriorities for future
funding and construction. While these projects require
further Board approval at various stages of the project
development process, they are candidates for further
planning and preliminary engineering necessary to be
ready for funding and construction.
Many projects
(highway, arterial,
signal coordination and bus speed
improvement, bicycles,
pedestrian,
transportation
Draft Long RangeTlansportation P/an for Los Angeles County
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Transportation Challenge
Los Angeles County is a large, highly urbanized county
consisting of over 4,000 square miles. In 1998, the
county had a population of 9.6 million and employmentof
4.4 million. Los Angeles County’s complex transportation
system of highways, arterials, bus, rail, and commuterrail
are in demandfor large portions of the day. For instance,
commuteperiod "rush hour" in Los Angeles extends from
6- 9 a.mo and from 3- 7 p.m., a period of seven hours
daily.
The transportation challenge that Los Angeles County will
face over the next 25 years results from a combination of
factors:
Population will increase to approximately 12.5 - 13.1
million - adding an additional 2.9 - 3.5 million residents,
which is equivalent to adding a populution the size of the
City of Los Angeles. Employment will increase to
approximatley 5.6 million, adding 1.2 million new jobs to
our local economy.
As a result of the above mentioned population and
employment increases,
daily trips
will
grow by
approxlimately 30 percent, from 29.4 million trips in 1998
to 37.8 million trips in 2025. Within existing funding
constraints, it will not be possible to increase the capacity
of the transportation
system to keep up with this
demand.

Section
1
to complex travel patterns where traffic
is multidirectional, going from everywhere to everywhere, rather
than from suburb to city. Each of these factors is
explored in moredetail in the following sections.

Population
Growth

and Employment

The LRTP uses the 1998 SCAGadopted socio-economic
forecast and distribution to assess where people will live
and work in Los Angeles County. (It should be noted that
as part of the 2000 RTP update, SCAGis considering
changes to its population and employment forecast and
distribution.
MTA is using the adopted 1998 socioeconomic forecast, since any proposed changes will not
be adopted by SCAG
until later this year.)’
Exhibit 1-1 illustrates
how population and employment
increase in different sub-regions of Los Angeles County.
Table 1-1 provide actual population and employment
totals by sub-region for 1998 and 2025. All sub-regions
share in population and employmentgrowth, with today’s
urban areas continuing to attract the highest actual
increases. In looking at the changein the rate of growth,
however, the distribution
shows an increasing trend
toward development in the outer areas of the county.
This trend is a particular
challenge in providing
transportation services, as it limits the effectiveness of
transit strategies and opportunties and puts a greater
demandon the need for new road infrastructure.

The problem of meeting future increases in travel demand
is compoundedby population and employment patterns.
Countywide growth and increased sprawl will contribute
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Table 1-1
LA County Population & EmploymentStatistics

1-1 LA County Population & Employment
Change by Sub-region

Population

POPULATION

EMPLOYMENT
%

Subre

1998

San Gabriel:
: 1,343,575

2025

Chan

1,899,379

1998

~

:
21.0%’, 639,693

-~’=i|~li~

~~ I

~= County

i9,636,405

Increasingly

827,410

187,717

29.3%

’

Arroyo

~. ,

2025 Chart

:
555,804 41.4%: 670,206 892,493 222,287 33.2%

SouthBay:
Cities
’, 1,420,848 1,718,552 297,704

Employment

I

13,095,6733,459,468

35.9%’, 41396~29851643z55011247125233.3%
38.9%i 398,298

Complex

Travel

Patterns

While the Los Angeles region is known for long distance
commutes,
the average
home to work trip
is
approximately 15 miles. Exhibit 1-2 shows illustrates
countywide and sub-regional travel patterns. The fact
that approximately half of commute trips stay within
their sub-region demonstrates that while the system is
congested, commutetrips tend to be relatively
short.
While half of commute trips go to other sub-regions,
these trips are distributed to manysub-regions rather
than going to one particular central activity center. The
distrubition
of trips from each sub-region to many
destinations
creates a highly complex commute trip
pattern. Exhibit 1-3 further illustrates the diverse nature
of travel by showing total daily trips produced by each
sub-region in 1998 and 2025.
199S~I

2025

Draft Long Range Transportation P/an for Los Ange/es County
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Exhibit 1-2

DALLY TOTAL PRODUCTION
BY SUBREGION

DAILYTRIP PRODUCTION
BY SUBREGION

1998

Home
To WorkTrips

2025

1998
239
772
.415

Increasingly

2025

CentralLA
SanGabriel
Gateway
Cities
SouthBayCi~ies
~estside
Cites
Malibu
SanFernando
Arroyo
~
North LA
Non-LACo.

Congested System

40 percent of Los Angeles County’s freeway and major
arterials
currently
experience heavy congestion in
morning and evening commute periods.
Without
improvements to our current transportation
system or
changes in the behavior of traveling public, average
current countywide travel speed of approximately 30
miles per hour will decline to less than 20 miles per hour.
Exhibit 1-4 illustrates
freeway speeds for the morning
commute period in 1998 and in 2025. This exhibit
illustrates
that freeways in many parts of the county
operate at less the 35 miles an hour and that freeways in
the central Los Angeles area, West Side and San Gabriel
Valley operate at less than twenty miles an hour. With
population and employment generating 30 percent more
travel, that freeway speeds will dramatically decrease
and that many parts of the county will operate at less
than 20 miles per hour without additional transportation
improvements.
Exhibit 1-5 demonstrates a similar
pattern for arterial speeds as well. As with the highway
system, arterials will experience signfiicant reductions in
speed between 1998 and 2025.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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AM Peak Period Freeway
Congested Sl=.~:d

Exhibit 1-4

1998

Section
AM Peak Period Average
Arterial Speedby RSA

Exhibit 1-5

1998

Average Speed in MPH
6:00 to 9:00 AM

2O25

2025
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This assessment of Los Angeles County’s transportation
condition is confirmed by other recent studies:
The Texas Transportation Institute
released its Annual
Mobility Report in November1999, ranked Los Angeles
as the most congested urban area.
The American Highway Users Alliance
released a
November 1999 report comparing cities
across the
nation, and identified three Los Angeles County freeway
interchanges (I-405/I-10,
1-405/SR-101, and 1-405/I-5)
among the top ten most congested choke-points
nationwide.
Caltrans recently studied the cost of congestion and
concluded that the number of average daily hours that
people sit in congestion in Los Angeles has increased by
60 percent over the last ten years, from 88,000 in 1988
to 143,000 in 1998. This comes at a cost to the public
of approximately $500,000 per day in the cost of time
lost and fuel wasted. This equates to an increase of
approximately $129 million annually.

Draft Long R,w~geTlansportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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LRTP Policy Direction
The purpose of this chapter is to identify someof the key
transportation
challenges that the MTAfaces and to
develop policy direction statements that will guide the
development of the Long Range Transportation Plan.

Section
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The mission of the Metropolitan Transportation Authority
is to improve the quality of life end the economic well
being of the residents, workers, and visitors
of Los
Angeles County through transportation investments that
improve mobility, air quality, and access to opportunities
and resources. "

Vision, Mission, Goals, and

Goals

Strategic

The purpose of the goals is to describe the end result
toward which effort is directed necessary to achieve the
vision. The goals are:

Direction

In order to guide the direction of the LRTP, staff have
proposeda vision, mission, goals, and strategic direction
to guide, the plan development process. These are
described in the following sections.

Vision
The purpose of the vision is to develop a basic statement
of what the future transportation
system should be in
2025. The vision statement is:
To develop a quality transportation system that provides
convenient travel choices for all, improves mobility and
air quality, and which enhances access for those who
live, work or travel through los Angeles County.

Mission
The purpose of the mission stated is to provide a basic
description of how the LRTPwill create the vision. The
mission statement is:

and make
1. Mobility - The MTAshall pursue activities
investments that improve traffic
flow, relieve
congestion,
and enable residents,
workers, and
visitors to travel freely and quickly throughout Los
Angeles County. The MTAshall also pursue activities
and make investments that support and enhance our
region’s economy by enabling the safe and efficient
movement of goods to and from our international
seaports and airports.
Air
Quality - The MTAshall pursue activities
and
2.
make investments
that improve air quality
by
reducing mobile source emissions, increasing the
number and percentage of people using transit
or
ridesharing,
and improving the efficiency
of the
transportation system.
3. Access - The MTAshall pursue activities
and make
investments that enable all residents, workers, and
visitors,
to access the manyeconomic, educational,
social,
medical,
cultural,
recreational,
and
governmental opportunities
and resources in Los
Angeles County.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Strategic Direction
Given the magnitude of the transportation challenges
identified in the previous section, the LRTPproposes to
focus on the following actions to define the LRTP’s
strategic plan direction, guiding further LRTP
development:
¯

¯

¯

¯

ManageExisting System
Protect the integrity of transportation infrastructure
and systems currently in place.
MaximizeSystemEfficiency.
Makemost efficient use of the existing transportation
system.
Increase SystemCapacity.
With limited dollars available for future funding,
determine infrastructure and service improvements
that are most effective in maximizing mobility.
Manage Demand.
Examinetraditional and innovative ways to reduce the
use of the single occupant vehicle or reduce the need
for travel.

The following summarizes strategies and examples of
actions that are implemented through the LRTP:
Plan Strategy #1:
Manage Existing System
¯ Work with its transportation partners to ensure the
preservation and system managementof the existing
highway, arterial, and transit system.
¯ Develop and implement programs, projects,
and
strategies that improve the safety of transportation
facilities.

Focus resources
towards the innovation
and
advancement
of new transportation
related
technologies.
Plan Strategy #2:
Maximize System Efficiency
¯ Utilize
Transportation
System Management and
Intelligent Transportation System measures, increased
ridesharing,
freeway service patrol and other
programs to maximize the movement of people and
goods on the arterial and freeway system.
Work with transit agency partners to develop a regional
transit
master plan that maximize use of transit
resources.
¯ Develop a transit
fare system that is easy to
understand and allows for a coordinated payment
mechanism for those that need to make use of the
services of multiple operators.
¯ Provide adequate transit support structure (i.e.,
parking, feeder services and encourage transit
oriented land uses) which facilitates transit access.
Promote safety
enhancements,
bike lockers,
supporting infrastructure,
and marketing to encourage
greater bicycle use.
¯ Work with local jurisdictions
to develop pedestrian
facilities
which enhances the linkage between the
transportation system and activity centers.
¯ Implement transportation
demand management
strategies that that increase carpool and transit use.
¯ Provide funding priority to projects and services that
increase transit usage and/or demonstratively improve
the functioning of the existing transit system.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Plan Strategy #3:
Increase System Capacity
¯ Remove bottlenecks and complete highway/HOV gap
closures and construct
freeway-to-freeway
HOV
connectors.
¯ Removebottlenecks and gaps on the regional arterial
system and implement transportation
system
management(TSM) measures to increase the person
capacity of the arterial system.
Fund construction
of additional
bikeways, encourage
bicycle links to transit stations, and fund innovative
solutions to maximizeon-street bike lanes.
¯ Construct three transit corridor projects under study
and initiate the planning process for additional transit
corridors.
¯ Provide resources and guidance to SCRRAand local
jurisdictions
in implementing projects which meet
anticipated demandfor safe and reliable commuter
rail service.
¯ Work to enhance multi-modal
by
connections
improving pedestrian accessto transit facilities.
Plan Strategy #4:
Manage Demand
¯ Focus resources on those programs which encourage
the use of alternatives
to single occupant vehicle
travel or reduce peak hour demand.
¯ Focus TDMresources towards the innovation and
advancement
of new strategies,
such as
telecommuting,
parking
management, pricing
strategies and carsharing, which reduce the need for
travel.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Plan Recommendations

with our transit partners in developing a tiered, seamless,
countywide transit system.

The Long Range Transportation
Plan identifies
recommendations for each major transportation
mode.
Recommendations are made for 1) Baseline Plan, 2)
Constrained Plan, and 3) Strategic Plan.

The
centerpiece
of
the
Constrained
Plan
recommendations for public transportation
is the
aggressive implementation of 22 Metro Rapid lines,
illustrated in Exhibit 1-6. In addition, the ConstrainedPlan
recommendsexpanded transit capital funds through the
Call for Projects and other funding processes. However,
since little additional operating funds are projected to be
available until after 2015, any operational modifications
can only be accomplished through improved efficiencies
of existing services. Most of the operating costs of the
Rapid Bus program can be accomplished through transit
service restructuring,
which create efficiencies
within
existing resources as was done on Wilshire Boulevard.

The Baseline Plan includes
projects
and funding
commitments already approved by the MTA Board,
primarily through the MTATransportation Improvement
Program (TIP) or Call for Projects. The Baseline Plan
recommends projects for funding through the $11.2
billion of uncommittedfunds available for allocation over
the next twenty-five years. The Strategic Plan identifies
high priority projects that would be funded if additional
revenue becomesavailable.
The
following
sections
summarize
LRTP
recommendations. Table 1-4 summarizes Constrained
and Strategic Plan project and program recommendation,
and provides costs and scheduling information as well.

Public Transportation
Public transportation includes modesof travel from rail
services on dedicated rights of way through all elements
of the bus system, from Bus Rapid Transit (bus service
on dedicated bus lanes) and new Metro Rapid services to
local and community based operations and ridesharing
services. The section examines how these modes can be
integrated and the potential to retain existing and attract
new riders. A central theme of this section is working

The Strategic Plan recommendsthat if additional funding
becameavailable, additional capital and operating funding
would be dedicated for regionally significant
public
transportation
priorities,
such as additional
fixed
guideway projects, faster and broader implementation of
Metro Rapid-type service with expanded amenities, and
greater funding for community based transit services
(i.e.; local circulators andshuttles).
The Constrained Plan
makes
significant
improvements
to the
availability
of public
transportation
and
significantly increases its
mode share. However, if
additional
operating

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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funds were available, based on national trends and the
success of the Metro Rapid project locally,
it is
reasonable to assume even greater increases in public
transportation’s modeshare.

Public Transportation

recommendations

Baseline
¯ Countywide fleet of approximately 3,300 buses
¯ Metro Rapid Demonstration on 2 Lines: Wilshire
/Whittier and Ventura Blvd (in operation)
¯ Red Line Wilshire/Vermont to North Hollywood (in
operation)
¯ PasadenaLine - downtownto Sierra Madre Villa
¯ Green line improvements
¯ Eastside Transit Corridor (downtownto Atlantic)
¯ Mid-cities Transit Corridor
¯ San Fernando Valley East-West Transit Corridor
¯ Metrolink: Newstations at Sun Valley, Newhall, and
Palmdale
¯ Rail rehabilitation and replacementcars
¯ Call for Projects Fundingfor Transit Capital Projects
¯ Other miscellaneous public transportation projects
¯ Local return and program administration
Constrained Plan
¯ Additional
countywide bus service improvements
(countywide fleet of approximately 4,400 buses)
¯ Metro Rapid program: Implement 22 additional lines.
¯ Implement Tiered Transit System with Municipal and
Local Transit Operators
¯ Crenshaw Transit Corridor* (Wilshire /Crenshaw to
Green Line/LAX)

Section

1

¯

Exposition Transit Corridor* (Crenshaw to Santa
Monica)
¯ San Fernando Valley North/South Transit Corridor*
(Sylmar to Ventura Blvd.)
¯ Metro Green Line Extension to LAX**
¯ Metrolink expansion
¯ $13.5 million per year for Transit Capital projects
funded through the Call for Projects.
* Actual transit technology (rapid bus, bus or light rail
guideway) and phased length to be determined
through alternatives analysis.
** Assumesnon-MTAfunding of Green Line extension.
Strategic Plan
¯ Additional 14 Metro Rapid Bus lines
¯ Additional CommunityTransit Services (i.e. shuttles,
local circulators)
Consider additional Transit Corridors such as:
¯ Wilshire Red Line extension
to
¯ East Los Angeles Transit
Corridor
Norwalk/Whittier
¯ Pasadena Line extension to Claremont
¯ Vermont Transit Corridor (Vermont Green Line
Station to Hollywood Blvd.
¯ Burbank/Glendale Transit Corridor - Union Station
to Burbank Transit Station
¯ Metro Green Line Southern extension to South
Bay Galleria
¯ Extensions and/or upgrades to transit corridor
projects identified in constrained plan.
¯ Additional Metrolink expansion
¯
$20 million in funding for Transit Capital category of
Call for Projects.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Continue funding of SCRRA’sannual operations
and maintenance financial requirements at current
MTABoard policy level incremented annually for
inflation.

Commuter Rail
Metrolink is Southern California’s regional commuterrail
system. MTA, along with 4 other counties, is a member
of and provides funding and oversight to the Southern
California Regional Rail Authority (SCRRA), the joint
powers authority
which operates Metrolink.
The
CommuterRail Section describes Metrolink’s growth in
ridership and service improvements over the past five
years and identifies resources/improvements necessary to
enable this system to accommodateprojected increase in
demand.
MTA has worked
with staff
from
SCRRAand other
SCRRA member
agencies
to
develop
a 30-Year
~
Expenditure Plan.
The plan contains
a list of capital
improvements, operational,
and financial
needed to meet anticipated demand.

Continue support through the Call for Projects
Transit Capital category for station construction
and expansion, and platform, track and signal
construction neededfor optimal station operation.
Provide additional MTAfunding at the constrained
level of $580million (inflated dollars) over the life
of the plan. With this amount plus significant
matching
funds from other
SCRRA member
agencies and state and federal sources, SCRRA
could implement approximately
66%, of the
capital improvements proposed in the SCRRA’s
Expenditure Plan plus provide additional operating
and maintenance funds needed to sustain an
approximate 3% to 4% annual ridership growth.
Continue to monitor efforts to implement high
speed or very high speed operations in Southern
California.

forecasts

Encourage SCRRA to enhance efficiency,
productivity,
and speed through a variety
measures.

CommuterRail Recommendations
Constrained Plan
Based on the SCRRA30-Year Expenditure Plan, the
following recommendations are madefor the financially
constrained plan.

I

of

Strategic Plan
Pursue all of the projects and strategies proposed under
the constrained funding, as well as additional
MTA
funding totaling $960 million (inflated dollars) over the
life of the plan, rather than $580 million.
With an

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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assumption of matching funds available
from other
SCRRAmemberagencies and state and federal sources,
SCRRA could
implement
100% of the capital
improvements proposed in its 30-Year Expenditure Plan
plus additional
operation and maintenance funds to
accommodatea 4 % annual ridership growth or more.

Section

1

Elements of the highway infrastructure that are proposed
for improvement in the Constrained and Strategic
elements of the LRTPinclude 1) completion of the HOV
Network
including
recommendations
for HOV
connectors, 2) freeway widening and gap closures, 3)
Intelligent
Transportation System (ITS) development, and
4) soundwall program delivery.
The sequencing of
highwayprojects is illustrated in Exhibit 1-7.

Highways
With over 50 percent of the traffic
in Los Angeles
County transported via freeways, the pivotal role of the
freeways in sustaining the regional economic vitality,
population growth, environmental and air quality,
mobility,,
and quality of life is recognized. However,
given the enormous scale of Los Angeles County, and
the extensive
urban development in place, more
emphasis is placed in focusing highway improvements in
those projects that will result in moving more persons
and in improving the efficiency
of freeway traffic
operations.
Accordingly
the highway program has
prioritized the completion of the high occupancy vehicle
(HOV) network including freeway to freeway carpool
interchange connectors, and Intelligent
Transportation
System (ITS) technology applications.
Preliminary data which has been collected through the
"HOV Performance Evaluation Program" indicates that
there is an average of 20 percent more people
transported
via HOV lanes. These ridesharers
are
realizing travel time savings of roughly 1 minute per mile.
The current estimated ridesharing
level of 529,000
persons is projected to increase to more than 1 million by
2015 with the proposed improvements.
Draft Long RangeTransportation P/an for Los Angeles County
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Highway Recommendations:
Baseline
Freeway Improvementsand Gap closures:
¯ Rt. 71 Widening
¯ Rt. 90 Freeway Extension
¯ 1-210 Gap Closure
¯ 1-405 Auxiliary lanes: Mullholland Dr. to Ventura BIvd
HOV Lanes
¯ I-5:
¯ 1-10:
line
¯ Rt. 14:
¯ Rt. 60:
¯ 1-405:

¯ 1-605:

Section

1

HOV Connectors
¯ I-5/Rt. 14 (partial connector - east to south)
¯ Rt. 57/60 (partial connector - east to south)
FreewayRehabilitation
¯ Caltrans Administered

SHOPP

Highway Operations
¯ Incident Management,Freeway Service Patrol
¯ SAFE
Other Freeway Improvements

Rt, 170toRt. 141
Baldwin Ave. to San Bernardion County
I-5 to Pearblossom
1-605 to Brea Canyon Road
1
Rt. 101 to 1o10 (southbound)
l’I -10
z to Rt. 101 (northbound)
Century Blvd. to Rt. 90
OrangeCounty line to South Street

Freeway Interchanges
¯1 I-5/Carmenita Road
¯ I-5/Empire Avenue
¯ 1-5/Rt. 126
¯ Rt. 101: Ramirez Flyover Interchange
Los Angeles Street to Center Street
¯ 1-405/101 Near Greenleaf 1 and Ventura Blvd to
Kester

¯
¯

Miscellaneious projects and studies (including 1-710
and Rt. 101 corridors)
Soundwalls - 1989 list
Project Development Support
Environmental Enhancementand Mitigation

Constrained Plan
Freeway Improvementsand Gap closures:
¯ I-5: Add 1 mixed flow lane and 1 HOVlane in each
direction from OrangeCounty line to RosemeadBlvd.
(Rt. 19)
HOV Lanes
¯ I-5:
¯ Rt. 14:
¯ 1-405:

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Freeway Interchanges
¯ I-5:
Various interchanges from Orange County
line to Rosemead
Blvd. (Rt. 19)
¯ 57/60

Sectzon
HOV Lanes
¯ I-5:
¯ Rt. 57:
¯ Rt. 60
¯ 1-605

Rt. 14to Rt. 126
Rt. 60 to 1-210
Rt. 101 to 1-605
1-210 to 1-10

HOVConnectors
¯ I-5/Rt. 170 (Partial connector - south to north)
¯ I-5/I-405 (Partial connector - south to north)
Other Freeway Improvements
¯ Soundwalls

Strategic Plan
Freeway Improvementsand Gap closures:
¯ I-5:
Add 1 mixed flow lane and 1 HOVlane
each direction: RosemeadBlvd. to 1-710
¯ I-5:
Add 1 mixed flow lane each direction:
Rt. 14toRt. 1263
¯ Rt. 14:
Add 1 mixed flow lane each direction
3
I-5 to Kern County line
3
Rt. 101
Corridor Study Recommendations
¯ Rt. 138: Add 1 lane expressway each direction
from I-5 to Rt. 143
Add 1 lane expressway each direction
3
from Rt. 14 to San Bernardino County line
¯ 1-710:
Gap Closure
3
Corridor Study Recommendations
¯ High Desert Freeway: I-5 to San Bernardino County
3
line (North County)

Freeway Interchanges
¯ I-5/Rt. 2
¯ I-5/I-10
¯ I-5/Rt. 14
I-5/Rt. 134
¯ I-5/Rt. 170
¯ I-5/I-405
¯ Rt. 101/Rt. 170
¯ 1-405/Rt. 101
¯ Rt. 101/Rt.170/Rt.

134 (complete two connectors)

HOV Connectors
¯ I-5/I-605 (partial connector
from west to south & from west to north)
¯ 1-10/I-605 (partial connector
from east to south & from west to south)
¯ Rt. 60/I-605 (partial connector
from east to south & from east to north)
¯ Rt. 91/I-110 (partial connector
from east to south & from east to north)
¯ Rt. 91/I-605 - all
¯ 1-105/I-605 (partial connector
from west to north & from west to south)

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Other Freeway Improvements
¯ Additional

Soundwalls

Highway Notes
1. Traffic CongestionRelief Programprojects (AB 2928)
2. Fundedat preliminary cost level. Final costs pending
completionof preliminaryproject engineeringalternatives.
will be
3. Final project scopeand cost recommendations
incorporatedinto Strategic Plan uponcompletionof
corridor studies.
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Arterials
The Arterial Section looks at the regional surface and
operational improvements the MTAhas funded since the
adoption of the 1995 LRTP, and the issues facing the
MTAover the next twenty-five years. This Section also
proposes different funding levels for the Constrained and
Strategic Plan recommendations. The Regional Surface
Transportation Improvements (RSTI) includes capitalintensive
capacity improvements, such as roadway
widenings
and
realignments,
arterial/freeway
interchanges, and grade separations. The Transportation
System Management (TSM) focuses on lower cost
arterial
operational
improvements, such as signal
synchronization,
and applications
of intelligent
transportation systems (ITS) technologies.

I

A funding level of $29 million
per year for TSM
improvements has the following funding trade-off
options: 1) 100 miles of Tiers 1-4 improvements each
year; 2) 450 signalized intersections each year; or 3)
a hybrid of TSMimprovements.
Strategic Plan
¯ A total funding level of $35 million per year for RSTI
improvements has the following funding trade-off
options: 1) six interchange improvementprojects plus
several street widening projects each year; 2) eight
new interchange projects plus several street widening
projects each year; 3) six arterial realignment projects
plus several street widening projects each year; or 4)
a hybrid of these projects.

Arterial Recommendations
Constrained Plan
¯ The Constrained Program Recommendations focus on
future regional surface and operational improvements,
at a funding level consistent with the past ten-year
MTACall for Projects average annual funding level.
A funding level of $25 million per year for RSTI
improvements has the following funding trade-off
options: 1) four interchange improvement projects
plus several street widening projects each year; 2)
five new interchange projects plus several street
widening projects
each year; 3) four arterial
realignment projects plus several street widening
projects each year; or 4) a hybrid of these projects.
Draft Long RangeTfansportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Goods Movement
The Goods Movement Chapter looks at the goods
movement improvements the MTA funded as part of the
RSTI modal category over the past five years, and the
issues facing the MTAover the next twenty-five years.
The Chapter also proposed recommendations which
depend on funding levels assumed. Goods movement is
vital in promoting economicvitality,
generating revenues,
and creating much-needed jobs for Los Angeles County.
However, an increasing
truck and freight
train
movements caused by countywide goods movements,
especially from the Los Angeles World Airport (LAX) and
the San Pedro Ports (Ports of Long Beach and Los
Angeles); are exacerbating the already congested Los
Angeles County transportation system.

Goods MovementRecommendations
Constrained Plan
The Constrained
Program Recommendations assume
about $22.4 million per year in annual funding from all
sources for the next twenty-five years. At this level of
funding ($560 million total project cost for twenty five
years), most of the railroad/arterial
grade crossing
projects along main freight
lines proposed by the
consultant will be funded. At this constrained funding
level, about 700,000 annual travel hours will be saved
by the year 2025,

Strategic Plan
The Strategic Program Recommendationsassume a total
funding level of $32 million in annual funding from all
sources for the next twenty-five years. This funding
level is roughly $10 million higher than the constrained
funding level. At this level of funding ($800 million total
project cost for twenty five years), a hybrid of goods
movement projects,
such as truck-impacted
arterial
roadways, intersection
improvements,
geometric
upgrades, and grade separations, will be funded. At this
strategic funding level, about one million annual travel
hours will be saved by the year 2025.

Arterial

Funding Recommendations

RSTI
Baseline
Constrained Plan
Strategic Plan

$20.0 million/year
$25.0 million/year
$35.0 million/year

TSM
Baseline
Constrained Plan
Strategic Plan

$29.0 million/year
$29.0 million/year
$41.0 million/year

Goods Movement
Baseline
Constrained Plan
Strategic Plan

$34.0 million/year
$22.4 million/year
$32 .0million/year
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Demand

Development of planning methods that encourage
invention and innovation into the ongoing planning
process is part of the objective of the TDMefforts. The
TDMprogram encourages public agencies to experiment
and implement new TDM concepts.
It is, and will
continue to be, a priority with the MTAto assist cities in
developing local TDMprograms.

The purpose of Transportation
Demand Management
(TDM) is to increase the efficiency of the transportation
system and improve mobility
without building
new
transportation
infrastructure.
This is generally
accomplished through policies, physical improvements,
programs and operational changes that influence travel
behavior in the following ways:
¯

¯

¯
¯

The TDM program
has implemented
numerous
innovations and demonstration projects, including bike
racks on buses, shuttles
and vanpools,
parking
management demonstrations,
and new technology
demonstrations. Once effectiveness is determined, the
most successful TDMprojects becomea standard part of
the ongoing improvements of other transportation
modes. The outcomes of a successful TDMprogram are
changes in public policy as well as adoption of the TDM
concepts into countywide improvements.

Improving the efficiency of the existing transportation
infrastructure (increasing the use of high occupancy
vehicles, transit, carpooling, and vanpooling)
Eliminating trips altogether,
or combining trips
(telecommuting, modified work schedules, shuttles,
combiningtransit services, etc)
Encouraging use of alternative transportation modes
(transit, bicycling and walking), and
Encouraging the development or applications of new
technologies that support the other four objectives
(Technology and Innovation, "Smart Cards", applied
telecommunications devices, smart signs, etc).

Virtually
all
TDM
strategies
increase
access for non-drivers
and benefit populations
with
limited
transportation options,
including economically
and
physically
disadvantaged people.

1

Since 1995 the MTA authorized
or implemented
approximately
131 TDM projects,
representing
approximately $79 million
in project funding. Once
effectiveness is determined, projects becomea standard
part of the ongoing improvementsof other transportation
modes.
The MTAlong-range expenditure plan focuses on funding
and developing policies
and projects that improve
efficiencies
in the maturing County transportation
system. A goal of 2% improvement in the efficiency of
the overall
countywide transportation
system is
attainable over the 25-year period. This goal is based on
the assumption that innovation,
changes in public

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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policies, and new technologies can result in reaching the
TDMobjectives.

TDM Recommendations

TDM Recommendations
Baseline

$7.0 million/year

Constrained Plan

$8.0 million/year

Strategic Plan
Constrained Plan
The constrained plan recommends$8 million per year for
the TDMprogram. This program includes projects that
increase the efficiency
of transportation
system,
programs to reduce trips and affect travel behavior,
incentives to use alternative transportation modesand
development of new technologies
and innovation
to
maximize the efficiency of the transportation system.
Strategic’ Plan
The strategic plan recommends$12 million per year for
the TDMprogram. This level of funding will allow MTA
to focus additional
resources
on: research and
development of new ways to improve the efficiency
of
the existing transportation system: focus on policies that
removeregulations or work rules that restrict the private
sector
employers
from providing
and creating
transportation services for their employees; advance an
aggressive
and proactive
program to inform and
coordinate efforts of local jurisdictions in developing and
implementing innovative projects; in conjunction with
local jurisdictions
work on land use and " Smart Growth"
policies as a longer term strategy to reduce trips and
improve the efficiency of the transportation system.

$12.0 million/year

Rideshare Services
Current activities
consist of maintaining and generating
information
from the regional
rideshare database
necessary to help commuters establish new rideshare
arrangements.
Existing activities
also provides this
information to individual commuters through outreach to
employers.

Rideshare Recommendations
Constrained Plan
The Constrained funding recommendation proposes $9.5
million per year in funding during the LRTPperiod to
continue existing rideshare services and to implement
Constrained
The
program
enhancements.
recommendation will also
provide additional funding to
explore regional marketing
strategies, expand existing
commuter
incentive
programs and provide further
incentives
to encourage
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increased vanpool ridership.
Strategic Plan
The Strategic
funding recommendation proposes $12
million annually in funding for the plan period. The
Strategic
recommendation will
implement a more
aggressive vanpool strategy than what is assumedin the
Constrained funding recommendation.

Section 1

adding school, university, bike-transit and utilitarian trips.
The analysis also concluded that a 5% mode share is a
reasonable goal for the year 2025.

Bikeways Recommendations
Constrained Plan

The Bikeway Chapter looks at the bicycle improvements
MTAhas funded over the past five years, and the issues
facing the Agency in the next 20 years to achieve
increased bicycle ridership. The Chapter also proposes
program recommendations which vary depending upon
the funding available.

Program
The
Constrained
Recommendations
focus
on
adding
facilities
to increase
system capacity and ridership
maximize
and
to
the
effectiveness
of
bikeway
investments. A funding level of
$10 million per year (uninflated
dollars) is
recommended to
complete the bikeway system envisioned ’in MTA’s 1995
Bicycle Master Plans. The constrained program further
recommends more Class II bike lanes or innovative
solutions for providing on-street space for cyclists,
focusing on making the connections between bikeway
facilities
and transit, creating a county-wide database,
frequently updating the bikeway master plan, providing
educational opportunities for local cities, encouraging
expanded bike parking,
and encouraging
zoning
requirements
for bikeway facilities
in all new
developments.

Bicycling
as a transportation
mode can play an
increasingly significant role as an alternative to the single
occupant automobile.
MTA’s Bikeway Off-Model
Analysis estimates a current bicycle trip share of 2.4%
for the County using 2000 population numbers, and

Strategic Plan
The Strategic
Program Recommendations discuss
potential enlargement of the planned bikeway network
and providing funds to improve ridership and ensure full
use of the bikeway network. A funding level of $20

Rideshare Services Recommendations
Baseline

$5.5 million/year

Constrained Plan

$9.5 million/year

Strategic Plan

$12.0 million/year

Bikeways
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million per year (uninflated dollars) is recommended
increase the bikeway network beyond the 1995 Master
Plan, provide bicycle safety education, training for police
officers, planning and coordination assistance, and to
develop an improved methodology for determining bike
usage and forecasting.
:Bikeways Recommendations
Baseline

secti~in
1
pedestrian trip is an excellent effective alternative for
short automobile trips, and is essential to transit and
rideshare
trips.
The MTA’s efforts
have been to
encourage pedestrian improvements in four major areas:
(1) reduce the demandfor other transportation
modes,
(2) improve the connections between modes, (3) improve
the connections between places, and (4) expand ADA
access and improve safety as part of other pedestrian
improvements.

$3.5 million/year

Constrained Plan

$10.0 million/year

Strategic Plan

$20.0 million/year

Pedestrian
Of all the trips within Los Angeles County, 8.7 percent
are exclusively pedestrian trips. All trips within Los
Angeles County, regardless
of purpose, include a
pedestrian component, and all modes depend on the
efficiency of the pedestrian system to ensure completion
of a trip. Approximately 330 community centers in Los
Angeles County have the population density, levels of
employmentor connections to transit adequate to create
very active pedestrian centers. Manycities and areas of
the County of Los Angeles have reached a level of
development maturity that doesn’t allow muchadditional
roadway capacity. In manyinstances, the opportunities
to improve mobility in these areas are largely limited to
better utilization
and development of the transportation
and pedestrian infrastructure
already in place. The

The majority of projects funded through the MTACall for
Projects
have been in areas of higher density
development and high transit
usage, both encourage
usage of, and compliment other regional
transit
investments.
Lower-income, youth,
transportation-disadvantaged people often rely heavil~ on
pedestrian transportation, and thus benefit significantly
from pedestrian improvements. The public resources
(money and road space) per trip supported are less than
funding for automobile travel.
The MTAinvestments in pedestrian improvements act to
extend the influence areas and usability
of other MTA
transit improvements. This includes areas where current
land use or zoning support pedestrian travel,
where
transit or services are highly accessible by pedestrians,
where populations demonstrate a potentially high use of
pedestrian facilities,
and where building form compliment
and support pedestrian investments. The consequences
of a successful programinclude improved efficiency of all
transportation
modes, and increased distances and
frequency people will walk (thus reducing trips within
other modes). The funding plan contains a general
program to improve numerous pedestrian priority
areas.
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The objective of the plan is to increase the pedestrian
exclusive trips percentage from the current 8.7% of all of
Los Angeles County’s trips to 1 1%of all trips. The MTA
consistently
receives
requests
for pedestrian
improvement funding that far exceeds the MTA’s
available pedestrian funding programs.

Pedestrian

Recommendations

Section

1

Work with selected cities
within Los Angeles
County to develop local pedestrian plans and to
incorporate them within each city’s general plan.
These plans would guide the development of
policies and physical improvements within the city
that would strengthen pedestrian connections
between
local
destinations
and
public
transportation facilities,
and establish development
standards resulting in a built environment that
supports pedestrian travel.

Constrained
Plan
The constrained plan recommends$8 million per year for
pedestrian improvements. These resources are allocated
to projects that improve pedestrian access to transit,
projects that improve pedestrian environments and
sidewalks, programs (in conjunction with local cities)
develop Transit Oriented Districts
and projects that
create and support pedestrian venues in high density
areas (e.g. Angels Walk).
The constrained
plan also includes $2 million
in
Transportation Enhancementfunds that are available for
enhancing environmental
related
components of
transportation projects.
Strategic Plan
The strategic plan recommends$18 million per year for
pedestrian improvements. This funding level would allow
MTA to implement a program that at a minimum could
accomplish the following programs:

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Develop a coordinated
set of streetscape
improvements similar to the City of Los Angeles’
Figueroa Corridor project for portions of major
streets throughout the County with the highest
levels of transit and pedestrian activity.
In conjunction with local jurisdictions
develop
specific programs to improve pedestrian safety at
major intersections and transit/pedestrian activity
centers. Use the findings from the Long Beach
Metro Blue Line’s existing
pedestrian safety
improvement program to implement pedestrian
safety improvements along future rail lines
currently under construction (Pasadena Blue Line)
or in the planning phases (Eastside, Exposition,
etc.).
Improve pedestrian connections to Metro Green
Line Stations located within the Century Freeway
right-of-way.
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The strategic
plan also includes
$2 million
in
Transportation Enhancementfunds that are available for
enhancing environmental
related
components of
transportation projects.

¯
¯
¯

Pedestrian Recommendations
¯
Baseline
Pedestrian
TEA
Constrained Plan
Pedestrian
TEA
Strategic, Plan
Pedestrian
TEA

$3 million/year
$5 million/year
$8 million/year
$2 million/year

$1 8 million/year
$2 million/year

Innovations and NewDirections
Building and operating new transportation infrastructure
and services
alone will
not solve the county’s
transportation
problems. LRTPanalysis has found that
providing a combination of enhanced transportation
services and more innovative strategies will be necessary
if the county has any hope of maintaining current
mobility.
This section will discuss several new
strategies that will need to be explored in order to fully
solve the county’s transportation needs. Strategies that
will need to be considered include:

Incentives programs to attract people to non-drive
alone travel alternatives
Strategies to discourage driving alone activity
Generating new revenues from the disincentives
to fund new projects and programs so convenient
alternatives to driving alone are available
Greater coordination
between transportation
improvements and local growth to reduce sprawl

Innovations and NewDirections
Recommendations
MTA will work to advance these innovative and new
strategies. Manyof these strategies will be a challenge
to implement because they will require major shifts from
how the transportation
system is currently viewed and
approached. Several will require altering the manner in
which the transportation and land use linkage is viewed
and approached, such as smart growth concepts. Some
activities will require a shift in howtransportation options
are provided. Many will require changes in the way LA
County residents make their travel choices. Finally,
these strategies will require significant commitmentand
collaboration between multiple agencies and jurisdictions
for successful implementation to occur. However, LRTP
analysis shows that over time hard choices will need to
be made if the county has any chance of keeping the
transportation system moving in the future.
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LRTP Performance Summary
In developing
the LRTP recommendations
for the
Constrained and Strategic Plans, various countywide
alternatives were evaluated using the MTAtransportation
demandmodel. These alternatives consisted of different
strategies for meeting future travel demand, and were
evaluated for their mobility benefit.
Specifically,
two alternatives
were developed that
encompassedtwo distinct
approaches to meeting future
travel needs. A vehicle-moving strategy was developed
that focused to a large extent on highway and arterial
projects that enhanced vehicle movement. A personmoving strategy
was developed that focused on
increasing investments in transit and other alternatives to
the automobile (ridesharing,
bicycle, and pedestrian
improvements).
As a result of this analysis, a recommendedplan was
developed that optimizes the performance of both
alternatives. This "balanced plan", which is financially
constrained to the $11.2 billion of available funding,
becamethe Constrained Plan.
Oneof the interesting aspects of the modeling analysis is
that even though public transportation consists of only
five percent of commutetrips, a significant investment in
transit
does more for improving freeway speeds than
does improvements
to the highway system. This
conclusion is confirmed by engineering analysis that
demonstrates that as the freeway system approaches
capacity, that transit and alternative strategies to the
single occupant vehicle
automobile can make the

Section
1
difference between a properly functioning transportation
system, and a transportation system that is experiencing
a major breakdown. The 1984 Los Angeles Olympics
illustrated
the best example of this phenomenon,where
fairly minor changes in travel made major improvements
in congestion.
As a result, the Constrained Plan has a strong focus on
solutions that increase the movement of people and
solutions that encourage greater use of transit and
alternatives
to the single occupant vehicle.
The
Constrained Plan features an expansion of countywide
bus service from 3,300 buses today to 4,400 buses in
2025. While the county’s population will increase by 35
percent over the next twenty-five years, bus capacity
increases significantly.
Between 1998 and 2025,
revenue vehicle hours will increase by 177 percent, and
revenue seat hours will increase even ’more, by 236
percent. This increase is attributable in large part to the
expansion of the Metro Rapid program which will provide
high volume service along 22 additional lines, as well as
to the introduction of articulated bus service to meet
ridership needs on high demandlines.
Mode Share. The Constrained Plan increases transit
commuteperiod mode share from 8.5 percent in 1998 to
14.8 percent, while ridesharing remains constant at 15.9
percent and single occupant vehicle trips reduce from
75.8 percent to 69.3 percent.
While morning commute period highway speeds decline
from 31.6 miles per hour in 1998 to 16.1 miles per hour
in 2025, speeds increase over the 2025 baseline
condition from 14.7 miles per hour. While this is a
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considerable
increase in congestion over current
conditions due to the large increase in population, it
should be noted that adding additional projects in the
Strategic Plan does not improve morning peak highway
flows.
Mobility Index. The mobility index, which measures the
flow of people in the transportation
system, also
demonstrates a measurable decline in mobility from 45.7
in 1998 to 29.53 in 2025. It does reflect
that the
system is carrying more people more efficiently
through
transit
however, as the mobility
measure would
otherwise be at 26.7 in 2025 without the Constrained
Plan projects.

as whether Smart Growth and pricing strategies enhance
mobilities.
The Southern California
Association of
Governmentsis considering revising the 2025 population
forecast to reduce population by approximately 1 million
people. This reduction could improve daily highway
speeds up to 27.9 miles per hour. If this reduced
population is combined with Smart Growth concepts
encouraging
development of the urban core and
implementing congestion, implementing pricing strategies
which fund greater transit services, daily speed improves
to 31.7 miles per hour, which is comparable to current
conditions.
Such strategies
also demonstrate a
substantial improvementin the Air Quality Index.

Air Quality Index.
While the most significant
improvement in air quality is the result of improved
emission technology of the vehicle fleet,
the 2025
Baseline Air Quality indiex of 409 improves to 398 in the
Constrained plan, demonstrating an improvement in air
quality that supports air quality improvementsnecessary
work toward regional air quality goals.

Benefit to Transit Dependentand Minority Communities.
The federal government, through its environmental
justice and Title VI programs, requires a special analysis
of the impact and benefits of the LRTPon the transit
dependent and minority groups. The LRTPcomplies with
these requirements. Specifically,
the LRTPhas evaluated
the mobility benefits and impacts examining how mobility
is affected in areas with high transit dependency and
high minority populations.

Cost Effectiveness. The Constrained Plan improves upon
both the Vehicle Moving and People Moving Alternative,
providing the greatest "bang for the buck". Each 93
cents invested in the Constrained Plan results in an hour
of congestion reduced. This contrasts with the higher
cost of the Vehicle-Moving Alternative at $1.28 per hour
saved, and the People Moving Alternative at $1.09 per
hour saved.

This analysis demonstrates that both the Constrained and
Strategic Plans perform will in the provision of transit
services. While the plan provides equitable benefits
throughout the County in meeting future transportation
challenges, transit service improvements are greatest to
transit dependent and minority communities.

Smart GrowthAlternatives. Sensitivity analysis was also
conducted to determine if changes in population as well

The result is demonstrated by an assessment of the
percent of transit dependent and minority populations
that can arrive at their work place within one hour via
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transit.
Focusing specifically
on transit dependent
neighborhoods, analysis shows an improvement from
44.6 percent to 56.2 percent in the measurement of
those who are able to arrive at their work place within
one hour in the peak period. Similar results are shown
for other minority groups, which demonstrates that the
LRTPprovides a higher level of transit availability to the
transit dependent and minority areas that to the County
at large. This is in large part due to the concentration of
new transit
projects proposed in and around transit
dependent and minority communities. This is illustrated
by Exhibit 1-8. For additional information about Title VI
analysis, see Technical Appendix A, Section V.

Project Specific Analysis
The LRTP also reports on the performance of major
transportation
improvements that are recommendedin
the Constrained and Strategic Plans. The following
summarizes major highway and transit
project
performance.
Highway Project Performance
Table 1-2 identifies anticipated travel time savings from
congestion reductions from each of the major highway
projects considered in the Constrained and Strategic
Plan.
With the exception of the 1-710 GapClosure project and
the I-5 widening (RosemeadBlvd. to 1-710), all major
highway projects
in the Constrained Plan provide
substantial congestion relief benefits.

Section

1

While the 1-710 project was the highest performing
project, it is recommended
for the Strategic Plan, rather
than the Constrained Plan, due to lack of local consensus
on project implementation. MTAstaff will work with
Caltrans to monitor progress on pending local issues. If
consensus can be reached, MTA will
revise this
recommendationin the next update of its LRTP.
The I-5 widening and HOVlane segment project between
RosemeadBlvd. and the I-710 performed well, and is the
final segmentof a multi-stage project which starts at the
Orange County line. Given the amount of design work
and the construction
sequencing of this project,
however, it is uncertain if the project will be ready for
implementation within the life of the plan.
It should also be noted that since most of the highway
projects support completion of the HOVsystem, the
highway program places an important
emphasis on
facilities that encouragegreater carpool and transit use.
Transit Project Performance
Table 1-3 provides performance information on transit
projects identified in the Constrained Plan and Strategic
Plan. This performance analysis looks at the incremental
daily boarding of Baseline, Constrained, and Strategic
transit
projects.
The existing Metro Rail system
demonstrates significant transit ridership in 2025, with
incremental daily boarding of approximately 195,000.
Transit corridors in the Baseline and Constrained plan
also perform favorably in meeting future transit ridership
needs. Projects in the
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Table 1-2
Annual Travel Time Savings
Project

Freeway

From

To

Annual Vehick
Hours Saved

1. HOVLanes

I-5

SR-134

SR-170

640,000

2. HOVLanes

SR-14

Pearblossom

Ave..L

757,760

3. HOVLanes

I-5
I-5

Constrained

Plan

4. HOVLanes
Strategic

Alternative

Orange County Line 1-605
Orange County Line 1-605

730,880
901,760

......

5. HOVLanes

I-5

SR-14

SR-126

154,880

6. Mixed Flow Lanes

I-5

SR-14

SR-126

485,760

7. HOVLanes

SR-60

1-605

SR-101

620,160

8. HOVLanes

SR-57
1-710

1-210
Valley

SR-60
1-210

574,080

1-710

Valley

I-5
I-5

1-605
1-605

1-210
1-210

2,617,600
856,960
1,020,160

9. HOVLanes
10. Mixed Flow Lanes
11. HOVLanes
12. Mixed Flow Lanes
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Table 1-3

Performanceof Major Transit components

Rail Transit
1.1 Exisxting
Metro Red, Blue & Green Lines
1.2 Pasadena Line to Sierra
Madre Villa

77.0
13.6

195,441
31,821

Transit
Corridors
2.1 Eastside Transit
Corridor
Beverly/Atlantic
2.2 Exposition
Corridor
2.3 W ilshire/W
hittier
Corridor
2:4 San Fernando Valley
EastlW est Corridor

5.9
5.5
23.8
13.5

13,114
29,334
28,823
29,399

1 Metro Rapid -22 Lines (1)
2 Transit
Corridors
2.1 Crenshaw corridor
2.2 Exposition
Corridor
Extension
from Baseline
2.3 San Fernando Valley
North/South
Corridor

Transit
Corridors
1.1 W ilshire
Red Line Extension
to Century City
1.2 East Los Angeles Corridor
Extension
to Whittier
1.3 Pasadena Line Extension
to Claremont
1.4 Vermont Transit
Corridor
1.5 Burbank/
Glendale
Corridor
1.6 Metro Rail Extension
to South Ba~/ Galleria
[1]

Draft

346.0

247,105

15.2
10.6
12.0

32,044
27,027
21,219

6.4
6.6
22.4
12.0
13.6
2.3

33,351
7,086
1,766
4,360
32,458
2,352

IncludeAvalon,Florence,PicoNenlce/East
First, Vermont,
VanNuys,Crenshaw-Rossmore.
Hawthorne,
Hollywood-Pasadena,
LongBeach,SanFemando,
SantaMonica,Sepulveda,
Soto, andWestam.
Alvarado,Atlanl~c,Century,Garvey,
Hollywood-Fairfax,
Lincoln,Roscoe,
Vemon-La
Cienega,
WestThird.
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Strategic
Plan either
have significant
cost and
implementation issues (i.e., Wilshire Red Line to Century
City), are in corridors where competing services exist
(i.e., Burbank/GlendaleCorridor with Metrolink service),
or demonstrate lower ridership that transit corridors
recommendedfor the Constrained Plan.
Many of these projects are undergoing transit corridor
studies which will provide specific performance analysis
at a more detailed level. The results of this further
analysis will be integrated into the next LRTPupdate, and
reflect new information provided by corridor level project
analysis.

Relation of LRTPResults to other Major
PlanningEfforts
Regional Planning Efforts
As was mentioned above, the LRTP has been developed
in coordination with the Southern California Association
of Governments. The LRTP, once adopted by the MTA
Board, will be MTA’s recommendationfor projects to be
included in the Los Angeles County portion of SCAG’s
2001 Regional Transportation Plan. The LRTPwill also
be the basis for MTAparticipation
with the Southern
Calfironia Air Quality Management
District as it prepares
its 2001 Air Quality ManagementPlan update.
Local Planning Activities
LAX Master Plan. Los Angeles World Airports (LAWA)
in the process of developing an LAX Master Plan to

Section

1

examine future air travel demandimpacts and related
facility
needs.
The Master Plan analyzes several
expansion alternatives.
The alternatives
consider
possible additions of new runways, a new passenger
terminal, new gates, and additional parking spaces. The
proposed expansion is designed to meet a large rate of
projected growth in both passenger and air cargo traffic.
A draft EIR on the LAX Master Plan was recently
released.
Several projects identified in the LRTPare in proximity to
LAX. These projects are the Green Line light
rail
extension to LAX and the Arbor Vitae/405 Interchange.
Both of these projects are included in the LRTP to
address transportation problems that currently exist, and
are needed regardless of decisions related to LAX
expansion.
The Green Line light rail extension proposal to LAX is a
gap in the current light rail system that is a well-known
missing segment of the existing Green Line. Because of
its connection
to LAX, with or without
the LAX
expansion, MTAproposes that it be built with non-MTA
funding.
The Arbor Vitae project has been under development for
the last 30 years to address circulation
problems that
currently exist in the LAXvicinity.
The southern portion
of the project has been approved by the MTABoard and
is programmed in the Regional
Transportation
Improvement Program. The northern portion is proposed
by the City of Los Angeles as a project recommendation
in the Sub-regional Section (Section 6) of the LRTP.
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Both components address existing transportation
that exist with or without the LAXexpansion.

Section
1
needs

Any transportation projects proposed in the LAX Master
Plan that are needed for LAX expansion purposes will
need to be addressed through the LAX Master Plan EIR
process. The LRTP does not make any recommendations
regarding the funding of projects proposed for LAX
expansion. In fact, such projects would need to be
submitted for consideration in a future MTACall for
Projects process, and would require MTABoard action
for any funding.
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Table 1-4 Constrained & Strategic
Plan Recommendations
CONSTRAINEDPLAN RECOMMENDATIONS

Bus System Improvement
Countywide Bus System Improvement - 4,400 total countywide peak fleet
Metro Rapid Corridors - 22 Lines
Implement Tiered Transit System
1
Transit Capital Project Fundingin Call for Projects ($13.5 mill/yr)
2
CommunityTransit Service

TOTAL

YEARS

3,771.8
FY 06-25
92.3
FY05-10
0 F¥ 05- 25
438.4
FY05-25
0

Transit Corfdors
3
CrenshawCorridor
3
Exposition Corridor PhaseII (extension of Baseline Project)
zSan FernandoValley North-South Corridor
2
Metro Green Line Extension to LAX

346.1
155.2
142.7
0

FY 19-22
FY09-14
FY05-12

CommuterRail
Metrolink Expansion

580.0

FY05-25

Freeway Improvements and Gap Closure
I-5: Add 1 mixed flow lane & 1 HOVlane from Orange Co. Line to RosemeadBlvd.

222.3

FY 16-23

HOV Lanes
I-5: Rt. 134 to Rt. 170 (both directions)
Rt. 14: Pearblossomto AvenueL (both directions)
1-405: Rt. 101 to Burbank Blvd. (northbound)

182.7
105.5
3.6

FY 10-15
FY 16-22
FY 06
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Table 1-4 (Continued)

CONSTRAINEDPLAN RECOMMENDATIONS
(Continued/

TOTAL

YEARS

Freeway Interchanges
I-5: Various interchanges from Orange Co. Line to RosemeadBI
Rt. 57 and Rt. 60

355.5
355.5

FY 16-24
FY 16-24

HOV Connectors
I-5 and Rt. 170 (partial - from south to north)
I-5 and 1--405 (partial - from south to north)

77.7
143.5

FY20-24
FY 17-23

Soundwalls
MTARetrofit

549.2

FY05-16

817.2
724.7
929.0
260.4
320.0
259.9
64.9
301.9

FY 05-25
FY 05-25
FY05-25
FY 05-25
FY 05-25
FY05-25
FY 05-25
FY05-25

Soundwall Program(partial

funding)

~z4
Regional Surface Transportation Improvements($25 mill/yr)
~
Arterial GoodsMovement($22.4 mill/yr)
~
Signal Synchronization & Bus SpeedImprovement($29 mill/yr)
~
Transportation DemandManagement($8 mill/yr)
~
Bikeway Improvements ($10 mill/yr)
~
Pedestrian Improvements($8 mill/yr)
~
Transportation Enhancements
($2 mill/yr)
1
RideshareServices ($9.5 mill/yr)

Constrained RecommendationFootnotes
t Annual Call for Projects funding amountsare presented in uninflated dollars and represent annual averages.
= CommunityTransit and Metro Green Line Extension to LA World Airports assumedto be funded with non-MTAfunding
sources.
~ Actual transit technology (metro rapid, bus guideway, or light rail guideway) and phase project length to be determined
through corridor alternatives analysis.
~ SR-138 widening project to 4 lanes from SR-14 to I-5, & from Ave. T to SR-18 are assumedto be funded with RSTI$.
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Section

1-4 (Continued)

RECOMMENDATIONS

Bus System Improvement
Metro Rapid Corridors - Additional 14 Lines
1
Additional Transit Capital Call for Projects Funding($20 mill/yr & $649.5 total funding)
2
CommunityTransit Service
Transit Corridors
3
Wilshire Red Line - extension from Wilshire/Western to Century City
~
East Los Angeles Corridor - extension from Atlantic to Norwalk/Whittier
3
PasadenaMetro Rail Line - extension from Sierra MadreVilla to Claremont
Vermont Corridor - Vermont Metro Green Line Station to Hollywood Blvd.
3
Burbank/GlendaleCorridor - Union Station to BurbankTransit Station
zMetro Green Line - extension from Marine/Redondoto South Bay Galleria
3
Extensions and/or upgrades to Constrained Plan transit corridor projects
Transit Corridor Operating Costs
CommuterRail
Additional Metrolink Expansion

Long Range Transportation

TOTAL

130.8
211.1
500.0

2,461.0
671.O
1,276.0
373.0
788.0
,172.0
461.0
1,120.0

380.0

Freeway Improvements and Gap Closure
I-5: Add 1 mixed flow lane & 1 HOVlane from Rosemead
Blvd. to 1-170 (both directions)
4
I-5: Add 1 mixed flow lane from Rt. 14 to Rt. 126 (both directions)
4
Rt. 14: Add 1 mixed flow lane from I-5 to Kern County Line (both directions)
4
Rt. 101 : Corridor Study Recommendations
~
Rt. 138: Add 1 expresswaylane from I-5 to Rt. 14 (both directions)
~
Rt. 138: Add 1 expresswaylane from Rt. 14 to San Bernardino Co. Line (both directions)
1-710: Gap Closure
~
1-710: Corridor Study Recommendations
4
High Desert Freeway: from I--5 to San Bernardino County Line
Draft

1
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1,415.0
629.0
1,258.0
TBD
117.0
191.0
1,474
TBD
TBD

YEARS

FY 11-16
FY05-25
FY05-25

FY 15-20
FY09-14
FY09-14
FY07-10
FY 15-19
FY 15-19
FY15-20
FY09-25

FY05-25

FY16-23
FY 16-21
FY 16-21
FY 15-20
FY 15-20
FY 10-25
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Section 1

(Continued)

PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS (Continued)

TOTAL

YEARS

HOV Lanes
I-5: Rt. 14 to Rt. 126 (both directions)
Rt. 57: Rt. 60 to 1-210 (both directions)
Rt. 60: Rt. 101 to 1-605 (both directions)
1-605:1-10 to 1-210

157.0
86.0
244.0
86.0

FY
FY
FY
FY

16- 21
22-25
16- 21
22-25

Freeway Interchanges
I-5 and Rt. 2
I-5 and 1-10
I-5 and Rt. 14
I-5 and Rt. 134
I-5 and Rt. 170
I-5 and 1-405
Rt. 101 and Rt. 170
1-405 and Rt. 101
Rt. 101 and Rt. 170 and Rt. 134 (complete two connections)

200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0
200.0

FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY

11- 25
11- 25
11- 25
11-25
11- 25
11- 25
11- 25
11-25
16-25

HOV Connectors
I-5 and 1-605 (partial connector -- from west to south & from west to north)
1-101 and 1-605 (partial connector -- from east to south & from west to south)
Rt. 60 and 1-605 (partial connector -- from east to south & from east to north)
Rt. 91 and I-110 (partial connector -- from east to south & from east to north)
Rt. 91 and 1-605 (all)
1-105 and 1-605 (partial connector -- from west to north & from west to south)

208.0
208.0
208.0
208.0
416.0
208.0

FY
FY
FY
FY
FY
FY

11- 20
11-20
11- 20
11- 20
11-20
11- 20

Soundwalls
Additional funding for MTARetrofit

724.9

FY 05 - 16

Draft
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STRATEGIC
1
Additional
~
Additional
1
Additional
~
Additional
~
Additional
1
Additional
1
Additional

PLAN RECOMMENDATIONS

section

1-4 (Continued)

(Continued)

Regional Surface Transportation Improvements($35 mill/yr & $1,133.3 total funding)
Arterial GoodsMovementImprovements($32 mill/yr & $1,046.2 total funding)
Signal Synchronization & Bus SpeedImprovements($41 mill/yr & $1,314.8 total funding)
Transportation DemandManagement($12 mill/yr & $389.9 total funding)
Bikeways Improvements($20 mill/yr & $649.5 total funding)
Pedestrian Improvements($18 mill/yr & $584.8 total funding)
Rideshare Services ($12 mill/yr & $389.9 total funding)

TOTAL

316.1
321.5
385.8
129.5
329.5
324.9
88.0

YEARS

FY05-25
FY05-25
FY 05 -25
FY05-25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25
FY 05 -25

Strategic RecommendationFootnotes
~ Annual Call for Projects funding amountsare presented in uninflated dollars and represent annual averages
z Community Transit assumed to be funded with a combination of MTAand non-MTAfunding sources
3 Actual transit technology (metro rapid, bus guideway, or light rail guideway) and phase project length to be determinedthrough corridor
alternatives analysis
4 Final project scope and cost recommendations
will be incorporated into Strategic Plan upon completion of corridor studies
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Public Transportation Overview
Public Transportation Overview
Public transportation, for the first time in decades, has
begun a resurgence, both in terms of usage and in terms
of more coordinated
planning and implementation
strategies throughout the country and around the world.
The American Public Transportation Association reports
that public transportation use increased by 15.3 percent
during the past three years, increasing from 7.9 billion
boardings in 1996 to 9.1 billion
in 1999. During that
time, the rate of growth for public transportation is twice
the rate of increase in vehicle miles driven, another
significant trend change.
A recent survey conducted by Smart Growth America, a
nationwide coalition of organizations promoting a higher
awareness of open space development, neighborhood
revitalization, affordable housing, etc., reported that sixty
percent of those surveyed favored more state funding for
public transportation even if it meant less moneyfor new
highways. Also, over twice as many people, forty-seven
percent of those surveyed, indicated the best long term
strategy
for reducing
congestion
was public
transportation, not building newroads.
Public transportation agencies have begun to realize that
the ability to attract newriders is linked with separating
the market into smaller niches, building coalitions with
other organizations whose membersor clients typically
rely on public transportation and focusing on improving
various factors or attributes that would not only retain
existing riders but attract newriders.

Section

2

The opportunity exists in Los Angeles County for the
MTAto provide the opportunity for a revitalized public
transportation system to play a predominant role in the
future of the county through better coordination and
communication with partnering agencies, including those
providing services, through improved service attributes
that attract
more users to the system and through
expandedexplanations of the public transportation plan
to the public, communityorganizations and the media.

Integrating

the Modes

Public transportation,
for the purposes of the LRTP,
includes all modes of travel from rail services on
dedicated rights of way, through all elements of the bus
system from Metro Rapid Bus to local and community
based services and ridesharing services such as carpools
and vanpools. Two particular
modes, Metro Rapid Bus
and Metrolink CommuterRail are described more fully in
separate sections of this report.
In the past, planning and implementation of these
services has often appeared to lack commongoals and
consistency. The LRTPanalysis concludes that the only
way we can keep Los Angeles County moving in a
manner that would be acceptable to the public is to
integrate
all modes of travel,
especially
public
transportation.
Efforts have already begun in a numberof planning areas
that need to be continued and strengthened throughout
the duration of the LRTP. Recognizing that Municipal
and local operator participation is a critical requirementin
implementing a short term bus master plan, the MTAhas
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begun discussions with the operators on sketching out a
coordinated and consistent approach to bus service on a
county wide basis. This approach recognizes there is a
natural hierarchy or tier of services that begin with rail
operations on dedicated right-of-way such as Metrolink
and the Red, Blue and Green lines and also incorporates
new services such as the Pasadena and East Side light
rail lines with corridor analyses focusing on expansion of
the Metro Rapid Bus concept through the introduction of
dedicated right-of-ways, exclusive lanes on arterials, high
capacity
buses, and fare prepayment, as well as
expansion
of the Metro Rapid Bus network
in
coordination with the Municipal operators and cities
throughout Los Angeles County.
In addition to these services would be a coordinated local
and community based service network with local buses
defined as traditional forty foot fixed route operations
and community based services
as the variety
of
operations ranging from smaller vehicles on fixed routes,
such as the LADOT DASH network or the Glendale
Beeline, to demand responsive multiple destination
shuttles and taxis, such as Access Services and dial-a rides. The tiered service plan is further described later in
this section.
From a funding perspective, the constrained scenario, in
general, provides for additional
capital for public
transportation,
but operating funds are significantly
limited. Thus, opportunities are anticipated for increased
funding in the Transit Capital portion of the Call for
Projects for proposals that reinforce the policy concepts
contained in the LRTPincluding:

¯
¯

Retrofit of maintenance facilities
to accommodate
alternative fuels.
Improved amenities for bus services such as shelters,
lighting, and information.
Acquisition of vehicles or equipment to attract new
boardings through expansion or efficiency.
Coordination with service changes linked to the tiered
service plan or the Countywide Short Range Transit
Plan.

However, since no additional
operating funds are
anticipated to becomeavailable until after 2015, service
modifications
are based on the ability
to improve
efficiencies
in the existing system. For example, new
Metro Rapid lines can be recrafted from existing local
service resources, but there is a limit to what these
resources can accommodate with respect to increased
ridership demands.
The strategic
scenario significantly
increases the
potential for additional guideway projects and expanded
community, local, and Metro Rapid services. Arguably,
these expanded services are necessary to meet the
additional service demandto improve mobility options.

Existing

System

Fixed route transit service in Los Angeles County is
provided by 43 different public agencies, ranging in size
from the MTA with nearly 2,000 peak vehicles to the
City of Baldwin Park with 4 peak vehicles.
These
agencies operate a total of over 2,800 vehicles for nearly
nine million hours annually, while carrying 470 million
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passengers. Over 2 million
more transit
trips are
provided on the 80 publicly -funded dial-a-ride services
that operate in Los Angeles County. There are at least
190 additional private agencies and organizations in Los
Angeles County that provide trips to persons with
disabilities.
All regionally funded fixed-route transit
services
use buses that are equipped to provide
wheelchair access in accordance with the federal
Americans With Disabilities Act (ADA).
Rail transit service is provided by MTAand the Southern
California Regional Rail Authority (SCRRAor Metrolink).
Annually, 67 million passengers ride rail service in Los
Angeles. MTAoperates almost 380,000 revenue train
hours of service on three different rail lines. The Metro
Blue Line provides service to 22 stations along a 22-mile
route from Downtown Los Angeles to Downtown Long
Beach. The Metro Green Line delivers service to 14
stations along the 20-mile route between the cities of
Norwalk and Redondo Beach in the median of the 1105/Glenn Anderson Freeway. The Metro Red Line
subway currently
includes 17.4 miles of underground
heavy rail serving 16 stations between Downtown Los
Angeles and North Hollywood. Metrolink is a five county
joint operating authority overseeing the commuter rail
operations for the entire region. With 126 daily trains
providing service to 47 stations along six different lines,
Metrolink operates over 158,000 revenue train hours a
year and transports over 8 million patrons annually.
Metrolink service operates to Ventura County, the
Antelope Valley, San Bernardino County, Riverside
County and Orange County.
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Accomplishments Since 1995
Since 1995 the following
strategies
have been
implemented throughout Los Angeles County:

¯

¯

¯
¯

¯
¯

¯
¯

¯
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Over three hundred buses have been added to peak
hour service by all operators.
Mobility
Allowance demonstration projects were
tested in RedondoBeach and the Harbor area during
time periods of lower transit demand.
Metro
Red Line
subway
extensions
to
Wilshire/Western,
Hollywood and North Hollywood
were openedfor service.
Metro Green Line light rail service from Norwalk to
Redondo Beach was opened for service.
Bus/Rail interface plans have been implemented with
the openings of the Metro Green Line .and extensions
of the Metro Red Line.
Metro Rapid Bus service has opened along two routes
including Wilshire/Whittier and Ventura Boulevards.
Bus priority
and preference treatments are set to
begin on 42 miles of key bus lines, approximately
one-third of the 1995 proposed system.
Larger capacity vehicles are being studied for
applicability on certain routes.
Market
research,
marketing
and customer
convenience activities
have been expanded and
improved.
Several operators have begun converting their fleets
to buses with reduced emissions.
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California Traffic
Program (TCRP)

Congestion

Relief

In July 2000, the State Legislature and the Governor
enacted a $6.8 billion
package of transportation
measuresthat included $887 million in capital funds for
hundreds of new buses and three fixed guideway, and
one bus corridor project in Los Angeles.
A breakdown of the $887 million
intended for the MTAshows:

in capital

Rapid has 30 stations and serves a 26-mile corridor from
Montebello to Santa Monica. The Ventura Metro Rapid
has 15 stations and services a 16-mile corridor from the
Universal City Red Line Station to Warner Center.
Metro Rapid is designed to provide fast, high quality bus
service using low-floor
buses, signal priority
at
intersections,
streamlined on-street
boarding and
alighting of passengers, and improved bus stop spacing
at planned rapid bus stations.

funds

¯ $150 million
to purchase up to 385 new lowemission or alternative-fuel buses.
¯ $236’ million for an Eastside Corridor light-rail transit
line from Union Station to Atlantic
in East Los
Angeles.
$256 million for a Mid-City Corridor bus rapid transit
project on Wilshire Boulevard from Western Avenue
to downtown Santa Monica plus some portion of a
fixed guideway project from Figueroa Street to
downtown Santa Monica along the Exposition
Corridor
¯ $100 million for a bus transit project for the San
FernandoValley North/South Corridor.
¯ $145 million for an east-west busway in the San
Fernando Valley Burbank-Chandler Corridor.

Metro Rapid
On June 24, 2000, MTA opened the Metro Rapid
Demonstration Project along the Wilshire/Whittier
and
Ventura Boulevard Corridors. The Wilshire/Whittier
Metro

Metro Rapid operates every 3-10 minutes during peak
hours. Newlow-floor buses with a distinctive
red paint
schemereplaced existing limited stop bus service in the
Whittier/Wilshire
and Ventura Boulevard corridors,
providing travel times up to 25% faster than local
service. Each bus is equipped with special sensors that
keep traffic
lights green when as Metro Rapid buses
approach. A complete discussion of the Metro Rapid
program, including findings and recommendations, is
presentedlater in this Section.

Metro Red Line Extension
In June 2000, the Metro Red Line was extended to North
Hollywood, with stations opening at Hollywood/Highland,
Universal City and North Hollywood. In the first week of
revenue service after the extension, Metro Red Line
average daily ridership
rocketed by 85% to 120,500
from a daily average of 65,150.
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During the first weekafter the Metro Red Line extension,
ridership also increased by 5%on the Metro Blue Line to
63,000 daily boardings, and by 10% on the Metro Green
Line to 27,500 daily boardings.

Impact of Air Quality Regulations on
Transit Buses
Air quality regulations adopted in 2000 affect
and other transit bus operators provide service.

how MTA

In February 2000, the California
Air Resources Board
adopted a statewide Transit Bus Fleet Rule to reduce
emissions from full-sized transit buses and accelerate the
transition to alternative fuels. The rule requires that
transit agencies take one of two paths to comply with
the regulation. The alternative fuel path requires new
buses to run on alternative
fuels that must meet
increasingly stringent emission standards until 2010,
when at least 15% of new purchases must be zero
emission buses (ZEBs). The diesel path allows purchase
of diesel buses in the short-term in exchange for more
stringent emission standards by 2004 and purchase of
ZEBs by 2008.
In June 2000, the South Coast Air Quality Management
District adopted Rule 1192 requiring public transit bus
fleets with 100 or more vehicles to purchase or lease
alternative-fueled
vehicles when replacing or adding
vehicles. As such, MTAand larger municipal operators
have been subject to this regulation
since then.

Section 2
Municipal operators with 15 to 99 transit buses must
comply with this rule effective July 1, 2001.
Both of these regulations are consistent with the current
procurement policies
of the MTA, which has been a
leader in alternative fuel technology since 1993, when
the MTABoard adopted an Alternative Fuels Initiative
policy requiring all newbuses to run on alternative fuels.
Currently, MTAis able to comply with all current and
near-term requirements in both the State and local air
quality regulations. It should be noted that both rules
provide flexibility
to MTA and other operators to
purchase limited numbers of diesel buses for unique
applications (e.g., articulated
buses).
Municipal
operators
throughout
the county that have not
historically
invested in alternative fuels will need to
resolve varying challenges with higher long term capital
and operating costs.

PasadenaLine
The Pasadena Line Construction Authority was created
by the state legislation (SB 1847) effective January
1999. Through its formation, the Construction Authority
was granted the responsibility
of designing, procuring
and building the rail line.
The first phase of the PasadenaLine extends 13.7 miles
from Union Station in downtown Los Angeles with 13
planned stations in Chinatown, Lincoln Heights, Highland
Park, South Pasadena and Pasadena. The line is
scheduled to begin carrying passengers between Los
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Angeles and Pasadena in July 2003. A future extension
to Claremont is under consideration.
MTAwill operate train service upon completion of the
project, with trains operating every 8 minutes during
commutehours, and every 15 to 30 minutes during noncommutehours. Daily ridership is projected at 30,00038,000 on opening day, with ridership increasing to
68,000 daily riders by 2015.

Transit Restructuring Studies
Eight different regional restructuring studies have been
conducted over the past several years with the goal of
improving service to the transit patrons at the local level.
Each study was coordinated with all of the local transit
operators and jurisdictions in each region. The goal of all
of the restructuring studies is to improve mobility.
¯

sectior~
2
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San FernandoValley Transit Restructuring Study

The San Fernando Valley Transit Restructuring
Study
was the first interagency cooperative transit restructuring
study completed by the MTAand the City of Los Angeles
Department of Transportation
(LADOT). This study
analyzed existing services, trip-making patterns and
unmet needs in the greater San Fernando Valley,
stretching from Burbank and Glendale on the east to
north of the Santa Monica Mountains.
Numerous
productivity and efficiency recommendations were made,
with all agencies tasked with varying degrees of
responsibility
for implementation. To date, manyof the
recommendations
and service
changes have been
implemented, while others are still
pending due to the

need for infrastructure
changes.
Many of the
recommendations were implemented with the extension
of the Metro Red Line to North Hollywood and the
openingof the transit center at Universal City.
¯ Central/East/Northeast Transit Restructuring Study
The Central/East/Northeast
Los Angeles Bus Transit
Restructuring Study was completed in late 1997. This
study was designed to review and analyze the existing
services
in downtown Los Angeles and the region
directly
around downtown and develop recommendations
that would improve the delivery and efficiency of transit
services.
This study recommended several route
modifications
and service improvements focusing on
improved access to medical care, jobs, shopping and
improved transfer connections to regional services.
Included in the recommendations were several new
communitycirculator/shuttle
routes that improved access
to neighborhoods located
northeast
and west of
Several of the route
Downtown Los Angeles.
improvements and new routes suggested in this study
were implemented as part of the MTA Consent Decree
Pilot Program.
¯ Arroyo-Verdugo Restructuring Study
This Southern California
Association of Governments
(SCAG) in conjunction
with the Arroyo Verdugo
Transportation
Coalition
(AVTC)
prepared
transportation plan for the Arroyo Verdugo sub-region to
serve as a framework for transportation
planning and
decision-making in the memberjurisdictions.
The primary
service improvements called for in the plan are new or
enhanced community based services in each of the five
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cities of the Arroyo Verdugo sub-region and a new subregional route to replace MTALine 177 that links the
communities of Glendale, La Canada, Flintridge,
and
Pasadena. The Glendale Beeline replaced the segment of
Line 177 serving those cities in April 2000. In addition,
the report details a sub-regional Dial-A-Ride assessment
and organizational models and operational options. The
report also identifies
potential revenue sources, which
could be used to implement the proposed AVTCservice
recommendations, facility
improvements, and vehicle
purchases.
¯ Westside Bus Service Improvement Study
The Westside
Study
presented
a number of
recommendations, including options to refine existing
Westside bus service and take advantage of the Metro
Red Line extension to Hollywood, development of the
Metro Rapid Bus concept, deployment of high capacity
vehicles, and provision of greater coordination between
different
transit operators. The recommendations from
this study resulted in the Metro Rapid Bus Demonstration
Program along the Wilshire/Whittier
and Ventura
Boulevard corridors.
The recommended bus service
improvements call for maintaining and strengthening the
existing grid route network throughout the study area
with additional service focus at key transit hubs. New
connections are proposed where the network links were
missing or discontinuous.
In some areas, community
services are proposed to be restructured and new faster
bus services are proposed.
¯

Mid-Cities Restructuring Study

The Mid-Cities Transit Restructuring Study focused on
developing recommendations for service improvements
Draft Long RangeTransportation
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that were targeted to the highly transit-dependent
population of the majority of the study area. The study
recommendeda number of route restructuring
ideas to
simplify
service
and to create more connection
possibilities
and direct service for many patrons. New
limited stop services were recommendedon a number of
routes along with additional service being recommended
for many. The extensions of owl (late night/early
morning) service to logical transfer and termination points
were recommended for some routes,
while it was
recommendedthat several routes be rerouted to focus on
high productivity areas and allow newly proposed shuttle
routes to service lower demandcorridors. Additionally,
this study focused on improving the connections to the
Metro GreenLine for all routes in the Mid-Cities area.
¯ South Bay/Gateway Restructuring Study
The South Bay/Gateway Transit Restr~Jcturing
Study
focused on improving access to major attractions
and
destinations throughout the South Bay and on improving
connections to other transit
services.
Many route
improvements and recommendations sought to improve
the directness of service throughout the South Bay,
recognizing the discontinuity
of many streets and the
unique terrain features that interfere with the provision of
transit service. Increased utilization
of major transit
facilities
such as the Metro Green Line, Harbor
Transitway, Artesia Transit Center and a newly proposed
San Pedro Transit Center were key recommendations of
this study. The study also focused on improving the
coordination and connections between MTAservice and
municipal transit systems such as Torrance Transit,
LADOTand Gardena Municipal Bus Lines. Additional
recommendations focused on improving the services
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operating east/west across the southern portion of Los
Angeles County in order to provide better transfer
connections at the Metro Blue Line and better access to
major destinations such as the beach cities.
¯ San Gabriel Valley Restructuring Study
The objective of the San Gabriel Valley Bus Restructuring
Study was to evaluate
the structure
and cost
effectiveness of the intercity fixed-route transit delivery
system in the San Gabriel Valley and increase ridership.
The study determined that there were significant
opportunities to reduce costs and increase current levels
of intercity transit service within the San Gabriel Valley.
The study determined that there were significant
unmet
intercity
,transit
needs within the Valley and that a
numberof options exist to better serve those needs.
Of the four implementation options studied, the preferred
option calls for a new or expanded transportation zone
covering nine cities. This option would provide for the
transfer of up to 31 MTAroutes to the new or expanded
zone, with a total of nearly 700,000 annual service hours
requiring a 250-busfleet to operate.
¯

Section
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SoutheastCities Restructuring Study

The purpose and goals of the Southeast Cities Transit
Restructuring Study was to review the existing local and
regional fixed-route transit systems serving the Southeast
cities
and make recommendations
regarding
improvements in operational
effectiveness,
cost
efficiency and service equity to meet the area’s mobility
needs. Recommendations from this study included
improvement of service on manyof the heavily traveled
corridors in the area, such as Florence Avenue and Long

2

Beach Boulevard, improvements in service frequency on
north-south routes in the eastern area of the study area,
and the development of a transit center in Huntington
Park to enhancepassenger connectivity.

Development of Regional Master Plan
The LRTPbegins to chart the path for developing a world
class public transportation
system for Los Angeles
County and a different
planning approach. Keys to
bringing the plan to life include: considering the customer
as the focus; developing a process that is comprehensive
and includes all elements of the system; recognizing the
importance of the interrelatedness of the elements by not
looking at them in isolation;
and including
broad
participation in the planning process.
With the customer as the focus, walking distances to
system access points, travel time, ease of transferring
between vehicles and modes, simple route structure,
uniform fare and operating policies, vehicle cleanliness,
and passenger comfort take on added importance in the
network design process. Service quality and customer
satisfaction surveys becomevital tools for keeping track
with changing needs and measuring plan effectiveness.
The current planning process was directed at building
support for a commonregional vision. Involving end
users and key stakeholder groups in the planning process
was critical.
The challenge will be to continue this
process on an on-going basis and to take the process to
the next level. Integrating the planning of the County’s
land use, public transportation,
urban design and
roadway system is critical
to leveraging
future
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transportation
investments and will require greater
interagency coordination and stakeholder participation.

Establishment of
Working Group

Transit

Operator

As part of the process of expanding stakeholder
involvement in the planning process, a working group
was formed in July 2000 consisting of representatives of
municipal operator agencies and MTA. The purpose of
forming the working group was to collaborate
on
development of a comprehensive regional transit master
plan for Los Angeles County. Another important function
of the group was to improve service coordination
between operators, especially in the area of service
restructuring. A regional transit vision was adopted that
would guide actions by the operators to improve the
regional transit system. Priority issues identified
by
working group membershave been included in the LRTP.
Those projects earmarked for action by participating
operators within the first five years of the Plan are to be
coordinated and implemented through a Regional Short
RangeTransit Plan.
With the adoption of the Long Range Transportation
Plan, transit operator representatives will continue to
coordinate on the regional transit master plan. This
effort will include collaboration
on a Regional Short
RangeTransit Plan for the next five year period, as well
as periodic reviews of the implementation of elements of
the master plan ensure its overall effectiveness.
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Key Issues
Several key issues have been identified by riders, focus
groups surveys, and local transit operators that impact
the quality of transit provided throughout the region.
These issues include the following:
Speed Degradation The ability of transit service to movepassengers quickly
throughout the region is critical in attracting an increased
share of regional tripmaking. Additionally, reductions in
traffic speed have a negative effect on transit service
productivity.
As traffic
moves slower, more buses are
needed just to maintain existing service frequencies.
Improvementsthat increase the speed of transit service
allow for a more efficient
use of resources throughout
the region, and position transit as moreof an alternative
to the automobile.
Projects have been identified by transit users, stakeholder
groups and local transit operators that could be beneficial
in improving transit speeds. These projects include an
expansion of the Metro Rapid Bus concept, expanded use
of signal synchronization technology to speed traffic
flow, off-loading fare collection on core regional routes
and additional freeway HOVlanes. Also identified
as a
project for further investigation is the potential use of
freeway shoulders to allow express buses to bypass
traffic
during peak hours. The 1-10 corridor between
Santa Monica and Downtown Los Angeles was identified
as a corridor that could benefit from this type of project.
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Service CoordinationImprovementsin service coordination is another major
area of concern that has been identified
as impacting
regional transit service.
One facility
that could
potentially benefit from improved service coordination is
the Harbor Transitway, which operates in the median of
the Harbor (I-1 10) Freeway. The Transitway is served
four transit operators, of which each operator provides
various levels of express service between the South Bay
and Downtown Los Angeles. Improved coordination
of
feeder routes to Transitway stations, schedules and fare
policies on this facility could lead to increased passenger
use of Transitway services.
Another area requiring improved coordination between
operators is in the area of service duplication. Presently,
MTAand several municipal operators duplicate service on
segments in a number of corridors.
The reduction of
unnecessary service duplication in municipal operator
service areas would allow MTAto refocus service to
unserved markets and regional services. This would
result in a more efficient use of regional transportation
dollars.
Obstaclesto Service Restructuring Reducing the amount of service duplication
requires
some amount of regional
service
restructuring.
Presently, there are several obstacles in place that create
difficulty
in restructuring
between MTA and other
operators in the region. Onesuch obstacle is in the area
of funding service operation. In many cases where MTA
is seeking to eliminate services that duplicate municipal
operator services, the municipal operator would have to
increase service
to accommodate the additional

Section
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patronage in the corridor.
Present funding formulas
contain
a two-year
lag period
between
the
implementation of new service and the receipt of formula
operating dollars, leaving operators unable to fund the
first
two years of any added service. One potential
remedy to this problem is to create a pool of regional
funds to be used as a "bridge" to fund the increased
service levels for the two-year period until formula
funding is provided. Another remedy could be for MTA
to provide funding to the municipal operators for the lines
during the two year period. Future progress on this issue
will be discussed in the Regional SRTP.
A second obstacle impacting service restructuring is in
the area of fare coordination. In eliminating duplicated
services, passengers presently traveling on MTAservices
would often be required to pay additional fares to board
municipal operator services. This is due to the need for
cash-paying riders to purchase transfers,
or because
MTA passes are not accepted on many municipal
operator services.
In the future, the implementation of the Universal Fare
System, a universally
accepted fare instrument,
throughout the region will provide seamless travel
between all operators, across all modesof transit. This
electronic technology will help promote the development
of new regional fare policies, which may allow interagency transfers, day passes, and other opportunities for
maximizing passenger convenience.
It can also
potentially
offer improved transit speeds, increased
ridership and increased fare revenues. However, it does
not yet address the issue of the cost of transferring
between operators. Until that time, operators in the
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region are discussing various methods to minimize cost
impacts to passengers due to service restructuring.
Short-term solutions being evaluated include the issuance
of free transfers, and MTAproviding reimbursement to
municipal operators that accept MTA passes. Future
progress on this issue will also be discussed in the
Regional SRTP.

Consent Decree
In October 1996, the MTA entered into a Consent
Decree, ordered by the U.So District Court for the Central
District of California. This Consent Decree identified
specific actions to be taken by MTAover the next ten
years to improve transit
service.
The key actions
include:
reducing overcrowding on MTA bus lines,
implementing new or modified service to improve access
to jobs, schools, and health facilities
for transit
dependents; maintaining affordable fares; and reducing
the age of the MTA bus fleet
through
vehicle
replacement. Also the agreement allows the MTAto file
for a termination of the agreement after seven years if
the goals have been met and there is a plan in place for
on-going compliance.
Certain aspects of the agreement are being litigated.
These include the level of investment required for new
service and the definition
of compliance for the
passenger loading standards.
Since MTAentered into this agreement there have been
significant
improvements to the MTA bus system.
Progress to date is outlined below.
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Overcrowding- The Consent Decree contains specific
targets for reducing the number of standees on MTA
buses by the year 2002. In accordance with those
targets, MTAagreed to reduce the maximumload factor
on buses operating during peak periods from 1.45 (19
standees maximum) to 1.20 (9 standees maximum).
MTAadded a total of 143 buses to peak hour between
December 1996 and December 1998, which allowed the
1.35 load factor to be met and maintained. Between
June and December, 1999, an additional 130 peak hour
vehicles were added to achieve the load factor target of
1.25 six monthsearly.
Fares - One of the requirements of the Consent Decree
was that MTA ensure affordable
transportation
for
transit-dependent
persons who use buses for work and
personal mobility. Although the Consent Decree allowed
for fare increases to occur consistent with increases in
the CPI, MTAhas maintained the present fare structure
since October 1996. MTAhas also instituted
a weekly
pass at a price of $11.00, and adopted an off-peak base
fare of $0.75 on all bus routes between the hours of
9:00 p.m. and 5:00 a.m.
Bus Fleet Age - On September 28, 1998 the MTABoard
of Directors approved an accelerated bus procurement
plan. The plan calls for purchasing 2,095 new buses by
the end of Fiscal Year 2004. At that time, over eighty
percent of the fleet will be powered by alternate fuels
and the average vehicle will be about five years old,
makingit one of the youngest fleets in the nation.
MTA issued a procurement in December 1999 for 370
buses with options for another 200 to 350 buses.
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Furthermore, the MTABoard authorized the exercising
of an option to purchase an additional 215 buses. These
two orders will provide sufficient
quantities of new
buses to replace over-age buses and provide for Consent
Decree service requirements through 2004. In reference
to the court order to purchase additional buses, the th
9
District Court of Appeals granted the MTAa stay of the
District
Court’s November19, 1999 order to purchase
additional
buses beyond the ones referenced in the
above.
New Services - MTAinstituted
a Pilot Program of new
services to facilitate
access to schools, employmentand
medical facilities
for the transit-dependent community. A
total
of 12 new routes were implemented between
December 1997 and March 1998, adding a total of 63
peak buses. An evaluation of these new services was
completed in early 1999, resulting in recommendations
to makeseven (7) of these pilot lines permanent, cancel
three (3) that have not been successful, modify one (1)
line and gather more information about one (1) line prior
to makinga final decision.
The Consent Decree also required the MTAto develop
and implement a Five Year Plan of improvements to the
bus system designed to improve mobility for the transit
dependent community in the greater Los Angeles area.
To date, both the MTAand Bus Riders Union (BRU) have
submitted plans to the Special Master appointed by the
court for review and a final determination as to the
magnitude of the plan. In recent months, the MTAhas
initiated service on three of the lines contained in MTA
original
plan. The lines included: Line 58 (Alameda
Street), Line 214 (Broadway-Main Street) and Line

(South Los Angeles to UCLA). There are three (Lines
426, 530 and 577) lines remaining in the original plan to
be implemented.
By the end of the 2001 fiscal year, the cost in operating
dollars to comply with the Consent Decree is expected to
reach $240 million.
This cost can be compared to an
overall 10%increase in ridership. In the future, the MTA
and the Joint Working group, which consists
of
representatives
from the BRU and MTA, need to focus
their efforts on three areas 1) revisiting the measuresand
methods for monitoring service quality
and target
compliance so that there is a better match between the
level of investment and the level of rider demand; 2)
developing more innovative and cost effective solutions
to overcrowding, such as using jitneys and paratransit
service to supplement capacity and developing fare and
service incentives to shift discretionary ridership to the
off peak periods; 3) to improve capacity in key corridors
through improved service coordination
with other
carriers, especially wherethere is service duplication.
Subregional GovernanceSubregional governance has been discussed as a means
to increase the degree of control that local entities have
over transit policy, planning and service delivery. The
issue of increased local control was a major theme of the
recently completed Southeast Bus Restructuring Study.
Stakeholders in this process include community groups,
labor, government agencies, public and private transit
systems.
Various methods to increase the role of local government
in transit service planning and delivery will be outlined in
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the Regional SRTP, ranging from the impacts of
establishing transportation zones to the use of regional
councils to participate in the policy-making process. The
potential application of subregional governancein a tiered
service approach, particularly
in the areas of intercommunity and neighborhood services,
could have
significant
impacts on the effectiveness
of service
integration
throughout the county, the promotion of
seamless travel between and among alternative transit
providers, and reductions in the cost of providing bus
transit service in the region.

Section

is responsive to commute, business, educational, health
and recreational mobility needs.

Goals and Objectives
The goals and objectives for the service development
strategy are outlined below.
Goal: Maximizemobility on the regional public transit
system
Objective 1 :Improve service quality
¯ Conduct service quality benchmarksurvey
Improve the collection and distribution system
in the service area
¯ Initiate projects designed to improve the speed
of transit on surface streets
¯ Implement some type of HOV. demonstration
on the 1-10 Freeway
¯ Improve service levels and coordination on the
Harbor Transitway
¯ Expand Metro Rapid Bus Concept and Program
¯ Improve freeway service network
¯ Include fare mitigation
measures in the
implementation
regional
of
service
restructuring
¯ Implement the Universal Fare System
¯ Expand the service network

Regional Service Development Strategy
In an effort
to confront these issues, a service
development strategy
was developed that has been
designed to address the needs and concerns of operators
and other stakeholders
in the service development
process. The service development strategy is outlined
below.

Vision
The regional bus and rail system shall provide a balanced
and coordinated system that serves Los Angeles County
residents,
commuters and visitors.
Passengers are
provided with customer-focused
service
that is
comfortable, convenient, safe, reliable and affordable.
The system promotes seamless travel with minimal wait
times and transfers for those who depend upon public
transportation,
serves as an attractive alternative for
those with other meansof travel and is in full compliance
with the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA). Service

2

Objective 2: Develop a Unified Service Development
Strategy for the Region
¯ Develop a tiered service approach
¯ Enhance municipal operator service delivery
role

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Initiate an on-going regional transit planning
process
Develop a regional Short Range Transit Plan
(SRTP) and update it annually
Develop a master plan for integrating
paratransit operations into the regional transit
system
Use the Regional SRTPto establish regional
service investment priorities

Objective 3: Use resources wisely
¯
Reduceservice duplication
¯
Create a competitive
service
delivery
environment
Increase regional bus interfaces with the Metro
Rail and Metrolink Systems
Develop a master plan for integrating
paratransit operations into the regional transit
system
Coordinate
regional
land
use
and
transportation planning.

Tiered Service Network
To identify the network of services provided throughout
the region, a tiered service approach is used to ensure
that all types of public transportation are included in the
planning process and to help define the role that each of
the modesplay. The service tiers signify attributes of
the services that operate in regional corridors.
The
services provided are not exclusive to any operator, and
flexibility
is provided for any operator in the region to

have a role in operating any tier
types include the following:

2

of service. The service

Rail, Metro Rapid Bus, and ExpressService Theseservices represent the highest level of investment
while offering faster operating speeds and the greatest
carrying capacity.
Included in this category are:
Metrolink, Metro Rail, Metro Rapid Bus operating at
today’s level of service as well as in exclusive right-ofways, and express service.
Inter-CommunityTransit Service This includes all other fixed route/fixed schedule service
operated on surface streets with 40-foot buses.
Neighborhood
CirculatorlParatransit Service This includes services operated in either a fixed route or
demandresponsive fashion with a van, sedan, or a minibus. Specific examples would include: jitneys, cab scrip
programs, fixed route with mid- or small-sized buses,
Dial-A-Rides,
Access
Smart Shuttles,
Community
Services and DASHoperations.
The Transit Operator Working Group is in the process of
discussing appropriate criteria to be used to categorize
the service types operating in the region. Someof the
key line-level service characteristics that could be used to
allocate services relate to the number of passengers
using a route, the distance traveled on the route, and the
intensity of ridership (such as passengers per mile or
hour). An outline of the regional network based on tiered
characteristics
will be included in the Regional SRTP
document.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Other Innovative Projects
Another meansto address issues impacting the operation
of public transportation services in the region is through
the use of innovative transit
projects that provide
different
options than more traditional
approaches.
These approaches involve
coordination
between
transportation partners in the region, testing of new
concepts in the delivery of service and the application of
new technology in providing service. Some of these
projects are outlined below.

Fareless Square
One proposal recommended for further
study is the
implementation of a "Fareless Square" in the Downtown
Los Angeles area. This program is modeled after
successful Fareless Square programs in Portland and
Seattle. Locally, Long Beach Transit also has a very
successful fareless area with its Passport service in
DowntownLong Beach, with 2 million annual boardings.
The purpose of the Fareless Square would be to promote
transit ridership to those that do not currently use transit,
improve air quality by reducing auto trips, promote retail
and commercial activity
in the downtown area and
reduce the demandfor downtown auto parking.
Under this program, MTA buses operating in Downtown
Los Angeles between the hours of 9 am-3 pm would
operate free of charge. The boundaries of the Fareless
Square would be Figueroa Street, Pico Avenue, Alpine
Street, San Pedro Street and AlamedaStreet.

Section
2
Based on the experiences in Portland and Seattle,
ridership
would triple
from the current amount of
downtown ridership.
Auto trips
in Downtown Los
Angeles would be reduced by 2%, and sales in the
downtown area would increase by 1%.

Jitney Services
As the cost of providing quality public transportation
services continues to rise, the idea of developing
partnerships with paratransit providers that can provide
jitney services has become more attractive.
Jitney
services are transit
services provided in privately
operated automobiles, vans or mini-buses, driven along
fixed routes with minor deviations, and focus on shortdistance travel
markets. These services have the
potential of complementingtraditional fix.ed-route transit
service while also penetrating markets unserved or
underserved by transit.
Jitney services have several potential uses that could
help to improve the efficiency of transit services. For
example, in high-demand corridors jitney services could
operate in a designated area and provide an alternative to
passengers making short-distance
trips.
This would
increase the amountof passenger service available in the
corridor, and in turn would provide somecrowding relief
to fixed-route services operating in the corridor.
Jitneys could also provide service to areas with low
levels of transit demandthrough their ability to access
neighborhoods that cannot be reached by 40 foot buses.
They may also make route deviations within a corridor

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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area that are more convenient to passengers than the
regular fixed-route service.

The RecommendedPlan

The components of a jitney demonstration program will
be developed and outlined in the Regional SRTP.

Bus Service Improvements

Use of Freeway Shoulders
Service

for

2

Years 2001 - 2005

MTAis in the process of finalizing a service change
program for the 2001 Fiscal Year that would reduce
service duplication with other operators and eliminate
someunproductive services. Included in this program
are cancellation of Lines 22, 114, 402, 436, 466 and
497; restructuring
of Lines 18, 42, 102, 107, 220,
471, 484, 490, 491 and 625; and the addition of
Limited-stop service to Lines 40 and 51.

Express

This program is modeled after a similar
program
operating in the Minneapolis area in which transit buses
are allowed to bypass congestion on designated freeway
bus-only shoulders. Approximately 100 miles of freeway
shoulders in the Minneapolis area have been designated
for bus use.

Modifications to Harbor Transitway Lines 445, 446,
and 447 are proposed to enhance service frequency
and serve new stations.

Transit operators providing service between the Antelope
and San Fernando Valleys and in the Westside emphasize
the impacts traffic congestion has had on express service
travel speeds. As a result of this increased congestion,
the I-5 and 1-10 Corridors could be studied to determine
whether the use of freeway shoulders would enhance
transit
speeds. Express buses would be allowed to
bypass stalled traffic
using the shoulders at speeds
limited to 20-25 mph. Further investigation is neededto
determine whether such a program could be functional
and provide speed enhancementin these corridors.

Consistent with the Consent Decree, MTAplans to
begin operation of two new express lines in Year
2001, Line 530 between PanoramaCity and East Los
Angeles and Line 577 between El Monte and Cerritos.
Gardena Transit does not plan any major service
changes for at least the next three years, pending the
establishment of a new operating facility is built. The
agency is considering transit restructuring proposals
to extend Gardena Line 1 into Patsaouras Plaza, and
replacement of a segment of MTA Line 127 with
GardenaLine 3 in the City of Compton.
¯

Foothill Transit is developing a strategic plan that will
outline service plans in the San Gabriel Valley over
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the next several years. Service modifications being
considered include proposals to expand El Monte
Busway service to accommodate the elimination
of
MTABusway services. Also considered are potential
modifications to bus service in the 210 Fwy. Corridor
to interface efficiently with the PasadenaBlue Line.

Transitway station. Line 1 was also rerouted to serve
the Artesia Harbor Transitway station. Torrance is
also considering community requests to increase
weekend service
on Line 8. The agency also
continues
to coordinate
with MTA on Harbor
Transitway scheduling and transfer issues.

Big Blue Bus is beginning a service analysis process in
early 2001, with the first part of this programbeing a
line-by-line analysis of ridership and productivity. Big
Blue Bus is also coordinating with the City of Santa
Monica on a signal synchronization program to speed
the flow of traffic. Also of interest to Big Blue Bus is
a study on the feasibility
of using freeway shoulders
on 1-10 to bypass peak-hour traffic
congestion
experienced by Line 10, and a review of the potential
of paving a segment of the Exposition right-of-way
between Bagley Avenue and Westwood Boulevard in
the immediate future to speed the operation of Line
12 during weekday peak periods.

Long Beach Transit ridership has grown by more than
30% in recent years, and based on demographic
trends the system is anticipating
further growth.
Long Beach Transit has identified a system expansion
strategy to accommodate anticipated
continued
increases in transit demandin its service area. This
includes additional
service frequency on present
routes, new local and express service to meet the
needs of its community, and system enhancements.
The agency is also considering a possible need for a
service link to downtownLos Angeles;

Santa Clarita Transit is interested in pursuing the
establishment of HOVlanes on 1-405 to help speed
travel on Line 792 into the Century City area. The
agency is also interested in studies on the feasibility
of using freeway shoulders on I-5 to maintain travel
speeds on Express Lines 794 and 799 traveling
between the Antelope and San Fernando Valley.
Torrance Transit completed a line-by-line analysis in
1999. As a result of that study, Line 1, which
provides express service between Torrance and
downtown Los Angeles, was modified to have offpeak service terminate at the Harbor/I-105 Harbor
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

High Capacity Buses - As operators continue to add
bus service to reduce overcrowding, improve bus/rail
interfaces and support new service programs such as
Rapid Bus, opportunities
to deploy high capacity
vehicles must be considered. These vehicles can
improve service delivery efficiency, and streamline onstreet operations where bus schedule intervals are
less than five minutes. Operators such as Santa
Monica Bus Lines have already begun service
demonstrations of articulated buses on someof their
heaviest lines. Future projects based on Bus Rapid
Transit concepts will also require higher capacity
vehicles, as latent demandfor high-speed service is
tapped.
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Recent studies have concluded that articulated bus
technology could be used effectively
in several
existing
high demand corridors such as Wilshire
Boulevard, Vermont Avenue, and West 8th Street-East
Olympic Boulevard.
Rider demand continues
to
overwhelm schedules built for standard 40-foot buses
in these corridors
and headways are approaching
levels where traffic signals for cross traffic maybe
adversely affected. Additionally, two of the Corridor
projects will becomingon line during the early years
of the plan and. may benefit from high capacity
vehicles.
In addition to articulated
buses, improvements in
vehicle construction based on lightweight composite
mate~ials indicate that slightly larger 45-foot buses
may be useful on services where rider demand is
growing but has not yet reached critical
levels.
Although these buses do not seat as many riders as
articulated vehicles, they do accommodate15 to 20percent more riders than standard size buses. As
important, their operating cost maybe muchcloser to
standard sized buses than articulated buses.

Transit Corridor Improvements
During the early years of the plan, three major fixed
guideway projects are scheduled to be completed. These
include the Pasadenaextension of the Metro Blue Line;
the San Fernando Valley East-West Bus Rapid Transit
Project and the Wilshire Boulevard Bus Rapid Transit
Project. As part of implementation, bus service in each
of the project areas will be restructured to improve
access, provide faster long distance travel options and to
eliminate service duplication. Streetscape projects will
be included to improve pedestrian access and passenger
amenities for bus stops near stations will receive special
treatment. Project overviews are provided below.

During the early years of the plan, the MTAwill
consider a demonstration
project of up to one
hundred high capacity vehicles. This could lead to the
deployment of high capacity vehicles in both busway
and Rapid Bus corridors.

Draft Long Range Transportation P/an for Los Angeles County

Pasadena Line Extension - Service on the Pasadena
Line extension is scheduled to begin in mid-2003.
The extension covers 13.7 miles, from Union Station
to Sierra Madre Villa Avenue in Pasadena. During
peak hours, service will operate every 8 minutes.
This extension will be served by 13 stations and offer
a one way travel time of approximately 33 minutes.
The major stations are the Chinatown, Del Mar and
Sierra Madrestations. Regional transit service will be
restructured
with the opening of this extension.
Affected operators include MTA, Foothill, LADOTand
the City of Pasadena. Additionally,
local circulator
needswill be evaluated as part of the transit planning
process. A working group was recently formed by
the Pasadena Blue Line Construction Authority to
develop a coordinated bus/rail interface plan for this
project.
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San Fernando Valley Bus Rapid Transit Project - This
project is scheduled for completion in the year 2004.
It calls for implementation of Bus Rapid Transit (BRT)
service on an exclusive 14-mile, at-grade busway
from the Metro Red Line North Hollywood station to
Warner Center via the Burbank/Chandler right-of-way.
The full buswayproject will consist of a 26-foot wide
busway, a bikeway and landscaped buffer on the
typically 60 tolOO-foot wide exclusive right-of-way.
It would parallel several major streets, including
Chandler Boulevard, Oxnard Street, Victory Boulevard
and TophamStreet and will have 13 stations spaced
approximately one mile apart. In North Hollywood,
Oxnard Street is being considered as a route
alignment alternative
to Chandler Boulevard. Total
travel time for the full length of the corridor will be
approximately 30 minutes. Park and Ride facilities
at
five stations will provide approximately 3,250 parking
spaces plus existing parking at the North Hollywood
Metro Red Line Station.
Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit Project The Wilshire
Boulevard bus corridor improvements are scheduled
to come on line during FY 2005. This project would
build on the success of the Metro Rapid Bus
Whittier/Wilshire Line to provide dedicated lanes for
transit vehicles. This corridor is currently the most
heavily traveled transit
route in the Southern
California
region with more than 102,000 daily
boardings. Dedicated busways provide increased
speeds for transit vehicles during periods of heavy
automotive congestion, thus providing increased
capacity to carry more people within the corridor.
Additional bus transit improvements would involve

Section
2
larger capacity buses, multiple door boarding and
alighting, and pre-payment of fares in station areas.
This alternative would extend for approximately 13miles from the Wilshire/Western
Metro Red Line
Station to the City of Santa Monica.
Freeway HOV Network Corridor analysis will be
conducted on the existing HOVnetwork to determine
appropriate public transportation solutions (e.g. buses
or vanpools)and possible new construction projects.
The developmentof project lists will include analysis
and input from public transportation agencies in the
region through a collaborative process.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Access
Providing improved pedestrian and bicycle access to
public transportation
services and’ facilities
can
increase the potential for higher transit ridership. A
focus of the first five years of the plan will be
improvement of transit stations and waiting areas to
be more user friendly
in the areas of transit
information, passenger amenities and the provision of
additional
bike racks and lockers. Enhancing the
safety of these areas through improved lighting and
security will also be incorporated
in the plan.
Connecting bikeways to station areas will also be
funded (see Bicycle Element in a separate section of
this Plan).
Arterial
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MTA will continue development of traffic
signal
priority projects in regional corridors experiencing high
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traffic
demand. This work will be conducted in
coordination
with other transit
providers
and
municipal jurisdictions in the county. The application
of signal priority projects has proven successful in the
Metro Rapid Bus demonstration, which has resulted in
a thirty percent increase in ridership, with half of
those riders being newpublic transportation users.
Paratransit

regional implementation of the Universal Fare System
will provide the technology for seamless travel on a
variety of modes.
Existing System - The MTA,like most transit
operators, did not have a formal process to assist the
Board in the comprehensive examination and review
of fare media and fare pricing. It has been practice
with the MTAand predecessor agencies to
periodically review the fares, test them for
reasonableness with the cost of living and make
adjustments accordingly. MTAfares are currently
restricted to increases based upon an average of the
cost of living and there is a restriction impacting the
types of fare media so that they cannot be changed
or altered without a process.

Service

A paratransit business plan will be developed which
outlines the role of paratransit
providers in the
delivery of transportation service in the region. The
business plan will incorporate the current paratransit
services provided throughout the county, including
the Access Services complementary ADA paratransit
program, and consider opportunities
for improved
service coordination, perhaps through increased use
of brokered transportation. During the first five years
of the plan, additional analysis on services centered
around health and humanservices needs, such as the
projected increase in the senior population, will be
conducted.

Accomplishments Since 1995 - MTAhas initiated
several significant actions in fare policies since 1995:
¯
¯
¯

Fare Policy and Technology
¯

Further coordination on fare policy involving transit
operators and the private sector will be necessary to
enhance seamless travel opportunities.
Areas of
discussion include possible modifications to fare
media, expanding public-private
partnerships (e.g.
employer subsidies,
health and human services
programs), and the expanded use of pre-payment
methods. Taking a long-term look at fare policy, the

2

¯
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Initiation of the bi-weekly, and weekly passes
Introduction of the .90 discount token, offpeak discount fare of .75.
Initiation of the process to implementthe
Metro Fare Card

Issues - The fare policy has two distinct elements: a
set of fare policy Goals and Objectives, principles that
provide the MTABoard with qualitative guidance to
assess any changes and both short and long term
fare structures that allows for the MTAto increase
and restructure fares to meet someof the stated
objectives.
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The MTAshall seek a balance in fare revenue
sources.

Fare Policy GoalsandObjectives:
The MTAshall enhance system cost efficiency
through innovative technology and fare
structure.
¯
¯
¯

The security of MTA’s service should be
ensured(i.e. fare evasion potential should
be considered).

Fares should be kept as simple and
understandable as possible
Passenger boarding times should be
minimized.
Seek to maximize the use of prepaid
fare media.

The MTAshall seek to retain flexibility
in fare
structure for all passengergroups and
encourage new ridership.
MTAwill continue to recognize the special
fare needsof the elderly, disabled,
students and other groups that have unique
public transit requirements.
Promote a seamless ride for customers of
all transportation services within Los
Angeles County by developing clear and
consistent inter-operator and inter-agency
agreements that maximize fare policy
integration, allow local fare structure
flexibility and ensure regional service
coordination.

2

Recognize that users must pay a
reasonable share of the costs of the
services utilized.
¯

Maximize operating subsidies.

These objectives give the Board guidance for
restructuring and simplifying fares in addition to
increasing revenue. The need to increase operations
revenue is balanced with the desire to provide efficient
service and preserve the interests and nee’ds of protected
classes of passengers. The policy objectives also allow
for the creation of moreflexible fare paymentoptions,
such as reducing the cash fare, a feature that offers an
option to the lowest income passenger.
Fare Policy Options:
There are a few fare policy options. Onefare policy
change would involve changes in the structure of the
current fare system. Such changes might include a
decrease in somefares, such as the base cash fare, and
an increase in other fares, such as pass fares. Such a
scenario could reduce operating subsidies and benefit
farebox recovery. Before such an option were to be
explored, the MTAwould have to first ensure that the
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changes would meet the MTA’s Fare Policy Goals and
Objectives.
Other fare policy changeoptions could include lifting of
the restrictions imposed by the Consent Decree and with
the implementation of the Universal Fare System. These
events might allow for greater flexibility
in fare options
as well as greater opportunity for fare restructuring.
Neither of these last two options (Consent Decree
restrictions lifted and UFS)could be explored any earlier
than 2003 and would likely be considered before 2006.

implement. There is an additional layer of activity that
can help removethe mystique from utilizing transit within
the County. Activities such as joint marketing and
"customized" routing, using different operators to access
major destinations is a step towards creating the
seamless system. The creation of a Countywide multiple
operator marketing effort; including expanded web
materials and printed guides will ease transfers between
system and encourage transit usage.

Years 2006 - 2025
UFSimplementation will allow for the Board to consider
options such as a day pass, a stored value card and a
reevaluation of the use transfers. These features are
currently’not available to the MTAwith the standardized
fare box. The MTAwill also be able to work towards a
countywide pass accepted by all LA County transit
operators and should facilitate
the acceptance of
reciprocal pass agreements. After a new structure,
consistent with UFS, is adopted the Board will request
staff examinefares every three years for their ease of
use, compliance with the stated goals and objectives and
for the reasonablenessof the fare box recovery.

Bus Service Improvements
Continued System Restructuring - During the later
years of the plan, service restructuring efforts will
focus on reducing service duplication,
integrating
local services to play a larger support role, and
increasing capacity and speed of operation in major
travel corridors.
Additionally,
as the regional
coordination process continues operating roles will be
revisited and municipal operator plans for service
expansion and restructuring will be incorporated into
the Regional Short RangeTransit Plan.

System Integration
As previously discussed the development of a Regional
SRTPdocumentthat will serve as a foundation for
regional service coordination is critical to makingtransit
in Los Angeles County seamless to the passenger. The
transit restructuring implementation provides the
direction for integrating LA Countytransit systeminto a
regional network, but these studies will take time to

Transit Corridor Projects
In the later years of the financially constrained plan other
projects would be completed. These include a sevenmile light rail extension from Union Station to the
Eastside; possibly either Bus Rapid Transit operating in
exclusive right-of-way or light rail, depending on Board
action, along the Exposition Right of Way; and transit
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corridor
improvements in the San Fernando Valley
North/South and Crenshaw Corridors.
A light
rail
extension of the Green Line to LAX is also possible
assuming that it is funded with non-MTA funding
sources. If more funding is available than currently
anticipated,
transit
corridor
projects
could be
implemented in additional corridors. Other improvements
would also be implemented including
deployment of
advanced technology
buses and changes in fare
collection practices in existing corridors and other Metro
Rapid Bus services.
Eastside Light-Rail
Extension - This extension is
approximately 7 miles long and will connect the
Eastside with Downtown Los Angeles. The corridor
will proceed east beginning at Union Station via First
Street to First and Lorena, then transition to 3rd
Street and proceed east via 3rd Street/Beverly
Boulevard to the Beverly Boulevard/Atlantic Boulevard
intersection. It would operate at-grade for 5.3 miles
and include a 1.7-mile tunnel through Boyle Heights
due to the narrowness of the streets in that portion
of the corridor.
Exposition Right-of-Way - Either Bus Rapid Transit
operating in exclusive right-of-way
or Light-Rail
Transit could be operated in this corridor depending
on the outcome of the on-going environmental study
and the Board’s direction.
The Bus Rapid Transit
option would be an exclusive bus lane primarily on
the Exposition railroad right-of-way with a potential
full project length of 15.1 miles from downtownLos
Angeles to Santa Monica (or slightly shorter length
based on project costs and mitigations).
The LightDraft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Rail Transit option would be an extension of the
Metro Blue Line from downtown Los Angeles which
would operate primarily on the Exposition railroad
right-of-way. Under the financially constrained plan,
light rail transit could likely not be extended beyond
an initial
baseline segment from downtown Los
Angeles to Crenshaw Boulevard. A longer length
light rail extension would be possible under an
enhanced funding scenario.
Under the financially Constrained Plan two additional
transit
corridors
could be developed: Crenshaw
Corridor between LAX and Wilshire and a NorthSouth Corridor in the San Fernando Valley. The
specific
transit
mode will depend upon Board
direction
and the outcome of planning
&
environmental studies. Under an enhanced funding
scenario, additional transit corridor’ improvements
could be made in some of the 22 Metro Rapid Bus
corridors. Projects would also be feasible such as
extending light rail or Bus Rapid Transit further east
of the Eastside LRTterminus, extending an Exposition
Corridor project beyond any initially
funded segment,
supplementing the Wilshire Bus Rapid Transit project
with a higher capacity project such as heavy rail to
Century City, or other corridor projects.
Other Projects and Program Improvements - During
the later years of the plan the BRToperations would
be enhanced. Advanced technology vehicles would
be operated in the BRT corridors.
These high
capacity vehicles would offer multiple doors, low
floor,
composite construction,
and alternate fuel
propulsion system. They would be designed for a
2..24
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pre-paid fare system and mayhave the capability of
being controlled by an on-board operator or from a
remote location.
All passenger stations would be
upgraded to support a pre-payment of fares. Off
loading the fare collection from the vehicle allows for
greater passenger convenience and a faster operation.

in future years of the plan will focus on developing better
lines of communicationregarding land use policy, transit
oriented development and smart growth. As discussed
below transit malls and transit-oriented
development are
ways of coordinating land use and transportation system
development.

Transit

Capital Funding

The Constrained Plan recommends an average of $13.5
million per year in funding through the Call for Projects
process for local transit capital needs. This level of
funding is enhancedfrom historical trends in the effort to
encourage local Metro Rapid type projects at the local
level. The Strategic Plan recommendsan average of $20
million p~r year in funding through the Call for Projects
processfor local transit capital needs.
Arterial

Street Network

Further coordination
will take place to develop.
implementation plans for dedicated arterial rights-ofway for transit.
Other areas being pursued in this
category include innovative channelization
and
transportation
engineering solutions that could
times and reliability
of public
improve travel
transportation.
Land Use Coordination
Numerous studies and demonstration
programs have
shownthat public transportation is muchmore effective
serving activity centers and heavily traveled corridors
than connecting rural and suburban areas. Thus, efforts
Draft Long Range Transportation P/an for Los Angeles County

Transit Malls Bus transit
malls,
properly
designed
and
implemented, can produce significant
advantages for
bus passengers, automotive travelers, pedestrians,
and businesses. By separating buses, with their
frequent stops, from automotive traffic,
the speed of
travel can be increased for both. A number of major
cities, such as Denver, Portland and Seattle restrict
auto usage in the downtown area and dedicate a
portion of the area to pedestrians and transit. These
facilities
include enhancements such as brick
pavement and wrought iron bus shelters,
lights,
signposts and widened sidewalks, which help merge
transit with critical pedestrian-friendly treatments. As
demonstrated in Portland and other cities,
transit
malls can be effective tools for redevelopment in
blighted urban areas.
Theplan calls for consideration of a transit mall in the
Los Angeles (CBD) and is addressed, in part,
SCAG’s Arterial HOV/Transitway Study completed in
1991. In this study, a number of streets
in
DowntownLos Angeles were identified
as candidates
for specialized transit friendly treatments including
Olive Street, Hill Street, and Broadway. Since the
completion of the study, two northbound travel lanes
and pedestrian friendly treatments have been added
2-.25
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to Hill Street, which will be exploited to improve
transit access and performance. However, more can
be done if the scope is widened to include possible
conversion of Spring Street to a true transit mall
where auto access is eliminated or severely curtailed
between First Street and the junction with Olympic
Boulevard and Main Street.

¯

¯

Spring Street remains a blighted thoroughfare despite
past efforts at redevelopment. However, a transit
mall might provide a centerpiece for redevelopment if
other appropriate
government
programs and
opportunities
could be coordinated to create a
synergistic effect. To that end, a multi-agency task
force could be established to proceed forward.
Transit Oriented DevelopmentThe plan calls for the MTAto work with regional and
local planning agencies to promote transit-oriented
development within fixed guideway and Rapid Bus
corridors. Transit oriented development refers to
residential
and commercial areas
designed to
maximize transit
access and
non-motorized
transportation.
A TOD neighborhood has a center
with a rail or bus station, surrounded by relatively
high-density development, with progressively lowerdensity spreading outwards. The neighborhoods
typically
have a diameter of ¼ to ½ mile (stations
spaced ½ to 1 mile apart),
which represents
pedestrian scale distances. They include features
such as:
¯

Bike and pedestrian facilities
street conditions.

and attractive
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Streets have street calming features to control
vehicle traffic speeds.
Mixed-use development that includes shops,
schools and other public services,
and a
variety of housing types.
Ridesharing
ordinances
and
parking
management to reduce the amount of land
devoted to parking
compared with
conventional
development,
and to take
advantage of the parking
cost savings
associated with reduced automobile use.

Examples of transit-oriented
developments include:
Portland’s Sunnyside Transit Village; Philadelphia
Region Maps Child Care-Rich Transit Stations; and
King County (Washington) TODProgram.

Conclusion
The preceding pages have contained information on a
mix of public transportation
programs, projects and
concepts that the MTA, in collaboration
with other
operators and affected agencies, are implementing,
developing or considering to provide increased and
improved mobility options for los Angeles County. As
indicated in the overview, there are strong arguments to
support an expandedrole for public transportation, such
as national and international
trends of increased
ridership,
public awareness that building new and
expanded roadway capacity cannot solve congestion and
air quality problems and willingness by new partners,
such as health and human services agencies, to expand
coordination of transportation services.
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Public Transportation Overview
However, there remain a numberof significant issues and
policies
that must be addressed to ensure that an
expandedpublic transportation program can be effective,
which include:
Operating Funds - as indicated in the financial
analysis projection, no additional operating funds will
be available until after 2015. Thus in order to operate
the proposed new services,
either economies or
efficiencies must be attained with existing operating
funds or new sources must be identified. In addition,
assumptions have already been incorporated into the
financial analysis regarding transitioning
of subregional services from the MTAto municipal and local
opera.tors and modifications to the MTAfare structure
resulting in revenues keeping pace with increased
costs.

Advocating smart growth principles,
such as infill
of
urban areas and constrained sprawl will also improve the
potential for public transportation.
Demand Management - even if the anticipated
population expansion is concentrated in denser urban
areas, modeling runs indicate an increase in travel
times
and congestion.
Innovative
demand
managementsolutions to discourage the use of single
occupancy vehicles through programs such as parking
management may become more viable to offset the
negative impacts of congestion.
Having viable public transportation solutions available to
local jurisdictions,
including an expanded rideshare
program, can assist in moving forward with demand
managementideas.
Improving Public Transportation Travel Times - as
demonstrated with the Metro Rapid service, where a
25% improvement in travel
times has increased
ridership
by 30%, including
50% increase in new
riders, the ability to movepeople more efficiently
in
public transportation is a key concept. Improvements
in this area can include signal priority, dedicated lanes
and rights of way, roadway channelization and queue
jumping, pre-paid and seamless fare systems, high
capacity, low floor vehicles with multiple points of
exit and entry, and enhancedpassenger information.

There is no greater challenge to the potential role of
public transportation than the ability to expandoperating
funds.
Land Use - public transportation
tends to be more
effective serving high demandcorridors with short
trip lengths which results in turnover of seats and
increased fare revenue. Conversely, the least efficient
public transportation services tend to be long distance
commute trips or specialized
services between
multiple destinations and origins.
Therefore, in
general, public transportation performs better in areas
with higher density development than in outlying
suburban and rural areas.

A primary goal of the LRTP would be to develop a
consistent countywide program to provide a variety of
transportation engineering, intelligent
transportation
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system and transportation planning concepts to improve
travel times on public transportation.
The future of public transportation in Los Angeles County
will be significantly impactedby the ability to address the
above issues. The planning foundation, to build upon the
high demandcorridors served by Metrolink, Metro Rail,
and Metro Rapid, integrated with coordinated subregional
and community based services is solid. The opportunity
to coordinate with other programs in other modes(e.g.
signal priority) is excellent. The potential to incorporate
new partners and new technologies is ever increasing.
To be successful, we must work with riders and deliver
quality service, work with the media to communicatethe
successes and improvements and work with policy
makers to ensure continued and expanded support
politically and financially.
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Metro Rapid
Table 2-1
The Metro Rapid Bus Program was initiated
in March
1999 by the MTA’sBoard of Directors following an initial
feasibility
study. Staff was directed by the Board to
conduct the feasibility
study in response to a visit to
Curitiba,
Brazil by key MTA and City of Los Angeles
officials.
The Curitiba urban design and public
transportation
model has been widely praised
internationally for its success and has been a major force
in the Federal Transit Administration
creation of a
national Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) initiative.
The feasibility
study recommendedthat MTA, in partnership with the
City of Los Angeles, conduct a demonstration along twoto-three major arterials which have strong ridership and
unique characteristics to provide broad actual experience
regarding the feasibility
of full-scale deploymentof BRT
within
the MTA system. However, of the 13 key
attributes associated with the successful Curitiba BRT
(Table 2-1), only seven (highlighted)
were deemed
feasible for implementation during the expedited Phase I
Demonstration Program. The remaining six attributes
would be deployed in Phase II, system expansion, if the
initial
demonstration
i i
proved successful.

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
8.

Exclusive Bus Lanes

No

Yes

9.

Higher Capacity Buses

No

Yes

10. Multiple-Door Boardingand Alighting

No

Yes

11. Fare Prepayment

No

Yes

12. Feeder Network

No

Yes

13. Coordinated Land Use Planning

No

Yes

Phase I demonstration implementation
planning was
initiated in the summerof 1999 with a Spring 2000 goal
for start-up of Metro Rapid Bus. Twolines were selected
for the demonstration:
¯

¯
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Line 720 Wilshire-Whittier
(very high passenger
demandurban corridor connecting through the Los
Angeles Central Business District (LACBD)
Line 750 Ventura (high passenger
demand
suburban corridor serving the Metro Red Line)
2.29
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Demonstration Routes
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The two Metro Rapid lines were implemented on June
24, 2000, coinciding with the opening of the extension
of the Metro Red Line to the San Fernando Valley. All
seven of the PhaseI attributes were fully operational at
start-up with the exception of the Metro Rapid Stations
where temporary stops were utilized.
The Stations with
"next bus" displays are currently under construction,
with completion of all sites expected in the spring of
2001.
The Metro Rapid Bus program has been strikingly
successful
after just 90 days, even without the
completed Stations. Operating speed and service quality,
ridership,
and customer response have all exceeded
objectives, with very little or no negative impact on the
rest of th’e system and other travel modes.

Sectio. 2
Operating

Quality

Pervious communications with bus riders have indicated
that MTA’s existing local and limited-stop bus services
have been too slow and unreliable.
The Metro Rapid
program sought to address these shortcomings through
the introduction of service that would improve operating
speeds over current local service with reduced passenger
wait times and load factors within Consent Decree
requirements.

Operating Speed
The Metro Rapid program introduced several attributes
specifically
to improve service operating speeds. These
included: bus signal priority, level boarding/alighting with
low-floor buses, headway rather than timetable-based
schedules, fewer stops, far-side intersection location of
stations, and active management
of the service operation
from the MTA Bus Operations Control Center (BOCC).
Since the initial
date of service, the Metro Rapid
operation has achieved several major improvements in
operating speeds:

RapidStation at
Universal City Rail Station
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The City of Los
Angeles
conducted
independent
research
regarding
which
attributes
contributed to
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the speed improvement and found that the bus signal
priority
system accounted for approximately 1/3 of
the improvement and the other elements accounted
for the remaining 2/3 of the benefit. In support of
this finding, the running time data indicates that the
segmentswith bus signal priority operate faster than
the adjacent segments, especially when ridership
loads are considered. To further increase bus speeds
along the Wilshire-Whittier corridor, bus signal priority
should be extended to the segmentsin Beverly Hills,
East Los Angeles, Montebello, and Santa Monica.
Metro Rapid operated faster in mixed arterial traffic
than the Curitiba Express lines in exclusive lanes due
to Curitiba’s tighter station spacing and externallycontrolled vehicle speed governors. Depending on
the time-of-day and direction,
Metro Rapid speeds
average between 14 and 30 mph compared to
Curitiba’s average speed of 13.8 mph.

and the Universal City Station; and for Line 720
through downtown Los Angeles.
Very high ridership
(exceeding MTA Consent
Decree standards) is resulting in extended dwell
times;
thus, slowing
operations
between
downtown Los Angeles and Western Avenue on
Line 720. The higher capacity buses and multipledoor boarding in Phase II will reduce dwell times
significantly, improving operating speeds.
In conclusion, MTA, in partnership with the City of Los
Angeles Department of Transportation
(LADOT), has
achieved results in operating speed improvements that
have been noticed and appreciated by its customers with
the deployment of the Phase I Demonstration Program.
The Phase II Expansion Program should build on this base
and continue improving operating speeds by:

Table 2-2

Overall SpeedIrnpr~t
Eastbound
(Range)
Westbound
IRange)
¯

Several segmentson both lines operated significantly
more slowly due to other factors:
Traffic congestion caused major delays for Line
750 along Ventura Boulevard between Balboa and
Van Nuys (I-405 back-ups) and between Vineland
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Completethe bus signal priority installation outside of
the City of Los Angeles on demonstration Line 720
Wilshire-Whittier and establish a standard that future
Metro Rapid service will be fully covered with bus
signal priority.
Introduce exclusive bus lanes on arterials
where
feasible
(recognizing
the likelihood
of future
congestion); priority
should be given to arterial
segmentswith chronic, debilitating traffic congestion
delay
Reducestation dwell times by testing and introducing
off-vehicle fare collection systems such as "proof of
payment," and introducing high capacity buses to
2.32
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standards and avoid gross

with the only concern during PM peak periods,
especially westbound, where wait times could exceed
the typical headway. High daily ridership results in
average loads exceeding 50 riders per bus for much
of the day. The passenger-perceived average loads
were even higher due to the variability induced by the
high headway ratios (bus bunching). On September
10, 2000, an additional 23 trips were added during
peak periods with a resulting 10 percent increase in
ridership within just three days indicating strong
latent demandstill remaining.

Introduce high capacity buses to allow for operation
of more capacity with less frequent service during
maximum peak periods.
The current
westbound
morning peak frequency on Wilshire-Whittier
is
approaching 2 minutes which allows for little
traffic
signal recovery between bus priority overrides and is
increasing the likelihood that individual Metro Rapid
buses will not receive signal priority.
Discussions
with LADOTindicate that 5-minute intervals are a
good balance between service
frequency
and
maximumbus signal priority
availability,
with 3
minutes on the lower end of desirability.

Line 750 Ventura - headwayratios are excellent with
almost no bus bunching. Average passenger wait
times are in the 4-to-6 minute range, which is
excellent for service operating every 10-12 minutes.
Average loads are below maximumseated levels, but
are expected to continue to increase concurrent with
ridership growth.

Service Quality
The Metro Rapid program was initiated
to improve both
operating speeds and service quality. The key elements
of service quality that were considered important were
reduction in bus bunching (headway ratios),
average
passenger wait times, and passenger standing loads.
The two demonstration lines have differing
degrees of
success, largely depending upon the nature of passenger
demand, with Line 750 Ventura showing excellent
improvementsin service quality while Line 720 WilshireWhittier still trying to managethe massive increase in
ridership attracted to the newservice.
Line 720 Wilshire-Whittier
- headway ratios show
considerable bus bunching, especially during peak
periods when the buses are very frequent. Average
passenger wait times are typically less than 5 minutes

The companionlocal services on WilshireoWhittier and
Ventura have all shown improved service quality and
performance due largely
to the reduced local
ridership, makingthe service operate artificially
faster
than previously. On Wilshire-Whittier,
local service
levels initially
operated at the samelevels as Metro
Rapid, while on Ventura, local service ran twice as
often during peak periods and the same as Metro
Rapid during the remainder of the service day. As
local service levels are adjusted to reflect actual local
ridership,
service performance should return more
closely to normal.
In summary, Metro Rapid has had considerable success.
But to avoid success being the undoing of Metro Rapid,
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MTA and LADOTneed to move forward with refinements
in operating policies and upgrades to the bus signal
priority system, including:
with less peak period
1. Provide more capacity
frequency along Wilshire-Whittier. This will allow the
BOCCto better manage the service,
improve the
consistency of the bus signal priority
system, and
reduce station dwell times.
2.

Introduce and monitor refined operating practices
concurrent with additional
training for the BOCC,
Transit
Operations Supervisors
(TOS) and bus
operators. These will balance manual intervention by
MTAstaff with automatic intervention by the LADOT
signal system.

The increase
in Metro Rapid ridership
has been
unprecedented, with overall ridership up approximately
25 percent in each corridor
in just 90 days. The
Wilshire-Whittier
Metro Rapid appears to be capacityconstrained in the morning peak period. An additional 23
trips were introduced on September10, 2000 to alleviate
this constraint resulting in an immediate increase, of
approximately 10 percent in ridership for the overall
Metro Rapid line.
Passenger survey data indicate that over 1/3 of this
overall increase is from non-transit users (patrons who
never rode transit before), with 1/3 from current riders
riding more often and 1/3 from riders of other MTA

2

transit
switching to service on these corridors.
Of
particular significance is t’hat a 17 percent increase in
ridership camedirectly from newtransit travel.

Table 2-3

~(/llshire-Whlttler
Corddol
Ventura
Before
After
Before
LocalAJmited-Stop 69,030
30,450
10,800
MetroRapid
56,100
TotalRidership
69,030
86,550
10,800
NetIncrease
17,520
%Increase
25.40%

IMetro Ra.,d

Ridership
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/oa n in

35.~o~
I

e64"80911°ers ip

Corridor
Nter
4,650
9,000
13,650
2,850
26.40%

34.10%
65.90%

Rapid versus Local Ridership
Metro Rapid has captured approximately
2/3 of the
overall ridership on both corridors,
despite running
approximately similar frequencies as the local buses on
Wilshire-Whittier
and less peak frequency on Ventura.
The original objective was for Metro Rapid to capture
approximately 50 percent of the corridor ridership, and it
has clearly exceeded that. This customer preference has
remained stable throughout the first
90 days despite
someservice quality issues on the Wilshire-Whittier line.
Both Metro Rapid lines have captured almost identical
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corridor market shares despite being very different
corridors and services. The market share indicates that
the current relative service levels between Metro Rapid
and local service can be adjusted with more Metro Rapid
and less local and that the Station spacing is generally
appropriate. Similar market shares also suggest that
ridership on additional Metro Rapid lines maybehavein a
like fashion.

Imflesl
I0.6
25.2

GeographicDistribution

Trip Lengths
One of the major objectives
of Metro Rapid was to
provide more convenient travel for longer distance transit
riders. From the average trip lengths by riders on the
two corridors, it is clear that longer distance travelers are
using the Metro Rapid services.. However, it appears that
Metro Rapid is not solely used by longer distance
travelers, but remains similar to the previous limited-stop
services with average trip lengths of approximately twice
the local service. This makes the Metro Rapid more
effective from a seat turnover standpoint and is not
inconsistent with expectations from a similar light rail
service.
Table 2-4
Average PassengerTrip Lengths

Wilshire-~hittier
~LocalUne18
LocalUne20/2I
’Umlted-stop
IJne 320
,MeuoRapidUne720

Ventura
Expressline 424/522
ExpressUne425
Local Une150/240
MetroRapid750

2.a
3.2
5,2~’~

3.1
4.4
7.9

2,6

2.6

3,3

4.2

7

7.3

N/A
8.4

N/A
7.5

of Ridership

The geographic distribution
of boardings and the average
productivity per route mile for each of the Metro Rapid
lines indicates significant, but not surprising differences
between lines. Ventura boardings are heavily influenced
by the Metro Red Line station at Universal City with
relatively even, consistent generation of riders along the
remainder of the route. A key objective for the Ventura
Metro Rapid was for customers to utilize
it as an
extension of the Metro Red Line. Service is timed for
both Metro Rapid and local service to the arrival and
departures of trains for Hollywood and downtown Los
Angeles. Passenger surveys indicate
that over 24
percent of all trips on Line 750 Ventura involve the Metro
Rail system compared to just 8-to-14 percent of local
trips. The 1-in-4 trips linking Metro Rapid with Metro
Rail is excellent and is expected to continue to grow as
new riders enter the system.
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Table 2-5

on-board riders entering downtown continue between
the east and west sides. ’’~ Passenger survey responses
indicated that approximately 41 percent of the Eastside
riders travel to the Westside or Santa Monica with 24
percent having a downtown destination.

~1 City Sta Ventura%lnek-~r~ 22.2
Ventum-~n~and
Ventura-Laufl
Cyn
4.7
Ventum-Lau~
CynVentura-Van
Nuys
7.1
Ventura-Balboa
10.6
Ventu~BalboaVentu~Reseda
7.7
Ventu~ResedaVentt.ra-W~letl<a 3.6
Ventu~Tl:x:ja
Cyn
5.3
v~,~a-Tfxja
c O,~enrrlll~PO~*~d 7.2
TOT,
N.
68.2

7.7
32.5
3.9
6.9
8.1
10.3
10.3
15.5
6.8
! 1.3
2.8
5.2
4.4
7.7
3.3
10.5
47.5 I00.0

35.2
3.0
2.2
3.5
3.6
1.7
2.5
3.5
4.1

The Wilshire-Whittier Metro Rapid line is less influenced
by the Metro Red Line, although the segment from
Western to Vermont has the highest ridership generation
of the line. DowntownLos Angeles was not a major
ridership generator, although heavy loads are carried
through LACBD.Other above average ridership
generating segments included Vermont to Alvarado
(Westlake), Alameda to Soto (Boyle Heights), Downey
Atlantic (East Los Angeles), Ocean/Picoto th (Santa
Monica), and Soto to Downey(Boyle Heights/East Los
Angeles).
A key expectation for the Wilshire-Whittier
Metro Rapid
line was that it would provide an important service link
between the east and west sides through downtown Los
Angeles. Analysis of both the Automated Passenger
Counter (APC) ridership data and passenger survey data
indicate that significant
numbers of riders are making
these trips using Metro Rapid. One half or more of the
Draft Long Range Transportation

In conclusion, in just 90 days it appears that Metro Rapid
has exceeded ridership expectations in terms of overall
increased passenger use, penetration of previous nonuser markets, use by longer distance travelers, meeting
the needs of persons traveling
between the east and
west sides of Los Angeles County, and serving as an
extension of the Metro Red Line in the San Fernando
Valley. It is also clear that ridership continues to grow,
especially on the Wilshire-Whittier line, which appears to
be capacity constrained during at least the morning peak
period.
Growth will be further
fostered by the
completion of the Metro Rapid Stations along both
corridors
and the second phase of the marketing
campaign. This will place a priority
of providing
significantly more capacity along the Wilshire-Whittier in
a cost-effective
fashion. Moreover, similar performance
and market response to both Metro Rapid lines may be
indicative of what to expect for PhaseII line additions to
the Metro Rapid network.

Customer Perceptions

and Behavior

On-board questionnaires were distributed to bus riders
"before" Metro Rapid in early June 2000 and "after" in
September 2000 (prior to the strike) to assess rider
perceptions, behavior, and profiles.
The surveys asked
riders to evaluate various elements of service as well as

Plan for Los Angeles County
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overall
satisfaction,
with the ultimate
purpose of
determining
changes in customer perceptions
of bus
service after the introduction
of Metro Rapid. Specific
questions focused on rider behavior, including trip origins
and destinations
and frequency of bus .use. Questions
also obtained information
on the ability
to recognize
Metro Rapid and perceptions of service quality.
Finally,
demographic
questions
provided
a basis to assess
changes in the demographic profile
of Metro Rapid and
local riders compared to the previous ridership.

Major findings

Table 2-6
^vera~

Ocean-Pico
Y(/llshire14thSt.
16.5
V#llshire-14thSt. ~/ilshire-Sawtelle
I 1.1
~11shire-Sawtelle
~ilshire-Westwoo(
4.4
Wilshire-We__stwocx
WiLshire-Bevedy
13.4
~llshire-BeverlyWIIshire-San
Vc~te
7.7
4.5
Wilshire-San
Vcnte~11shire-Fairfax
~llshire-Faiffax Wilshire-La
Brea
3.7
Wilshire-La
Brea Wilshire-Westem
14,9
~ilshire-Vermont
25,7
~/ilshire-Western
Wilshire-Vermont
~bllshire-/~arado
13.0
~ilshire-P~rarado
~/ilshire-/~/ameda 17.1
16.0
~ilshire-P~ameda
~lshire-Soto
~/ilshire-Soto Wilshire-Downey
16.9
V~ilshire-Downey
WIIshire-Pclantic
14,1
~(/ilshire-Atlantic
Wilshire-Garfield
,~i,~
1 i.8
WIIshire-Garfield
Montebello-Metrol
5.I
TOTAL
195,9
Draft
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18.3
8.4°~
10.8
5.7°~
3.7
2.2°~
14,8
6.89~
3,9%
9,6
4,2
2.3%
7,7
1.9%
7,6%
13.6
18.9 13. i%
11,2
6,6%
29,4
8.7%
13,9
8.2%
8.6%
14.3
7,2%
12,0
12.9
6,0%
4,2
2,6%
! 99,6 100.0%
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8.7
4.0
6.I
4.7
4,8
7,5
3,7
7,4
25,7
13.i
6,1
11,7
7.6
10,5
7,3
5.4
7,6

Los Angeles County

include:

An analysis of customer ratings and importance of all
service attributes
clearly
shows that Metro Rapid
riders perceive a quantum leap in service performance
and quality.
Changes of this
magnitude
in
performance ratings
are rare, particularly
over a
relatively
short time frame (90 days).
MTA has
essentially
raised the bar significantly
in terms of
service quality for its riders through the Metro Rapid
Demonstration Program.
Ratings for Metro Rapid service are higher for all
attributes
compared to the prior Limited-Stop service
ratings.
These improvements are statistically
significant for all service attributes. The overall rating
of MTA service increased by 0.35, from 3.48 among
previous limited
riders
to 3.83 among Metro Rapid
riders.
Ratings for Metro Rapid service are higher for all
attributes
compared to the "after"
Local service
ratings, and all differences are statistically
significant.
The largest differentials
are for cleanliness, travel time
on the bus, and frequency of buses.
Ratings have also increased on local bus service for
most attributes,
but many of the increases are not
statistically
significant.
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A surprising
number of riders
are coming from
neighborhoods that are usually seen as low transit
ridership areas, especially south of Ventura Boulevard
on Route 750.
Metro Rapid service is drawing new, non-traditional
riders. Most Metro Rapid passengers were existing
transit users, but 17%either did not makethis trip
previously or used a non-transit mode(most likely the
automobile). The majority of both Metro Rapid and
local bus riders report income levels below $15,000
annually. However, over 13% of Metro Rapid riders
have incomes above $50,000 versus just 6 percent
for local buses. Metro Rapid also has a higher
percentage of male riders comparedto the locals and
former limited lines.

2

through Downtown to the Westside on the morning
trips. This supported flhdings in previous studies that
suggested a relatively
large east-to-west demandin
the peak hours.
In summary, the Metro Rapid program has demonstrated
two critical
elements: (1) customers perceive Metro
Rapid as clearly superior to MTA’s existing bus services;
and (2) Metro Rapid’s ability to increase transit’s market
share amongdiscretionary travelers.

Nearly 14% of Metro Rapid riders began using MTA
services
within
the last three months.
By
comparison, only nine percent of local riders began
using MTAservices in this sametime frame.
Automobileavailability is surprisingly similar for Metro
Rapid and local bus riders. Approximately one-quarter
of riders in both groups are from households with at
least two cars.
Approximately ¼ of Line750 Ventura riders
connected to the Metro Red Line to complete their
journey, indicating that the Metro Rapid is serving as
an extension of the rail system in the San Fernando
Valley.
¯

A large percentage of those originating
Eastside, on Route 720 (WilshirelWhittier),
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Table 2-7

Importance vs. Performance for Service Attributes
M etro Rapid After
4.20
Emyto
ideNifydght bus

4.00

Rou~es
gowhe
re I need
to g o

3.80

HIG H IMPORTANCE
HIGH PERFORMANCE

LOWIMPORT N4 CE
HIG H PERFORMANCE
Petsonalsaf~"
~’ Valueforfare
paid

¯ Traveltmeon
, Frequency

3.60
3.40
3.20
Table2-2-’
3.00
2.80
80.00

HIG H IMPORTANCE
LOWPERFORMANCE

LOW IMPORT
LOW PERFO RMANCE

90.00

100.00
ImpoRance
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120.00
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Table 2-8

Importancevs. Performance
for Service Attributes
Local and Limited-Stop Before
4.20
4.00

LOW
IMPORT
M4CE
HIG H PERFORMANCE

HIG H IMPORTANCE

HIG H PERFORMANCE

3.80
3.60

,~ Routes
go,~hereI.neecl
togo
Operatorco~ltesy

Easytoidentlff dghtbus
ersonalsafety

3.40

Veluefor fare paid

Traveltime onbus¯

3.20

Reliability

~ Frequency
~ Infom~ation at busdops

3.00
2.80
80.00

¯ +A~labiliT,.eblm
e~.2
LOW
IMPORT
N4 CE
LOWPERFORMANCE ¯ Cleenl ~essof buses
90.00

.I00.O0
Importance
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Service Effectiveness and Efficiency
The original operating concept for the demonstrationwas
to provide existing and potential customerswith equal
amountsof local and Metro Rapid service and allow them
to choose that which best met their needs. This
operating plan was implementedin June 2000. From the
initial week of operations it was clear that the vast
majority of customers were choosing the Metro Rapid
service. This led to overloading on both Metro Rapid
lines initially (only the Wilshire-Whittier line continuesto
have under-capacity
problems) and continuing
underutilization on two of the three local services (i.e.,
Lines 20/21 and 150/240).

2

While overall performance (service effectiveness and
efficiency) has improvedon the Wilshire-Whittier corridor
with the introduction of Metro Rapid, performanceon the
Venturacorridor has declined significantly despite the 25
percent increase in riders. This is principally due to the
very large increase in Ventura local service compounded
with an over 50 percent rider switch from the local to
Metro Rapid service. However, once local services on
Wilshire, Whittier, and Ventura Boulevards have been
adjustedto reflect actual ridership, overall and individual
corridor performance should improve drastically.
The
net subsidy per new passenger (net revenue minus net
operating cost per new passenger)is very attractive for
the Wilshire-Whittier Metro Rapid service at just over

Table 2-9: Weekday
Corridor Service

Corridor

Revenue
Itoum2
Ridership
t
PeakVehicles2
Pes~J~pld ~& Change Pro-Rapid PoM.Rapid % Change
Pro-Rapid Pes~-Rapld % ~h=-ge Pre-Rapid

=
Revenue
Miles.
Pro.Rapid Post.Rapid % Change

WILSHIRE-WHI1-]’IER
Lines18/318
Lines 20/2 lr22~
Line18
Lines20/21
MetroRapid
720
Combined
Corridor
VEHTURA
Lines424/425/522
Lines150/240
MetroRapid
750
Combined

24~0
14,100
16,350
56,100
66,550

25.4%

122

142

16.4%

:26.4%

37

3~49
4,057
7 ~77
2:2.4%

1.244

31
20
51

37.8~

285

20.0~

13,239

4,339

265

37
4,650
9,000
13,650

5,472
7,767
4OO
5O3
619

44

10,800

10,800

517
727

45

353
211
564

4,46~
3,138
9e.1%

4,339

75.7%

I
ITOTALDEMONSTRATION
= Ridership
includes
onlypassengers
boarding
ontheMetroRapid
segment
of thecomdor.
z SeMce
levelsincludes
all sen~ce
ontheentirecorridor
extending
beyond
theMetroRapid
segment.
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$0.60, competingvery effectively with the various rail
options. At a subsidy of over $6.00 per new passenger,
the Ventura Metro Rapid has been less cost-effective.
However,if local service is adjusted at approximatelythe
same ratio as has been done on the Wilshire-Whittier
corridor, then the net subsidy per new passenger drops
by nearly half to under $3.50.

2

Operating and Capital Costs
Oneof the principal advantagesof Metro Rapid service is
that the net cost, both operating and capital,
is
considerably lower than other transit modechoices. It
balances speedy service with higher capacity and low
implementationcosts.

Table 2-10
Weekday
Corridor Performance
Pmngem
Per RevenueHour
Pro-Rapid Post.Rapid Change

Corridor

Pamengem
Per RevenueMile
Pro-R~pld Po~-Ropld ~ Chonge

Net Subsidy
per Passenger
Net NewSubsidyper NewPassenger
Pro.Rapid Post.Rapid % Change Pro-Rapid Pos~-Rupld Change

WILSHIRE.WHffrlER
Lines18/318
Lines20/21/22/320/322
Line18
Lines20/21
MetroRapid729
Combined
Corridor

69.7
60.8

Lines4241425/522
4
Unes150/2404
MetroRapid750
Combined

47.4

I

ITOT~d. DEMONSTRATION

64.5

6.59
5.59
73.8
32.6
50.6
67.0

3.8%

6.06

7.47
4.03
7.12
6.42

($o.~)
($1.50)
($0.2s)
5.9%

3.11

47.4

22.8
42.6
38.2

61.31

~.ol

-38.2%

7°%i

($0.59)

(10.50)

1.0%

($062)

($4.38)
($1.11)
($2.22)

91.2%

($6.23)

($1.16)

3.11

1.79
2.87
2.24

-28.1e~

($1.16)

5.3~l

6.06l

-5.1%l

(s°67)l

22.4%1I

($1.41)i

Riderehip
includes
all ridersontheentireconidor
extending
beyond
theMetroR~pid
segment.
,average
passenger
faresdropped
from$0.83to S0.59withtheopening
of theRedLineto SenFemando
Valleyandtheshortening
of thebuseeMce.
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Operating Cost
Overall, the annualized (12 month) operating cost of the
demonstration service is approximately $12.7 million
with a strong likelihood that $2-3 million of this net
increase will be eliminated through refinement of the
local and Metro Rapid operating schedules on the two
corridors. The overall annual operating cost of Metro
Rapid service averagesjust under $300,000 per mile.
Capital Cost
One of the principal objectives of the demonstration
programis to provide high quality rail emulationservice
with significantly lower capital investment. The Metro
Rapid capital program involved three areas: station
development,bus signal priority, and vehicle acquisition.
The station program was designed, fabricated and
installed at a cost of approximately $1OO,OO0
per mile.
The bus signal priority system cost was approximately
$20,000 per intersection.
Buses used to operate the
Metro Rapid Program were NABI 40-foot CNGlow-floor
vehicles from current fleet procurementorders.

Table 2-11
OperatingCostSummary

C~nidor
WtLSHIRE.WHII"rlER
Lines
1Oral8
Lines
Line18
Lines
~0/~1
Metro
Rapid
720
Combined
Comdor

Annual
Ope[adng
Cost
PostJ~apid Net Change

P~e-Rapld

~, Change

$t0~63~00
$14,964,000
~8,312,(~0
$~0~1~
$25 ~ ~00

($2.2~|
,0~3)
(~ 2~.~)

-21 3%
-31.4%
N/A
28.t %

$708,000
$4,831 ~
15,539,(X]0

10.2%
N/h
79.7%

~,710~

~HTURA
Lines424/425F~2~
Lines150/240
Metro
Rapid
750
Combined

~6,954,000

16~54~0

$7,~12~
$4,031,000
$12,403,000

SMarginal
operating
costcalculated
using
FY~(X)unitcosts
at $35.7769
pertotalhour,
$10139
pertotalmile,
and$15,178.56751
annual
perpeak
vehicle.

Table 2-12: Capital Cost Summary

Wilshire-Whittier

Ventura

Total

Capital Element

CostPer Mile
Units/Miles

Cost

Units/Miles

Cost

Units/Miles

Cost

Stations

25.7 miles

$2,441,000

16.7 miles

$1,590,300

42.4 miles

!$4,031,300

$95,000

BusSignalPriority

25.7 miles

$2,569,000

16.7 miles

$1,674,000

42.4 miles

$4,243,000’

$100,000

$8,274,300

$195,000

TOTAL DEMONSTRATION

$5,010,000

Draft Long RangeTzansportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Metro Rapid Phase II
The Metro Rapid Demonstration Program has been a clear
success during its first 90 days of operations. Based on
this success, a Phase II Expansion Program is proposed
that involves two principal elements:
¯
¯

Introduction of the remaining Curitiba
attributes (attributes 8-13).
Expansionof the Metro Rapid network.

model

Table 2-13

1. SimpleRouteLayout

Yes

Yes

2. FrequentHeadways

Yes

Yes

3. LessFrequentStops

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

4. LevelBoarding
andAr~hting
BusesandStations
5. Color-coded
6. StationStops
7. SignalPdoritizatl(m

IntroduceRemaining
Attributes
The remaining attributes

No
No
No
No

are discussed below:

Exclusive bus lanes - two approaches are proposed
for development of exclusive bus lanes: (1) short
segments where warranted by congestion delay; and
(2) full-length exclusive transitways either on arterials
or in separate rights-of-way.
The following
is
illustrative of possible arterial exclusive lane options.

No
No

Draft Long Range Transportation
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Higher capacity buses- as previously discussed, the WilshireWhittier Metro Rapidpeak hour frequency has nearly reached2
minutes and the service is still experiencing overcrowded
conditions despite several capacity increases, Thereare three
principal options open for MTAto operate higher capacity
buses:

-

45-foot vehicles (8-12 more seats than the
standard bus)
60-foot articulated vehicles (18-20 additional
seats)
80-foot bi-articulated
vehicles (36-40
additional seats)

Draft Long RangeTransportation
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Multiple door boarding
and fare prepayment multiple door boarding
requires off-vehicle fare
collection either through
controlled
access or
using a barrier-free
proof-of-payment
system. The benefits
have
been
long
established for light and
heavy rail operations and
are clearly applicable to
high volume Metro Rapid
service (the WilshireWhittier Metro Rapid is
Los Angeles County’s
third heaviest transit line
after the Metro Red and
Blue Lines and ahead of
the Metro Green Line).
MTA has adopted
a
barrier-free
system with random inspections for the
rail program. Metro Rapid has very similar needs and
will likely require a similar approach, especially given
the limited space along the arterial rights-of-way for
Curitiba-type stations.

section2
the Metro Rapid network, especially
where the
;’
prevailing local network is not grid-based.
Coordinated land-use - one reason for the success of
both the Wilshire-Whittier
and Ventura Metro Rapid
lines is their operation on corridors whereland-use is
coordinated with transit. Streetscapes and densities
are not unlike the "structural
corridors" that were
developedin Curitiba for the bi-articulated red express
lines. The City of Los Angeles has a new project
underway to identify
transit
impacts that could
become part of its redevelopment warrants, i.e.,
Transit Oriented Design - one element could cover
coordinated land-use around Metro Rapid stations.

Expansionof the Metro Rapid Network Arterial Lines
The success of the demonstration lines has provided
clear indications
that the Metro Rapid program as
currently implemented has met with customer approval.
Together with the introduction of the additional Curitiba
model attributes,
expansion of the Metro Rapid network
is appropriate.
A multi-level
selection process was
developedfor identifying the PhaseII Metro Rapid arterial
lines. The first step is based on the Tier One transit
criteria
and includes lines that meet the following
minimum requirements:

Feeder network - MTA’s basic grid network of
regional and local bus services makes development of
a separate feeder network for the Metro Rapid (and
Metro Rail) of less importance.
In Phase II,
introduction of new community-basedtransit services
(e.g., Smart Shuttles and circulators) as well as local
network restructuring will be appropriate in support of
Draft Long Range Transportation
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¯
¯
¯

Serve major regional corridors
Provide key network connections
distance travel
High passenger use

for longer
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The second step prioritized
lines meeting the above
requirements based on secondary criteria that included:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

PhaseIIC
Alvarado
Atlantic
Centun]
Garvey
Hollywood-Fairfax
Roscoe
Vernon-La Cienega
WestThird

Weekdayunlinked passengers
Average passenger trip length
Revenue operating speed
Annual passengers per route mile
Weekdayseat utilization
Weekdayriders retained on weekends
Weekdaypassengers per bus hour
Operating ratio

The resulting
candidate lines were then checked for
current frequency levels (ability
to support Metro Rapid
frequencies), whether the corridor currently has multiple
levels o~ regional service (e.g., express, limited-stop,
local, and community), and whether it duplicates any
other comparable rapid transit (generally a one mile
spacing between continuous lines).
Based on these
findings, lines were confirmed as Metro Rapid candidates
and prioritized in three sub-Phases:IIA, liB, and IIC. The
proposedMetro Rapid candidate lines for PhaseII are."

Phase
liP,
Avalon
Florence
Pico/EastFirst
Venice
Vermont
Van Nuys
Crenshaw-Rossmore

Expansionof the Metro Rapid Network Transitways
Metro Rapid lines are also proposed for exclusive rightsof-way, augmenting the arterial
Metro Rapid lines. In
somecases, lines mayoperate partially along transitways
and arterials. See discussion of Transit Corridor Projects
described earlier in this section. The overall proposed
Metro Rapid network extensively covers the core highdemand portion
of the County of Los Angeles as
illustrated on the following page.

Phaselib
Hawthorne
Hollywood-Pasadena
Long Beach
San Femando
Santa Monica
Soto
Western

Draft Long RangeTransportation
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Integration of CorporateIdentity
The successful "branding" of the Metro Rapid Program as
a separate service with different attributes,
and the
development
of customer loyalty,
provides
an
opportunity for MTAto develop distinct transit services

LACMTA

tailored to customer needs. A draft corporate identity
was developed during the Metro Rapid Demonstration
Program that illustrates
an effective way to define and
"brand" the different services.

MTA

MTA

Metro
MetroRaii ---Metro
Metrosl Bus
Metro Shuttle
Metro Partner
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Summaryof Key Recommendations
The MTA, working with the Los Angeles County
Municipal Operators and cities, should build on the
success of the Metro Rapid Bus Demonstration
Program.
MTAshould complete the PhaseI attributes still in
implementation, including the stations, "next-bus"
displays, and expansion of the bus signal priority
system outside the City of Los Angeles.
A significant
increase in vehicle capacity is
recommended. The short-term recommendation is
to increase the number of 40-foot Metro Rapid
buses assigned
to the two Demonstration
Corridors. However, there is a limit to the number
of buses that can be cost effectively
added. The
Wilshire-Whittier
Corridor is currently operating
close to this limit. The more cost-effective longterm solution is to introduce high-capacity buses.
Implement the Phase II Metro Rapid System
Expansion Program, including both new attributes
and the expansion of lines.

Draft Long Range Transportation
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CommuterRail Metrolink
CommuterRail- Metrolink
Metrolink is Southern California’s regional commuterrail
system, which spans 6 counties and includes 416 track
miles. Operation and maintenance of the trains, track,
and associated facilities,
and administration
of the
system is performed by the Southern California Regional
Rail Authority
(SCRRA), a joint
powers authority
consisting of MTAand the Orange County Transportation
Authority
(OCTA), Riverside County Transportation
Commission (RCTC), San Bernardino Association
Governments (SanBAG), Ventura County Transportation
Commission (VCTC), and a number of ex officio advisory
members.

2

About half of the system operates within Los Angeles
County, with 199 track miles, and 26 stations. In Los
Angeles County, stations are owned and operated by
local jurisdictions.
MTA does, however, provide an
active role in funding for station construction through
discretionary grants.

Accomplishment Since 1995
Between 1995 and 2000, growth has continued
brisk pace in the Metrolink System.

¯

at a

Daily ridership
has increased 74%,from 17,500
to 30,400.
Annual train miles operated have increased 82%,
from 979,000 to 1.78 million.
Subsidy per passenger mile has decreased 32%
from $0.22 to $0.15.

To accommodate this growth, the Metrolink fleet and
infrastructure
have been significantly
augmented and
upgraded.
¯

¯
SCRRAoperates 128 train trips each weekday, serves 47
stations, and carries 31,000 passenger trips. Operating
revenues (passenger far..~s and freight usage fees) cover
51.6% of operating costs, an excellent ratio for public
transit service.
Draft Long RangeTransportation
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¯

The fleet has expanded from 28 locomotives and
94 passenger coaches to 33 locomotives and 119
passenger coaches.
4 new stations have been constructed and begun
operations.
SCRRAcompleted a major restructuring
of the
track, signals and control equipment along the
West Bank of the L.A. River and the Terminal
control tower.
2-51
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¯
¯
¯

SCRRA relocated
and upgraded the Central
Control Facility.
A second storage facility
was constructed in San
Bernardino.
Extensive rehabilitation of vehicles and tracks has
also been used to prolong their useful life and
enhance speed and safety.

Other improvements are funded and will
in the near future, as follows:
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

be constructed

A maintenancefacility in San Bernardino
Upgrade of ticket vending machines (TVM’s) to allow
ticketing
for travel on another day, and joint
Metrolink-Amtrak ticketing, amongother features.
20 or more additional TVM’s
2 locomotives and 28 passenger coaches
Ten new Metrolink stations: 3 in Los Angeles County
Newsidings and double track segments in 6 locations
and crossovers at 3 locations

The Governor’s Transportation Initiative
also contains
$30 million for other siding and track additions along the
San Bernardino Line to avoid or lessen delay, and allow
greater schedule flexibility
and increased reverse peak
services.

Issues
Capital Needs for Maintenance and Expansion: Current
Board Policy limits operation and maintenancefunding for
Metrolink based on inflation,
over a base subsidy level
established in 1997. While operations have not yet
begun to outpace these limitations,
rehabilitation
needs
Draft Long Range Transportation
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have already surpassed ,, them.
Rehabilitation
and
refurbishment requirements for fleet and infrastructure
are increasing
as the system expands, and as the
impacts of aging and heavy freight usage begin to be
felt. In the first few years of operation, intensive statefunded upgrade work replaced many structures
that
would otherwise have required rehabilitation.
As the
pace of upgrade work slows, rehabilitation
requirements
will become a more significant
cost element. MTA’s
share of combined operating and maintenance costs is
projected to exceed the subsidy available under current
Board Policy by approximately $300 million over the next
25 years.
Much of the territory
over which Metrolink service
operates is single-tracked. In manylocations there are
physical constraints such as narrow tunnels, adjacent
freeways or intense land development that prevent
comprehensive double-tracking.
Improvements such as
double-track segments, passing track additions, platform
extensions, and speed improvements will be critically
important to maximizing the utility
of this limited
infrastructure.
There will also be a significant
need
within the next 20 years for rolling
stock, station
construction and expansion, and feeder bus start-ups, as
well as major infrastructure support projects such as new
train storage (parking) and maintenanceyards.
The funding environment with respect to SCRRAprojects
in Los Angeles County is constrained by a number of
current MTA policies and priorities.
SCRRAcurrently
competes for expansion funding through the MTA Call
for Projects as well as seeking state and federal grants.
The Transit Capital category of the Call for Projects

P/an for Los Angeles County
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typically
does not include enough funding for SCRRA’s
major expansion projects. The federal formula funds for
bus and rail maintenance and capital needs which are
allocated to MTA through the Section 5307 and 5309
programs are programmedto the municipal bus operators
and MTAbus and rail operations.

peak service is that it often serves to bolster ridership on
peak-hour services through introducing
potential
passengers to the service during non-commutetimes, or
through providing emergency return options which can
be important in the decision to commit to regular transit
use.

Access/Integration: SCRRA’s30-Year Expenditure Plan
projects ridership to grow from the current 31,000 daily
to nearly 60,000 within 20 years. To accommodatethis
growth, passengers must be able to find space not only
on the trains, but also in station parking lots and on
connecting transit.
When the SCRRAwas formed in
1991, a partnership between the MTA(then the LACTC)
and the local jurisdictions
was also formed. SCRRA,
with funding from MTAand its partners from adjoining
counties, would be responsible for operating the trains.
Local jurisdictions
would locate, design, construct and
maintain the stations.
Many local jurisdictions
also
provide connecting bus feeder/shuttle
services. This
arrangement has allowed SCRRAto maintain a highly
cost effective
operation. MTAand SCRRAwill need to
work closely with their local partners to ensure that
access and integration facilities
and systems are provided
in a timely,
balanced, and coordinated
manner to
optimize system performance and productivity.

Actions
MTA has worked with staff
from SCRRA and other
SCRRA member agencies
to develop
a 30-Year
Expenditure Plan. The plan contains a list of capital
improvements, operational, and financial forecasts based
on a goal of nearly tripling the level of service over the
plan horizon.
This goal is based, in turn, on an
assumption of maintained mode share and overall travel
growth of about 3.5% to 4% per year. This is a very
conservative assumption, given that over the last 4
years, Metrolink ridership
has grown between 4% and
8% each year, and would be projected
by the MTA
Transportation
Demand Model to grow ten-fold
under
unconstrained conditions.

Project Recommendations:
Constrained Project

Service objectives: Metrolink service started out with an
emphasis on peak hour service and has maintained this
focus. There has, however, been significant
expansion
into mid-day and weekendservice. It may be appropriate
to explore the relative productivity of the various time
periods of Metrolink service and other transit modes, for
insight into future service decisions. Onebenefit of offDraft Long Range Transportation P/an for Los Angeles County

Recommendations:

Continued funding of SCRRA’s annual financial
requirements at current board policy levels of
$26.3 million for operations and $8.0 million for
rehabilitation
and renovation,
incremented
annually by the Consumer Price Index or other
appropriate rail construction-related
escalation
index.
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Continued support through the Call for Projects
Transit Capital category for station construction
and expansion, and platform, track and signal
construction neededfor optimal station operation.
Additional funding at the constrained level of
$580 million (inflated dollars) MTAfunding over
the life
of the plan. With an assumption of
matching funds available
from other SCRRA
member agencies and state and federal sources
and significant,
SCRRA could implement
approximately:
*
the first two tiers, or 66%, of the capital
improvements proposed in the SCRRA’s 30-year
Expenditure
Plan to accommodate projected
demand.
*
Operating and rehabilitation
and renovation
funds above and beyond current
MTA Board
policy amounts to enable increased service levels
approximately 3 to 4% per year over the plan
period to accommodateprojected demand.

The following are the major capital improvements
proposed in the plan for which constrained funding of
$580 million would be required:
Fleet expansion, including:
16 locomotives
9 cab cars
99 coaches

Draft Long RangeTransportation
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Facilities for~.rolling stock storage (parking),
rolling
stock
maintenance,
and
maintenance of way including:
4 newfacilities
2 major expansions
Capacity Improvements on the Antelope
Valley, Riverside, San Bernardino, and
Ventura Lines, including:
3 new and/or extended sidings
8 new main track segments
Improvements to increase speeds and
improve operations on the Antelope Valley,
Riverside,
and San Bernardino Lines,
including:
7 track and signal reconfigurations
Other projects
to enhance
performance and efficiency.

system

Continue to monitor plans for high speed or
very high speed rail
operations:
The
California High Speed Rail Authority and
the Southern California
Association of
Governments have each undertaken studies
of future high speed train services which
would traverse
parts of Los Angeles
County. MTA staff has been monitoring
these studies, but has not participated
formally on any advisory panel and has not
contributed funding to these studies.

254
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Enhanced Project

Additional
improvements to increase
speeds and improve operations including:
5 track and signal reconfigurations
Other additional
projects
to enhance
system performance and efficiency

Recommendations:

In addition to the actions above, additional
funding at an enhanced level of $960 million
(inflated dollars) MTAfunding, rather than $580,
over the life of the plan. With an assumption of
matching funds available
from other SCRRA
member agencies and state and federal sources
SCRRA
could
implement:
* 100% of the capital
its
30-Year

improvements proposed in
Expenditure
Plan.

Program Recommendations:
A number of general recommendations can be stated that
apply whether constrained
or enhanced funding is
available:

*
Additional operation and rehabilitation
and
renovation funds above and beyond current board
policy
amounts to increase service levels
approximately 4 %per year over the plan period.
The following are the major capital improvements
proposed in the plan for which enhanced funding
of $960 million would be required:

*

Additional facilities, including:
1 maintenance facility expansion
1 newquick-turn facility
expansion,
including
Additional fleet
approximately:
15 locomotives
56 coaches
Additional capacity Improvements
including:
5 new and/or extended sidings
4 new main track segments

Draft Long Range Transportation
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Encourage SCRRAto increase service levels
through optimal dispatching within the available
mix of single-track, sidings, and double- or tripletrack segments.
Encourage SCRRAto increase productivity
via
strategy
such as increasing
the number of
passenger cars that can be linked in individual
trains (i.e. platform extension projects).
Encourage SCRRAto improve system speed and
travel time through a variety of projects, including
possible express train operations: As the number
and length of sidings and double-track segments
increases, it may be possible to implement some
skip-stop or express-style services to shorten trip
times.
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Areas for Further Study/Innovation:
MTAstaff
including:

will

continue to monitor areas of interest

Additional commuter rail corridors: MTAowns
or has worked to obtain reservation
for a
number of railroad
right of way corridors
which have not yet been developed for
passengerrail service, including a corridor that
between Santa Clarita and the Ventura County
Line, the Santa Ana Branch which runs South
west from Los Angeles, via Cerritos
into
Orange County, and the Harbor Subdivision,
which runs from downtown Los Angeles,
passes near the Los Angeles International
Airport (LAX), and passes through the South
Bay to the Port area. These corridors could be
considered for development of future Metrolink
service.

Section
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recommendations
in this Chapter do not
include a program of grade separation. Grade
crossings generally do not affect the speed of
the rail system, as the train is automatically
given the right of way and proceeds directly
through the crossing.
However, grade
separations can be desirable to the affected
communities because of street congestion and
other related concerns.

Clean fuel operations:
SCRRA’s fleet
is
currently powered by clean diesel engines.
Should the technology become available,
it
may be possible to consider conversion of the
fleet to Compressed Natural Gas or another
alternative fuel, increasing the air quality
benefit of Metrolink service.
Further grade-separation of the right-of-way:
Currently,
the Metrolink
system contains
approximately
400 highway-rail
grade
crossings, about half of which are in Los
Angeles County.
Theestimates
and
Draft Long Range Transportation
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Highways
Existing HighwaySystem
The Los Angeles County freeway system is an essential
component in providing
a balanced multi-modal
transportation
system throughout the County. According
to the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans)
District
Seven’s Distt~ct System ManagementPlan,
1996, the State Highway system in Los Angeles County
consists of 900 route miles, including
510 freeway
miles, 382 miles of conventional highway and 8 miles of
expressway.
The Los Angeles County freeway system carries
approximately 52 percent of all Los Angeles County trips
and has some of the most severe traffic
congestion in
the nation.
Most freeways
experience
extreme
congestion over considerable portions of the day, with
the 1-10 Santa Monica Freeway carrying an average of
325,000 vehicles per day, making it the highest volume
freeway in the nation. According to SCAG’s 1998 State
of the CommuteReport, the average one-way commute
distance for Los Angeles County residents was 15.5
miles, while the average commute time to work was
approximately 40 minutes. In the same year, the daily
vehicle hours of delay was approximately
140,000
hours.
The Caltran$ District 7 SystemManagementPlan further
documents that highway congestion occurs when the
numberof vehicles utilizing a roadwayfacility exceedsits
design capacity. The ratio between the volume of traffic
Draft Long RangeTransportation

and its design capacity (V./C ratio) for a given highway
segmentor intersection during a specified period of time
provides a numeric assignation for congestion. These
ratios are converted into alphabetic equivalents knownas
Levels of Service (LOS). LOSs range from "A",
representing free-flow traffic
to LOS"F", representing
very congested or "stop-and-go" traffic congestion.
Within Los Angeles County, existing and projected peak
period operating conditions on most of the freeways in
the metropolitan areas are less than desirable, with traffic
demand far exceeding design capacity.
Therefore,
Caltrans District 7 has established an LOSof F0 as the
minimum acceptable LOS for the freeway system, which
is defined as congested traffic moving at speeds of about
25 miles per hour for an interval ranging from fifteen
minutes to one hour. Traffic congestion lasting for more
than one hour constitutes a "deficiency", ’and is assigned
an LOSof F1 (if the delay extends for one to two hours),
F2 (for two to three hours of delay), or F3 (more than
three hours of delay) during one or moreintervals.
In Los Angeles County, the commuter peak period
extends for intervals of three to four hours in both the
morning (usually 6-9am) and late afternoon (usually
7pm), resulting in high levels of congestion over many
hours of the day. Approximately 60 percent of area
freeways currently operate at LOSF1, F2 and F3 during
the peak periods.
A key component of traffic
on Los Angeles County
freeways is truck traffic,
which is increasing in volume
much more rapidly
than the population
and their
associated automobile trips.
Between 1990 and 1998,
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annual truck vehicle miles traveled on Los Angeles
County freeways increased by 8.5 %. It is anticipated
that truck traffic on both the east/west and north/south
freeway and arterial corridors will more than double by
the year 2025 as the San Pedro Ports of Los Angeles and
Long Beach reinforce their position as the third busiest
port in the world. In addition, the North American Free
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is expected to further
increase the number of trucks that will be transporting
freight via the freeways. Freight trucks out of the San
Pedro Ports are projected to exceed 100,000 a day on
completion of $4 to $6 billion
capital improvements of
intra-ports circulation and facilities.
(Further discussion
of trucks on freeways follows in the Goods Movement
section of this Plan).

3

increase capacity and mobility of the existing highway
system. By year end of 2000, nearly one-half of Los
Angeles County’s freeway system will feature ITS / TOS
improvements.

AccomplishmentsSince 1995
HOVlanes constructed between 1995 and 2000 (by year end)
will equal 281 lane miles, for a countywide system total of
505 miles. Theseencompass
sections of 14 of the region’s 15
freeways, and are distributed
throughout the region.
Although only 10 to 20%of all car trips in Los Angeles
County involve freeway travel,
the freeway system
actually carries 52%of all vehicle miles traveled within
the County. The following
Table 3-1 documents HOV
lane mile growth, while Table 3-2 identifies the specific
freeway segments that have been improved with HOV
lanes.
Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) / Traffic
Operation Systems |TOS) technologies use advanced
computer, electronic and communicationtechnologies to
Draft Long Range Transportation
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TABLE 3-1 - SUMMARY
OF LOS ANGELESCOUNTYFREEWAYHOV LANE MILES
COMPLETED1995-2000

HOVLane miles open
New HOVlanes
New HOVlanes
New HOVlanes
New HOVlanes

Draft Long Range Transportation

Year

New HOV Lane
Miles Opened

Cumulative
Freeway
HOVLane Miles

1995
1996
1997
1998
1999

10.2
83.4
50.4
60.6
35.6

151.4
234.8
285.2
345.8
381.4
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Freeway Routes
10, 91, 105, 134, 210,
405
110, 134, 170, 405
30, 57, 118, 605
14, 405, 605
14, 60
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TABLE3-2 -- HOVLANEMILESOPENED
TO TRAFFICSINCE! 995
Budg~in $1,O00s

Sorted by Route Number

33.7
44.0

Lane
No.
Miles Dir.
13.4 2
20.6 2

4.5

9.0

23.~

25.4

4.8

25.4

SR-118Ventura Co. Une to I-5

7

Project Umits

No. HOVRoute
1
2

SR-14 SanFern. Rd to SandCyn. Rd
SR-14 SandCyn. Rd to EscondidoCyn. Rd

3

SR-57 Orange Co. Line to SR-60

4

SR-60 Brea Cyn. Rd to SR-57

5

SR-60 SR-57 to San Bernardino Co. Une

6

Post Mile
27.0
33.7

Opening $ State/Fed $ LocalPC
Da~
25%
32,190
32,190
May-98
06-99

31,941

31,941

2

Aug-97

21,236

21,236

2

Feb-99

7,664

7,664

30.5

10.2 2

Feb-99

35,675

35,675

0.C

i ! .4

22.8

Mar-97

0

0

SR-134US-101/SR-170to I-5

0.C

5.1

06-95

7,750

7,750

8

SR-134I-5 to SR-2

5.1

9.7

9.2

2

Ma~96

5,770

5,770

9

SR-134 SR-2 to SR-210

9.7

13.3

7.2

2

Aug-96

18,714

18,714

10

SR-170 US-101/SR-134
to I-5

14.5

20.6

12.2 2

Feb-96

10,103

10,103

2

Sep-97

12,604

12,604

43.5

37.0 2

De~93

7,750

7,750

I 1 SR-210
12

~unfiowerAveto Foothill Blvd
(formerly SR-30)

SR-210 ~R- 134 to SunflowerAve

0.~3

0.C
25£

2.3

2

10.2 2

4.6

13

1-405

DrangeCo. Une to I-710

0.0

7.6

15.2 2

Feb-98

37,587

37,587

14

1-405

-710to I-! 10

7.6

13.7

12.2 2

06-98

37,783

37,783

15

1-405

-101to I-5

38.5

48.6

20.2 2

06-96

18,372

! 8,372

16

1-605

~outh St to TelegraphRd

3.8

10.8

14.0

2

Apr-97

15,851

15,851

17

1-605

telegraph Rd to I-10

10.8

20.7

! 9.8 2

Apr-98

33,322

33,322

Total LaneMiles

=

*-240.6

mi.

$334,312 $334,312
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included in this LRTPto a!!ow these TCRPprojects to be
funded through the MTACall for Projects.

Issues
SCAGgrowth projections
indicate that by 2025, Los
Angeles County’s population will increase by 35 percent.
This growth will result in more person and vehicle trips,
incrementally
worsening regional
congestion,
and
requiring more ridesharing and added capacity on the
highway system, among other measures. The projected
population growth and concommitant traffic
demandis
clear evidence that it will not be possible to "build our
way out of congestion".
Acknowledging this reality,
MTA staff is proposing a
program of highway projects that aims to maximize the
movementof people and freight on the freeways, rather
than continuing the historical
practice of accommodating
more vehicles by expanding capacity.
This balanced
program includes:
1) High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
Lanes and Interchange
Connectors;
2) Freeway
Widenings
and Gap Closures;
3) Intelligent
Transportation
System (ITS) Development, and
Soundwall Construction.
The Soundwall construction
program responds to current State and Federal noise
reduction standards and quality of life considerations.
MTA has been working closely
with Caltrans
to
implement those projects that will increase the efficiency
of the existing freeway infrastructure.

Table 3-3 is a listing of the Baseline Highway Projects.
Baseline projects have been funded through the Regional
Transportation Improvement Program (RTIP) or have been
funded through the TCRP.
Table 3-4 is a listing
of the Constrained Highway
Projects. These are projects that are primarily funded
from uncommitted funds available for allocation through
the LRTP. Note that virtually all of the projects on this
constrained list are HOVlanes, which will achieve a
significant level of ridesharing.
Table 3-5 is a listing of the Strategic HighwayProjects.
Strategic highway projects are those that would be the
next priority for funding if additional transportation funds
become available.
A variety of corridor
studies are
currently underway or will soon begin (e.g., US-101, 1710, Rt.14/I-5/Rt.
138).
As these studies are
completed, their project recommendations (including
scope and costs) will be incorporated into the Strategic
Plan.
The following describes the four highway categories.

An unanticipated
but welcomed windfall
was the
California
Traffic Congestion Relief Program (TCRP)
allocations which provided partial funding (approximately
13%) for highway projects throughout the County. MTA
received over $502 million in TCRPfunds. The total cost
of these TCRPprojects is $3.265 billion.
Revenues are
Draft Long Range TIansportation
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TABLE 3-3 - MTALRTP BASELINEHIGHWAY
PROJECTS
Project Type
Interchange
HOVLane- Interim/Revised
HOVLane- Interim/Revised
HOVLane- Interim/Revised
HOVLanes
HOVConnectors
HOVLanes
HOVLanes
HOVLanes
HOVLanes
HOVLanes
FreewayGapClosure
HOVConnectors
HOVLanes

Project Umits

Route

Notes & Estimated
Completion *

TCRP#43, 2008
CarmenitaRoad/ I-5 InterchangeImprovement
Dec-04
OrangeCo. Uneto RosecransAve. (SegmentB)
Feb-06
RosecransAve.
to Florence(SegmentC)
Dec-06
Florenceto SR-! 9 (Segment
D)
TCRP#41,200~
SR-170to SR-14
Jan-08
HOVDirect connectors(S to/from E)
Jun-03
BaldwinAve to 1-605
TCRP#40, 2009
1-605to SR-57
Oc~-03
SR-57to San13ernardinoCo. Une
Dec-01
I-5 to SR-126,SanFemando
Rd.
Dec-02
EscondidoCyn. to Pearblossom
Rd.
Foothill BI, to SanBernardinoCo. Une(3 MF+ ! HOVeach Jun-O0
SR-30
! I-2 ! 0
direction; formerlySR-30,nowI-2 i O)
Dec-04
SR-57/ SR-60 HOVDirect Connectors(S to/from E)
,~or-05
1-605to BreaCyn,Rd.
SR-60
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5
I-5 / SR-14
I- I 0
I- I 0
I- I 0
SR-14
SR-14

Mission to Rio RanchoRoad(2 MF+ I HOVeachdirection)

TCRP#50, 2009

US-I 0 I
US-I 0 I

RamirezFlyover
Los ~ngelesSt. to CenterSt. Improvement

Corridor Study

US-I 01

Major Corridor Study (LACBD
to VenturaCountyUne)

InterchangeStudy

SR-134/ I-5

HOVLane
HOVLanes
HOVLane
Auxiliary Lanes
HOV& Auxiliary Lanes

1-405
1-405
1-405
1.405
1-405

CenturyBI. to SR-90
SR-90to 1-10
I- I 0 to US-I 01(Northbound)
AddAu~liary Lanesfrom Mulhollandto VenturaBI.
US-i 01 to WateffordSt. (Southbound)

TBD
TBD
TCRP#48, not a
capital"project
TCRP#i54, not a
capital project
Jun-0I
Nov-06
TCRP#39, 2014
TBD

HOV& Auxiliary Lanes

1-405

#52, 2_/2002
HOV
& Auxiliary LanesfromWaterfordto I- ! 0 (Southbound)TCRP

Interchange &Aux.Lane
ConnectorGapClosure
HOVLanes

1-405/ USI01
1-405
/ US-I 0 I
1-605

Corridor Study

I-710

FreewayUpgrade

SR-7I

Interchange
Interchange/ Realignment

InterchangeStudy

WidenNB405 Connectorto EBUS 101
ConnectorGapClosurenear GreenleafI/C
OrangeCo. Uneto SouthSt.
MajorCorridor Study(SanPedroPor~sto SR-60)

Various
Soundwalls
MTARetrofit Soundwall
Proc~ram,PhaseI andII (50~
Notesinclude Identification of TransportarJon
Congestion
Relief Program
projecl~
** I-5 Segments
B, C andD togethercomprisethe southerlyportion of the I-5 UltimateProject

TCRP#5 !, 2007
Jun-05
Aug-02
TCRP#45, not a
capital project
2007

TABLE3-4 -- MTALRTP CONSTRAINED
HIGHWAY
PROJECTS
Project Type

Route

HOV/Mixed-Flow Lanes

I-5

HOVLanes
HOVConnectors
HOVConnectors
HOVLanes

I-5
I-5/SR- 170
I-5/I-405
SR-14
SR-57/SR-60
1-405
Various

Interchange
HOV Lane
Soundwalls

Project Umits(Bi-directional unlessnoted)

Estimated Open

Ultimate I-5 Planning, Design, Environmental(northerly
portion: SR-19 - Rosemead
/ Lakewood
BI. to I-710) **

TCRP#42, 2010

SR-134to SR-! 70
HOVDirect Connectors(N to/from S)
HOVDirect Connectors(N to/from S)
Pearblossomto Ave L
Interchange Improvements
NorthboundHOVlane US- 101 to Burbank Blvd.
MTARetrofit SoundwallProgram,PhaseII (balance)

Dec-07
2006
2004
Jul-04
TBD
TBD
TBD

** Ultimate I-5 northerly portion extends betweenSR19 - Lakewood
/ Rosemead
BI. and the I-7 ! 0

TABLE3-5 -- MTALRTPSTRATEGIC
HIGHWAY
PROJECTS
Project Type

Route

HOVLanes + +
HOVLanes
Interchange
Interchange

I-5
I-5
I-5/SR-2
I-5/1-10
I-5/SR-! 4
I-5/SR-14
I-5/SR-134
I-5/SR-170
I-5/SR-! 70
I-5/I-405

HOVConnectors
Interchange
Interchange
HOVConnectors
Interchange
HOVConnectors
HOVConnectors

I-5/1-605

Mixed Flow Lanes

SR-14

HOVConnectors
HOVLanes
HOVLanes

I- 10/1-605
SR-57

HOVConnectors
HOVConnectors
HOVConnectors
Interchange
Mixed Flow Connector
Interchange
FreewayGapClosure
New Freeway
Soundwalls

Project UmitsIBi-directional unlessnoted)
I-5 Ultimate - from 1-605to 1-710
HOVLanesfrom SR- 14 to SR- 126
Interchange Improvements
Interchange Improvements
HOVConnectors(S to/from E)
Interchange Improvements
Interchange Improvements
HOVDirect Connectors(N to/from S)
Interchange Improvements
HOVDirect Connectors(N to/from S)
HOVDirect Connectors(N & S to/from W)
I-5 to Kern CountyUne(Add 1 MFlane in eachdirection in
segmentshaving only 2 lanes eachdin, from 4 to 6 lanes total)

HOVDirect Connectors(W & E to/from S)
HOVLanes from SR-60 to SR-210
SR-60
HOVLanesfrom US- 101 to 1-605
SR-60/1-605
HOVDirect Connectors(N & S to/from E)
SR-91/1-605
HOVDirect Connectors(N & S to/from E & W)
I-I I 0/SR-91
HOVDirect Connectors(N & S to/from E)
US-101/SR-170
Interchange Improvements
US-! 0 I/SR-170/SR! 34 Mixed Flow Connector - Complete 2 missing movements
US-! 01/1-405
Interchange Improvements
1-710
Freeway GapClosure
TBD
North Corridor High Desert Freeway
Various
MTARetrofit Soundwall Program

Estimated
Open
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Highways& Arterials
1. High Occupancy Vehicle Lanes And
Carpool Interchange Connectors
The MTA High Occupancy Vehicle
(HOW System
Integration Plan states that HOVlanes enhance mobility
for motorists by providing a system of dedicated lanes
that serves to both encourage use of transit
and
carpools, as well as support other county-wide objectives
of improving air quality,
reducing vehicle trips and
improving the efficient
movementof persons. The Plan
further
states that by 2015, the County’s HOVlane
system is projected
to serve more than a million
carpoolers each day, compared to 529,000 carpoolers
who use the HOVlanes today.
It should be noted that current HOVlane use is primarily
by carpools and vanpools (with the exception of the El
Monte Busway). Increasing ridesharing via HOVlanes to
meet future needs will require increasing the minimum
occupancy level to 3 + persons and expanding HOVlane
bus service on to levels comparable to current operations
on the El Monte Busway. Furthermore, the number of
park-and-ride
lot parking spaces will need to be
substantially
augmented, with reasonable security
provided.
Caltrans District 7’s criteria for implementing HOVlanes
is based on the following
factors:
high demand,
congested corridors not served by urban or commuter
rail, system connectivity,
cost effectiveness,
safety,
public
agency input/community
acceptance,
and
environmental impacts.
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In 1992, the MTA Boar~ partnered with Caltrans to
expedite the completion of an HOVsystem. The Board
directed MTAto work with Caltrans to plan, program,
schedule and monitor the progress of the design and
construction
of freeway HOVLane projects.
In 1998,
since the passage of Senate Bill (SB) 45, Caltrans has
been required to provide MTAwith cost estimates and
delivery schedules for all highway capital projects,
including
HOV lane projects.
MTA staff works with
Caltrans to improve the accuracy of project
cost
estimates and delivery schedules. Furthermore, with the
additional responsibilities
and authority granted to the
MTA per SB 45, MTAnow reviews Caltrans’ workplans,
monitors
project
budgets,
scopes and schedules
(including a cost containment program), to ensure the
cost effective
and timely delivery of the HOVlane
program.
Caltrans estimates that HOV lanes save commuters
approximately one minute per mile or more (depending on
the congestion level of mixed flow lanes). On average,
each HOVfacility
in Los Angeles County carries 1,110
vehicles or 2,800 people per hour, during both morning
and afternoon peak hours.
Construction of freeway to freeway HOVlane connectors
are needed for connectivity
with intersecting
freeway
corridors and the creation of a continuous network of
HOVlanes. The construction of freeway-to-freeway HOV
connectors also will reduce the travel times of HOVlane
users commute trips
since commuters will
not be
compelled to exit the HOVlane and merge into mixed
flow traffic to transition to another freeway. The direct
connectors would allow the HOVuser to remain in the

Plan for Los Angeles County
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carpool lane and continue smoothly from one freeway to
another.
Although HOVconnectors have many benefits, they are
costly, and present engineering and design challenges.
Therefore, the connectors recommended in this LRTP
were selected on the basis of documentedcarpool travel
demanddata and existing HOVlanes. Accordingly, ten
HOVinterchange connectors have been proposed in the
LRTP. The Baseline Highway Projects List identifies
HOV
connectors at the I-5/Rt.
14 and the Rt. 57/Rt. 60
interchanges, and the Constrained List includes potential
HOVinterchange connectors at the I-5/Rt.170 and the I5/I-405 interchanges. If additional
funding becomes
available,,
the Strategic Plan would add six more HOV
interchange connectors at 1) I-5/I-605, 2) 1-10/I-605,
Rt. 60/I-605, 4) Rt. 91/I-110, 5) Rt. 91/I-605, and 6)
105/I-605. (Final selection of the interchanges will be
based on the data and technical analysis from the HOV
Performance Evaluation
and Improvement Study now
underway.)
HOV Programming
Levels:
To date,
MTA has
programmed approximately
$1.4 billion
to the HOV
program resulting in the addition of 381 HOVlane miles.
Additionally,
there are currently 51 directional
miles
under construction: 81 directional miles in design and 74
directional miles in planning. In order to "jump-start"
HOV implementation
in the early 1990’s, the MTA
allocated local Prop. C 25% revenues to Caltrans with
the understanding that Caltrans would build those HOV
lanes on those freeway segments that were the least
expensive and most expeditiously buildable. As a result,
gaps in the HOVlane network exist which will be the

costliest and most complex to now construct. However,
these remaining segments represent the highest traffic
volumes, congestion levels and consequently,
the
greatest need for HOVlanes. Exhibit 3-1 graphically
illustrates
the extent to which HOVlanes have been
completed as well as showing the remaining gaps in the
HOVnetwork that are scheduled to be completed.
Table 3-6 is a tabulation of those HOVlane projects that
are currently in progress. Included are those HOVlane
projects
which are under construction,
in final
engineering design, and which are undergoing planning,
environmental documentation and right of way analyses.
These projects will need approximately $628,392,000
additional
funding for construction
before 2010 for
delivery
as
scheduled.
California
Traffic
Congestion Relief Program For
Major Freeway Capital Projects: The California Traffic
Congestion Relief Program, TCRP,was enacted by the State
Legislature and the Governor through the passage of AB
2928 and SB 406, and by cleanup legislation
SB 1662. It
provides significant funding for highway projects in Los
Angeles County, including eight major freeway capital
projects. The eight projects have a combinedtotal cost of
$3.763 billion, to which the TCRPprovides $502 million or
about 13%of the funds neededto fully fund these projects.
(The projects are identified on the preceding Tables 3-3 and
3-4, which are the Baseline and Constrained Project Lists.)
The TCRP
will require a local matchof $3.261 billion to fully
fund these projects. The seven projects in the Baseline Plan
are fully funded through a combination of Los Angeles
County Regional Improvement Program (RIP) funds,
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Interregional Transportation Improvement Program (ITIP)
funds, and other federal, state and local funds.

conform to State STIP .Guidelines for evaluating the
performance of STIP-funded major highway capital
projects.

The I-5 lane-widening project from the OrangeCountyLine-to
the 1-710 has been re-scoped into two components. The
first, southerly componentfrom the Los Angeles County line
to Rte. 19 - Rosemead
Boulevard will be constructed adding
one HOVlane and one mixed flow lane in each direction.
This project will be funded with a portion of RTIP funds,
TCRPfunds, and the balance funded from the Constrained
Plan. The re-scoping will avoid the need to develop an
interim solution, and will result in constructing the "ultimate"
and final project for this corridor. The second, northerly
componentfrom SR-19 - RosemeadBoulevard to the 1-710 is
recommendedfor funding in the Strategic Plan and will
require additional funding to complete.
Performance Evaluation And Improvement Programs:
To achieve a safe and efficiently
operating HOVsystem,
MTAhas retained a consultant to analyze and monitor
the performance of the Los Angeles County HOVsystem.
It is anticipated that the results of this study will be
available
in October 2001 and will provide the MTA
Board with better quantitative and qualitative data upon
which to make decisions on the direction
of the HOV
lane program and to formulate policies to guide the HOV
program and other highway capital investments. Table
3-7 is a matrix of the work tasks involved in gathering
the quantitative and qualitative
information and data.
Table 3-8 is a matrix of the performance indices that
being used to evaluate the HOV lanes. Note that
Caltrans is partnering with MTAin data collection and
analysis of the performance evaluation
study. The
performance indices and data collection
methodologies
Draft Long Range Transportation
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TABLE 3-6 -- MAJORFREEWAYCAPITAL PROJECTSRECEMNG
CALIFORNIA TRANSPORTATION CONGESTION PROGRAMFUNDS
(In $1,000,000s)
TCRP
Route

ProJect
Limits

Project No.

Total
Cost

TCRPFunding

Local Matching
Funds

50

96

I-5

~-5 HOVlanes (SR170 to SR14)

41

I-5

I-5 HOV(10-lane ultimate) *

42

I-5

I-5 / CarmenitaRoadInterchange*

43

94

71

23

I-I0

1-10 HOV(I-605 to SR57)

4O

30~

90

21(

SR-71

SR71 Upgradeto 6-Lane Freeway

5O

11E

30

8~

1-405

1-405SBHOV& Auxiliary Lane(Waterfordto I- 10)

74

25

1-405

NBHOV
Lanefrom I- ! 0 to US-! 01

1-405/ USConnector GAPClosure *(ShermanOaks)
101
Subtotals - Major FreewayProjects

39
51

1,415

1,497
34
S 2,260

125

90

1,290

1,40~

21
S 50~

$ 3,17~

* Projects to which the MTABoard had previously programmed
)artlal funding.
** Fundingavailable to construct northerly portion of I-5 Ultimate project from OrangeCountyUneto SR- 19 - Rosemead
Boulevard.

TABLE 3-7
Task 1 Project Initiation
Administration

&

~fy Goals and Objectives
of
HOVProgram
ConsiderCaltrans/MTA’sLRTP
~Goals/Objectives
ReviewStated Goals/Objectives
~lsewhere
Recommend
Obtainable and
~easurable HOVSpecific
Goals/Objectives
1.2 Uterature Review
¯
ReviewCaltrans Reports
Review HOVReports from
Other Agenciesin the U.S. (e.g.,
Dallas, Seattle, Washington,
D.C.,
etc.}
SummarizePros-and-Consof
~IOV Programs
aracterizethe Success
and
~ailurCehs
of HOVProgramsin the
U.S.
1.3 Inventory Available Data
¯ Investigate Availability of Traffic
Volume Data on HOVand Mix
Flow IMP) Lanes
¯ Investigate Availability of Traffic
Speedand Travel TimeData
InvestigateAvailability of
~oress bus Schedule and
Patronage Data
¯ Investigate Availability of Traffic
Accident Data
¯ Investigate Availability of HOV
ModeChoice Data

--

HIGH OCCUPANCY VEHICLE
Task 2 Traffic Data Collection

2. I Define Evaluation
¯
Compilea List of HOV
SegmentsGrouped by Geographic
Areas (e.g., FormerArea Team
Boundades)
¯ Select 10-15 Evaluation
SegmentsBasedon Traffic Volume,
Data Availability and Balanced
Geographic Coverage
¯ Select TwoControl Facilities to
Factor for Exogenous
Influences
2.2 Conduct"After" Data Collection
¯ Vehicle and Occupancy Counts
¯ Express Bus Patronage Data
¯ Travel Time and Delay Data
¯ Travel Speed Data
¯ Safety and ,~:cident Data
¯
Violation Rates
2.3 Conduct "Before" Data
Collection
¯
Vehicle and OccupancyCounts
Express Bus Patronage Data
Travel Time and Delay Data
Travel SpeedData
¯
Safety and Accident Data
2.4 Conduct TOSInventory
¯ Identify Operational Field
Elements
¯ Identify CommunicationsLinks
¯ Understand Operation Uses and
Arrangements
2.5 OngoingData Collection
¯ Establish Frequendes and
Schedulesfor OngoingMonitoring
¯ RecommendStaffing &
Resources

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROGRAM -Task 3 Sun/ey Data
Collection
3. I Annual Rideshadng
Survey
¯ Expand SCAG’s State
of the CommuteSurvey
¯ Develop questionnaire
¯ Implement Survey
¯ Develop Marketing
Resources
3.2 UcensePlate Sun~,~

~ataOrigin-Destination
¯
¯
¯

Demographics Data
Trip Length Data
ModeShift Data

3.3 Transitway Patronage
On-Board Survey
¯
Express Une Data
¯
TdpReliability Data
¯
Ridership Data
¯
Tdp Length Data
¯
ModeShift Data

WORK PROGRAM MATRIX

Task 4 Data Analysis & Reporting
4. I HOVUtilization & PersonThroughput
Analysis
¯ Volume & Occupancy Comparisons
and Interpretations
4.2 Mobility Analysis
¯ Exhibit HOVand MFSpeed Profiles
and Travel TimeComparisonsfor Each
HOV Segment
4.3 Air Quality Improvement
Analysis
¯ Estimate Mobile Source Emissions
Reductions
¯ Apply FHWNEPA
Methodologies
4.4 Cost EffectivenessAnalysis
¯ Benefit/Cost Ratio
¯ Develop Itemized Costs
4.5 Origin-Destination, Travel Behavior, &
Attitudinal Analysis
¯ Explore the Percentage of HOVUsers
Recently Convertedto Carpool Dueto
Opening of HOVLanes (Based on Ucense
Plate Survey)
¯ Explore the & of Express bus Riders
Recently Convertedto Transit Dueto
Openingof HOVLanes (Based on Express
bus PatronageSurvey)
¯ DetermineDistribution of Total Trip
Length, FreewayTrip Length
4.6 FreewayTOSAnalysis
T¯OSExamineElement
Performance
&Reliability by
¯ Evaluate Data Compilation and
Dissemination Needs

Task 5 Hov Policy
Considerations
5. I Short TermPolities
¯ Evaluate the Impact of
Opening HOVLanes to
Single OccupantVehicles
During Off-Peak Period
¯ Evaluate the Impact of
Converting Existing HOV
Lanes to MFOperation
¯ Evaluate the Impact of
Converting HOVLanes to
High-Occupancy-Toll (HOT)
Lanes Operation
5.2 LongTermPolities
¯ Prioritize the
Developmentof the
Remaining HOVSegments
and Direct Connectorsin the
HOVSystemIntegration Plan
¯ Evaluate the Patronage
Potential for Additional
Expressbus Services Along
HOVCorridors in the Region
¯ Evaluate How to
Transition HOVOperation
From2-plus Carpool to 3plus Carpool in the Future

TABLE 3-8 --Measuresof
Effectiveness

HIGH OCCUPANCY
VEHICLE PERFORMANCE
EVALUATION PROGRAM
-Data Needs

Fadlity Comparisons
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

HOVvs. Mainline
Before vs, After Freeway
Control Freeway
HOVvs, Mainline
Before vs. After Freeway
Control Freewa~
HOVvs, Mainline
Before vs, A~ter Freeway
Control Freeway

DATA COl I FCTION MATRIX

Temporal Coverage
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

AMPeak Hour & Peak Period
PMPeakHour & Peak Period
Mid-Day
AMPeak Hour & Peak Period
PM Peak Hour & Peak Period
Mid-Day
AMPeak Hour & Peak Period
PMPeak Hour & Peak Period
Mid-Day
Daily
AMPeak Hour & Peak Period
PMPeak Hour & Peak Period
Mid-Day
Dail~
AMPeak Hour & Peak Period
PMPeak Hour & Peak Period

Travel TimeSavings

¯

Travel TimeRuns

Travel Speeds

¯
¯

Travel TimeRuns
Speed/Tachograph
Plots

Vehicle Volumes

¯
¯

Traffic Counts
Vehicle ClassificaUon

Person Throughput

¯

Occupancy Counts

¯
¯
¯

HOVvs. Mainline
Before vs. After Freeway
Control Freeway

Transit Useand
Reliability

¯
¯

Bus Lines
Boarding Counts

¯
¯

Before vs, After Freeway
Control Freeway

Safet~ & Accidents

¯

Accident Information

¯
¯

Violation Rates

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Violation Counts
HOVCosts
Value of Travel Time
Benefit/CostRatio
VT Reduced
VMT Reduced
EmissionFactors

¯

Before vs. After Freeway
¯ Annual
Control Freewa~
¯ AMPeak Hour & Peak Period
¯
PMPeak Hour & Peak Period
HOVFacilit~

¯

HOVFacility

Cost-Effectiveness

Emission Reduction

Z.A. Coun~yMTAZong Range Transpoftat/on

Plan 2000-2025

Collection
Frequency
¯ Quarterly

¯ Ouarterly

¯ Ouarterly

¯ Ouarterly

¯ Quarterly
¯

Annually

¯

Quarterly

¯ Annual

¯ Annually

Before vs. After Freeway ¯ Annual

¯ Annually
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Gap Closures And Widenings

Freeway gap closures
and widening projects
are
necessary to ensure freeway system continuity, balance,
congestion reduction and air quality improvements. Gap
closures include both construction of system segments
as well as highway widenings.
The LRTPaddresses three gap closure projects: 1) 1-210
Foothill Freeway, 2) 1-710 Long Beach Freeway, and 3)
completion of the I-5 lane widening project from Rte. 19
- RosemeadBoulevard to 1-710.
The Route 210 Foothill Freeway gap closure project is
identified,
as a Baseline project. It is currently under
construction and is expected to be completed by 2003.
Once completed, it is estimated that the Route 210
Freeway gap closure project will remove 43,000 cars per
day from local streets.
The 1-710 Long Beach Freeway gap closure project is
currently identified
in the Strategic Plan. While this
project demonstratessignificant congestion relief benefit,
lack of local agreement has impacted progress in
implementing this project for decades. Developing local
consensus on this project is key to further progress.
MTAis working with Caltrans to develop a contingency
plan to deliver this project if local consensus can be
achieved. This project is discussed further under the
"Strategic Highway Element," located near the end of
this chapter.
The Strategic Plan proposes a key widening on Route 14
in the North County region. Currently, the Route 14
Draft Long Range Transportation
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cross-section varies from four to six lanes with and
without HOVlanes throughout its length, creating choke
points which will be reviewed. Similarly,
all of the
freeways will be systematically reviewed to ensure that
bottlenecks are identified and addressed.

=

Intelligent TransportationSystems
Element

As the revenue projections for the LRTPclearly indicate,
the amount of available funds is severely limited in
comparison to the projected demand for all modes of
transportation.
Therefore it is imperative that the
existing highway infrastructure
be operated at maximum
efficiency. Consequently, a concerted effort is underway
with other southern California Counties, Caltrans, CHP,
FHWAand FTA to effectively
utilize
Intelligent
Transportation
Systems (ITS) technologies
to more
efficiently
manage the inter-operations
of streets,
highways and bus, paratransit and light rail systems.
The US Department of Transportation studies indicate
that ITS has potential to produce substantial efficiency,
safety, air quality and economic benefits with an overall
benefit to cost ratio of 8.8 to 1 for the most congested
urban areas in the nation.
ITS includes applications
of information processing,
communications
technologies,
advanced
traffic
controllers and electronics to the field of transportation.
It increases the effectiveness
of the entire surface
transportation
system. The following are ways in which
ITS reduces congestion and improves air quality:

Plan for Los Angeles County
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¯

¯
¯

¯

Uses real-time
integrated
communications
to
concurrently
improve both highway and transit
operation and performance;
Uses advanced traffic
controllers to change signal
timing based actual traffic demandon urban arterials;
Uses changeable messageinformation signs to direct
travelers to the best route and provides real time
traffic and transit information; and
Uses advancedtechnologies to implement bus priority
and real-time management
of transit dispatching
operations.

Two key projects have been undertaken to develop the
architecture
and basic platform that will ensure the
incorporation of all jurisdictions
in the county and the
integration
of all transportation
modes into a
synergistically
complementing
transportation
infrastructure.
These projects are Project IMAJINE and
LA/Ventura ATIS:
Project IMAJINE (Intermodal
and Jurisdictional
Integrated
Network Environment)
is a traffic
management system designed to concurrently
improve the flow of automobiles,
buses and
paratransit vehicles. Project IMAJINE is funded 80%
by a federal
FHWAITS grant to which MTA and
Caltrans have equally split the 20 percent local
match. The project is focused on the integration of
four discrete transportation
management systems
including Caltrans District 7 ATMS,South Gate City’s
ICON, MTA’s TRS and Access Service dispatching
systems along the 1-105 Freeway Corridor including
Firestone
Boulevard in Southeast Los Angeles
County. Work was started in 1997 and in-house
Draft Long RangeTransportation
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testing has been successfully completed on this open
commutation
system using the National
ITS
standards. The system will be given a field and
system demonstration
in mid-2001.
Given the
success to date, staff is proposing to develop a plan
to expand the integration
of transportation
modal
systems throughout the County.
¯

Los Angeles/Ventura
(LA/Ven)
Information System (ATIS)

Advance Travel

The LA/Ven ATIS is the traveler
information
communication system counter-part
to the project
IMAJINE transportation
management system. LA/Ven
ATIS is funded 80% by a FHWAgrant to which MTA
and Caltrans have equally split the local match of 20
percent. Work was started in 1999 and is on schedule
for completion in the fall of 2001. Thi~ LA/Ven ATIS
project will create the organizational architecture and
data collection/reporting
base process that will enable
travelers including truckers to ascertain the actual
conditions of roadways and schedules of transit
and
paratransit facilities
and services. Direct participants
include both public and private entities. For example the
public sector includes MTAbus and rail operations,
MetroLink, municipal transit operators, Caltrans, the City
and County of Los Angeles, ACCESSServices,
and
representatives of smaller cities, trucking companies,
CHP, Port of Los Angeles and LAX. It is MTA’s design
objective to expand the LA/Ven ATIS information system
program in conjunction with the Project IMAJINE to a
countywide management system.
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In addition, MTAhas worked extensively with Caltrans to
implement the State’s Traffic Operations System (TOS).
Approximately $110 million
has been programmed to
date, which will result in nearly one-half of Los Angeles
County’s freeways being equipped with fiber-optic
communication apparatus, closed circuit TV (CCTV) and
Changeable Message Signs (CMS) improvements. Those
segments of freeways with TOS improvements include:
Routes 5, 10, 101, 170, 405 and 605, for a total of
approximately 300 miles.

soundwalls adjacent to sensitive
receptors such as
residential
areas, schools, churches, and museums.
Commercial and business properties do not typically
qualify for soundwalls.
State of California
soundwall program guidelines
(contained in Streets and Highways Code Sections 215.5
and 215.6) established four soundwall project criteria:
¯

Residential property/neighborhood was built prior
to construction of the freeway or prior to
implementation of a freeway capacity-enhancing
project.
Hourly noise levels at the location exceed the 67decibel (Leq) threshold.
Proposed soundwall must result in a minimum5decibel noise level reduction.
Project cost may not exceed $35,000 per
residential unit (in 1987dollars).

Exhibit 3-2 is a simplified schematic presentation of the
ITS regional integration network. Note that the Regional
¯
Network (gray box) is multimodal and interjurisdictional.
The Network links citytraffic
managementcontrollers,
¯
municipal and MTA bus operations,
ACCESSDisabled
paratransit operations, the City of Los Angeles ATSAC
¯
Traffic Control System, the County of Los Angeles Public
Works Network with the Subregional TMCs, California
Highway Patrol,
MTA Metro Rail and MetroLink
Operations, truck advanced traveler information system
Los Angeles County residents living near or adjacent to
and Caltrans. The LA/Ven ATIS Regional Center (purple
freeways continue to be severely impacted by freeway
box) will provide the communications linkage with the
traffic noise. As population and vehicle traffic increase
contiguous Counties of Orange, Riverside
and San
over the next 20 years, it will be even more critical
to
Bernardino.
mitigate noise levels adjacent to those Los Angeles
County freeway segments where standard decibel levels
are exceeded. Once completed, soundwall noise level
4. Soundwall Program
reductions noticeably improve the quality of life in
adjacent neighborhoods.
Federal and State laws require construction of noise
barriers
along freeways under the Community Noise
Historically,
Caltrans was the agency responsible for
Abatement Program and as part of new freeway
soundwall
planning,
design and construction.
In 1998,
construction
projects and freeway widening/capacity
however,
enactment
of
SB
45
transferred
programming
enhancement projects on existing
freeways. Present
responsibility for soundwall delivery from Caltrans to the
noise barrier guidelines call for consideration
of
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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local agencies.
Consequently,
MTA inherited
responsibility for delivering a huge backlog of soundwalls
(identified
as the "Post-May 1989 Soundwall Retrofit
Projects") without corresponding funding.
To assure systematic and reasonable delivery of its
soundwall responsibilities,
the MTABoard of Directors
adopted
the Los Angeles
County
Soundwall
Implementation Policy on January 27, 2000. This Policy
provides for oversight
of the May 1989 Soundwall
Retrofit Projects, and sets criteria and funding strategies
for delivery of the 127 additional soundwalls inherited
from Caltrans as a result of SB 45. These Post-1989
retrofit
soundwalls projects comprise the MTARetrofit
Soundwall Program. (A retrofit
soundwall is a soundwall
that was determined to be needed to mitigate existing
freeway noise levels
but whose construction
was
deferred by Caltrans.)
Caltrans" May, 1989 Soundwall Retrofit
List: In
August 1999, the California Transportation Commission
committed $171 million to Caltrans to deliver the 40 LA
County retrofit
soundwalls on the May 1989 Soundwall
Retrofit List by 2005. Recent re-evaluation of these May
1989 soundwall projects resulted in an estimated 51 to
62% increase in the capital
cost estimates.
These
increases are the result of the inflated cost of goods and
services, additional
requirements for environmental
mitigation/
hazardous material (such as for aerially
deposited lead, or ADL), design modifications and other
factors. The escalated capital cost increase would be
about $77.3 million, bringing the total capital cost of the
May 1989 Soundwall Retrofit
List to around $248.3
million.
Potential
increases in support costs (not
Draft Long Range Transportation

identified
in this latter ,..amount) could also impact
construction contract administration
and inspection.
Caltrans needs to complete realistic
assessments of the
projects’ costs and to secure the additional required
funding from the State. MTAwill continue to monitor
and support Caltrans’ efforts to secure necessary funds
for delivering
the May 1989 projects
by 2005 as
mandated by the CTC.
MTA Retrofit Soundwall Program: Pursuant to MTA’s
Soundwall Implementation Policy, existing State criteria
(listed
on the preceding page) were augmented with
revised ranking criterion.
Retrofit Soundwall Program
projects are divided into two Phases: .Phase I includes
those projects
on freeway segments where High
Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes were built without the
warranted soundwalls.
Phase II contains qualified
soundwall segments on freeways witho’ut
HOVlanes.
Within Phase I, Priority 1 is assigned to those soundwall
segments that have had soundwalls constructed on only
one side of the freeway. All the remaining HOVlane
segments are classified as Priority 2 and are funded in
the 2002 STIP cycle.
On further review of PhaseII projects,
outstanding issues have been identified:
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1)

however, two

It was determined that Caltrans’
initial
classification
of HOV segments overlooked
several soundwall locations along freeways with
existing
HOVlanes. These locations will be
included in a newpriority as "PhaseI, Priority 3"
projects. (It was necessary to add "Priority 3"
because Priority 2 projects had been identified
3.19
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for funding in the 2002 STIP LA County Fund
Estimate before MTA staff identified
these
overlooked projects. Staff recommendations on
the Priority 3 project funding strategy for will be
addressed in mid-2001. Preliminary estimated
costs for Priority 3 are $157,730,000.
2)

Several project segments identified in Phase II
are actually
part of other capital highway
projects and will be constructed and funded as
part of those projects; such projects have been
removedfrom the original PhaseII list.

Retrofit Soundwall Program Funding: Of the estimated
$923 million needed for the Retrofit Soundwall Program,
$35 million was committed in 1999 through the Regional
Transit Alternatives Analysis. An additional $59 million
was allocated by the MTA Board to be taken from the
2002 STIP Los Angeles County Fund Estimate, totaling
$94 million available for County Soundwalls. The $94
million will allow the immediate delivery of the Phase I,
Priority
1 and 2 Retrofit
Soundwalls. A long-range
delivery program has been developed to effectively
deliver
the remaining $ 829+ million
in soundwall
projects. Soundwall program funding is summarized in
Table 3-9, which follows.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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EXHIBIT 3-2

--

REGIONAL INTEGRATION NETWORK
OCRegional
~mel V1.0

Corddorwide
CVOATIS
" ATSAC
,~. Networ.~ATSAC/LA
City IMA
ATSAC"’,~k~,J
Intemet Server
Server

Backbone
(issc)

LANE
Regional
Kernel V1.0

.......

’= I.W
CHP
CAD
FIRST

LANEATIS ....

ModeShift
LA Regional
Network

RemoteWorkstation
Expansion

Transit MgmtSystem
(Typical)
(Multiple TrMSTypes)

County TMC
(CAMS)

SCAGTranStar
Or MTACCIS
South Bay
Subregional TMC

.....

~

MTA ATMS

MTARail Central
ControlFacility

San Gabdel f
Subregional TMCI~

GatewayCities
Subregional TMC

INITIAL

Other City TMC
(Typical)
(Multiple TSCS
Types)

Metrolink (Train Performance
PassengerNotification System)
IMAJINE

Shift
ATSAC IMAJINE Kernel 1.0 TPPNS Mode

LANE
ATIS

Seed(LegacyBridge+ ObjectFactory+ Kernel Client)

IENICAMSMTAATMS

FIRST

TrMS

RISE
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TABLE 3-9
MTA RETROFIT SOUNDWALL PROGRAM
COST SUMMARY
(In Thousands)

Phase
Phase h HOVRetrofit Priority 1, 2, & 3;
Companion & Locally
Funded Projects
Phase I1: Non HOV
Retrofit (No Capital
Projects)

Description

Item

,52 Individual Projects

Estimated
Costs:

30 Compiled Projects (includes
2 or more individual projects
segments)

Estimated
Costs:

Total PhaseI and II (estimated and
rounded):

Draft Lol~g RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Costs in
Millions
$269, 360

$654,000

$923,360
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Highway Element

As documented throughout the LRTP, the efficient
operation of Los Angeles County’s extensive highway
system is essential for regional economic vitality,
population
growth, environmental
and air quality
improvements and maintaining our attractive quality of
life. Over half of all vehicle miles traveled in the County
is accommodatedvia the freeways. Maintaining freeway
operations at current levels, based on the historically
simplistic,
practice of accommodating more vehicles
through more capital
improvements is simply not
sustainable.
Therefore, importance is given to those
highway facilities
that emphasize person-trip movement
and improve traffic
operating efficiencies,
such as HOV
lanes and ITS technology for traffic
management and
information systems.
Within this context, the enormous scale of Los Angeles
County engenders major, expensive projects that can be
addressed only in strategic
management terms. Three
project and program areas which are identified for such
strategic
approaches are:
1) Soundwall Delivery
Program, 2) Freeway-to-Freeway HOVConnectors, and
3) Major Highway Capital
Improvement Projects,
including
the 1-710 Long Beach Freeway Gap Closure
Project, completing the I-5 Santa Ana Freeway widening
from Route 19-RosemeadBoulevard to 1-710 Long Beach
Freeway, and North County High Desert Freeway.
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1. Soundwall Delivery Strategy -- Seek
Matching Funds From State For Post-1989
Soundwalls
By 2005, Caltrans will be required to deliver all of the 40
soundwalls from the May 1989 Retrofit
Soundwall list
(Phase I) funded by the State. It will be critical
for
Caltrans staff to work closely with MTAto control costs
and adhere to the delivery schedules. MTAwill continue
to seek the additional funding required for the delivery of
the Post 1989 MTARetrofit Soundwall Program and will
request funding from the State for 50%of the projects’
cost (half of approximately $829 million). This recourse
is viewed as a fair and equitable share of cost for
delivering the backlog of soundwall projects transferred
to MTAby the implementation of SB 45. This proposed
strategy recognizes that significant obstacles need to be
overcome. However, the option of the MTA directly
providing the balance of the +/-$415 million that will be
needed would require the delay of other worthy highway
projects. Since the backlog is the result of Caltrans’
deferment of soundwall projects which were warranted,
but not constructed, over 20+ years, sharing of their
delivery costs is proposed.

2. Freeway-To-Freeway
Connectors

HOV

Lane

The viability
of HOVlanes in attracting
substantial
ridesharing is confirmed by carpool/vanpool occupancy
counts.
Field observations of traffic
weaving at
approaches to freeway interchanges indicate that direct.
connectors are needed to remove these bottlenecks.

P/an for Los Angeles County
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Construction of freeway-to-freeway HOVlane connectors
is needed to develop a continuous network of HOV
lanes. Such connectors will reduce the travel times of
both rideshares and single occupied vehicles (SOVs)
because HOVlane users would not have to exit the HOV
lane, merge into the mixed flow lanes to transition to
another freeway. The direct connectors would allow
HOV users to remain in the carpool lane and move
smoothly from one freeway to another.
Although HOVconnectors can achieve many benefits,
they are costly and present engineering and design
challenges.
Estimated costs for constructing
HOV
connectors at all freeway to freeway interchanges would
cost man.y billions of dollars, which far exceed funding
over the LRTP’s 25 year plan horizon. Therefore, a basic
network of freeway interchanges were selected based on
carpool/vanpool and bus volumes in approaching freeway
HOV lanes and mixed-flow lanes. Accordingly,
six
interchanges have been tentatively identified for direct
HOV connectors (for the two most heavily
needed
transitions, in most instances). The interchanges are: 1)
I-5/I-605, 2) 1-101/I-605, 3) Rt. 60/I-605, 4) Rt. 91/I110, 5) Rt. 91/I-605, and 1-105/I-605. The estimated
cost for these connectors may well exceed $2 billion.
MTA staff will
continue working with Caltrans in
considering strategies
for connector construction,
including incorporating them into other programmed
capital improvements, identifying
new funding/grant
opportunities, et cetera.

Section 3

Major HighwayCapital ImprovementProjects
¯
¯

1-710 Long Beach Freeway Gap Closure
Estimated Cost: $940 million.
I-5 Santa Ana Freeway Widening and HOV Lanes
between SR -19 Lakewood/Rosemead Boulevards and
1-710 Long Beach Freeway
Estimated Cost: $900 million.
North County High Desert Freeway
Estimated Cost: $1.3 billion.

1-710 Long Beach Freeway Gap Closure Project: The
Long Beach ,Freeway (Route 710) Gap Closure project
has been in suspense for about three decades. This sixmile corridor traverses the communities of Alhambra, El
Sereno (part of Los Angeles),
South Pasadena and
Pasadena. The MTAis not including this project in the
latest
Long Range Transportation
Plan for several
reasons.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Recently, the City of South Pasadenaand residents of
El Sereno have filed, lawsuits directly impacting the
implementation of the Project. The South Pasadena
lawsuit against the Federal Highway Administration
and Caltrans was presented in federal court in July
1999. The lawsuit claims that the air quality analysis
is flawed and that impacts to the historical nature of
the communities
have not been adequately
addressed. A preliminary injunction was issues that
allows only planning and design work to be done at
this point. The next hearing on this lawsuit is
scheduled in December2000 in Federal Court.
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Additionally, the lawsuit filed by El Serenoresidents a
couple of years ago claims that Caltrans is engaging
in environmental racism y having different mitigation
standards for communities to be impacted along the
freeway.
The City of Pasadena recently
withdrew
its
longstanding support of the project by adopting a
resolution
on April
24, 2000 to oppose the
completion of the freeway. Prior to this action, the
City of South Pasadena was the only city that had
not supported the project.
There appears to be
growing opposition to the project.
Building rehabilitation
is also an outstanding issue
along the Gap right-of-way.
Caltrans needs to tell
MTA how they propose to address the building
rehabilitation
issue including the disposition
of
tenants should Caltrans decide not to bring the
buildings up to "habitable" code standards.
The Federal Record of Decision (ROD) called for Caltrans
to work with Design Advisory Groups from each city to
come up with a group of projects which would bring
somecongestion relief to the affected communities and
to provide funding for these projects. A list of projects,
including
interchange,
intersection,
and corridor
improvements was developed with an estimated cost of
$54 million. In accordance with the ROD,$8 million has
been set-aside in the Interregional
Transportation
Improvement Plan (ITIP)
to fund interim
street
improvements in the cities of Alhambra, South Pasadena,
Pasadena, and the community of El Sereno. An
additional $46 million was allocated to these interim
Draft Long Range Transportation
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projects
in the Federal FY 2001 Transportation
Appropriations Act, bringing the total funding available in
the Corridor to $54 million.
MTAstaff will closely monitor the adjudication of the
current court proceedings and will continue to take the
"pulse" of the affected communities in the Corridor. We
will continue to track the development of Caltrans’
proposed construction
schedule for the project.
However, given scarce funding for highway projects and
the fact that other projects in the County are muchmore
"ready to go", staff anticipates
that the next LRTP
update in two years would be a more appropriate time to
consider program funding for the 710 Gap Closure
Freeway Project.
I-5 Santa Ana Freeway - Widening And Hov Lane
Between Orange County And 1-710 Long Beach
Freeway: In recognition of the urgency for this project,
the Governorallocated $125 million as part of this Traffic
Congestion Relief Program initiative.
Currently $182
million
has been programmed and final
design is
underway to construct interim HOVlanes for Orange
County through the interchange with the 1-605 freeway.
With the infusion of the TCRPfunds, discussions are
underway with Caltrans and the I-5 Corridor JPA to
ascertain whether a full l O-lane roadway cross-section
including 2 HOVlanes could be constructed into Los
Angeles County through the 1-605 Freeway Interchange
(thereby bypassing the "interim" project and avoiding the
disruption of two major construction projects).
Rough
estimates indicate that by redirecting those funds that
had been previously programmed, including
the $125
million TCRPrevenues, the full l O-lane cross-section is
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deliverable. However, the balance of the I-5 to the 1-710
freeway is included in the Strategic Plan list and will have
to wait until 2015 before additional revenues will be
available for completion of the final engineering design
work for the widening and HOVimprovements.

developmentforms that are more conducive to transit usage
andridesharing ought to be elevated to the regional level.

North County High Desert Freeway: A preliminary
feasibility
study completed by Caltrans.indicates that a
freeway might be constructed for roughly $1.3 billion.
In
addition, the MTABoard I~as authorized a study of the
other North County State Highway including I-5 Golden
State Freeway, Route 14 Antelope Valley Freeway and
Route 138. The need for another freeway in the North
County region is underscored by population projections,
which ir~dicate
that the Antelope and south County
Valleys will exceed 1 million by 2025. It is anticipated
that the corridor studies that are currently programmed
will provide more definitive
information about future
projects
scope and costs,
which would then be
incorporated into the Strategic Plan list.

FreewayTruck Lanes

For Further Study:

SCAG’s CommunityLink
21, the 2001 Regional
Transportation Plan (RTP 2001) calls for constructing
dedicated truck lanes in Los Angeles County, at an
estimated cost of approximately $20 million per lane mile
(for an at-grade lane) and $35 million per lane mile (for
elevated structures).
While dedicated freeway truck
lanes may well contribute to alleviating
truck volumes
and truck movement problems on highways, several
issues remain to be assessed:

HighwayCapital Constraints: Revenue projections over
the term of this LRTPshowthat discretionary funds will be
extremely limited for all transportation
improvements
including the highway mode. The scarcity of available
revenue essentially makesreliance on capital-intensive
improvements to accommodate / promote growth not a
viable option. In short, we will not be able to build ourselves
out of congestion. There are just not enoughmonies to go
around.
Therefore a broader range of interrelated factors that affect
transportation infrastructur~ and services will need to be
rethought. For example the promotion of urban land use
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Cost effectiveness
needs to be examined more
rigorously,
since SCAG’s Route 60 Truck
Feasibility
Study revealed that dedicated truck
lanes would be extremely costly (approximately
$4.2 billion);
Systemconnectivity should be further explored to
assess the viability
of developing an effective
network of freeways with designated truck lanes;
Inter-modal and interface issues must be further
addressed for those truck corridors that include
the HOVlanes;
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Land use and environmental impacts should be
further assessed, particularly
in segments where
elevated structures are indicated;
Heavy duty truck volume projection methodology
should be further reviewed by credible national
trucking and modeling experts, with full calibration
to professional standards; costly truck-related
mitigation measuressuch as truck lanes should be
recommended for any truck
corridor
or
systemwide network only after their effectiveness
is ascertained; and
Induced traffic impacts should be included in the
overall traffic
analyses, since adding dedicated
truck lanes along existing rights-of-way may offset overall air quality benefits due to enhancing
capacity of a highway facility.
A comprehensive countywide freeway truck study is
proposed to examine the inter-relationship
of truck lanes
and HOVlanes, to ascertain
potentialbenefits
and
impacts, to identify probable dominant truck corridors,
and to evaluate financing
sources, mechanisms and
enabling legislation (to use currently generated revenues
for directly related traffic relief improvements).
Analyses
following:

of factors

and issues

must include

the

3

while remaining mi~ldful that the extent of longer
travel and the outlying nature of this highway
route may induce greater VMT, which may result
in severe air quality impacts (because the high
desert is in a different air basin, where a low
tolerance of emissions might already exist); and
To develop a Truck Travel Network, to address
the need for a truck route "backbone" to and from
airports,
seaports and other goods transfer
facilities,
supporting truck distribution
among
intersecting freeways (such as Routes 5, 10, 60,
91, 105, 210 and 405).
Systems Management Measures
a. Develop Institutional
Agreements among labor,
truckers,
shippers and ports management, to
explore extending port operation hours (to
flatten
truck peaks and reduce freeway
congestion,
and to encourage using port
revenues
for
off-site
infrastructure
improvements necessitated by port-generated
truck traffic
demandsand impacts, among other
issues; and
b. Examine the technical feasibility
and potential
for CVOIntelligent
Transportation Systems, an
ITS-based automation facility
and/or other
technology options.

Highway System Plan
a.

To establish the "Metropolitan
Bypass Freeway"
through the Antelope Valley or the Mojave Desert,
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Creative Financing Strategy Development
ao

bo

Co

Examine assessing user charges (e.g. increased
truck weight fees, container fees on truck toll
lanes, etc.), relative to the regional economicsof
truck transportation;
Study new federal revenue options to better
balance the national benefits and local burdens
caused by intensified trucking activities at the
ports; these could be used for goods movementrelated infrastructure
improvements (including
increasing
capacity,
safety upgrades and
interchange
enhancements,
among other
,strategies); and
Evaluate organizational
and/or institutional
mechanism(s) for port authority use of revenues
collected within the ports for off-site highway
improvements, necessitated by port-generated
activities.
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Arterials
Description

Of The Existing

System

The County of Los Angeles ("the County") has 20,577
route miles of arterials classified into the following subcategories: major arterial (350 route miles), principal
arterial (2,379 route miles), secondaryarterial (985 route
miles), collector, local and "other" designation (16,863
route miles). In addition, the County has approximately
600 arterial/freeway interchanges.
There are more than 10,000 signals currently operating
in Los Angeles County, of which approximately 4,100
signals are located within the boundaryof the City of Los
Angeles ("the City"). Of these, the City’s Automated
Traffic
Surveillance
And Control (ATSAC) system
currently controls about half, all of which are located
along major arterial corridors within the City limits. This
system has been in use since the early 1980’s. The City
is currently
in the process of upgrading its ATSAC
system to the second generation, which is the PC based
Adaptive Traffic Control System (ATCS). Complementing
the ATSACsystem in the remaining portions of Los
Angeles County, is the Countywide TSMprogram being
implemented through a series of traffic
forums. The
traffic
forums are multi-jurisdictional
and serve both
incorporated
and unincorporated
subregional
areas
outside the City of Los Angeles. Of the seven existing
traffic forums, three (San Gabriel Valley, GatewayCities
and South Bay Cities) are managedby the County of Los
Angeles,
Department
of Public
Works (LACDPW).
LACDPW
has the overall responsibility
for conceptual
Draft Long Range Transportation

planning, design and construction,
and establishes
funding priorities
with member jurisdictions
of the
individual traffic forums. There are four individual forums
representing the Westside, Las Virgenes/Malibu, North
County and Arroyo Verdugo areas. Since there are 88
jurisdictional entities in the areas outside the City of Los
Angeles, but within the Los Angeles County domain, the
forums were created to assist in the organization of
major arterial corridor projects across jurisdictional
boundaries,
and to push down the decision
making
process to the local level. Traffic forums, which are
typically a direct subcommittee of a subregional Council
of Governments(COG), have the overall responsibility
prioritization
of regional corridors and the approval of
implementation strategies.
Integrated
with the regional freeway network, the
existing arterial system supports a large percentage of
daily commuter vehicles and trucks moving goods. The
regional
arterial
and freeway
systems
work
synergistically, operating in balance and at full function
when demand on each is at or below its designed
capacity.
However, when vehicle
demand exceeds
capacity, for example, on the freeway system, motorists
seek relief on major parallel arterials. Throughincreased
capacity,
operational
improvements and intelligent
transportation systems (ITS), the regional arterial and
freeway systems can better be integrated
and the
systemwide traffic congestion can be relieved.
Although local entities have jurisdiction over the arterial
network, the MTA, in its role as the regional planning
and programming agency, provides not only financial
assistance, but also serves as a regional coordinator to
ensure consistency in improvements and that the most
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severely congested conditions are given priority.
One
example of MTA’s role is the establishment
of the
regional traffic forums.
Through its Call for Projects, the MTAfunds regional
arterial
improvements through the Regional Surface
Transportation
Improvements (RSTI) modal category
which includes capital intensive capacity improvements,
such as roadway widenings and realignments,
grade
separations and others. Notable amongthe current list
of funded projects (excluding goods movementprojects)
either in design or under construction are: the Santa
Monica Boulevard
Transit
Parkway, the Harbor
Transitway Extension TSMalternative,
and the I-5/Route
126 ramp improvements,
as well
as numerous
freeway/~rterial interchanges. All funded projects serve
to increase regionally
significant
roadway capacity
through major construction, with a net result of reduced
congestion, travel time, vehicle emissions, and increased
regional mobility.
In the Call for Projects, the MTA
focuses on funding the construction of major capital
improvements and goods movement projects that are
normally beyond the funding capability of the affected
local agencies. The MTAdirects its resources to those
regional arterials that experience the most congestion
and/or provide multi-jurisdictional
access, close capacity
gaps, and/or provide access to the freeway/rail system.
It is the MTA’s expectation that local jurisdictions,
through their local subventions and Proposition C Local
Return, will fund projects of a local nature as Well as
maintain those regionally
funded projects. The MTA’s
Call for Projects process currently evaluates projects
based on five criteria: 1) regional significance; 2) cost
effectiveness; 3) benefit to transit users; 4) project need,
long term project
development and management of

Section 3

existing
system; and 5) project
readiness.
Goods
Movement projects,
such as the Alameda Corridor and
Alameda Corridor East Programs, as well as intersection
and interchange improvements specifically
geared toward
movementof goods, are currently funded under the RSTI
modal category in the Call for Projects, and will be
addressed in a separate chapter of this LRTP.
Major construction
projects
such as those funded
through the RSTI modal category typically
cost more
than one million dollars and have long lead times. In
funding projects, strong consideration is given to those
regionally significant major arterial projects which relieve
heavy traffic congestion, bridge jurisdictional
boundaries
or have a positive impact on neighboring cities, thereby
receiving support from multiple agencies. For example, a
Route 101 interchange improvement project located in
Agoura Hills received support from the City of Westlake
Village,
the County of Los Angeles and cities
in
neighboring Ventura County.
Projects
on the regional
network which increase
connectivity with and between major trip generators and
transportation facilities,
including freeways, airports and
ports, also are given priority in funding consideration.
Nonetheless, the MTAremains cognizant of the needs of
smaller communities, and strives to ensure a regional
funding approach that provides equitable growth and
build-out of the arterial system.
Lower cost operational type of arterial
improvements,
such as signal synchronization,
signal priority,
and
applications of advancedtransportation technologies (i.e.
intelligent
transportation systems), are funded through
the Transportation
System Management (TSM| modal
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category. There are four "Tiers" of project development
within the TSMprogram. At present, Tier 1 level work
(signal re-timing, conduit, cable and loops for interconnects, new controllers
and new signals) intends to
achieve a baseline
infrastructure
and emphasize
consistency amongand within the jurisdictions
of various
forums. Tier levels 2-4 consist of advanced level
Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) improvements.
Traffic managementcenters, data gathering/sharing and
incident communication, along with Advanced Traveler
Information
Services (ATIS) and Bus Priority/Smart
Corridors, comprise a program wherein an intense effort
is being directed to increase the efficiency of the arterial
roadway system by making use of the latest technology
for traffic signal control and detection. The backboneof
this effort in the incorporated and unincorporated areas
of the County, outside the City of Los Angeles, is the
Countywide Arterial
Management System (CAMS) which,
when implemented, will allow real time traffic
control
capability along multi-jurisdictional
regional arterial
corridors
much in the same manner as the ATSAC
system does for the City of Los Angeles.

Draft Long Range Transportation
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Signal Synchronization & Bus
Speed Improvements
TIERS:
I. Corrventloflal Traffic Engineeflng:
]]me-based
traffic ~gnalcoc~clnatlon,
funrrlonalIntefsectlc~
Improvements,
etc.
2. Transit Preferential TreatmentandI~lorlty Systems:
Transitsignal priority, bottleneckIntersectionImprovements,
3. ComputeflzedTrafllc Controland Monitoring Systems:
~=~rtedal,area~de,andc~tral traffic controlsystems
~. Intelllgeflt Tran.sportatlonSystems
andSmartCorridors:
Mu~tl-agency
sy~ernIntegral:Ion andadwvlced
communication

ted~nology

The below diagram represents a typical depiction of the
ITS architecture envisioned for the traffic
forums and
CAMSinstallations.
It is intended that membersof a
traffic forum receive an advanced traffic control system
that will be fully compatible with the communications
protocol established by CAMS.This will allow for real
time traffic
systems management and the ability
to
communicateand share traffic data across jurisdictional
boundaries.
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Accomplishments
CAMS

1995

Since the adoption of the 1995 LRTP, the MTA has
accomplished the following representative
sample of
roadway capital
intensive
capacity enhancing RSTI
projects which typically
have long lead times, and TSM
projects which provide low cost arterial system capacity
enhancements.

Complimenting the advanced tier work for both ATSAC
and CAMSsystems is an effort
to integrate
those
systems in order to promote seamless data collection and
traffic
management while crossing jurisdictional
boundaries. The 1999 Call for Projects put into place a
project to integrate both the City of Los Angeles ATSAC
program and CAMS. Concurrent with this integration
effort is an effort to integrate the arterial systems with
federally funded ITS initiatives
occurring both within and
outside the borders of Los Angeles County. It is
intended that the CAMSwill be fully compatible with The
Southern California Priority Corridor Project (Showcase),
which will connect the m. four CalTrans regional District
offices
and provide communication and sharing of
regional traffic systemdata.
Draft Long RangeTransportation
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RSTI
Completed approximately
100 route miles of
widening projects, such as Bundy Drive (Santa
Boulevard to La Grange Avenue), Normandie
(Olympic Boulevard to Pico Boulevard), Imperial
(Mona Boulevard to Croesus Avenue) and others;
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Completed design for Route 126 (Magic Mountain
Parkway)
I-5/McBean
Parkway
widening
with
construction
scheduled to be completed by Summer,
2001 ;
Completed Project Report (PR), and gained environmental
clearance for the Santa Monica Boulevard Transit
Parkway Project.
The project is being designed and
constructed by the City of Los Angeles;
Completed Santa Monica Boulevard modifications
offset intersections in the City of West Hollywood;
Completed Sierra
striping;

to

Highway/Route 14 congested corridor

Completed I-710/Firestone
Reconstruction, PhaseI;

Boulevard

Interchange

Completed Project Study Report (PSR) for the Harbor
Freeway Transitway Extension project,
and will work
with the City of Los Angeles to implement the
recommendedalternative;
Completed the Old Town Calabasas Road Improvement
Project;
Completed
the Burbank
Regional
Intermodal
Transportation
Center (RITC) North and South Front
Street RealignmentProjects.

TSM
Programmed approximately $300 million
worth of TSM
projects
through the 1995, 1997, 1999 and 2000
Abbreviated Call for Projects;
Synchronized
approximately
2,500
signalized
intersections
in , Los Angeles County, of which
approximately 760 signalized intersections are located in
the City of Los Angeles;
Completed the Countywide Traffic
Management Study,
which developed criteria
for Traffic ManagementCenter
(TMC)/Traffic
Operation Center (TOC) implementation
and estimated
the costs associated
with these
implementations;
Completed and opened the Long Beach TMCin 1996 and
funded the development of the County "rMC, as well as
TMCs for Inglewood and Calabasas, which will act as
subregional centers for traffic control;
Funded $4.816 million
for development
of the
Countywide Bus Signal Priority Pilot Project and selected
the Crenshaw Corridor (Adams Boulevard to Redondo
Beach Boulevard) as the demonstration project;
Partially
funded the development of the City of Los
Angeles’ Transit Signal Priority
Program and its
implementation in the Metro Rapid Bus Corridors along
Wilshire/Whittier
Boulevards and Ventura Boulevard;
Developed the Countywide Arterial
(CAMS);
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Funded a joint integration effort to tie together the
County CAMSproject and City of Los Angeles ATSAC
together to enable a more complete sharing of regional
arterial
street data between the City of Los Angeles
controlled traffic signals and those under the control of
agenciesparticipating in the traffic forums;
Funded the El Segundo ITS project,
which began as a
TEA-21 demonstration
project,
and formed a
coordination
group to foster integration
with the
Westchester/LAX ITS project funded through the Call
Iwhich also began as a TEA-21 demonstration project),
the El Segundo ITS project and the South Bay Cities
Traffic Forumproject;
Held 27 training workshops and trained about 300 signal
technicians as part of the Countywide Signal Systems
Technician Training Program;
Funded the Long Beach City College
Systems Training
(SST) Certificate
completed Phase I of this program.

Issues

(LBCC) Signal
Program and

And Needs

RSTI
Capital intensive arterial
improvements such as those
funded through the RSTI modal category have the
following issues and needs.
Coordination of regional arterial
improvements with
freeway
and local
Transportation
System
Management (TSM) improvements:

Both the major arterial and freeway systems are integral
components of the regional transportation
network. The
arterial
system serves commuters by providing access
and egress to and from the freeway system, as well as
access to local jurisdictions for neededservices, jobs and
housing. Freeway mainline traffic,
on-and off-ramp
design, freeway .configuration,
and vehicle storage
capacity directly impact major arterial traffic flow and
congestion. Conversely, traffic
congestion on the major
arterial network will makeit difficult
for commutersto
access the freeway system. Because of this synergistic
relationship,
regional arterial improvements need to be
coordinated with freeway improvements, as well as TSM
improvements, which will increase arterial
system
capacity through signal improvements. Installation
of
traffic signals will take into consideration manyfactors,
such as traffic
volume, turning movement, street
geometrics, and others.
Expansion of major arterial
with economic development
generation:

network to keep pace
and regional
trip

The major arterial
network should be expanded
incrementally,
in harmony with economic development
and regional trip generation. Arterial expansion mayhelp
relieve traffic congestion caused by a boomin the local
economy and the resultant increasing travel demands.
Regional arterial system will better serve regional trip
generators and promote economic vitality
through
improved movementof goods and creation of jobs.
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Balance Of Subregional
Priorities:

Priorities

Sectiott 3

And Regional

Subregional priorities
are not always consistent with
regional priorities.
A region maybe comprised of multiple
subregions, each with a different
priority.
Balancing
these two types of priorities requires further review.
System

Preservation:

Through the draft LRTPdevelopment process, some local
jurisdictions
have expressed concern regarding the
adequacy of funding of ongoing maintenance and
rehabilitation
of the local street system.
Local
jurisdictions receive direct funding from a variety of state
and local sources (state gas tax and local return
subventions)
that can be used for the above stated
needs. In fact, in FY 2000, approximately $507 million
were allocated
to all cities
and the county for
maintenance and rehabilitation
purposes. This amount of
funding is almost three times the amount available
annually to fund all modesof the Call for Projects.
MTAbelieves that adequate funding of local maintenance
and rehabilitation
is an important local issue, and will
support local jurisdictions
in seeking additional sources
outside of MTAfunding, to address this need.

TSM
Likewise, the TSMmodal category also has the following
issues and needs to be addressed in this LRT-P.

Draft Long RangeTransportation

Cost sharing arrangemer~ts and systems
managementresponsibilities:
The MTA Call for Projects funds capital im-provement
projects on the regional arterial system, with no funds
available
for systems management usuallyassociated
with TSMupper Tier level ITS level improvements. For
low tier level work, local jurisdictions currently maintain
or contract to maintain signals and detectors within their
sphere of influence, and this has not been a concern or
issue. As part of the planning and consensus building
process for TSMITS level projects, however, jurisdictions
have raised the issue of MTACall funds being used to
pay for on-going systems managementrequirements for
projects crossing jurisdictional
boundaries, even though
State and local formula subventions can be used for this
purpose. While the Call for Projects is, as previously
stated, a capital funding mechanismonly, the MTA, to
deal with the issues related to upper tier level and TMC
costs as well as other systems managementissues, has
taken a leadership role in assisting the move of local
jurisdictions
into the more complex systems management
functions necessary for the successful operation of ITS
level projects. Specifically,
the MTAis fostering two
programs: 1) funding the Signal Systems Technician
Training
Program; and 2) working with LACDPWto
develop a Business Framework and Marketing Plan for
traffic forum ITS projects. The Signal SystemsTechnician
Training program seeks to provide technical expertise to
local jurisdictions in maintaining existing traffic signal
systems and working with the new advanced ITS
systems as they come on line. The Business Framework
and Marketing Plan will explore issues and techniques
necessary to formalize the governance structure for the
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traffic forums in order to adequately address the issues
of cost sharing, systems management,and the marketing
of traffic data generated from ITS level improvements in
order to generate a return on infrastructure investment.
This marketing effort will not compete with private
sector initiatives,
but rather,
attempt to form
public/private
partnerships along currently established
FHWAITS Guidelines.
Upper Tier Level Work Implementation
Since its inception in 1993, the Call for Projects focused
on funding tier 1 level improvements. While focusing on
initial
de.velopment work for the Countywide Arterial
Management System (CAMS) beginning
with the
demonstration project and initial
deployment for the
Route 210 corridor in the San Gabriel Valley Traffic
Forum, additional conceptual planning for migrating the
CAMSproject
to other Traffic
Forums began with
funding provided through the 1995 Call funding cycle. In
the future, with the completion of most low tier level
projects, additional upper tier level projects shall be
phased in along with an integration
effort to provide
communication and data gathering abilities
with other
regional ITS initiatives
such as The Southern California
Priority Corridor (Showcase) project and the LA/Ventura
ATIS project. The appropriate threshold and judgment
criteria for introducing upper tier level work needs to be
identified
to ensure its compatibility,
continuity and
consistency with lower tier level work. The countywide
migration
of CAMSand integration
with other ITS
projects will be determined through the forthcoming Call
for Projects evaluation. Additional consideration will also

Section 3
need to be made for ATSAC upgrades, which is the
second generation of the City of Los Angeles ATSAC
program.

Bus Signal Priority Projects And Integration With
Advanced Traffic
Management System (Atms),
Advanced Traveler Information System (Atis),
And
The Metro Rapid Bus Program:
The MTAand the City of Los Angeles are both involved
in the developmentand deployment of bus/transit priority
systems.
The MTA’s focus has been on the
developmentof a state-of-the-art bus signal priority (BSP)
system that can both communicate with signal systems
in prevalent use in the County and integrate with the
ATMSand ATIS programs. The City of Los Angeles has
completed the development of a transit priority
system
that directly
communicates with the City’s
ATSAC
system and has been used to provide priority
to the
Metro Rapid Bus on Ventura and Wilshire Boulevards. As
part of its efforts
and in its role as the County
transportation
planning agency, the MTAis developing
guidelines to assist in selecting regional corridors heavily
used by transit that are best suited for this type of
treatment, and will provide support in the expansion of
the Metro Rapid Bus Program.

Integration

Of Freeway And Arterial

ITS:

It is intended
that CAMS based projects
being
implemented by traffic
forums on the regional arterial
network will be integrated with the Southern California
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Priority Corridor and its related projects such as IMAJINE
and LA/Ventura ATIS projects. There is also a provision
for integration of ATSACbased projects in the City of
Los Angeles as well.

Actions
The following
this chapter
respectively.

two tiers of actions are recommendedin
at the policy
and program levels,

Policy Recommendations
RSTI
Support DevelopmentAnd Implementation Of Hybrid
ImprovementsTo Increase Arterial SystemCapacity And
Efficiency:
The MTA will work with local jurisdictions
and the
subregions to improve the regional arterial
system.
Examples of hybrid improvements include
signal
improvements and other TSM improvements as part of
capital intensive
capacity enhancements, which may
provide cost-effective solutions to increasing capacity on
the major arterial
network.
MTA will assume a
leadership role in coordinating multi-jurisdictional/multisubregional arterial system improvements, focusing its
efforts on those regionally significant,
most congested
corridors which span multiple jurisdictions,
provide
parallel service to the freeways, or have gaps in system
capacity.
Draft Long RangeTransportation

Section 3
Promote EnhancementsWhich Integrate Freeway And
Artedal Operation And Support GoodsMovementEfforts:
The MTA supports
freeway/arterial
interchange
improvement projects,
such as on-and off-ramp
reconfiguration,
realignment and reconstruction,
and
regional arterial street and bridge widening in the vicinity
of freeway/arterial interchanges. Dueto their synergistic
relationship in relieving systemwide traffic congestion,
potential
freeway and High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV)
lane improvements also should be considered when
determining arterial
improvement funding priorities.
Arterial
system improvements in the vicinity
of
freeway/arterial
interchanges can provide easier access
to freeway mainlines and provide parallel capacity to the
freeways. Arterial
improvements should also address
goods movement requirements.
Eliminate Existing Arterial Bottlenecks AndGapsTo
Improve System Operation:
The MTAwill work with its local transportation partners
to identify, prioritize and fund existing bottlenecks and
gaps to build an interconnected, internally
consistent
regional arterial
system. MTAsupports improvements
which increase the person-carrying and goods movement
capacity of the regional arterial system, and encourages
transit-related
street improvements, such as street
realignment,
widening and intersection
geometric
improvement. However, before implementing any capital
intensive
improvements,
lower cost TSM type
improvements should be evaluated first
to determine
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their capability
of relieving
improving mobility.

traffic

Section 3
congestion and

Coordinate regional/local agencies for developmentof an
interconnected, internally consistent arterial system:
Regional/local agencies should work together to ensure
that major arterial
streets crossing jurisdictional
boundaries have a consistent number of lanes, lane
widths, and design standards. Any gaps in the regional
network need to be identified,
prioritized
and funded,
within available resources.

TSM
Support Subregional/Regional Integration Of Signal
Synchronization
And Bus Speed Improvement
Systems:

The MTA’s goal is to fund and develop signal
synchronization and transit/bus signal priority (T/BSP)
systems on the regional network heavily used by transit
that operate across jurisdictional
boundaries and multimodal systems. As such, new systems are developed
and/or funded with emphasis on multi-modal and multijurisdictional
coordination. For those systems that have
already been developed to operate within the confines of
one agency or one mode, the MTAwill be leading efforts
to bring about regiona| coordination.
For bus speed
improvement purposes, the MTA’s BSP pilot project is
taking the lead in assuring multi-jurisdictional
Draft Long RangeTransportation

coordination. To this end, the MTAchairs a Technical
Advisory Committee (TAC) composed of representatives
from cities and transit operators to provide technical
expertise in the systems development and deployment.
Additionally, in an effort to eliminate systemwide gaps,
the BSP project
is setting
standards
to assure
countywide compatibility.
Promote Innovations In Advanced Traffic Management
Systems (Atms) And Advanced Traveler Information
Systems(Atis) On Regional Arterials:

The MTA supports
ATMS and ATIS improvements on
regional arterials
to improve traffic
flow and enhance
arterial person- carrying capacity in a cost-effective way.
ATMS should
help manage traffic
flows
and
expeditiously handle traffic incidents, thereby relieving
traffic
congestion. ATIS should provide real-time,
continuously updated traffic and transit information for
travelers so they can makesmart, in-time pre-trip, or enroute travel decisions to smooth traffic flows and reduce
systemwide traffic
congestion.
The developed major
arterial
ATMSand ATIS systems should be integrated
with other systems being put into place by individual
jurisdictions and the Southern California Priority Corridor.
Assure Integration BetweenSignal Synchronization
Programs, Arterial
Improvements And Goods Movement
Efforts To Increase Efficiency And Achieve Maximum
Benefit:
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The MTAshould utilize
TSMimprovements as a low-cost
approach to enhance regional arterial
person-carrying
capacity. According to the federal guidelines on Major
Investment Studies (MIS), if TSM improvements are
proven to be viable alternatives to capital intensive RSTI
improvements in terms of improving mobility
and air
quality,
then TSM improvements should be implemented
first.
TSMimprovements can potentially
improve goods
movementas well, for example, adjusting signal timing
may help trucks to maneuver and clear intersections.
Therefore,
an integration
of TSM, RSTI and Goods
Movement technologies is vital to maximize regional
systemwide transportation efficiency.

Program Recommendations
Based on the past ten-year MTACall for Projects average
annual funding
level
and off-model
analysis
recommendations made by the consultant in April 2000,
this LRTP proposes two program recommendations for
regional surface and operational improvements.

Section 3

The RSTI off-model analysis suggests a moderate funding
level of $20 million each year for non-widening projects,
such as new interchanges, interchange improvements,
new interchanges, and arterial realignment. Based on the
average capital cost of the selected RSTI projects funded
in past Calls for Projects, $20 million has the following
funding trade-off
options for non-street
widening
projects: 1) four interchange improvement projects each
year; 2) five new interchange projects each year; 3) four
arterial realignment projects each year; or 4) a hybrid of
these projects, given that adequate amounts of local
match are provided. An additional $5 million each year is
proposed for funding several street widening projects
based on the past ten-year MTACall for Projects average
annual funding level. At this constrained funding level
($25 million per year in MTAfunding), the following
cumulative mobility benefits would be yielded by the year
2025: 1) saving 613,370 total person’hours per day;
and 2) reducing 7,058,332 vehicle miles traveled per
day.
Strategic ProgramScenario

RSTI
Constrained ProgramScenario
This assumes$25 million per year in annual MTAfunding
for the next twenty-five years. This funding level is
consistent with the past ten-year MTACall for Projects
average annual funding level.

Draft Long Range Transportation

This assumes $35 million in annual MTAfunding for the
next twenty-five years. This funding level is almost 50
percent higher than the constrained funding scenario.
Based on the average capital cost of the selected RSTI
projects funded in past Calls for Projects, $30 million has
the following funding trade-off options for non-street
widening projects:
1) six interchange
improvement
projects each year; 2) eight new interchange projects
each year; 3) six arterial realignment projects each year;
or 4) a hybrid of these projects, given that adequate
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amounts of local
match are provided.
Like the
constrained funding scenario, $5 million is proposed for
funding several street widening projects.
At this
strategic funding level ($35 million per year in MTA
funding), the following cumulative mobility benefits
would be yielded by the year 2025: 1) saving 878,236
total person hours per day; and 2) reducing 10,106,250
vehicle miles traveled per day.
It is noted that most projects in this modal category
cannot be modeled, except for widening projects such as
the Route 138 improvements in the North County. The
MTA will pay particular
attention
to those multijurisdictional
projects that cross subregional boundaries,
and provide the most congestion relief
on the most
severely ’
congested
corridors.

TSM
Constrained Program Scenario
This assumes about $29 million per year in annual MTA
funding for the next twenty-five
years. This funding
level is consistent with the past ten-year MTACall for
Projects average annual funding level.
At this level of funding, in addition to completing all Tier
1 improvements on major arterials, more upper tier level
TSMimprovements will be phased in, including ITS and
bus signal priority projects. According to the off-model
mobility benefit analysis conducted by the consultant,
this $29 million per year in MTAannual funding, plus
local match, has the following funding trade-off options:
Draft Long Range Transportation
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1) 100 miles of Tiers 1-4 improvements each year; 2)
450 signalized intersections each year; or 3) a hybrid of
TSM improvements. At this constrained funding level
($29 million per year in MTAfunding), the following
cumulative mobility and air quality benefits would be
yielded by the year 2025: 1) saving 760,711 total
person hours per day; and 2) reducing 44,784 kilograms
of carbon monoxide per day.
Strategic ProgramScenario
This assumes about $41 million in annual MTAfunding
for the next twenty-five years. This funding level is
almost 50 percent higher than the constrained funding
scenario.
At this level of funding, all projects under the constrained
program scenario will be implemented. Furthermore,
more upper tier
level TSM improvements will
be
implemented at an escalated level. According to the offmodel mobility
benefit
analysis conducted by the
consultant,
this $41 million per year in MTA annual
funding, plus local match, has the following funding
trade-off
options:
1) 135 miles of Tiers
1-4
improvements each year; 2) 640 signalized intersections
each year; or 3) a hybrid of TSMimprovements. At this
strategic funding level ($41 million per year in MTA
funding), the following cumulative mobility and air quality
benefits would be yielded by the year 2025: 1) saving
1,039,659 total person hours per day; and 2) reducing
59,693 kilograms of carbon monoxide per day.
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Areas for Further Study/Innovations:
RSTI
ConductCall for Projects evaluation for RSTIprojects:
The MTAwill conduct an evaluation of previously-funded
RSTI Call for Projects to assess project performance,
costs/benefits
for each RSTI subcategory of projects,
identify arterial system gaps if there are any, and make
recommendationsfor the future Call for Projects in terms
of the necessity of revising project eligibility,
project
type, local match requirement, evaluation criteria,
and
establishing funding priorities to the most feasible, needy
and important projects.
RSTI project inventory:
The MTA needs to work with its local transportation
partners to inventory and map regional arterial system
work that has been funded. This inventory will allow for
the review of projects
funded and undergoing the
planning/conceptual design process, which will assist the
decision making process with regard to future funding
priorities and will put into place a set of regional arterial
standards for all RSTIprojects.
Meet Maintenance of Effort
The MTA supports
regional arterial

local
street

(MOE) Requirement:
efforts
in maintaining
the
system. In previous Call for

Draft Long Range Transportation

Projects, MOEwas not a requirement. But, it is MTA’s
expectation that projects funded through the Call will be
maintained by local jurisdictions through the reinstitution
of a maintenance of effort
program, and MOE may
becomea requirement in future Calls for Projects. The
detail of working with local jurisdictions,
which receive
Prop C Local
Return
funds,
to meet the MOE
requirement,
necessitates
further
examination and
potential evaluation.

TSM
Call for Projects evaluation for TSMprojects:
The MTA will conduct an evaluation of the completed
TSMprojects funded through previous Calls for Projects.
The goal of this study will be to evafiJate previously
funded projects to develop quantifiable
measures for
determining the benefit of various technologies and
project types; to analyze existing level of regional system
infrastructure
gaps and prioritizing
future improvements
with respect to each subregional traffic
forum and
evaluate institutional
relat.ionships
regarding project
implementation and performance; to estimate capital
cost, system operations cost, life-cycle
funding and
impacts on future capital requirements; to determine
threshold for introducing
upper tier level work and
prioritizing
different TSMimprovements; to provide solid
technical support for MTAdecision making and funding
priorities; and to revisit the criteria used to evaluate the
Call for Projects applications to help refine future Call for
Projects Application Packages.
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TSMproject inventory:
The MTA needs to work with its local transportation
partners to inventory and map regional arterial system
work that has been funded. This inventory will allow for
the review of projects
funded and undergoing the
planning/conceptual design process, which will assist the
decision making process with regard to future funding
priorities and will put into place a set of regional arterial
standards for all TSMprojects, whether granted to a
traffic forumor individual jurisdiction.
Implementationof BSPon additional corridors:
Upon completion of the evaluation and development of
guidelines,
other corridors within the County which
would benefit from Bus Signal Priority (BSP) treatments
will be evaluated and identified for BSPimplementation.

Draft Long RangeTransportation
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Goods Movement
Description of Existing system
Goods movement has a critical
role in the region’s
economy and the development of an efficient
countywide
transportation
system. Goods movement facilitates
economic .vitality,
generates revenue and creates job
opportunities for Los Angeles County residents. It also
generates freight traffic, which will, in turn, exacerbate
the already congested Los Angeles transportation
system.
Major special freight traffic
generators in Los Angeles
County include the airports and ports. Trucks and trains
are two major carriers transporting cargo and goods on
freeways, arterial streets, and on the railroads.
Los Angeles County has three major commercial airports:
Los Angeles World Airport (LAX), Burbank, and Long
Beach. LAX alone carries approximately
79% of air
cargo in the region. With the development of its Master
Plan, LAXis currently studying even greater expansion of
freight movement. Expansion planning for LAX is taking
into consideration increased air freight movementand is
addressing infrastructure
needs for ground access and
circulation on arterial roadwaysas well as to and from 1405 and 1-105. Therefore,
the impact on ground
transportation of freight movingto and from the airport is
daunting.

Draft Long Range Transportation
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The San Pedro Ports (P~).rts
of Long Beach and Los
Angeles) are full-service
ports with facilities
for
containers, autos, and various bulk cargo. In particular,
these two ports dominate the container trade in the U.S.
by shipping and receiving
more than five million
containers each year. Together, they rank third, behind
Singapore and Hong Kong, in world sea trade. It is the
nation’s most important sea port region. Increased trade
through the San Pedro Ports is projected to increase by
150% by the year 2020. Currently,
goods movementrelated traffic is growing at a faster rate than vehicles,
with daily truck traffic expected to dramatically increase
from today’s 30,000 trucks a day to 100,000 trucks a
day by the year 2020.
The passage of the North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) has resulted in increasing goods
movement activity
along and across the U.S.-Mexico
border. A considerable amount of the border-related
freight is expected to pass through the San Pedro Ports.
Another large proportion of goods are expected to be
destined for the Los Angeles metropolitan area. The
componentof border-related freight traffic,
which does
not relate to the San Pedro Ports or metropolitan Los
Angeles, could be expected to bypass the metropolitan
area using a route such as 1-15 connecting to either 1-10
or 1-40 to go east of Southern California
or SR-138
across the Antelope Valley to go to central and northern
California..
Moreover, with the recovery of the Asian
economies, the San Pedro Ports will be handling more
outbound freight
as American products are again in
demandby Asian businesses and consumers, which will
result in more truck/freight
operations at the San Pedro
Ports.
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Los Angeles County is served by two main line railroads:
the Burlington Northern Santa Fe (BNSF) and the Union
Pacific Railroad (UP). In 1995, these two railroads
moved more than 91 million tons of cargo in and out of
Southern California.

will be conducted in the near future. As part of these
corridors
studies,
an in-depth
assessment of the
feasibility
of implementing truck lanes on freeways will
be conducted.
The Alameda Corddor Program

Accomplishments since

1995

Between 1995 and 2000, the MTA has funded a number
of regionally
significant
goods movement projects
through the Call for Projects, which will improve mobility
and facilitate
the movement of goods. These projects
have been funded through the Regional
Surface
Transportation Improvements(RSTI) Call modal category,
examples of which include:
The Alameda Corridor Program;

The Alameda Corridor Program will consolidate 90 miles
of railroad tracks onto a 20 mile north-south corridor that
connects the San Pedro Ports to downtown Los Angeles.
The construction
of the corridor is overseen by the
Alameda Corridor Transportation
Authority (ACTA),
Joint Powers Authority
composed of representatives
from the Ports, Cities of Long Beach and Los Angeles,
and the MTA. The Alameda Corridor
Program has a
program budget of $2.4 billion and is scheduled to open
in 2002. Through the 1995 LRTP, the MTA committed
$358.7 million
towards
this
program and has
programmed funds through its 1995 and 1997 Call for
Projects.

The Alameda Corridor East Program;
I-710/Atlantic/Bandini
Gateway
Program;

Interchange Improvements;

COG Goods

Movement

& NHS Access

East Downtown Truck Access Improvements; and
Gerald DesmondBridge Widening
In addition, the Routes 710 and 101 Freeway Corridors
and Environmental
StUdies, and the North County
Combined Highway Corridors Major Investment Study
Draft Long Range Transportation

The Alameda Corddor East Program.
The Alameda Corridor East Program (ACE) extends
miles from East Los Angeles to Pomona, and serves
approximately 1.8 million residents and 30 municipalities.
The construction of ACE is overseen by the San Gabriel
Valley Council of Governments (SGVCOG), through the
ACE Construction
Authority.
The ACE project
is
governed by a seven person board composed of
representatives from jurisdictions
along the corridor
where there are grade crossings. ACEis a product of the
San Gabriel Freight Rail Consolidation Study, whose
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funds were committed by the MTABoard as part of the
1995 LRTP adoption. The ACE program budget is about
$912 million,
and although not fully funded, has an
expected completion date of the year 2008. The MTA,
through both the 1997 and 1999 Call for Projects, has
programmed $37.4 million towards the ACE program. At
its June 1999 meeting, the MTA Board committed a
maximum 17% contribution
towards the ACE program,
contingent upon ACE having fully funded segments.
MTA’s contribution is capped at $162 million.

Issues

MTA’sroles and responsibi!ities in goodsmovement:
The MTA has served as a funding
partner
and
participated in various regional and subregional studies.
In the future, the MTAwill play a more active role in
developing countywide policies and strategies relating to
goods movement.

Actions
Based on the goods movement issues and needs
identified
above, this chapter makes the following
recommendations.

And Needs

Los Angeles County has many goods movement issues
and needs, as outlined below.

Policy Recommendations

Traffic congestion due to track movementson freeways
andarterials:

Relieve traffic congestion caused by increasing truck and
train movements:

As a result of airport and port related growth, truck
traffic has been increasing dramatically. Increasing truck
movementshave aggravated traffic
congestion on both
freeways and arterials.
Traffic
queues, delays and
railroad/arterial gradecrossings:

accidents

due to

Railroad/arterial
grade crossings cause traffic queues,
delays and train/vehicle accidents in Los Angeles County.
Identifying, prioritizing and funding regionally significant
railroad/arterial
grade crossing projects remain a need.

Draft Long Range Transportation

The MTAwill work with its transportation
partners to
assess the feasibility
of undertaking
necessary
improvements to mitigate arterial
traffic
congestion
caused by increasing truck volumes and freight train
movements at rail/arterial
crossings.
Examples of
improvements may include: 1) improve truck operations
on arterials
including intersections,
and freeways; 2)
improve public/private
communication and cooperation
regarding trucking issues; 3) improve arterial/freeway
interchanges;
4) grade separations;
5) signal
improvements;
and 6) applications
of advanced
transportation technologies.
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Ensure that goods movementimprovementsare
compatible with local and regional economic
developmentplans:
Goods movement improvements should promote regional
economic vitality,
generate more revenue, and create
more jobs; while at the sametime, being compatible with
local and regional economic development plans.

Section 3

Program Recommendations:
Based on the off-model analysis recommendations made
by the consultant~ this chapter proposes two program
scenarios for goods movement improvements (excluding
freeway-related
goods movement improvements which
need further analysis in the future).
Constrained Program Scenario

Integration

with new technologies:

Los Angeles County goods movementplans should fully
utilize new technologies, including Commercial Vehicle
Operation. s (CVO) technologies of the Intelligent
Transportation
Systems (ITS) under development
throughout the nation. This will ensure a seamless
integration of local goods movementprojects with other
ITS projects on freeways and local arterials.
Assume a leadership
role in determining
the most
appropriate goods movement financing strategies
and
developing countywide goods movementpolicies:
Working in partnership with local jurisdictions,
the
subregions, and the private sector, the MTAneeds to
determine
the most appropriate
goods movement
financing
strategies
and develop countywide goods
movementpolicies.

Draft Long RangeTransportation

This assumes about $22.4 million per year in annual
funding from all sources for the next twenty-five years.
At this level of funding ($560 million total project cost
for twenty five years), most of the railroad/arterial
grade
crossing projects along main freight lines proposed by the
consultant will be funded. At this funding level, about
700,000 annual travel hours will be saved by the year
2025.
Strategic

Program Scenario

This assumes a funding level of $32 million in annual
funding from all sources for the next twenty-five years.
This funding level is roughly $10 million higher than the
constrained funding level. At this level of funding ($800
million total project cost for twenty five years), a hybrid
of goods movement projects,
such as truck-impacted
arterial roadways, intersection improvements, geometric
upgrades, and grade separations, will be funded. At this
funding level, about one million annual travel hours will
be saved by the year 2025.
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Areas for Further Study/Innovations:
There are still
manyareas of goods movement, which
require further study.

Countywide arterial

goods movementanalysis:

Several trucking studies have been completed in the
County, such as the Gateway Cities Trucking Study
(completed in 1996), and the Gateway Cities Truck
Impacted Intersection Study (completed in 2000). These
studies
made a number of recommendations
with
different
cost estimates and impacts, such as street
widenings, signing and striping, intersection and signal
system improvements, arterial/freeway
interchanges and
others.
Additionally, a numberof railroad grade crossing studies
were completed in the County. These include the Grade
Crossing Study - Final Report Prepared for San Gabriel
Valley Council of Governments(completed in 1997), and
the Grade Crossing Study for Gateway Cities Council of
Governments (completed in 2000). Examples of the
recommendedimprovements from these studies include:
grade separations,
roadway widenings, intersection
improvements, intelligent
transportation
system (ITS)
measures, and traffic
signal control measures. The
ongoing South Bay Railroad Study for South Bay Cities
Council of Governments will include two main elements:
the Alameda Rail Corridor Improvement Impacts Study
and the Inglewood Avenue Railroad Grade Separation
Study. The Alameda Rail Corridor Improvement Impacts
Draft Long RangeTransportation

Sectio.3
Study will assess how mq~chrailroad activity will remain
on the BNSFHarbor subdivision after completion of the
Alameda Corridor project and determine the necessary
actions to minimize any adverse impacts. The Inglewood
Avenue Railroad Grade Separation Study will determine
the justification
for a grade separation for the BNSF
crossings at Manhattan Beach Boulevard, Inglewood and
Marine Avenues. Additionally,
the Routes 710 and 101
Freeways Corridors and Environmental Studies, and the
North County Combined Highway Corridors
Major
Investment Study could generate some results which
may relate
to
countywide
goods movement
recommendations.
The MTA, in its role as the regional transportation
planning agency, will work with the subregions to
develop a systematic
approach to implementing
recommended improvements. The MTA; in conjunction
with its transportation partners, will also review and
evaluate the various studies’ recommendationsto ensure
inconsistencies
do not exist across subregional
boundaries and to identify potential gaps in the proposed
recommendations.
Additionally,
partnership
opportunities
at all levels, ranging from government
agencies to private enterprises and union workers, will be
explored from the perspectives of financial capability,
legislative
enforceability,
work rules,
shipper
compensation to airports/ports
managementsupport and
cooperation.
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Freewaytruck lane feasibility

study:

Section

3

choice, and route assignments on both freeways and
arterials.

Although SCAG’s Route 60 Truck Lane Feasibility
Study
revealed that there would be no fatal flaws in the
implementation of dedicated truck lanes on freeways,
except for the extremely high cost, it remained unclear in
other issues related with system connectivity,
HOV
operation interface, and inducing traffic impacts due to
capacity enhancements. In this regard, the MTAwill
conduct, in cooperation with SCAG, Caltrans, and the
subregional COGs, the Routes 710 and 101 Freeways
Corridors and Environmental Studies to further assess the
feasibility
of building truck lanes on existing freeways.
Moreover,
the North County Combined Highway
Corridors, Major Investment Study will also be conducted.
As part of this MIS study, the goods movement issues
along I-5, Routes 14 and 138 will be examined and some
recommendations will
be developed. Based on the
results of these studies, the MTAmay review, evaluate,
and recommend a realistic
hybrid of improvements to
address freeway truck movementissues in the County.
Goods Movement Database And Model:
This requires a cooperative effort among MTA, SCAG,
Caltrans, the subregional COGsand other related entities
to develop a regional
goods movement database
(including such information as freight trip origin and
destination,
traveled paths, land use patterns and
others), and establish/refine
freight demandforecasting
model based on solid goods movement data support.
While collecting all goods movement-related data, data
collection and model sitnulation processes should focus
on peak-period goods movementactivities
at the ports
and airports, freight movementpatterns, truck/train mode
Draft Long RangeTransportation
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Highway Congestion Relief
Programs
Existing

System

There are two separate and distinct programs within the
Los Angeles County region designed to provide
congestion relief and motorist aid. The objectives of
these programs are to quickly detect a disabled vehicle
on the freeway and remove the vehicle and passengers
off the freeway as quickly and safely as possible,
relieving congestion caused by the incident.

Metro FreewayService Patrol
The Metro Freeway Service Patrol (FSP) is an MTA
congestion relief strategy. The FSP operation uses a
fleet of 145 tow trucks traveling along the County’s
freeways to quickly
locate and provide motorist
assistance to a disabled vehicle. The FSP truck driver
removes the disabled vehicle from the traffic
flow and
either quickly fixes the problem (gas, water, minor
repairs) or tows the vehicle and its occupant off the
freeway to a safe drop-off point. The tow service is run
on a contract basis and operates over 40 distinct "beats"
or freeway segments. These freeway segments are
selected based upon the level of peak hour congestion
and the impact of a stalled vehicle on that congestion.
Service is schedule to operate during the morning and
afternoon peak periods; service is also provided on some
Draft Long Range Transportation
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beats during the weekday midday and/or on weekends.
The Program averages 30,000 assists per month at no
cost to the motorist.
Ancillary
projects to the FSP program are the Major
Incident Response(MIR) projects. These projects develop
state-of-the-art
communication systems designed to:
reduce the of time to handle a freeway incident; provide
real - time information of and incident to affected
agencies and media; and provide a streamlined interface
to the California Highway Patrol’s (CHP) Computer Aided
Dispatch (CAD) system. The goal of the MIR program
to improve multi-agency and multi-disciplinary
emergency
response of freeway incident to improve traffic flow.

Service Authority For Freeway Emergencies
(SAFE)
The SAFEis a separate agency operated by and housed
within the MTA. SAFEis the motorist aid authority for
Los Angeles County. SAFEis and independent authority
established pursuant to California Streets and Highways
Code Section 2550 et.seq. SAFE received dedicated
funding from an annual $1.00 surcharge assessed on
every vehicle registered within Los Angeles County.
SAFE’s primary responsibility
is the installation,
operation,
maintenance and management of the Los
Angeles County Kenneth Hahn Call Box System. The
System is comprised of approximately 4,400 call boxed
installed on freeways, state highway and unincorporated
County roads throughout
Los Angeles County. The
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and average of 25,000 calls

Accomplishments

since

per

1995

FSP Accomplishments
The FSP program has had many accomplishments during
the period 1995-2000. The most significant are:
¯

¯

¯

¯

¯
¯

Negotiated construction support agreements with
Caltrans to provide FSPoperations along Caltrans’
construction zones.

FSP operations expanded to provide coverage
during weekday midday and weekend periods on
heavily - congested freeway segments.
A portable
incident
communication device,
Pbrtable Incident CommandPackage (Pic Pac),
was developed. The device provides users with
the ability
to transmit and receive pertinent
information
from an incident scene using its
various components (fax, phone, digital camera,
scanner).
A computer system, Freeway Incident Response
Service Tracking (FIRST) was developed and
transferred to the CHP. FIRST is a system, which
is designed to allow real -time vi-directional
access to the CHP’s CADsystem.
Reducedthe level of local funding neededfor the
FSP program by 25%with little
impact to the
quantity and quality of provided service by using
the low-bid procurement process.
Increased the level of state funding earmarkedfor
FSPform $15 million to $20 million statewide.
Led the successful campaign to legislatively
designate the FSP as an ongoing operational
statewide program.

SAFEAccomplishments
SAFEachieved significant
accomplishments since 1995.
SAFE, along with Caltrans,
CHP and MTA, was a codefendant in a landmark Americans with Disabilities
Act
Class action suit regarding the accessibility
of Los
Angeles County’s call
box system. The suit was
successfully settled out of court with the execution of a
settlement agreement, commonly referred to as the
Thalheimer Settlement Agreement. In support of the
settlement
agreement, SAFE completed,
ahead of
schedule, the required system-wide accessibility
improvements for the deaf, hard of hearing and/or
speech - impaired sub-class. SAFEis currently working
on implementing improvement for the mobility-impaired
sub-class.

Issues
FSPIssues
It is forecast that by 2025, average freeway speed will
be reduce to 20 miles per hour during the morning
commuteperiod, compared to the current average of 34
miles per hour. Additionally, traffic volumes on freeways
will continue to increase during the midday, weekends
and nights.
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The FSP program is an effective component in the fight
to relieve traffic
congestion. Based upon the increased
level of forecasted congestion, the FSP operation may
warrant significant
expansion over time, up to and
including having the service operated on a 24/7 basis on
selected corridors.
As average freeway speech is
reduced, the program will need to specify more trucks for
each beat in order to maintain the same quality of
service, measuredin terms of average response time.

possible approach would I~.e to transfer the FSPfunction
under the SAFE umbrella,
and concurrently
have
legislation
passed which would enable the SAFE to
access additional vehicle registration fees to pay for the
additional costs of this more comprehensive motorist aid
program.

The FSP program responds to incidents of disabled cars
and light trucks. The continued growth and popularity of
sports utility
vehicles (SUV), which cannot be towed
conventional
tow apparatus, have created a need to
incorporate flat bed tow trucks into the FSPvehicle fleet
mix in addition to pick-up trucks to manage non towsituations.

An ongoing issue with the SAFEprogram is its level of
funding; it remains and is forecasted to remain constant
over time. However, the cost of its operation continues
to increase. It is projected that the SAFEprograms will
soon reach a point where annual costs exceed funding.
SAFEwill therefore need to continue careful monitoring
of expenditures and contracts to contain operating costs.
As with the FSP, SAFE will also need to examine the
options available to generate additional
revenue as
needed. One area where there appears to be significant
cost saving is for the SAFE to outsource its call
answering functions, which is currently being provided
by the CHP. Another task, which would make the SAFE
more cost-effective,
would be to examine and develop an
effective and efficient organization; this could entail the
establishment of more effective financial,
procurement
and other administrative functions.

A final issue facing the FSPprogram is the potential to
expand FSP to manageincidents with disabled "big rig"
trucks on the freeways. The increased level of truck
traffic
on freeways exacerbates the overall increase in
congestion. Currently these type of vehicles created
significant congestion problems when disabled due to the
amount of time required to mobilize "big rig" tow
equipment. The FSP partners
will investigate
the
feasibility and cost effectiveness of providing big rig tow
support within the County.
Existing funding maynot be sufficient
to provide for an
increase in FSP service to respond to congestion demand
and to provide
for warranted
and necessary
improvements. Either new sources of funding must be
found, or increases to existing funds appropriated. A
Draft Long Range Transportation

SAFEIssues

SAFEneeds to evaluate the impact of technology and to
modify its program as necessary to ensure that the
SAFE’s mission as a motorist aid agency continues to be
fulfilled.
This may include increasing the distance
between call boxes as the use of cellular
phones
increase. Another technology alternative
is to examine
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motorist
aid services
such as the potential
implementation of a countywide cellular 311 motorist aid
services number.
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call box spacing.
While telecommunications
advancement may reduce the need for call boxes, it may
create a need for emergency and non-emergency
response centers and systems to handle the volume. The
SAFE system and coordination
protocol
may be
instrumental in this effort.

FSP Program
The FSP program has the potential to continue expansion
in response to worsening congested conditions on LA
County Freeways. Expansion may include an increase in
vehicles per beat to maintain service levels with reduced
freeway speed and the addition of beats to new freeway
segment~ that are impacted by serious congestion. FSP
has proven to be a cost effective operational tool to
provide congestion relief and motorist safety. The cost
of expanding service and of diversifying
service to
accommodate changes in vehicle type or expansion to
heavy-duty vehicles will
require additional funds.
Currently
FSP is funded from state funds heavily
augmentedby local dollars.
The MTAwill keep working
at the state level to increase funding for the FSPprogram
to provide for expandedor experimental services.

SAFE
The SAFE Kenneth Hahn Call Box System will undergo
changes within the timeframe of the LRTP. This motorist
aid program will be heavily impacted by the growth and
changes in telecomn~’unications
technology.
The
increased use of cell phones and AVL systems installed
in newer passenger vehicles may force a reevaluation of
Draft Long Range Transportation
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Alternative Transportation Strategies
Transportation
Management (TDM)

Demand

The purpose of Transportation
Demand Management
(TDM)is to increase the efficiency of the transportation
system and improve mobility
without building
new
transportation
infrastructure.
This is generally
accomplished through policies, physical improvements,
programs and operational changes that influence travel
behavior in the following ways:
the efficiency
of the existing
1. Improving
transportation infrastructure (increasing the use of
high occupancy vehicles, transit, carpooling, and
vanpooling)
2. Eliminating trips altogether, or combining trips
(telecommuting,
modified work schedules,
shuttles, combiningtransit services, etc)
transportation
3. Encouraging use of alternative
modes(transit, bicycling and walking), and

options,
including
economically
disadvantaged people.

and physically

The existing TDMsystem includes numerous innovations
that have becomeinstitutionalized
within the Los Angeles
County transportation infrastructure,
such as rideshare
programs and High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes. Once
effectiveness
is determined, the most successful TDM
projects
become a standard part of the ongoing
improvements of other transportation
modes. The
outcomes of a successful TDMprogram are changes in
public policy as well as adoption of the TDMconcepts
into countywide improvements.
MTA authorized or implemented approximately 131 TDM
projects
between 1995-2000 through the Call for
Projects, representing approximately $79 million in project
funding. The TDMprogram guidelines limit funding of
projects to approximately two years.

Accomplishments
Since 1995
¯

4.

4

Encouraging the development or applications of
new technologies that support the other four
objectives (Technology and Innovation, "Smart
Cards", applied telecommunications devices, smart
signs, etc).

Virtually
all TDMstrategies increase access for nondrivers and benefit populations with limited transportation
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TDM/Technology and Innovation
Forum: MTA
completed its first
annual TDM/Technology and
Innovation
Forum in December 2000. The Forum
brought together several hundred people including
over 20 corporate,
academic and transportation
specialists to discuss ideas about the next generation
of transportation innovation and how technology will
impact future transportation.

Alternative Transportation Strategies
Smart Card: MTA’s "Smart Card" seamless fare ¯
system was initiated
and demonstrated as a TDM
project. The seamless fare system will contribute to
better transit speeds and better accounting of fare
revenues.
Ongoing development will include
standardization
of the technology,
and a
standardization of the fare system in all new transit ¯
vehicle or fare box purchases.
Park and Ride Lots: Manyof the County’s early Park
and Ride lots were funded through
TDM-type
demonstration programs. The majority of new Park
and Ride lots are now constructed as an essential
componentof freeway and major arterial projects.
¯

Bike Racks on Buses: The majority of the region’s
transit operators have bicycle racks on their buses.
This started as a TDMproject and is now standard
equipment for MTAand most of the County’s transit
operators.
Shuttles: The TDMprogram has funded more than 40
start-up shuttles and service expansion projects, the
majority of which continue to operate. Due to the
success of the shuttle program, it is now funded
independently of the TDMprogram.
Vanpools: The TDMprogram
vanpool operators.
transportation strategy for
Los Angeles County that
transit alternatives for their

has funded hundreds of
Vanpools are a major
manyof the employers in
may not have adequate
employees.
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Alternative Work Hours: Flexible work hours reduce
peak period congestion on local streets and freeways
by spreading work trips more evenly throughout the
day. Compressed workweeks (i.e.
a "4140" work
schedule) can reduce work trips by up to 20 percent.
Transportation Allowances/SubsidizedTransit Passes:
Transportation allowances or subsidized transit/van
pool fares give employeesa financial incentive to use
alternative
modes. Such programs typically
reduce
automobile commutes by 15-25 percent compared
with employers who provide free parking.
Rideshare Programs:Rideshare programs are designed
to increase
vehicle
occupancy by matching
commuterswith similar trip origins and destinations.
In the early 1980s, MTA funded the creation of a
commuter database used to match commuters with
similar work trips. The MTAcontinues to fund the
database’s operation through grants awarded by the
California Transportation Commission(CTC).
Transit Service Improvements:Projects or strategies
that encouragea greater use of existing bus, rail and
shuttle systems are a priority for this program. These
strategies may include improved information, transit
shelters, and various other transit rider amenities.
Bicycle Programs: TDMresources have been used to
fund the installation
of bicycle amenities including
several hundred surface bike racks, bike lockers,
maps, signage, and the development of bike stations.
Bike racks, lockers and spaces are now a standard
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center

Land Use/Transit Strategies: TDMprograms funded
under this category include the planning and
implementation of Transit Oriented Districts
and
Pedestrian Oriented Districts
(TOD/POD).The intent
of these programs is to link land-use and zoning with
transit infrastructure.
Telecommuting:Telecommuting is broadly defined as
using communications
technology
to replace
commuting. It typically
means that employers allow
certain employees to work at home or at a local
workstation either on a part- or full-time
basis.
Multiple employers in Los Angeles County continue to
expand this concept with the development of flexible
offices, satellite facilities, teleconferencing, electronic
offices,
or other similar
support structures.
Implementation costs have significantly
declined in
recent years due to the proliferation
of personal
computers, cell phones and other electronic devices.

Issues AndNeeds
Identifying Opportunities to ImproveEfficiencies: The
TDMgoal of improving efficiency within the existing
transportation
systems, or creating efficiencies
through changes in public policies
require that
innovation be built into the ongoing activities of the
program. MTAmust develop a method of encouraging
innovation into the ongoing planning process.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Researching and Refining: TDMrequires continuous
research and refinement of innovative and unique
transportation
solutions.
TDMassumes that some
strategies
will be less successful than others.
Implementation at the city level is often limited to
expanding a few familiar TDMstrategies. Effective
TDMplanning.starts with a review of the full range of
potential strategies to insure that cities do not
overlook potent!ally
appropriate or effective
TDM
options. Risk taking and the willingness to experiment
are difficult conceptsin public agencies. It is, and will
continue to be, a priority with MTAto assist cities in
developing local TDMprograms. This involvement will
take the form of sponsoring
informational
conferences, supporting development of new ideas,
and serving as a clearinghouse
for TDM-related
information.
ExpandingInformation on Transportation Alternatives
to Broader Countywide Audience: Many cities
and
local agencies focus on traffic volumes and speed as
measures of transportation
quality in part because
vehicle congestion is relatively
easy to quantify.
Mobility and access improvements, conversely, are
more complex, and therefore are often overlooked by
local agencies in developing local transportation plans
and policies. This tends to direct planning decisions
toward capacity
expansion projects,
and thus
minimize alternatives
that focus on the management
of existing systems. Through TDM,cities are able to
develop and identify more efficient solutions to their
local transportation
needs by considering a wider
range of options. Efficient
TDMplanning requires
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focusing on access and thus maximizing the efficiency
of the current infrastructure.
Supporting and Developing Better Information: Most
cities within Los Angeles County are limited in the
level and depth of their staff. Many cities do not
recognize bicycling and walking as viable means of
transportation,
nor do they recognize the complex
effects that land use and public policy changes have
on transportation
efficiency.
The TDMprogram must
additionally provide detailed supporting documentation
that will
assist institutional
adoption of TDM
strategies
Worki,ng TowardsLong Term Planning Strategies and
Objectives:
The goals and objectives
of TDM
implementation requires long-term planning and data
gathering, coordination amongnumerousparticipants,
leadership
to overcome problems,
funding
mechanisms, and ongoing management. This level of
coordination currently does not exist in most cities.
Implementing TDMprograms require a high level of
cooperation and coordination since these programs are
often multi-jurisdictional in nature and require specific
expertise. MTAwill continue to provide coordination,
funding and support for the expansion of TDM
programs throughout the County.

efficiency
of the overall countywide transportation
system is attainable over the 25-year period. This goal is
based on the assumption that innovation,
changes in
public policies, and new technologies can result in the
objectives listed herein.

Constrained Plan Recommendations
The constrained plan recommends$8 million
the TDMprogram.

Strategic Plan Recommendations
The strategic plan recommends$12 million
the TDMProgram.

per year for

Other Program Recommendations

Actions
MTA has developed a long-range
TDM.The plan focuses on funding
that improve efficiencies
in
transportation system. A goal of

per year for

expenditure plan for
policies and projects
the maturing County
2% improvement in the
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Find New Ways to Get More Out of Existing Systems:
Identify new opportunities in projects or programs to
improve efficiency.
Develop a method to allow
innovation to come to MTAin a more reasonable and
timely way. Encourage and support the introduction
of new ideas into the transportation system and into
transportation policy.
RemoveObjections to Transportation Alternatives:
Identify and work to remove regulations or work rules
that restrict private companies from subsidizing or
creating new transportation
services for their
Encourage and assist companies in
employees.
setting up cost-effective,
market-based rideshare
services.
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Work in Partnership with Area Jurisdictions: Work
with cities in developing projects and strategies that
address congestion issues with less expensive and
less intrusive TDMoptions.
Raise Awarenessof TDMAlternatives: Effective TDM
planning starts with an awareness of a full range of
potentially appropriate or effective TDMoptions. It is,
and will continue to be, a priority with MTAstaff to
assist cities in developing local TDMprograms. This
involvement
will
take the form of sponsoring
information seminars, and serving as a clearinghouse
for TDM-related information. The intent of this effort
is to assist cities in developing effective local TDM
programs, and to assist cities in pursuing funding for
their implementation.

Prove Success: As demonstration projects advance,
MTAwill work to ensure that the most successful
projects are institutionalized
into other funding
categories.
This will enable the project to be
expanded within other regions of the County, while
retaining TDMresources to seek out other new and
innovative demonstration projects.

4

7. Focus on Land Use and "Smart Growth" Policies:
Allocate TDMresources to support cities
in the
development of "Smart Growth" and comprehensive
land use guidelines that can be incorporated into
General
Plans,
Transportation
Elements,
Redevelopment
Plans and Community Plans.
Residents of .communities with good walking and
cycling conditions drive less, and use transit and
rideshare more. Thus, prototype documentation for
inclusion by cities into the ongoing redevelopment
plans or general plan updates can be developed.
Develop more comprehensive data on:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Push Alternatives: In the future, MTAmust become
proactive in developing new and innovative projects,
and inform Los Angeles County cities
of the
successes and options that result. Further, MTAmust
take an active role in coordinating proposed projects
to ensure they complementexisting projects or those
in the planning stages within surrounding cities.
St

Section

¯

Consequences of land
use decisions
on
transportation efficiencies
Trip reduction within self-contained
cluster
development neighborhoods
Benefits of quality, high density development
Networking of relatively
direct, interconnected
streets, and
Street designs that accommodatewalking, cycling
and improving connections to transportation
services.

Areas For Further Study
The assumption that TDMreduces congestion, decreases
road and parking facility costs, reduces accidents, limits
sprawl, and provides more services and travel choices
requires ongoing verification.
Studying the long-term
benefits of matured TDMpolicies such as Park and Ride
lots, or alternative work hours is necessary.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Documentation of consequencesto economic, air quality,
or social equity indicators, as well as evaluating mobility
gains from these programs can develop, as more exacting
data is madeavailable.
Providing comprehensive, quantifiable
documentation
from successful TDMstrategies should be considered as
part of the ongoing program and to assess long-term
gains. Successful TDM programs have demonstrated
some mobility
gains and are assumed to provide
improvementsin the following areas:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Reducedtraffic congestion
Roadand parking facility savings
Consumersavings and choice
Increased equity and mobility for non-drivers
Roadsafety and healthy exercise
Environmental protection
Neighborhoodlivability
Economic productivity and development

While some documentation of these benefits may not
currently
be feasible,
as progress is made in data
gathering, modeling and technological innovation, more
detailed assessments maybecomeavailable.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Program

According to the 1990 Personal Transportation Study, the
Los Angeles City region has the highest rate of carpooling
and vanpooling in the nation and is the only metropolitan
region
where ridesharing
is not decreasing.
Approximately 14 to 15% of commuters rideshare in Los
Angeles County, the second most common method of
travel after driving alone. A numberof Rideshare services
are provided to Los Angeles County residents primarily
through the employment work site. A combination of
public and limited private entities provide Rideshare
services for the County.

Existing System
The most basic of these services is maintenance of the
regional rideshare database which allows commuters to
obtain lists of fellow commutersinterested in sharing the
ride. This database covers the five counties within the
Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG)
region to facilitate cross-county travel, as well as travel
within Los Angeles County, and currently
contains
approximately 400,000 registrants.

Sect~on
4

In addition, rideshare outreach staff work with Los
Angeles County employer sites to provide commuter
information to encourage ridesharing. The outreach staff
ensure that the rideshare database is continually being
updated with new potential
carpool and vanpool
commuters. In addition to carpool & vanpool information,
outreach staff provide information on other alternative
transportation modesto driving alone such as transit,
bicycle, pedestrian and telecommute travel
modes.
Approximately
4,000 employer work sites
receive
outreach services within Los Angeles County. SCAG’s
Rideshare department, Southern California
Rideshare
currently
performs
the employer outreach
and
maintenance of the regional rideshare database. MTA
funds these services for Los Angeles County.
Five Transportation
Management Associations (TMAs)
also provide commuterassistance within the Los Angeles
County. TMAsare private associations of employers that
join together to deal with transportation issues affecting
employees at their collective
work sites.
These
organizations
work collaboratively
with SCAGand
connect with the regional rideshare database to provide
their member companies rideshare match information.
The TMAsbuild off the services provided by SCAGby
offering additional commuter services such as on-site
carpool matching, transit
pass sales and vanpool
formation services targeted specific to their employers.

In addition to carpool and vanpool matching information,
the database provides bus, rail and commuter rail
MTA also implements a demonstration
program that
itineraries to commuterstailored to their commutetrip as
provides incentives to encourage commutersto use travel
a way to inform them of all options available. Commuters modesother than driving alone. The program offers gift
obtain this information through teleservices offered on 1certificates
to drive-alone
commuters that agree to
800 COMMUTE,
the regional travel information telephone
rideshare (Rideshare Rewards) for a trial period and
number.
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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coupon books to existing
ridesharers
to encourage
continued use of travel alternatives (Club Metro). The
programhas enrolled 6,300 total participants to date.

Accomplishments

Since

In 1996, MTA conducted an evaluation of employer
rideshare services that recommendedimprovements to
services provided. As a result, marketing materials
have been enhanced and updated for Los Angeles
County employers as a way of keeping the rideshare
messagefresh and interesting.

1995

MTA began implementation
of its demonstration
voluntary rideshare incentive program in 1998, which
is comprised of two projects called Rideshare Rewards
(formerly Rideshare 2000) and Club Metro.

Several accomplishments have occurred related to
provision of rideshare services in Los Angeles County:
In 1995, through agreement among all agencies and
organizations involved with ridesharing throughout the
SCAG region,
SCAG became responsible
for
maintaining the regional rideshare database and
providing employer rideshare outreach for Los Angeles
County employers. These services were formerly
provided by CommuterTransportation Services, a nonprofit organization no longer in operation. This change
and regional agreement provided stability
for these
basic rideshare
services
upon which other
transportation information activities depend.

sect~on
4

Issues

A vanpool rebate program began implementation in
1995 to encourage drive alone commuters to join
vanpools. The program provides a $100 rebate to new
vanpool riders after the first
three months of
commuting in a vanpool. The program was modeled
after two successful vanpool incentive pilot programs
implemented in the early 1990s. The program has
met goals for encouraging vanpool ridership. As with
the other major rideshare activities within Los Angeles
County, this program is being implemented by SCAG
and funded by MTA.
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Maintain and Increase Rideshare Rate: Given that
other metropolitan
areas within the nation have
experienced a decrease in the rideshare rate during
commuteperiods, a key issue is how to ensure that
the region continues to maintain and increase its
rideshare rate. This is particularly important since the
transportation system is not able to accommodateall
trips in the single occupant vehicle modeand in order
to keep the region moving, manytrips will need to be
madein carpools and vanpools.
Phase-Out of Employer Trip Reduction Rule: One of
the major issues affecting ridesharing is the relaxation
of the regional
employer emission reduction
requirements
mandated by the South Coast Air
Quality Management District
(AQMD). Previous
State legislation
passed in 1996, AQMDRule 2202
required employers with 100 or more employees to
4-8
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implement programs to reduce mobile source
emissions at their work site. Manyemployers within
Los Angeles County opted to implement trip reduction
programs to encourage their employees to commute
using travel modesother than driving alone to work.
The legislation
approved in 1996 exempted employers
with less than 250 employees at their work site from
this rule.
This rule motivated thousands of employers to be
interested in transportation issues and to educate their
employees about different travel options. Employers
provide an important avenue for reaching commuters
and motivating them to use the transportation system
moreefficiently by riding transit, ridesharing, biking,
walking and telecommuting. In light of deregulation of
many employmentsites, a key issue will be how best
to strengthen relationships
between employers and
public transportation
providers and to encourage
employers to continue to register in the rideshare
database.

services can focus on enhancementsinstead of basic
service provision.

Actions
Constrained

Plan Recommendations

The Constrained funding recommendation proposes $9.5
million per year in MTAfunding during the LRTPperiod.
In addition to MTAfunding, it is assumedthat the other
four county transportation agencies will contribute $1.2
million annually toward regional rideshare database
services. The match amount is based on each county’s
population share within the SCAGregion. Funding at
this level will provide the following activities:
¯

Continue to provide rideshare matching information
and maintain rideshare database

¯

Continue to provide rideshare
commutersthrough teleservices

Funding Stability: While the second largest commuter
market are carpoolers and the annual operating cost is
minimal compared to other transportation
services,
there is no long-term dedicated funding source
earmarked for rideshare support services.
This
funding instability makesit difficult
to have year-toyear consistency
and eliminates
potential
for
implementing rideshare initiatives
that require longterm planning and commitment such as regional
marketing campaigns. A major issue for ridesharing is
establishing
some funding
stability
so the
transportation
agencies that implement rideshare
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

information

to

Develop regional marketing strategies for increasing
awareness of carpooling and other alternatives
to
driving alone at the individual
commuter level in
addition to working through employers
Continue to work with employers as an avenue to
reach commuters to provide commuteinformation
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Continue and enhance current incentive programs to
encourage use of alternatives
to driving alone in
existing and new target markets
Develop strategies for increasing vanpool utilization
through targeted marketing and low-cost incentives.
The considerable growth expected in suburban areas,
indicates an increased market potential for vanpooling.

Strategic Plan Recommendations
The Strategic
funding recommendation proposes $12
million annually in MTAfunding for the plan period. As
in the Co.nstrained recommendation,the other four county
transportation agencies will contribute $1.2 million per
year to fund regional rideshare database services based
on population share. Funding at this level will provide
the following activities:
¯

Implement all

Constrained Plan Recommendations

Implement an aggressive and coordinated regional
vanpool program. The program would be implemented
in cooperation with existing private vanpool providers.
The program would be implemented in a phased
approach and based on successful
models being
operated around the country such as in Seattle. The
program would include regional marketing, higher-cost
incentives
and strong support and educational
services to assist in vanpool formations.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Given that traffic congestion is estimated to increase by
30%and traffic
speeds are expected to drop by half by
2025, Los Angeles County will need to approach its
transportation future in new ways to ensure the region
can continue moving. As noted in other sections, this
traffic congestion is a by-product of significant population
and employment growth projected for the region. In
addition, population and employmentwill be distributed
widely and located farther
from the Downtown area
compared to today. Building
and operating
new
transportation infrastructure and services alone will not
solve the county’s transportation
problems. LRTP
analysis (see Technical Appendix) has found that
providing a combination of enhanced transportation
services and more innovative strategies will be necessary
if the county has any hope of maintaining
current
mobility. This section will discuss several new strategies
that will need to be explored in order to fully solve the
county’s transportation needs.
Manyof the concepts are not entirely new, and somewill
be quite difficult
to implement. But they will need to be
seriously considered as part of a integrated approach.
Strategies that will need to be considered include:
¯
¯
¯

¯

& New Directions

Incentives programs to attract people to non-drive
alone travel alternatives
Pricing strategies to discouragedrive alone travel
Generating new revenues from pricing strategies
to fund new projects and programs so convenient
alternatives to driving alone are available

Section
4
Greater coordination
between transportation
improvements and local growth to reduce sprawl

Incentive Programs to Reduce
Auto Use
Incentive programs typically offer a financial reward to
commuters for using transportation
modes other than
driving alone. The reward can be structured either as a
trial incentive or as an ongoing benefit. The incentive can
be targeted to a specific travel mode(i.e. transit or
vanpools) or can be structured to encourage use of any
transportation alternative to driving alone (i.e. transit,
carpool, vanpool, bike, walk, and telecommuting).
Typically programsthat allow multiple al,ternative travel
modes to qualify for the incentive experience greater
behavior change results since the market share is larger
by virtue of targeting multiple travel modes.
A variation on the traditional incentive approach is the
concept of parking cash-out. In this instance, the
incentive is tied to parking. The commuter is given a
travel allowance to use toward the transportation option
of their choice in lieu of free parking. This creates an
even playing field between driving alone and other
commute options as opposed to receiving free parking
automatically making driving alone the most convenient
option.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Current Activities
The following
describes
incentive strategies:

sectio.4

Actions
recent

MTA experience

with

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) Program
through the TDMcategory of the Call for Projects, the
MTA TDM Program has funded a number of incentive
demonstration projects. Examplesinclude a parking cashout program at a large employmentsite and a trial fare
subsidy for new transit and vanpool riders employedin a
suburban business district.
As part of the TDM
demonstration effort,
an evaluation was conducted and
found that the incentive projects were quite effective in
encouraging use of transit,
carpooling
and other
alternatives to driving alone. This is further discussed in
the TDMSection.
MTA Rideshare Rewards and Club Metro Programs MTAsecured grant funding to test the incentive concept
on a sub-regional basis. These programs offer incentives
to commutersthat voluntarily use alternatives to driving
alone to work. The programs have experienced positive
results and recently obtained additional grant funding to
implement the program countywide. This program is
further discussed in the Rideshare Section.
MTAVanpool Rebate Program - As part of the county
rideshare services being implemented by SCAG,a vanpool
rebate program is currently being offered to larger
employment sites. This program is further described in
the Rideshare Section.

Continue to explore the incentive approach as a
strategy for encouraging use of travel alternatives to
driving alone through funding demonstrations in the
MTACall for Projects process and through current
rideshare incentive programs
See the TDMand Rideshare sections for more detail
on LRTPrecommendations regarding incentives

Strategies

to Discourage Auto Use

From the opposite perspective of incentive programs is
the implementation of strategies that discourage drive
alone travel. The goal of these programs is to either
increase awareness of the cost of driving or to actually
increase the cost of driving.
Examples of these
programs include: restricting parking supply, elimination
of free parking, increasing parking cost and levying fees
based on miles traveled.
Compared to many other
nations, Americans experience muchlower driving costs
partially due to lower gas taxes.
In somescenarios, significant revenues can be collected
through the levied fees. The collected revenue can then
be reinvested into transportation improvements. This is
important in an environment where limited new revenues
are available, especially for funding operations of public
transportation services.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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LRTPAnalysis found these strategies to be quite effective
in influencing
travel behavior when coupled with
additional transportation improvements (see Appendix for
results).
A sensitivity
analysis was conducted where
increase in parking cost and the gas tax, as well as
initiation
of a mileage-based registration
fee was
combined the infrastructure
improvements included as
LRTP Strategic
Recommendations. The additional
improvements include completion of the HOVsystem,
and more frequent, higher capacity public transportation
services with a restructured fare system.
The estimated cost of the LRTP Strategic programs and
projects is approximately $40 billion in inflated 2025
dollars. The pricing strategies were estimated to generate
roughly $60 billon in uninflated dollars. The combination
of instituting
strategies to discourage auto use and
implementing the LRTP Strategic
Plan improvements
resulted in overall system travel speed and mobility to
remain at about today’s levels in 2025. In addition, drivealone modeshare experienced a significant decrease.

CurrentActivities
While these strategies can be quite difficult to implement,
MTAhas pursued some market-based strategies and has
initiated somedialogue on this topic. Examplesof recent
activities include the following:
Regional Forumon Pricing - SCAGand Caltrans received
a federal grant to examinedifferent pricing strategies and
determine public acceptance of these strategies.
In
1995, SCAGcreated the REACH(Reduce Emissions and

Section

4

Congestion
on Highways) Task Force, which MTA
participated
in.
The group reviewed market-based
transportation
managementconcepts including vehicle
user fees and toll lanes, and issued a study. A key
finding of the study was that high occupancy toll (HOT)
lanes had the most promise of introducing transportation
pricing strategies .to the region. HOTlanes allow single
occupant vehicle drivers to access carpool lanes usually
reserved for vehicles carrying two or more individuals for
a fee.
Transportation DemandManagement (TDM) Program
MTA has funded a few demonstration
projects
that
directly
work to discourage auto use through the TDM
Category of the Call for Projects.
Examples include
initiation
of a parking charge at a suburban employment
site and institution
of a parking surcharge in a shopping
district.
TDMevaluation work found the~e programs to
be the most effective in encouraging commuters to leave
their cars at home.
MTAParking ManagementWorkshop- In 1997, MTA cosponsored a workshop with the Mobile Source Air
Pollution
Reduction Review Committee (MSRC) on the
topic of parking management. The workshop was geared
to local jurisdictions
to present parking management
success stories,
as well as barriers to implementing
parking management strategies.
The goal was to
encourage additional proposals for parking management
projects to be submitted in future Call for Projects
processes. While the workshop was well attended, very
few applications for parking management-type projects
were submitted in subsequent Call for Projects process.
This is an indication that parking strategies are difficult to

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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implement and that a more aggressive approach will be
necessary to encourage implementation
of these
programs.

Actions
Continue dialogue on strategies to discourage auto
use on a regional and countywide level working with
the 89 local jurisdictions
within Los Angeles County,
SCAGand other State agencies such as the Air
Resources Board
Further examine parking pricing and various vehicle
user fees as strategies to discourage vehicle travel
and as a mechanism for generating new revenue to
fund transportation improvements
Continue to fund demonstration projects to test
strategies that discourage drive alone travel through
the MTACall for Projects process

Section
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development
will
increase
demand on existing
transportation facilities or require further improvements.
The LRTPidentifies
MTA’s influence on and the agency’s
support of land use as it relates to transportation
linkages. MTAis committed to working with every city in
the county and Los Angeles County to develop land use
and transportation
linkages
that will
enhance
neighborhood communities and encourage more efficient
utilization of public transportation systems.
Although MTA is not a land use agency and cannot
directly
guide land use development, its decisions
regarding transportation
improvements will have a
profound impact on land use in the region. It is,
therefore, important that the LRTPconsider the potential
land use impacts of its recommendations and take a
proactive stance to encourageland use decisions that are
consistent
with and support
the recommended
transportation policies and projects.

CurrentActivities

Transportation and Land Use
In recent years, there has been a growing pubic
awareness of the symbiotic
relationship
between
transportation and land use. For example, transportation
improvements such as roadway extensions or new rail
service provide expandedtravel capacity in an area which
will in turn increase land values and makethe area more
attractive for further development. Conversely, land use
decisions
that encourage new or more intense

To date MTA has adopted a number of policies
or
programs that address the coordination of land use and
transportation
development. The following summary of
programs describes someof the initiatives
taken by the
MTAto integrate transportation improvements, local land
use decisions, and urban design.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Joint Development Program:
MTA’s Joint
Development program addresses the disposition
of
MTA-owned real estate at transit
stations.
It
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connects transit-related
real estate with public and
private
developers.
Joint Development acts to
increase ridership on the countywide transit system
and can serve as a catalyst
for economic
development.
The overall goals of the programare to ensure greater
quality
of the built
environment and enhanced
ridership at transit stations and provide an appropriate
investment return to MTA owned properties.
Some
examples of recent joint developments at MTAMetro
Rail stations are: Hollywood/Highland Metro Rail
Station which has a large-scale,
mixed-use hotel,
entertainment, and retail complex under construction
including the future home of the Academy Awards
ceremony; Hollywood/Western Metro Rail Station
which includes 60 affordable housing units complete
and another 60 units planned; and Willow Street
Metro Rail Station which has a retail center including a
supermarket serving the local community.
Transportation DemandManagement Program: This
program includes strategies that reduce travel demand
through coordination of transportation and land use.
In the past, MTA funded transportation/land
use
demonstration projects under the TDMcategory of the
MTACall for Projects which included the planning and
implementation of Transit Oriented Districts.
Two
examples are discussed below.
Station NeighborhoodArea Plan: MTACall-forProjects funds were given to the City of Los
Angeles in order to develop a Station
Neighborhood
Area Plan (SNAP), which
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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includes the area along the Vermont/Hollywood
transit corridor and the four subway stations
within those corridors. Following completion
of these Metro Red Line stations,
the City
sought to bring uniformity to the zoning in the
surrounding neighborhoods. In relationship to
MTA, the Plan is intended to maximize the
local economic development potential of the
Metro Red Line subway system by zoning for
the appropriate use and density that would
benefit from proximity
to the Metro Rail
system.
Los Angeles CountyTransit Oriented District
(TOD) Planning: MTACall for Project funds
were also awarded to the County of Los
Angeles to develop land use and economic
development
strategies
fop the areas
surrounding transit stations. The County has
developedsix transit oriented districts that use
incentive-based
overlay zoning to entice
development within ¼ mile radius of light rail
stations: Metro Blue Line stations at Slauson,
Florence, Firestone and Imperial and Metro
Green Line
stations
at Vermont and
Hawthorne.
Transit oriented districts are
established
around
these stations
as
supplemental districts in order to promote
transit and pedestrian oriented development, to
increase transit
use, to manage traffic
congestion, and to improve air quality. The
County’s TODordinance includes incentives,
such as fee and parking reductions,
and
specific development standards for residential
4.. 15
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and commercial uses, including regulations for
lighting,
design, parking, pedestrian areas,
public spaces, and streets and sidewalks. The
ordinance is marketed toward existing land
owners, attempting to spur neighborhoodbased property improvements.

¯
¯
¯
¯

Biennial monitoring of changes in congestion on
freeways and major arterials
Promotion
of travel
demand
management
strategies
Enhanced CEQA review
of new development
projects
Mitigation of local land use impacts on the regional
transportation system

4

In addition to these efforts by MTAand other public
development
agencies, the private sector has initiated
around transit stations:
Downtown Long Beach: Although no formal city
initiatives
or policies regarding transit-oriented
development exist, a private developer worked with
the Long Beach Redevelopment Agency to build a
large,
mixed-use multifamily
residential
and
commercial project adjacent to the Metro Blue Line in
downtown Long Beach. The Pacific Court project was
part of a Redevelopment
Agency program to
reintroduce housing and mixed uses into downtown
Long Beach. It includes 142 apartments above two
stories of retail,
located one block from the Long
Beach Transit Mall. A 1994 survey of the residents
showed that 10% of households commuted by public
transit, nearly 1/3 more than the countywide average.

The Joint Land Use/Transportation Policy: This policy
was adopted by the Los Angeles City Council on
November 2, 1993, and endorsed by the MTABoard
of Directors on October 26, 1994. The City and MTA
collaborated to create this document in an effort to
develop an integrated policy that addressed land use,
transportation and air quality. The Policy seeks to
focus future growth around transit stations and to
increase land use density around transit centers.
MTACon_~estionMana_clementPro_clram: In response
to a State mandate, MTA has adopted and updates
every two years a Congestion Management Program
(CMP). The CMPis intended to monitor congestion
within the County, promote actions to minimize
congestion, and to link land use and transportation
decisions. Key features of the CMPare:

Section

Actions
As part of the MTALong Range Plan, it is recommended
that a policy framework be established to strengthen the
link between transportation
and land use policies and
strategies. This framework would build upon the existing
MTA actions in the areas previously
discussed and
provide new opportunities for newpolicies and strategies.
Towards this end the following actions are recommended:
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Continue to acknowledge the importance of land use
transportation
considerations
when formulating
policies,
strategies, and programs.
Formulate
strategies to carry out the intent of the policy.
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Create working relationships
with all of the Los
Angeles County municipalities along the lines of the
joint
City
Los Angeles/MTA
Land Use and
Transportation
Policy to integrate land use and
transportation decisions.
Continue funding within the MTACall For Projects
process for the development of ordinances that
promote Transit Oriented Developments or implement
transportation-land use projects consistent with Smart
Growth Policies. Continue to program funds for low
cost capital
improvements that provide better
transportation linkages to developments near transit
stations/high volume bus stops.
Consider providing bonus points to strategies that
integrate land use and transportation and establish a
new series of strategies that promote Smart Growth
concepts within the Congestion ManagementProgram
Tool Box Of Transportation Strategies
Establish within MTA a function to collect
and
disseminate information
on land use strategies
supportive of MTAtransportation
goals, including
current case studies. Establish an ongoing outreach
program of workshops or seminars to further promote
supportive land use strategies.

Section
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Public Art Policy
Recognizing that art can bring a touch of humanity to an
often mundane commute, MTA adopted a public art
policy in 1989 that allocates a small percentage (0.5%)
of rail construction costs to the incorporation of art into
Los Angeles’ Metro Rail system. The policy has been
considered a national model in the fields
of both
transportation and public art and is administered by the
agency’s Metro Art section.
MTA has received
international recognition for its interdisciplinary approachto
public art, the broad range of artists selected, and its
innovative
and successful
community involvement
processes. Strong support has been demonstrated by
funding received from federal, state, and local sources, as
well as other municipal and corporate contributions, and by
the respect and care given the works by the public. All
artworks are created especially for the rail transit system
and must meet safety, security, accessibility, maintenance,
and environmental requirements. Artists are selected
through a highly respected peer review process with strong
community input.

CurrentActivities
Over 200 artists
have been commissioned to do both
temporary and permanent projects for the 50-station
Metro Rail system, the Metrolink commuter rail system
and Gateway Transit Center. A groundbreaking volunteer
Docent Council has been formed to give tours to the
public. While docent programs are commonly found at
museumsaround the world, MTA is believed to be the
first transit agency to benefit from such a program.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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MTA’s Metro Rail stations have received national and
international
media coverage. They have been featured
on CNNand National Public Radio and in such design
publications as Progressive Architecture, Art in America,
Architectural
Record, ARTnews, Places, Arbitare and
Casabella, as well as the fashion magazines Vogue and
Metropolitan Home(where it was featured in the "World’s
100 Best Design Ideas" issue). The International Herald
Tribune wrote that Los Angeles Metro Rail stations were
"caverns of color, fantasy, and whimsy." The New York
Times described it as "one of the most imaginative public
art programsin the country."
MTAMetro Art has received several design and artistic
excellence awards. National awards received include two
U.S. Del’~artment of Transportation Design Excellence
awards, an NEA/DOTAward for Design Excellence, a TEA
Challenge Award of Excellence, and two highly coveted
Progressive Architecture Awards. Local awards include
three Urban Beautification
Awards from the LA Business
Council, two Caltrans Design Excellence Awards and a
number of Downtown Rose Awards.

Actions
Because of the successes of Metro ,~rt with the rail
system, MTAwill consider expanding its public art policy
to address the much broader range of its transportation
projects and programs. MTAalso will consider updating
and improving the current policy to ensure that it remains
innovative and effective. Current and planned corridor
studies, fixed guideway projects, vehicle procurements,
streetscape projects, and other transportation elements

Section4

can benefit from public art enhancementsand add value
to Los Angeles’ public transit system for generations to
come. Proposed funding for an updated and expanded
public art policy may be based on 0.5% to 2% of a
project budget, depending upon the type of project.
Other transit systems that have public art policies base
their budgets on the following
percentage of total
construction dollars: NewYork City, 1%; Miami, 1.5%;
Philadelphia, 1%; Seattle, 1%; San Francisco, 1%; San
Jose, 2% and Sacramento 2%.
Art can assumea role in the mitigation of environmental
impacts of transportation infrastructure improvementson
the urban landscape. As more transportation
projects
and pedestrian
(street
widenings, intersection
create capacity,
improvements)
are developed to
the
preserving
the environment and enhancing
community become critical.
MTAcan use the technical
expertise developed with the Metro Rail program to
integrate art into transportation projects throughout the
region. Whenart is integrated into a project from its
inception, the incremental cost of creating an aesthetic,
as well as functional,
transportation
improvement is
small. The positive impact of integrated art has proven to
exceed the expense.

Conclusion
Manyof these strategies will be a challenge to implement
because they will require major shifts from how the
transportation
system is currently
viewed and
approached. Someactivities
will require a shift in how
transportation options are provided. Many will require
changes in the way LA County residents maketheir travel
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choices. Several will require altering the mannerin which
the transportation
and land use linkage is viewed and
approached.
Finally, these strategies will require
significant
commitment and collaberation
between
multiple agencies and jurisidictions
for successful
implementation to occurr.
However, LRTP analysis
shows that over time hard choices will need to be madeif
the county has any chance of keeping the transportation
system moving in the future.
While these shifts maybe difficult,
public input received
during the development of the LRTPindicates that shifts
in how LA County residents view the transportation
system and how they are approaching transportation
trade offs may already be occurring.
For instance,
commentswere received that indicated a strong interest
in a balanced transportation system, improvintg public
transportation, enhancing communityliviability,
improving
air quality and encouraging land use patterns that
reinforce existing transit corridors.
In spite of these challenges,
MTA is committed to
working with its manypartners to explore innovation and
new directions to ensure that Los Angeles County has a
world class transportation systemin the future.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Non-Motorized Transportation
Bikeways
Bicycling
as a transportation
mode can play an
increasingly significant role as an alternative to the single
occupant automobile. The 1990 U.S. Census reveals that
the bicycle commutertrip share for Los Angeles County is
0.63%. The national mode share is 1%. This data does
not include commutingtrips by school children, college
students, and bike-transit users or utilitarian
trips. Alta
Transportation Consulting, as part of the MTA’s Long
Range Plan Off-Model Analysis for bikeways, recently
developed a revised current bicycle commuterestimate of
2.4% for the County when 2000 population numbers,
school, bike-transit and utilitarian
trips are added to the
census figures.
In 1995, the six Los Angeles County Bikeway Master
Plans identified approximately 177 miles of existing Class
I bike paths. An additional
17 miles have been
constructed using MTAfunding for a total of 194 miles of
bike paths. Class I bike paths are exclusive two-way
paths for bicycles that are completely separated from any
street or highway. Bike paths are most often found along
flood control channels, riverbanks, active or inactive rail
rights-of-way, and utility rights-of-way.
The Master Plans also identified approximately 240 miles
of existing Class II on-street bike lanes. Since that time,
an additional
30 miles of bike lanes have been
constructed using MTAfunding for a total of 270 miles.
Local cities have also completed additional miles of bike
lanes using their own source of funding. Class II bike
lanes are striped one-way lanes on streets or highways
with signage.

Section
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The total
completed Class I and II bikeways is
approximately 464 miles plus the undetermined number
of bike lane miles constructed using local sources of
funds. The manymiles of Class III bike routes, shared by
motor vehicles and bicycles, are typically designated by
signage only.

Accomplishmentssince 1995
Since 1995, MTA has funded 95 miles of Class I bike
paths and 60 miles of Class II bike lanes. The bikeway
facilities
that are funded are located in corridors where
there is significant
bicycle demandor where there are
regionally
significant
corridors
that
connect
employment/activity centers and transit centers.
Between 1995 and 1997, MTA completed
regional Bicycle Master Plans:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

six

sub-

Central Area Bicycle Master Plan (1997)
San Fernando Valley/North
County Area Regional
Bicycle Master Plan Report (1995)
San Gabriel Valley Bikeway Master Plan (1995)
South Bay Area Regional Bicycle Master Plan Report
(1995)
Southeast Area Bicycle Master Plan (1995)
Westside Area Bicycle Master Plan (1995)

These six sub-regional plans proposed the creation of a
regional system consisting of 406 Class I bike path miles,
and 1,365 Class II/111 miles, for a total of 1,771 miles.
Approximately 26% of this system has been completed
(not including Class III facilities). In addition to bike paths
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and bike lanes, other bikeway projects that have been
funded are gap closures, such as undercrossings or
bridges; safety improvements; a bike station; signage;
and bike lockers and racks at rail stations.

Section 5

¯

Providing more on-street Class II bike lanes as these
are preferred by experienced cyclists for commuting.

¯

Improving bike-transit connections that will
easier for cyclists to interface with transit
accommodatinglonger trips.

There are 50 stations in the Metro Rail system. Of this
number, 34 have bike parking (lockers and racks) for
total of 653 spaces. The remaining 16 bike stations have ¯
no bike parking due to space limitations. An inventory of
bike parking is conducted quarterly to determine if
additional lockers/racks are needed and to keep what is
out there in operating order. Lockers and racks can also ¯
be found at Metrolink stations, schools, and colleges.
Currently,, bicycle racks have also been installed on 1,500
Metro Buses and all Metro Rapid buses. It is estimated
that the entire fleet will have bike racks by early 2001.
All newbuses include bicycle racks in their specifications.
Bus racks have also been installed on somebus fleets in
other municipalities.

Issues
The Long Range Plan Off-Modei Analysis for bikeways
concluded that a reasonable goal for bicycle trips in the
year 2025 is 2 million trips or a 5% mode share. The
following key issues face MTAin its efforts to increase
bicycle ridership to meetthis goal:
¯
¯

Defining priorities for funding which will result in the
most cost effective use of available funds.
Completing the regional "spine" of Class I bikeways.
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makeit
thereby

Providing
assistanceto
local communities when
requested in bikeway planning, project development
and project implementation.
Providing education for cyclists and vehicle operators
in safety tips and rules of the road; for enforcement
personnel on the laws governing cycling; and for the
general public on the rights and responsibilities
of
cyclists and motorists.
Developing land use and design standards
encouragebicycle ridership.

that

Providing a low cost meansof transportation and the
facilities
for low-income areas, youth and college
students.
Improving methodologies and information
ridership.

on bicycle

Providing marketing a) on the benefits of cycling for
congestion relief,
air quality improvements, healthy
lifestyles, increased mobility and better quality of life,
and b) to inform the public about available facilities.
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Maximize the Effectiveness

Network

Create a database on County-wide bicycle usage and
needs and evaluate the effectiveness of existing bike
facilities.

ConstrainedPlan Recommendations
Increase System Capacity and Ridership

¯

of the Bicycle

5

Through MTA’s Call for Projects, fund an average of
$10 million for bicycle facilities
per year that will
facilitate
the bicycle modeto be more competitive as
an alternative to the single occupancy vehicle. This
level of MTAfunding, combined with TDAArticle 3,
Proposition
C Local Return,
State Bicycle
Transportation Account, and other sources available
to local jurisdictions,
is estimated to provide enough
funding to complete the system envisioned in the
Bikeway Master Plans.

Update MTA’s" Bicycle Master Plan every three years
to update usage and effectiveness
data and to
establish priorities
for strategically
locating and
funding newbikeway facilities.

Through MTA’sCall for Projects, fund bicycle projects
that connect to transit centers to allow for increased
trip lengths by using a combination of bicycles and
transit.

Provide a leadership role in educating I(~cal cities about
innovative designs and methods of implementing and
coordinating
bikeway improvements
through
symposiums, technical workshops, fact sheets, and
other methods.

Encouragecities to include on-street bike lanes as a
componentof city street improvementprojects.
Encouragecities to reduce automobile lane widths on
existing
roadways in order to accommodate the
addition of bike lanes or provide wider curb lanes for
bike usage.

Research and develop innovative
solutions
to
maximizethe feasibility of on-street bicycle usage and
safety given the competition
for roadway space
amongtravel lanes, parking, sidewalk widths and bike
lanes.

¯

Encourageintersection
without dismounting.

¯

Encouragebike racks and lockers at major destination
centers.
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crossing on Class I bike paths

Work with cities
to add provisions
to zoning
ordinances to require bike lockers or racks and bike
lanes as a component of all new development or
redevelopment.
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Provide or increase bike parking at Metro Rail stations,
transit centers and major bus park-and-ride lots as
demandwarrants.

Section

¯

reliable
Develop improved methodology for
collection on bike usage and forecasting.

5

data

Increase MTAbicycle education and marketing efforts
and fund such efforts by others.
Target bicycle improvements and education where
increased usage is most likely (e.g., low income areas,
schools, colleges).

Strategic Plan Recommendations
Through MTA’s Call for Projects, expand the category to
fund an average of $20 million for bicycle facilities
per
year that would enable:
¯

Increasedconstruction of Class I and II bike facilities.

¯

Funding for bicycle safety education for motorists and
cyclists.

¯

Funding for training of police officers
of laws for motorists and cyclists.

in enforcement

Allocation of MTAsources of funds, other than TEA
funding, to the bikeway category for the lower cost
projects, such as, bike lanes and parking, in order to
expandeligibility
and simplify the process of obtaining
funds.
¯

Provide bicycle planning and coordination assistance
to cities.
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Pedestrian

Improvements

All trips within Los Angeles County, regardless of
purpose, include a pedestrian component. In spite of Los
Angeles’ legendary love of cars, on average more people
walk in Los Angeles than they do nationwide. Of all the
trips
within Los Angeles County, 8.7 percent are
exclusively pedestrian trips, while the national averageis
only 5.7 percent¯ And 4.2 percent of those exclusively
walking trips in LA are from hometo work.
All modes depend on the efficiency
of the pedestrian
system to ensure completion of a trip. A carefully planned
and strategically
implemented pedestrian system is a key
componentto an efficient and convenient transportation
system.
There is a heightened concern amongcities to preserve or
improve the livability
of its communities by providing
safe, convenient and sustainable transportation options.
Manycities and areas of the County of Los Angeles have
reached a level of development maturity that requires a
critical
review of their existing
transportation
infrastructure. The considerable physical limitations, the
measurable environmental impacts, and high cost of
constructing major infrastructure
in the matured built
limit
many
of
the
major capacity
environment
enhancement options.
In many
instances, the
opportunities to improve mobility in these areas are
largely limited to better utilization and developmentof the
transportation and pedestrian infrastructure
already in
place.

Section
5
The pedestrian trip is an excellent effective alternative for
short automobile trips, and is essential to transit and
rideshare trips. The average walking trip in Los Angeles
County is 0.6 miles. National Personal Transportation
Survey, 1995).
Lower-income, youth, seniors, and transportationdisadvantaged people often rely heavily on pedestrian
transportation,
and thus benefit significantly
from
pedestrian improvements.
The cost of pedestrian
improvements is also much less than that required to
improve automobile travel (Litman, 1998). Someareas
Los Angeles County have reached a greater intensity of
development and population density. These areas benefit
substantially from improved pedestrian connections.
Approximately 330 community centers in Los Angeles
County have the population
density and level of
employment recognized as necessary for supporting
substantial pedestrian activity (SCAG,1998).
The pedestrian system in Los Angeles County includes
any physical pathway that accommodates pedestrian
travel - improved or unimproved - and supports four
primary areas of mobility.
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Improvement to the physical environments supporting
pedestrian trips made exclusively
by populations
where walking is their primary form of mobility:
Numerousstudies have demonstrated the willingness
of people to walk when the pedestrian environment is
improved.
Communities that have implemented
comprehensive pedestrian programs have experienced
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significant increases in pedestrian travel and related
reductions in automobile travel.
2. Walking provides support to other transportation
modes, especially transit: All trips have a pedestrian
component, with transit
trips
being the most
dependent on successful
walking connections.
Integral to this system are cohesive, coordinated,
integrated links or physical improvementsthat support
connections between other modes. This includes the
transit stop connecting to the work place, or the
quality of environment between a parking lot and the
user’s final destination.
3. Walki.ng trips
within employment or community
activity centers eliminate the need to drive between
locations: People drive becausethey can’t get to their
destination by walking. The County’s major arterial
roadways are designed specifically
to move cars
faster. While pedestrian usage is accommodated, a
clear priority for the automobile is inherent in street
designs. Improved walking environments may reduce
the desirability of driving or it mayencouragethe use
of a local shuttle. Approximately 330 centers have
been identified in Los Angeles.County where land use,
zoning and density will support heavy pedestrian
usage. The centers range in area from .6 square miles
to 1.5 square miles,
and include
business,
commercial, residential or government centers, major
cultural centers and universities,
connected highdensity development or connecting centers.
4.

5

dependent on successful and appropriate pedestrian
improvements. TDA Article 3 funding has been used
extensively
to modify the physical
walking
environment
to accommodate ADA access and
improve safety. Hundreds of locations in the County
have improved wheelchair ramps, accessible signal
systems and a variety of other improvements that
have helped to improve safety and accessibility.
The large number of trips in the County where walking is
the exclusive mode (8.7 percent), and the role that
pedestrian activity
plays in the County’s multi-modal
transportation system necessitate a focused effort for
improving the pedestrian system

Accomplishments
Since 1995
In 1998, a modal team was established with primary
responsibility
for coordinating MTA’s pedestrian
planning and policy efforts, and this is the first time
the pedestrian system is included as a chapter within
the Long Range Transportation
Plan. However, MTA
has funded many pedestrian
improvements since
1992, including:
Investment of $19 million through MTA’s Call for
Projects for the construction of 30 pedestrian-related
projects designed to improve pedestrian access to
transit and commercial centers.

ADA access and safety:
Residents that use
wheelchair or other mechanical devices are highly
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In coordination with numerous grantees, received
funding for TEA (Transportation
Enhancements)
projects,
Transit Center projects,
and street
improvements to include pedestrian improvements as
part of their design and construction efforts.

Seclion

¯

Pedestrian improvements are clearly
essential for the success of the rail,
systems.

¯

Pedestrian transportation often provides basic access
and is generally available
to all members of a
community.

In conjunction
with the City of Los Angeles,
development of the Transit Oriented District/
Pedestrian Oriented District (TOD/POD)ordinance for
improved zoning consideration
adjacent to high
volumetransit areas (rail/bus) in the city.

¯

5

In developing future
following
concerns
addressed:

identified
as
bus and transit

pedestrian investments, the
and objectives
should be

Assisting cities in implementing local pedestrian
improvements through the use of MTATDA Article 3
funds. Approximately $16 million has been invested
in local pedestrian improvements including
ADA
compliance issues through the use of these funds
since 1992.

Identify projects that improve the efficiency of the
County’s existing transportation infrastructure.
In
many instances differing
forms of transportation
infrastructure conflict with pedestrian traffic. Several
recent studies have shown an increased incidence of
pedestrian accidents in inner-city communities

Establishment of a separate modal category within the
Call for projects since the 1999 funding cycle.

Detail the essential pedestrian elements of a typical
commuter within
Los Angeles County, and then
identify meansby which the pedestrian element could
be more efficiently
accomplished (complementary
projects which serve to better facilitate
the entire
commute).

Development of a comprehensive study of pedestrian
systems in areas of major rail improvements in
downtown Los Angeles (Angels Walk).

Issues
Pedestrian improvements and reliance on pedestrian
access has become more important in meeting ADA
access and providing for an aging population.
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Coordinate
efforts
through
which LA County
commuters are made aware of the pedestrian options
available, thereby reducing the numberof vehicles on
the road today.
Coordinate
with TDM, Joint
Development and
countywide land use efforts to develop pedestrian
supporting public polices and land use decisions.
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Educate the public on the positive benefits of walking
(i.e., health, environmental,cost, time).

Pedestrian ProgramGoals:
Improve the pedestrian elements of the transportation
and transit system.

Identify
pedestrian projects that compliment the
County’s mass transit system (i.e.,
bus, rail, and
carpool/vanpool),
thereby encouraging greater
utilization.

Strategically focus resources to prevent and minimize
conflictive
and unsafe pedestrian conditions in our
transportation and transit system.

Identify demonstration projects that exemplify the
advantages of pedestrian improvements.

Sustain and develop pedestrian infrastructure
to
address the diverse needs of pedestrian
trips
throughout the County

Support the developmentof land use planning efforts,
especially in areas currently identified as capable of
encouraging higher pedestrian activity.
Strategically address the issue of pedestrian safety as
an element of a more efficient and safe transportation
system.

Focus the planning process to ensure that MTA
planning and funding processes give full consideration
to the Pedestrian element of transportation.
The outcome from the appropriate
pedestrian improvement is:

Improve awarenessof the diversity of pedestrian trips
taken throughout
the County and in specific
communities and segments of the population.’
This
awareness will allow MTAto effectively
provide the
leadership and thus more efficiently
focus its’
improvementsin appropriate conditions.
Coordinate
with the Transportation
Demand
Management program and other modes to integrate
and align MTA’s programs and projects that deal with
walking, trip reductions and commutertravel behavior.

implementation

of

Improvedefficiency of all transportation modes.
Increased distances and frequency people will
(thus reducing trips within other modes).

walk

An environment and infrastructure
that supports
pedestrian elements and enhances the potential for
transit use and efficient multi-modal interface.
Improved safety in the walking environments.
Improved walking connections to the community
centers, economic centers, employment areas and
schools.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Actions

Constrained Plan Recommendations

MTAhas worked to develop a long-term implementation
and funding plan. The plan contains a general program to
improve numerouspedestrian priority communities, or to
improve communities that generally meet the pedestrian
community criteria.
The objective of the plan is to
increase the pedestrian exclusive trips percentage from
the current 8.7% of all of Los Angeles County’s trips to
1 1%of all trips. The 2.3%gain will also directly benefit
transit usage and transit access. This is a reasonable and
conservative assumption given the geography, weather
and increases in population density in Los Angeles
County.

The constrained plan recommends$8 million
pedestrian improvements.

An enhanced funding plan for pedestrian improvements
would accelerate
the development of pedestrian
supporting
communities,
and thus, increase the
percentage of trips taken by walking, ahead of the current
Long Range Plan off model projects. The current public
interest in quality of life issues has created a supportive
climate for the development of successful pedestrian
improvements.
The current
demand for pedestrian
improvement funding far exceeds MTA’s available
pedestrian funding programs. Providing increases in
funding would allow a greater flexibility
to leverage MTA
pedestrian improvement funds with local jurisdiction
improvements and increase the integration
of the
improvements with the MTAtransportation objectives.

5

per year for

The constrained plan includes $2 million per year in
Transportation
Enhancement funds available
for
enhancing environmental-related
components of
transportation projects.

Strategic Plan Recommendations
The strategic plan recommends$18 million
pedestrian improvements.

per year for

No higher level of Transportation Enhancementfunds is
anticipated to be available from federal appropriations.

Other Program Recommendations:
A number of general recommendations can be stated that
apply in any case, whether constrained or expanded
funding is available:
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Focus Call for Projects funding of pedestrian projects
into communities and conditions that are consistent
with the findings of MTA’s Off Model Analysis. This
includes areas where current land use or zoning
support pedestrian travel, wheretransit or services are
highly accessible by pedestrians, where populations
demonstrate a potentially
high use of pedestrian
facilities,
and where building form compliment and
support pedestrian investments.
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Encourage further
development of pedestrian
supporting land use standards and the requisite
documentation that will develop general plans or
redevelopment plans that contain pedestrian and
transit supporting policies.
Be actively involved in, and support the creation of
examples of pedestrian and transit-influenced
design
through the implementation of pedestrian corridors,
Transit or Pedestrian Oriented Districts (TOD/POD),
linkages and transit/community integration plans.
Integrate
MTA pedestrian objectives
with other
community improvement efforts such as Safe Routes
to School. The State funded mandate is directed at
improving the safety and accessibility of walking
Routes to local schools. This will result in safer
environments and reduce the need to drive children to
school.
Integrate the MTApedestrian efforts with State and
local objectives to encourage walking for health and
community objectives.

Areas for Further Study

Section 5

Development of comprehensive General Plan and
RedevelopmentPlan guidelines that raise the priority
of pedestrian
improvements
in Community or
RedevelopmentPlanning. Increasing the priority
and
requirements
of pedestrian
planning in local
jurisdictions
documentswould improve the quality of
pedestrian environmental
considerations
in new
developments.
Development of prototype pedestrian communities in
cooperation with one or more local jurisdictions.
Raising the pedestrian priorities
in a corridor,
community
or new development
that
fully
demonstrate the advantages of pedestrian priority
design would provide a local and real world value to
regional planners.
Supporting general, community, or redevelopment
planning efforts by leveraging MTAfunding with local
jurisdiction
funding to accelerate County pedestrian
improvements
and increase
the value of MTA
pedestrian investments.
Creating incentives in MTA local return funding,
formula funding or discretionary
funding for local
jurisdictions
that adopt advancedpedestrian planning
efforts.

Neither the constrained or enhanced funding scenarios
included full consideration of the discussions below.
MTA continues to pursue alternatives
that may allow
someimprovement in these areas.
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Section 6

MTA’S Partners: The Subregions
The 2000 Long Range Transportation
Plan presents an
opportunity to provide a sub-regional perspective to the
long range transportation
needs of Los Angeles County.
While regionwide planning indisputably
maintains its
relevance, each sub-region has distinct
transportation
needs based on its own features whether topographic,
demographic or otherwise that warrants looking at the subregion independently from the others in Los Angeles
County.
The LRTP provides the opportunity
for a positive,
constructive dialogue between MTAand its many partners
on the future of transportation
in Los Angeles County.
This chapter is a result of the partnership between MTA
and the sub-regions, working together to devise a plan that
takes into account the unique transportation
challenges
that face each of the nine sub-regions today and over the
next 25 years.

Los Angeles County Sub-regions
Los Angeles County is composedof 89 jurisdictions
and
numerous neighborhoods
and communities.
Each is
distinctive,
but many share common concerns and
challenges, particularly
in terms of transportation,
economicvitality
and air quality. For the purposes of the
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LRTP, Los Angeles County cities
and communities have
been divided geographically into nine distinct, diverse and
vibrant sub-regions based generally on the existing
Councils of Government. Some are small, cooperative
efforts staffed by city employees; others are formalized
Councils of Government (COGs) with paid staff; and some
are primarily geographic sub-sections of the city of Los
Angeles. Someare well served by various transportation
modes, others less so. All face transportation challenges
that are both commonand unique to their respective
geographical sub-regions. They are:
¯
¯
¯
¯

Arroyo VerdugoCities
GatewayCities
Las Virgenes / Malibu
North Los Angeles County
6.-1
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Central Los Angeles
San FernandoValley
San Gabriel Valley
South Bay Cities
The Westside

MTA and The Sub-regional
Process

Planning

In developing this chapter, city staffs,
COGsand SCAG
were engaged early in the process to provide an ongoing
dialog to capture the unique transportation
issues and
challenges facing each sub-region. MTAmet with each of
the sub-regions for a series of meetings with elected
officials,
city staff, and COGstaff and consultants. This
interaction captured the distinctive qualities and identified
the long-term transportation issues and objectives of each
of the sub-regions.
The City of Los Angeles has proven to be a unique
challenge given their geographic sprawl across four of the
sub-regional areas: South Bay, the Westside, Central Los
Angeles and the San Fernando Valle.y.
These areas
obviously
share much in common, yet each of the
geographic sub-regions faces transportation
challenges
that are somewhatdistinct from the challenges faced by
the others. The two former sub-regions have existing
cooperative relationships between the cities within the
sub-regions, but the latter two are largely geographic subsections of the city of Los Angeles that face distinct and
diverse transportation challenges and issues.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

MTAmet with a City of Los Angeles team, which included
representatives
from the Transportation
Department,
Planning, Chief Legislative
Analyst’s Office and the
Mayor’s office to analyze and prioritize
the city’s
transportation
issues as a whole. The results of that
dialog are included in a unified City of Los Angeles
chapter. The Central Los Angeles and San Fernando Valley
sub-regional discussions are culled from this citywide
dialog so that their unique transportation needs and issues
may be addressed independently. The South Bay Cities and
Westside chapters primarily reflect the work of the other
cities in the sub-regions, however they also list the
program priorities
of the City of Los Angeles within those
geographic areas.

The Results
First, and most importantly, this chapter reflects the views
and perceptions of the sub-regions themselves. While
MTAprovided the general framework for input, the subregions and the cities that comprise them committed their
time and expertise to consider the issue of transportation
in their sub-region over the next 25 years to develop this
sub-regional policy framework.
Second, this is a work in progress. MTAwill continue to
work with all of the sub-regions and cities to address
transportation programpriorities based upon the issues and
objectives they have developed to date, as well as any
other issues that mayarise as we continue this important
dialog.
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Third, as you look at the results of this chapter, it is
apparent that while all of the sub-regions are partners with
MTAin regional transportation planning, each sub-region
does in fact face common yet unique transportation
challenges.
And lastly,
despite those differences,
the sub-regions
recognize that they are not islands. A father of two in
Santa Monica travels from the Westside to Central Los
Angeles for his job in downtown LA. A single womanin
Norwalk takes the Metro Green Line to the South Bay for
her aerospace job in El Segundo.Residents of the Westside
pass through Las Virgenes/Malibu to get to their jobs in the
San Fernando Valley. Goods arriving at the Port of Long
Beach travel through Gateway Cities and the San Gabriel
Valley to reach neighboring counties and beyond. Every
day, thousands of people throughout Los Angeles travel
for work, school, play and shopping, originating from and
passing through virtually every sub-region in the County.
And many more choose to circulate
within
neighborhoods and surrounding communities.

their

own

Everyone in Los Angeles relies on a good public
transportation system to get to their destination, whether
it be by car, by foot, by bicycle, by bus, by train or even
rollerblading. Every modetraveled relies on streets,
sidewalks, highways and freeways, including transit. This
chapter addresses the unique transportation challenges
throughout Los Angeles and the diversity that makesthis
county a great place to live and work.
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Arroyo Verdugo Sub-region
Description
Arroyo Verdugo Cities
Burbank
Glendale
La CanadaFlintridge
The Arroyo Verdugo Cities sub-region sits against a
dramatic backdrop of the San Gabriel Mountains between
the San Fernando and San Gabriel Valleys.
Arroyo
Verdugo is located on the northern edge of the Los
Angeles Basin and is bounded to the north by the Angeles
National Forest, to the west and south by the City of Los
Angeles, and on the east by the City of Pasadena. The
sub-region is split by a portion of the VerdugoMountains.

MajorTransportationFacilities
Several major freeways traverse this sub-region including
the Foothill (I-210), Glendale(Rt. 2), GoldenState (I-5)
Ventura (Rt. 134) Freeways. The Hollywood freeway (Rt.
170) runs just to the south and west of the sub-region.
Metrolink’s
Ventura County and Antelope Valley Lines
serve Burbank and Glendale. Additionally, Amtrak provides
limited service to these cities.
Bus service in the sub-region is provided by MTAas well
as LADOT-operated Commuter Express.
Each city
provides its own local transit service. The Cities of La
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Canada Flintridge
and Glendale are working together to
create a new Beeline
Route 3, formerly known as MTALine 177. Burbank runs
shuttles from the Metrolink station to major employment
centers. Glendale operates Metrolink shuttles as well as
Beeline, one of the first shuttle services of this type
initiated in the region. La CanadaFlintridge has a local
shuttle serving the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL). Each
of the membercities contains at least one Park & Ride
location.
The three cities also provide paratransit services within
their cities for the elderly and persons with disabilities.
Service in La CanadaFlintridge is administered by the City
of Glendale. Access Services, Inc. provides paratransit
service in Arroyo Verdugo as part of its region-wide
service.
6-4
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Mobility Challenges
The Arroyo Verdugo area, especially Burbank and Glendale,
enjoy consistent
employment growth spurred by the
entertainment industry and, in the case of Glendale, a
prospering financial
district
which is now home to the
second largest financial center in the County. Both cities
boast flourishing Media Districts that have also led to the
proliferation
of more jobs, specifically
entertainmentoriented digital mediaspin-offs. Although residents within,
and commuters across, the sub-region are well served by
its freeways, the quality of the arterials does not support
them. With growing employment density in Glendale and
Burbank, worsening congestion on the surface streets is
hampering access at the freeway interchanges. This is
exacerbatedby the lack of a grid system for the arterials, a
vestige of long-ago urban planning, so that there are few
direct routes to the freeway interchanges. And, recurring
congestion and accidents on the freeways worsens the
already heavy traffic and lengthens delays on the arterial
street network. Indeed, the arterials
are no longer
encountering congestion isolated to the rush hour but
rather are experiencing congestion throughout the day.
Congestion on the arterials throughout the sub-region is
also intruding into neighborhoods as drivers cut through
residential streets to avoid traffic. In La CanadaFlintridge
this problem is especially acute as Foothill Boulevard
serves as the spine via which all local traffic
travels
through the city. Vehicles exceeding the speed limit are of
particular concernalong Foothill.

Section
6
shuttle service links passengers with key employment
centers. There is also discussion of linking this sub-region
with high-speed rail which could bring commutersinto this
area to access jobs from further afield.

Key Transportation Objectives
ReduceCongestionon Arterials
Capacity on its arterials
is a growing sub-regional
problem which may be addressed through innovative
technologies such as ITS.
High-SpeedRail
As the sub-region continues to attract jobs, and as the
toll on its transportation facilities is increasingly felt,
routing high-speed rail (HSR) into the area will provide
another valve to release the pressure of local
congestion.
Soundwalls:
A priority
for La Canada Flintridge
is constructing
soundwalls as the 1-210 passes through the city.
Bikeways
Employment growth in this sub-region demands that
new and innovative approaches to transportation
be
adopted. Adding bikeways that link employment and
activity
centers with each other, and with other
transportation modes, will help provide viable commute
alternatives in Arroyo Verdugo.

Metrolink service does not run directly through the highest
density employment areas in Burbank and Glendale so
Draft Long RangeTransportation

Plan for Los Angeles County
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Transit Zone
Arroyo Verdugo is part of the San Fernando Valley
Transit Zone which is seeking to provide autonomous
bus service for the sub-region and the adjacent San
FernandoValley.
Freeway Access
Heavy traffic
on the arterials,
and vehicles entering
interchanges and on-ramps, is hampering efficient
access onto the freeways; and, congested freeway offramps cause queues and bottlenecks as vehicles exit
the freeways onto local arterials.
Widened on-ramps,
metering and other freeway access improvements can
address this problem. In addition, the topography,
especially in the La CanadaFlintridge area, requires
more and improved freeway access.
Increase Metrolink accessand service
Improved access from Metrolink to jobs across the subregion via more frequent and convenient shuttles will
increase ridership
and help alleviate
congestion.
Enhancedfrequency of Metrolink service will also make
this modemore attractive.

Arroyo VerdugoStatistics

ArroyoVerdugoPriority Projects
Freeway improvements
Soundwalls (9 miles along the 1-210)
I-5/Rto 134 Interchange Improvements
Rt. 134/San Fernando Rd./Doran St. Grade Separation
& Access Program
Transit improvements
Electric Shuttle buses/Electric Changingstations
Acquisition of land and construction of a bus alternate
fuel and maintenancefacility
Expansion of Burbank Local Transit Operation to serve
Universal Studios and Burbank Airport
CompressedNatural Gas Fueling and Maintenance
Facility
Rail improvements
Light Rail line betweenUnion Station-GlendaleDowntown Burbank-Burbank Airport
Signal and Arterial improvements
Traffic Signal synchronization on Foothill Corridor
Walnut Street extension - from Sunnyslope to Kinneloa
Verdugo Avenue/RR Grade Separation Glendale
Buena Vista Street/RR Grade Separation

Demographicdata
330,271
414,930
190,263 250,055

26%
31%

60 square miles
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Pedestrian and Bicycle improvements
Lighted Crosswalks, pedestrian improvements
Bikeway planning
Integrated bike/pedestrian facility (multi-modal) in the
Arroyo Seco area
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Funding support for the implementation of the
PasadenaARTSfive-year plan developed to support the
Metro Rail Line
Transportation DemandManagement
Transportation Information Kiosk
Traffic Video Monitoring/Security
Integrated GIS-basedfleet and facilities
system

management

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Gateway Cities Sub-region
Description
Gateway Cities
Artesia
Bell Gardens
Commerce
Downey
La Habra Heights
Long Beach
Montebello
Pico Rivera
South Gate

Avalon
Bellflower
Compton
Hawaiian Gardens
La Mirada
Lynwood
Norwalk
Santa Fe Springs
Vernon

Bell
Cerritos
Cudahy
Huntington Park
Lakewood
Maywood
Paramount
Signal Hill
Whittier

Bordered by the Pacific Ocean on the south and Orange
Countyto the east, this sub-region lies in the southeastern
portion of Los Angeles County and extends from coastal
Long Beach to the foothill
communities of La Habra
Heights, Rowland Heights, Hillgrove, Montebello and East
Los Angeles to the north. The economy of the Gateway
Cities is rooted in manufacturing technology, trade and
tourism. The Long Beach/Los Angeles I~ort complex ranks
third in world container sea trade. Together these two
ports are tremendoustourist and economicattractors.
The 27 cities making up this sub-region have a combined
population of 2 million and provide 14% of the jobs in
Southern California.

MajorTransportation
Facilities
The area is served by ten freeways: Santa Ana (I-5),
Garden Grove (Rt. 22), Orange (Rt. 57), Pomona(Rt.
Artesia (Rt. 91), Century (I-105), Harbor (I-110),
Diego (I-405), San Gabriel River (I-605), and Long Beach
710).
Regional transit
service is provided by the municipal
operators in Commerce, Long Beach, Montebello and
Norwalk as well as MTA. Many other cities
provide

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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paratransit and communitylevel transit
20 Park & Ride lots in the sub-region.

service. There are

Both the Metro Blue Line and Metro Green Line serve this
area. Metrolink operates service through the area, with
stations at Montebello (Riverside Line), Commerceand
Norwalk/Santa Fe Springs (Orange County Line).
The Alameda Corridor, scheduled to becomeoperational in
2001, will run along the western border and traverse the
entire sub-region.

Mobility Challenges
Of the goods coming through the ports of Long Beach and
Los Angeles, approximately
80% of those goods pass
through the GatewayCities either by train or truck. Portrelated truck traffic is the leading cause of congestion on
all of the major freeways within the sub-region but
especially the I-5, 1-710 & 1-605 corridors regardless of
time of day. Currently, trucks account for 45 to 60 percent
of freeway capacity, and this traffic is expected to grow
substantially
due to expansion of the Ports, interstate
freight movement, weekday commute traffic
and weekend
recreational traffic.
The concentrated movement of goods through individual
communities has had a tremendous impact on both the
residential and commercial character of the sub-region. As
a result of this all-day congestion, those traveling shorter
distances increasingly use local arterials thus creating
greater surface congestion within the local cities adjacent
to these corridors.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

In addition to truck and train traffic causing congestion on
both the freeways and local arterials,
the numerousgrade
rail crossings exacerbate surface traffic congestion while,
at the sametime, posing enormoussafety risk as drivers
unwisely attempt to beat trains by going around crossing
gates. The Metro Blue Line, which travels considerably
faster than freight trains, continues to pose safety risks as
well, as violators frequently cite the expectation of slow
trains as the reason for failing to stop at crossing gates.
And, while not necessarily a mobility issue, stakeholders
throughout the sub-region remain very anxious about the
amountof hazardousair pollutants trucks and freight trains
emit within their communities.

Key Transportation Objectives
I-710 Corridor improvements
The I-710 Freeway Corridor
is the principal
transportation
connection between Los Angeles County
and the Ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles. A Major
Investment Study (MIS) is scheduled to get underway
later this year. Objectives of this study include
providing an efficient ingress/egress at the Ports of
Long Beach and Los Angeles, reduction of passenger
vehicle and truck congestion along the freeway,
highway and surface streets; improved mobility and
access; the identification
of measures to improve
safety of all modes; reducing incursion
of nonresidential traffic for residential neighborhoods;and the
reduction of air pollution
especially
near homes,
schools, hospitals and senior facilities.

6.-9
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Goods movement
While the movementof goods from the port complexes
in Los Angeles and Long Beach to destinations outside
the County and beyond are key to the economic vitality
of the sub-region, it is equally important that increased
goods movement not burden the sub-region further.
Reductions in the number of traffic
bottlenecks on
freeways and surface streets for safer, more efficient
goods movementremain a high priority.
Rail/Highway at-grade crossing improvements
Safety has long been a concern at rail crossings
especially along the Metro Blue Line. The California
Public Utility Commissionrecently approved the use of
quadrant crossing gates which effectively
seal off a
crossing from vehicular traffic as trains approach. This
and other measures continue to be studied as valuable
methods of ensuring safety at grade crossings
throughout the sub-region.
Transit restructuring
Municipal
operators
in Commerce, Long Beach,
Montebello and Norwalk provide regional
transit
service. Several other cities within the sub-region
provide paratransit and communitylevel transit service.
The Southeast Bus Restructuring St~Jdy is expected to
recommendmore timed connections between providers
and morecircular routes.

Section 6
a key role in managing congestion on the sub-region’s
freeways. New technologies will be readily utilized
within this sub-region to avoid traffic accidents and
inform drivers of accidents, bottlenecks and alternate
routeso
I-5 Corridor improvements
While 1-710 and 1-605 congestion problems can be
largely traced to port related traffic, I-5 congestion is
primarily the result of commuterstraveling through the
region from Los Angeles to Orange and San Diego
Counties. In order to keep this inter-county traffic
moving, enhancements in the form of ramp widenings
and extended HOVlanes have been proposed. A faster
moving I-5 corridor potentially allows drivers to switch
from truck-congested corridors to this corridor for
faster commutetimes.~ However, local residents remain
wary of ramp metering that may result in traffic
backing up onto local streets during morning and
afternoon rush hours.
Additionally,
with Orange County soon to be widening
portions of I-5, bottlenecks are likely to be created on
the Los Angeles County side, again impacting Gateway
Cities significantly
as commuters try to move around
freeway blockage.

Intelligent TransportationSystems
Because the safe and efficient
movement of goods
through this sub-region is important not just to
Southern California but literally to the state and country
as a whole, it is expected that new technology will play
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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GatewayCities Statistics

Air Quality
Diesel Toxins Emissions Reduction Measures

DemographicData

~

1,807,189
780,172

2,249,078
986,741

24%
26%

226 square miles

GatewayCities Priority Projects
Freeway improvements
I-710 Corridor
I-5
Goods movement
Port of Long Beach Ground Access
Truck-Impacted Intersections Program
Rail-Highway Grade Crossing Program
Signal end Arterial improvements
Signal Synchronization Program/ITS Deployment
Program
System Preservation
¯

Transit improvements
Busand Rail Facilities
Pedestrian end Bicycle improvements
Funding for Non-motorized transportation
pedestrian)

(bike and

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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region Description
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Sub-

Las Virgenes / Malibu Cities
Agoura Hills
Calabasas
HiddenHills
Malibu
Westlake Village

Las Virgenes/Malibu occupies the northwest portion of Los
Angeles County. Bordered by the Pacific
Ocean and
Malibu to the west and Ventura County to the north, this
sub-region is split by the Santa Monica Mountains, with
the Las Virgenes cities on the valley side. The Santa
Monica Mountains State Park and the Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation Area occupy a large, central
portion
of the sub-region,
and is protected
from
development.

MajorTransportationFacilities
The Ventura Freeway (Rt-101) in the Las Virgenes area
and Pacific Coast Highway (Rt-1) in Malibu, running northsouth, are the major transportation facilities
in the subregion. There are no arterials parallel to these highwaysfor
any meaningful distance. The dual spines of the Rt-101
and Pacific Coast Highway are linked east-west by Decker,
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Kanan Dume, Las Virgenes and Malibu Canyon Roads, and
Topanga Canyon Boulevard.
There are three Park & Ride lots in the sub-region at the
intersection
of Kanan DumeRoad and Rt-101 in Agoura
Hills.
Regional bus service is provided by MTAand by LADOT’s
Commuter Express. Calabasas runs a community shuttle
while the other cities in the sub-region operate dial-a-ride
services. There is currently no rail service in the subregion.

Mobility Challenges
The Las Virgenes/Malibu
sub-region’s
transportation
system is encountering growing capacity pressures. As
6-12
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home to some of the nation’s most-visited beaches, the
sub-region has long experienced weekend and summer
traffic.
However, weekday traffic
volumes have also
multiplied as Las Virgenes/Malibu has expanded its own
employment base and as housing development to the north
and west in Ventura County created a new generation of
commuters passing through the sub-region to access jobs
largely in west Los Angeles, but also to the east in Warner
Center.
Congestion pressures in this sub-region are likely to grow
further. More housing development is slated for Ventura
County with a commensurate increase in "throughput"
traffic
traveling to Los Angeles for jobs. And, with the
expansion of daytime recreational facilities
at the Santa
Monica Mountains State Park and the Santa Monica
Mountains National Recreation Area, there will also be
additional weekend traffic.
In short, as congestion has
grown, there has been no corresponding increase in
capacity and, as a result, Las Virgenes/Malibu will continue
to experience traffic
bottlenecks, back-ups and delays
seven days a week.
The unavoidable reliance on the two north-south routes
has a numberof ramifications for the sub-region. Delays,
disruptions or closures on the Rt-101 leave motorists with
no alternative but to divert onto Pacific Coast Highwayvia
the east-west roads through the Santa Monica Mountains.
Indeed, this cross-mountain traffic pattern has becomeso
prevalent that residents and planners alike have coined this
traffic phenomenon
"Z" traffic.
In addition, the topography and climate conditions in Las
Virgenes/Malibu
exacerbate
capacity
problems as
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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deterioration of the Pacific Palisades leads to frequent
delays on Pacific Coast Highway. In addition, rock-falls on
the east-west roads and mud-slides resulting from winter
rain storms cause frequent road closures. Consequently,
this sub-region faces access problems for emergency
vehicles.
Although congestion is commonplace, there are limited
transportation alternatives in the sub-region. Bus service
does not traverse the east-west roads which poses a
particular obstacle to day-workers accessing employment
in homes, restaurants and at Pepperdine University. While
all the cities in the Las Virgenes/Malibu sub-region provide
dial-a-ride or communityshuttle service, there is limited
coordination of this service.

Key Transportation Objectives
Increasing capacity of the Rt-101
The rapid growth in housing north and west of Las
Virgenes/Malibu
without commensurate increase in
capacity of the Ventura Freeway has resulted in
worsening mobility.
Alternatives
that are being
considered by the sub-region include increasing the
number of lanes on the Rt-101 (which will also require
on-ramp and interchange improvements) as well as
considering alternative modesof transportation,
such
as light rail.
Limiting"Z" traffic
The absence of arterials parallel to the Rt-101 means
that, if an incident occurs on the freeway, travelers are
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diverted onto the cross-mountain arterials,
thereby
adding the "Z" to traffic.
Cross-mountain traffic
contributes significantly to congestion on Pacific Coast
Highway as commuters use this route to access
Westside jobs and to avoid back-ups on Rt-101.
Increased capacity on Rt-101 will reduce these crossmountain trips, thereby reducing diversions onto Pacific
Coast Highway.
Improving access to emergencyvehicles
Congestion on 1-101 and Rt-1 limits
access of
emergency vehicles. This is exacerbated by closures
on the east-west roads due to storm conditions and
related rock-slides, as well as limited use of Pacific
Coast Highwaydue to instability of the Palisades.
Increasingtransportationalternatives in this sub-region
The sub-region is looking at introducing innovative new
transportation
modes like a "smart shuttle"
and
increasing the number of transportation "hubs" in the
region.

Las Virgenes/MalibuPriority Projects
Signal and Arterial improvements
Pacific Coast Highway- install raised medians
N. Malibu Canyon Road - implement HOVlane
Kanan DumeRoad - implement HOVlane
Pacific Coast Highway - Highway Activities
Radio
(HAR) system.
Pacific Coast Highway - TMC
Cross Creek Road Rehab - Street and parkway rehab
Kanan Interchange Improvement
Reyes Adobe Interchange Improvement
Citywide Signal Synchronization Project
Chesebro Interchange
Signal at Agoura/Chesebro
Pedestrian and Bicycle improvements
Completion of Rt-101 Bike Gap Closure- Agoura Road
(widen to 4 lanes) Kananto Western City Boundaries

Las Virgenes/ Malibu Statistics
Demographic Data

~, ~ ’ " ’ 79,707
.........
~.~ 41,902

107,433
53,924

35%
29%

162 square miles
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Sub-region Description

north, by the breath-taking natural beauty and open space
of the Angeles National Forest.

North Los Angeles County Cities

The fastest growing sub-region in the County, North Los
Angeles County’s stimulus
for growth has been the
development of more affordable
housing which has
mushroomedin this area since the 1960’s. Indeed, the
1980’s saw the influx
of tens of thousands of new
residents, causing the sub-region to be housing-rich and
jobs-poor,
further
straining
Los Angeles County’s
transportation system.

Lancaster
Palmdale
SantaClarita
Parts of Unincorporated Los Angeles County

And, because this sub-region contains the majority of
developable land remaining in Los Angeles County, it will
continue to be one of the primary growth areas for the
next two decades. Although the focus of this tremendous
growth originated in Santa Clarita, it has increasingly
migrated into the Antelope Valley so that the northernmost
portion of the sub-region is growing faster than the south.

MajorTransportation
Facilities

This sub-region comprises all of Los Angeles County north
of the San Fernando Valley and includes the Angeles
National Forest. The two most populous areas of the subregion are the Santa Clarita and Antelope Valleys. Santa
Clarita, in the southern portion of the sub-region, is divided
from Lancaster and Palmdale, in the Antelope Valley to the
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Area freeways include the Golden State (I-5) and the
Antelope Valley (Rt-14) which includes an HOVlane,
although the region is also impacted by the Rt-126 and Rt138. Antelope Valley Transit Authority and Santa Clarita
Transit provide local bus service. Metrolink operates
commuterrail service.
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Mobility Challenges
The steady growth in population in the North County is
expected to continue over the next 25 years and thus
must be anticipated in transportation planning for this subregion.
Commuters comprise the bulk of users of
transportation
facilities
in North Los Angeles County
although, as the region grows, there will likely be new
locally-based jobs generated. Rt-14, running from just
south of Santa Clarita to Lancaster and Palmdale, is a
relatively new freeway serving the area. However, the 1-5,
which feeds the Rt-14 into North Los Angeles County from
the southern parts of the county, experiences heavy
congestion from both passenger vehicles and interstate
trucking.
The Angeles National Forest, which straddles the center of
this sub-region,
is also a magnet for day-trippers,
weekenders and vacationers.
Becauseof this sub-region’s location at the northernmost
reaches of Los Angeles County, transportation
linkages
with the adjacent Kern and Ventura counties may be more
germane to North Los Angeles County than destinations
south of downtown Los Angeles.

Section 6
Key Transportation Objectives
Predictable level of fundingfor the sub-region
The North County requests a predictable level of subregional funding and recommendseither an improved
allocation formula, allocation of block grants to each
sub-region, or increased sub-regional control.
Equitable return on transportation revenuesgenerated
The North County would like each sub-region to be
allocated a guaranteed overall minimum based on the
transportation revenues generated by that sub-region.
North Los Angeles is the fastest growing sub-region in
the County with concomitant growth in transportation
challenges. They feel that funding resources must be
allocated to address this sub-region’s needs recognizing
its projected growth. Put another way, this sub-region
is seeking to ensure that it receives a "fair share" of
resources to fund transportation investments in North
Los Angeles County for the upcoming transportation
planning cycles, particularly
as a strong sentiment
exists that revenues generated within the sub-region
have, until now, been exported to fund transportation
projects in other parts of the County. "Fair share" may
be achieved by an improved allocation
formula,
allocation of block grants or greater sub-regional input
into the programmingprocess.
Prioritization of funds basedon plannedtransportation
investments
North County recommends rewarding
proactive
transportation planning and initiatives that consider and
address future needs will encourage projects that yield

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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long-term solutions. One way this could be done is by
promoting alternate routes, which ultimately relieve
demandson congested routes.
Greater Sub-regional Input to Programming
Process
North Countyfeels that local officials in the various
sub-regions of Los Angeles County should have greater
control over transportation programmingand
investment decisions in the county. Certain functions
currently performed at the regional level should be
decentralized to the sub-regions including
transportation planning, allocation of funds within subregions, project selection, and transit service needs
assessment.
Recognition of North Los AngelesCountyas the
Growth Area for Los Angeles County
North County feels strongly that there must be an
acknowledgmentby regional agencies of the population
growth and resulting traffic patterns in the planning,
development and funding of projects affecting
the
North County sub-region.
The Antelope and Santa
Clarita Valleys will be responsible for over 23%of the
expected growth for all of Los Angeles County over the
next 20 years.

Section
6
route directly
serving travel between the Antelope
Valley, parts of the Santa Clarita Valley and the Los
Angeles Basin and San FernandoValley. This facility is
becoming severely overloaded, even with the recent
construction
of High Occupancy Vehicle lanes on a
portion
of the freeway. As both the commuting
population
increases
and economic development
continues in the sub-region, so will the need for
additional highway, rail and airport funding to alleviate
the demandsplaced on freeways.
Improved Access- Key Trips from the Sub-region and
within the Sub-region
To improve
regional
mobility
and economic
development opportunities
in the sub-region, it is
necessary to improve access for key trips within the
sub-region and to major employmentcenters outside of
the sub-region, such as Glendale/Burbank/Pasadena,
West San Fernando Valley, Downtown Los Angeles,
West Los Angeles/Century City, San Bernardino, South
Bay, San Gabriel Valley and Ventura County. Within
the sub-region, access should be improved in both
directions between the Antelope Valley and the Santa
Clarita Valley, between Palmdale and Lancaster and
between Antelope Valley and South Kern County.

Needfor Additional Routes betweenthe Sub-region and
the Los AngelesBasin
North Los Angeles County needs regional transportation
options in addition to the Rt. 14 corridor, including
High Speed Rail, new highways, airport access and
goods movement. Rt. 14 is presently the only freeway
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Rail improvements
Metrolink A.V. Line operating improvements/
expansion

County Statistics

Demographic Data
¯
112
60,038

970,453
303,034

80%
89%

Pedestrian and Bike improvements
Pedestrian / Bikeway improvements

square miles

North

LA County

Priority

Projects

Freeway improvements
Addedcapacity (two lanes) on Rt-14 - Avenue D to I-5
Addedcapacity (two lanes) on I-5 - Rt-14 to Rt-126
HOVand Truck lanes on I-5 - Rt-14 to Rt-126
Santa Clarita Cross Valley Arterial Connector - Rt-14 to
I-5
Newfreeway route from Antelope Valley to L.A. Basin
Regional arterial and freeway interchange
improvements
High Desert Corridor / Metropolitan Bypass(Rt-14 to 115)
High Desert Corridor / Metropolitan Bypass(I-5 to Rt14)
¯

Signal and Arterial improvements
Additional transportation system preservation

¯ Transit improvements
Municipal transit service improvements/ expansion
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Central Los Angeles County
Sub-region Description
Central

Los Angeles Communities

Baldwin Hills
Boyle Heights
Central City
Central City North
Echo Park
Hollywood
Leimert Park
Northeast Los Angeles
Portions of South Central Los Angeles
Portions of Southeast Los Angeles
Silver Lake
West Adams
Wilshire, Westlake

MajorTransportation
Facilities
Numerousfreeways feed into the Central Los Angeles area
including the Golden State (I-5),
Santa Monica (I-10),
Pomona(Rt-60), Hollywood (Rt-101) and Pasadena/Harbor
(I-110). While all these freeways over past years have
carried heavy rush hour and commute traffic
into the
Central Business District, they are increasingly congested
daylong as job growth has occurred outside the Central
Business District and as goods traffic volume has grown.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

The Smart Corridor is an incident management project
along a portion
of the Santa Monica Freeway that
optimizes the capacity of the freeway and adjacent arterial
streets. A transitway, which provides elevated HOVlanes
and a busway, runs down the center of the Harbor
Freeway from USC in Central Los Angeles south of the
Century Freeway.
Union Station, the Los Angeles Union Passenger Terminal
(LAUPT), is the heart of the region’s rail system. Amtrak,
Metrolink, and Metro Rail all emanatefrom Union Station,
and the Metro Blue Line is just three Metro Red Line stops
away.
The Metro Red Line is a heavy rail
line running
underground from Union Station in downtown Los Angeles
6.. t9

Sub-regional Element
to Wilshire/Western
in the west and extending from
Hollywood north to North Hollywood in the San Fernando
Valley. The passage of Measure A in November 1998,
however, precludes use of countywide tax revenues for
additional subwayconstruction.
Also serving this sub-region is the Metro Blue Line, a light
rail line stretching between Central Los Angeles and Long
Beach through the Gateway Cities. Open since 1990, this
line is currently carrying over 63,000 passengersdaily.
Planning and construction
for future Metro Rail line
extensions scheduled to be constructed are underway,
including the Metro Rail light rail extension from Union
Station to Beverly and Atlantic in East Los Angeles which
is scheduled to open in December, 2006. The Pasadena
Line is being constructed
by the Pasadena Line
Construction Authority.
The Authority was created by
State Legislation
in January, 1999. Once completed
(scheduled for July, 2003), MTAwill operate the light rail
system.

Mobility Challenges
All roads do not lead to Central Los Angeles, even if it
seems that way.
Increasingly,
traffic
- whether
commuter, trucks or alternative modes- tends to arrive in
and pass through Los Angeles on its way to other
destinations all over the County.
Central Los Angeles is experiencing
considerable
transportation
challenges. Traffic congestion and bus
Draft Long RavageTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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overcrowding along with the related Consent Decree are of
high relevance and impact to this sub-region.
The considerable physical limitations,
the measurable
environmental impacts, and high cost of constructing
major infrastructure in this matured built environment limit
any major capacity enhancement options. Therefore the
opportunities to improve mobility in these areas are largely
limited to better utilization
and development of the
transportation
and pedestrian infrastructure
already in
place.

Central Los AngelesStatistics
Demographic Data
~

1,759,478

2,274,776

i~ii~
~!~~~iii! ~ E~74,832
1,055,143
~i~!! 26 square miles
~[~!i;i~.!

29%
21%

Central Los AngelesPriority Projects
Freeway improvements
Rt. 101 corridor betweenValley Circle Blvd. and Rt.
134/170
I-710 gap closure
1-10/5 interchange in East LA
I-5/Rt.2 interchange for access to DowntownLA
AlamedaStreet By-Pass for access from I-5 to
Downtown LA
6-20
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Rt. 101/AlamedaSt. interchange for LA Civic Center
Rt. 110/Ninth St. - widen northbound off-ramp to two
lanes

Section 6

Bicycle parking facilities

Citywide

Signal and arterial improvements
Continuation of Santa Monica Freeway Smart Corridor
Conversion of existing ATSACsystems to new ATCS
technology
Completion of ATCSdeployment Citywide
Broadway bus priority treatment between Olympic
Blvd. and Temple St,
CrenshawBlvd. bus priority treatment between
Florence Ave. and Wilshire Blvd.
Figueroa St. bus priority treatment between Adams
Blvd. and 6th St.
Hill St. bus priority treatment between1 2th St. and
Temple St.
Olive/Grand transit couplet betweenJefferson Blvd.
and l’t St.
Olympic Blvd. bus priority treatment between
Broadway and City of Santa Monica
Olympic Blvd. bus priority treatment between Soto St.
and Indiana St.
Spring St. bus priority treatment between9th St. and
Cesar Chavez Ave.
Vermont Ave. bus priority treatment between Slauson
Ave. and Wilshire BIvdo
Western Ave. bus priority treatment between Century
Blvd. and Wilshire Blvd.
Pedestrian and Bicycle Improvements
Los Angeles River bike path - Downtownsegments
Exposition Blvd. bike path
Chinatown bike station
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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San Fernando Valley Sub-region
Description
San Fernando
Communities

Valley

Cities

and

San FernandoValley portion of the City of Los Angeles,
City of San Fernando

The Valley fans north of the Hollywood Hills and Santa
Monica, west to the Las Virgenes/Malibu
area and
eastwards towards the Arroyo Verdugo cities close to the
San Gabriel Valley. It occupies the north and central
portions of Los Angeles County.

MajorTransportation
Facilities
A numberof freeways crisscross this sub-region including
the Golden State (I-5), Ventura (US-101 and Rt. 134),
Valley (Rt. 118), Hollywood (Rt. 170), San Diego (I-405)
and Foothill (I-210) freeways. There are several HOVlanes
running on Rt. 118, 134, 170 and 1-405;
The North Hollywood Metro Rail station opened in 2000
extending Metro Rail service from downtown Los Angeles
to Universal City and North Hollywood.
Metrolink’s
Antelope Valley and Moorpark Lines also
provide rail service into this sub-region.

Draft Long RangeTransportation
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MTAis currently studying the Bus Rapid Transit
(BRT) on the Burbank-Chandler right-of-way.

option

Mobility Challenges
The Valley is now growing at a faster rate than many of
the City’s other sub-regions, and not surprisingly
its
demographics are changing while its transportation needs
are growing. This sub-region is growing fastest at its east
and west extremities - where transportation service must
be accommodated as volumes of service needs remain
concentrated in the Central core of east-west service
through the valley.
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There is considerable community support for identifying
the North Hollywood to Victory/Canoga, (serving Warner
Center) as a priority
corridor for high capacity transit
service and to further utilize this corridor as a meansof
developing programs to foster transit ridership through the
San Fernando Valley. Additionally,
there are efforts
underway pushing for more east-west valley service in
addition to Burbank Chandler.
As with the Westside Cities, the 1-405 is the conduit
between the San Fernando Valley and West Los Angeles.
This freeway brings streams of commuters from West Los
Angeles into the Valley using the Sepulveda Pass, Laurel
Canyon, Coldwater Canyon to and from jobs and weekend
recreational opportunities. The 1-405 is also the primary
route to LAX from the San Fernando Valley. To avoid 1405 congestion,
Valley residents
commonly use the
narrow north-south routes such as Coldwater Canyon and
Laurel. (See City of Los Angeles Mobility Challenges).

SanFernandoValley Statistics
Demographic data
1,343,578
576,318

1,774,710
714,250

32%
24%

250 square miles
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SanFernandoValley Priority Projects
Freeway improvements
Rt. 101 corridor betweenValley Circle Blvd. and Rt.
134/170
Rt. 101/I-405 interchange in the San Fernando Valley
Rto 101/170 interchange in the San Fernando Valley
Rt. 170 northbound at I-5 in the San FernandoValley
1-405 northbound at I-5 in the San Fernando Valley
I-5/Rt. 14 interchange in the San FernandoValley
I-5/Rt. 134 interchange - construct missing eastbound
to northbound connector ramp and southbound to
westbound connector ramp
Rt. 101/Universal Center Dr. - construct new on-ramp
to southbound Rt. 101
Feasibility study for north/south 1-405 tunnel for HOV
or mixed flow lanes between Rt. 101 and 1-10 (parallel
to or under existing freeway)
HOVlane northbound on 1-405 between 1-10 and
Burbank Blvd.
Signal and Arterial improvements
Glendale Blvd. (Rt. 2) corridor
Foothill Blvd. bridge at BalboaBlvd.
Barham/Cahuengacorridor
Saticoy St. gap closure and realignment between
WoodmanAve. and Van Nuys Blvd.
Expansion of San Diego Freeway Smart Corridor
Conversion of existing ATSACsystems to new ATCS
technology
Completion of ATCSdeployment Citywide
San Fernando Rd. bus priority treatment between
Cohasset St. and Roxford St.
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Sunset Blvd. bus priority treatment between Laurel
CanyonBlvd. and Highland Ave.
Van Nuys Blvd. bus priority treatment between Ventura
Blvd. and Glenoaks Blvd.
Pedestrian and Bicycle improvements
Los Angeles River bike path - Downtownand Valley
segments
San Fernando Road bike path
Burbank-Chandler bike path
Tujunga Washbike path
Moorpark Metrolink ROWbike path
Bicycle parking facilities Citywide

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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San Gabriel
Description

Valley

San Gabriel Valley Cities
Alhambra
Glendora
Arcadia
Industry
Azusa
Irwindale
Baldwin Park La Puente
Bradbury
La Verne
Claremont
Monrovia
Covina
Montebello
Diamond Bar Monterey Park
Duarte
Pasadena
El Monte
Pomona

Sub-region

Rosemead
San Dimas
San Gabriel
San Marino
Sierra Madre
South El Monte
South Pasadena
Temple City
Walnut
West Covina

Section

6

The San Gabriel Valley is the easternmost portion of Los
Angeles County bounded on the west by the City of
Pasadena, on the north by the San Gabriel Mountains, on
the east by the Los Angeles County/San Bernardino
County line, and on the south by the Rt. 60 Freeway and
Puente Hills. The San Gabriel Valley accounts for 20%of
Los Angeles County’s population and sales tax revenues.
The San Gabriel Valley is especially knownfor its historic
California
character. Its population is ethnically
and
economically diverse, and increasingly concerned about the
impacts of heavy truck use in the sub-region -- both from a
traffic
and quality of life perspective.. As Los Angeles
County has grown, communities like the San Gabriel Valley
have becomeincreasingly crowded to the point that there
is very little
remaining undeveloped , open space. As a
result the San Gabriel Valley is 97%built out.

Major TransportationFacilities
The sub-region is served by many freeways including the
San Bernardino (I-10), Rt. 40, Rt. 30, Orange (Rt. 57),
Pomona(Rt. 60), Chino Valley (Rt. 71), Pasadena
110), Foothill (I-210), San Gabriel River (I-605) and
Beach (I-710).
The El Monte busway, which allows use
for both buses and cars, runs along the San Bernardino
Freeway, and the Foothill
Freeway also has a highoccupancy vehicle (HOV) lane. In addition, HOVlanes are
planned for the Rt. 57 and Rt. 60.
Rail service in this sub-region includes two Metrolink lines,
specifically the San Bernardino and Riverside lines. Future

Draft Long RangeTransportation
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rail facilities
in the sub-region include the PasadenaLine
and the AlamedaCorridor East (ACE) project.

impact intersections
already
Managersin the sub-region.

Bus transit is provided by MTA,Foothill Transit and
Montebello Transit. Most cities in this sub-region provide
dial-a-ride services within their city limits to seniors and
persons with disabilities,
and someoffer service to the
general public as well. Several of the local cities also
operate community shuttles.

In addition to synchronization and enhancedsafety
measures, new technologies such as signal prioritization
for buses and lane sensors for trucks continue to be
studied as options for this sub-region.

There are Park & Ride lots throughout the sub-region,
including a large facility at the El Montebus station.

Mobility Challenges
There is widespread concern that the number of trains
traveling through the San Gabriel Valley will increase when
the Alameda Corridor is completed. However, not all of
the goods movementthrough the valley will be transported
by train. Truck traffic is also expected to increase by as
much as 40%, adding to a situation
that many cities
currently find onerous.
For many years there have been ongoing discussions
between the San Gabriel Valley cities ~bout how best to
synchronize traffic signalization so that inter-municipal
arterial traffic
flow might improve. A second component
of traffic synchronization issues in this sub-region involves
the Alameda Corridor East project. Stakeholders in the
sub-region hope that as a part of this project some
combination
of new grade separations
or safety
improvements will be installed at a minimum of 173 high

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

identified

by the City

The El Monte Busway on the San Bernardino Freeway had
changed from requiring three- to two-persons per car. The
leadership of the sub-region felt strongly that HOVlanes
designated for three passengersis far preferable than lanes
designated for just two passengers. Both Foothill Transit
and MTA have experienced delays as more vehicles are
able to legally
use the busway. Recently, the State
amendedthe requirements again to allow three-person cars
during peak hours, and two-person cars during off-peak
hours.
In February 1999, the MTABoard took the first step in
preparing for divesting existing Metro Bus service in the
San Gabriel and San Fernando valleys. The expansion of
the Foothill Transit Zone or the creation of a new transit
zone is something the sub-region strongly supports, with
particular backing from the nine western cities in the San
Gabriel Valley sub-region. Clearly, amongthe key issues
to be resolved prior to the creation of a transportation zone
is how to efficiently and effectively staff such an agency.
Amongother issues frequently mentioned are widespread
concerns about air pollutants from trains and trucks, and
the desire for mandatedclean fuel school buses, passenger
vehicles,
trucks, public transit
vehicles and train
locomotives.
6-26
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Key Transportation Objectives

Four Corners Study
The counties of Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside and
San Bernardino continue to explore ways to better
move goods and passengers through and between
these respective counties. As a result,
the "Four
Corners" study identifies
"preferred alternatives"
which include a’number of TDMelements and supports
the upgrade of Rt 71 to a freeway north of Rt. 60. The
ongoing implementation remains very important to the
San Gabriel Valley.

Additional Rail Corridors
Sensing that surface streets and freeways alike are at
capacity,
this sub-region
has become a staunch
advocate of several rail projects.
These are the
AlamedaCorridor East (ACE) project which is currently
in preliminary
engineering and the Pasadena Line
project to Sierra Madre Villa. Additionally,
the subregion is very interested in promoting initial
planning
studies for a Metro Rail extension to Claremont and for
an 1-10/Rt. 60 Rail Corridor.
Expanded HOVlanes
Lane miles for HOVhave and will continue to increase.
As a result of this, the San Gabriel Valley sub-region
has identified
a number of proposed HOV lanes
throughout the region that will effectively movelarger
numbers of people. They are the Rt. 60 HOV lane
completion (between Rt. 101 and 1-605 Freeways), the
1-605 HOVlane completion (between 1-10 and 1-210)
and Rt. 60 lane completion between the 1-605 & Rt.
57.
Truck Lane Projects
Currently a feasibility study is underwayfor truck lanes
that will include Rto 60. This study is not expected to
be completed until later this summer. However, the
sub-region remains very supportive of the study and
the TDMelements that have been proposed to date.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

SoutheastCorridor Transit Restructuring Study
This
study
is
nearing
completion,
with
recommendations for better-timed connections between
transit operators and more community routes, as well
realignments
among the key
as some route
recommendations.

SanGabriel Valley Statistics
Demographicdata
1,764,133
.594

2,219,229
872,665

26%
30%

square miles
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San Gabriel Valley Priority Projects
Rail improvements
Metro Rail to PasadenaSierra MadreVilla
Metro Rail Extension to Claremont
Metrolink Capital and Operating at expandedservice
level
Transit improvements
Capital and Operating funds at current service level for
Montebello, Arcadia, Foothill, Claremont, Pomona
Valley Transit Authority
Equitable share of funding for additional bus-service
both operating and capital
Freeway improvements
Rt. 30 gap closure - Rt. 66 to San Bernardino County
Line
I-710 gap closure - Right of WayPreservation
I-710 gap closure - Project completion
HOVon 1-10 - Baldwin Avenue To SBCL
HOVon Rt. 60 - 1-605 to Brea Canyon Road
Rt. 57/60 HOVInterchange
1-10/605 HOVInterchange
Rt. 60 HOVLane completion (between Rt. 101 and 1605 Freeways)
I-lO/Rt. 60 Rail Corridor
1-605 HOVLane Completion (between 1-10 & 1-210)
Rt. 57 HOVLane Completion (between 1-210 & Rt. 60)
Rt. 71 completion (between 1-210 & Rt. 60)
UpgradeRt. 71 to 4 lanes from Rt. 91 to Euclid &
operation improvementsat the Rt. 57 Corridor (outside
LA County)

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Upgrade Rt. 71/60 interchange capacity
Upgrade Rt. 71 to 6 Lanes from SF Rt. 60 to I-110
Goods movement
Funding for AlamedaCorridor-East,
America Project
Truck lanes on Rt. 60

Gateway to

Fundingissues
Seek Equitable Share (Approx. 19%) Of Funding For
Ongoing Programs That Are Currently Uncommitted By
Project in the following areas:
Regional Bikeways
Inter-Regional Roads
SAFE
Environmental Enhancement& Mitigation
Transportation
Demand Management
TSM(freeway, local and TOS)
Retrofit Soundwalls
Freewayrehabilitation
Freeway Service Patrol
RSTI
Transportation Enhancements
Park and Ride/Transit Centers/DMU/Other
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South Bay Cities Sub-region
Description
South Bay Cities
Carson
El Segundo
Gardena
Hawthorne
Hermosa Beach
Inglewood
Lawndale
Lomita
Manhattan Beach

Palos VerdesEstates
RanchoPalos Verdes
Redondo Beach
RollingHills
Rolling Hills Estates
Torrance
City of LosAngelesSan Pedro/Wilmington
Harbor Corridor
Unincorporated
Los Angeles County

Major Transportation Facilities
Bounded by the City of Los Angeles to the north, the
Pacific Ocean on the west and south, and by the Harbor
Freeway (I-110) on the east, the South Bay Cities subregion takes its namefrom its location -- at the southern
end of the Santa Monica Bay. The South Bay is amongst
the most multi-cultural
sub-regions in Los Angeles County
with a diverse land use for housing and business. The
sub-region comprises largely high-income residential
communities in the Beach cities and on the Peninsula as
well as middle-income residential
communities in the
central and eastern portions of the sub-region.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

The Anderson (or Century, 1-105), Harbor (I-110) and
San Diego (I-405) Freeways serve the South Bay area. The
Artesia Freeway (Rt. 91) weaves in and out of the
easternmost portion of the sub-region.
A transitway,
which provides elevated HOVlanes and a busway, runs
down the center of the Harbor Freeway from USC in
Central Los Angeles southwards to the Rt. 91. A unique
feature of the HOVlanes on the I-110 and 1-105 is that
they flow directly
into each other via an elevated
interchange, bypassing the at-grade interchange for other
traffic.
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The Metro Green Line runs in the median of the 1-105 from
Norwalk in the east to the southern edge of Los Angeles
International Airport then south to RedondoBeach. All but
one of the Harbor transitway stations and all but two of
the Metro Green Line stations are served by Park & Ride
lots. A Metro Green Line Shuttle at El Segundoalso ferries
passengers to nearby emPloymentcenters.
In addition to MTA, the area has regional transit service
provided by Torrance Transit, Municipal Area Express
(MAX), Gardena Municipal Bus Lines, Long Beach Transit,
Palos Verdes Transit and LADOT’s CommuterExpress.
A portion of the AlamedaCorridor runs through the eastern
section of the South Bay Cities sub-region.

Mobility Challenges
The South Bay Cities sub-region reflects a diverse amalgam
of residential and business land uses. From the Peninsula
to the Beach cities and further inland, the sub-region is
largely built-out
in terms of residential
uses, with
somewhatlimited growth in business and industry as well.
Typically, land use patterns are such that new businesses
have replaced older ones, rather than adding to the "stock"
of sub-regional businesses.
The South Bay, and especially its central and business
core, historically
encompassedthe heart of the aerospace,
defense and high technology industrial
complex in the
region and, as such, has borne the brunt of the cutbacks in
this sector. It has taken almost a decade for this sub-
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region to readjust to these new economic realities.
However, El Segundo is experiencing growth in occupancy
levels at its office parks which have attracted somedigital
technology firms and, not surprisingly, businesses adapting
military applications for civilian commercialuses. Torrance
is also experiencing
an economic resurgence. Thus,
portions of the South Bay have begun to draw jobs back
into the sub-region again.
The South Bay has two major transportation
hubs on its
borders -- Los Angeles International Airport (LAX), and the
Ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach. LAX passenger
trips substantially
add to traffic
volumes on the South
Bay’s freeways and surface streets, while cargo and truck
traffic also impacts the sub-region’s transportation system.
Indeed, during the economic downturn, the South Bay
adapted existing business structures to warehousing which
has led to increased trucking,
added congestion and
associated pavement damageon the east-west arterials.
At the sametime, transporting goods out of the sub-region
has added traffic
volumes to the freeways, placing
additional capacity pressure on the aging on-ramps.
Due to this sub-region’s balance of jobs and housing, its
built-out
land use situation and some new investment in
transportation
infrastructure
such as the I-105, its
transportation
framework serves this sub-region
effectively.
The greatest need for improvement, however,
will be upgrades of the east-west arterials that feed into
the freeways, and the freeway on-ramps. The Rosecrans
Corridor, for example, not only provides freeway access to
commutersand trucking, but also is a conduit to shopping
in Manhattan Beach to the west and office buildings to the
east in El Segundo.
6-.30
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Of particular relevance to the beach cities is addressing
seasonal beach access, for example via beach shuttles, not
only because of parking issues but also related to
congestion on the arterials.

Key Transportation Objectives
Fundingfor and focus on arterials and public transit
Innovative solutions to the increasing congestion,
especially on the east-west arterials, is a priority for the
sub-region. Of special interest is implementation of an
inter-jurisdictional
ITS project that will squeeze
additional capacity out of the arterials. The ITS might
include spot interchanges, traffic synchronization and
signal overrides for buses. These technologies can be
costly so funding sources must be secured.
LAX Expansion impacts on ground access
The South Bay Cities sub-region is closely monitoring
LAXexpansion issues in anticipation of the release of
the EIR/EIS. Special attention is being paid to ground
access issues and surface street impacts.
Maintenanceof roadway/truck related pavement
deterioration
Increased warehousing in the South Bay and related
goods movementhas led to deterioration in the quality
of pavement, especially
on the major east-west
arterials.
UpgradeRosecransCorridor
The RosecransCorridor no longer is a sleepy residential
street but rather a busy transportation corridor running
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between the beach, shopping and employment in
Manhattan Beach and office complexes on the western
end in El Segundo.
Freewayaccess(re-configuration of on- and off-ramps)
With traffic
volumes on the east-west arterials
accessing the "freeways growing, there is also a
pressing need to re-configure the on- and off-ramps to
accommodate the increased traffic
and alleviate
bottlenecks.
The Hawthorne, Prairie,
Crenshaw and
Western on-ramps onto the 1-405 are especially
problematic.
Improve goodsmovementcirculation
The sub-region is looking closely at the impact of
trucking activity across the South Bay as warehousing
has grown especially in Carson which is being utilized
for port-related
industrial
warehousing.
Goods
movement and trucking has considerable impacts on
the sub-region’s east-west streets such as Wilmington,
Rancho Dominguez, and Del Amo.
Harbor issues
Harbor issues in Los Angeles and Long Beach primarily
related to trucking impact the sub-region though are of
secondarypriority.
Intelligent Transportation Systems
Since 1992, the South Bay has been working on
Intelligent Transportation System (ITS) strategies. The
South Bay is committed to ITS as a way to improve
mobility and more efficiently
maintain its existing
roadways. ITS South Bay projects have included the
South Bay Traffic Signal System Improvement project,
6.-31
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the El Segundo Area ITS Project,
Traffic Alert Project.

Section 6
and the On Line

PavementRehabilitation without capacity
improvements
Street/intersection
improvements
Traffic Operations/Signals

South Bay Cities Statistics
Transit improvements
Transit/Vehicle stops and amenities

Demographic Data

~1~|
~i~i~!
1,420,630
1,764,951
~
~; ~;~ ~ 631,260
809,450
~. ~,~ ~,~ ,~,;~ ;,;~;,~ 183squaremiles

Pedestrian and Bicycle improvements
Bicycle and Pedestrian Improvements

24%
28 %

South Bay Cities Priority Projects
Freeway improvements
Wilmington/91 Freeway Interchange Improvement
Central Avenue/91 Freeway Interchange Improvement
223rd Street/Dominguez Channel/Wilmington/I-405
Improvements
Reconfigure on-ramps onto the 1-405 from Hawthorne,
Crenshaw, Prairie and Western
Signal and Arterial improvements
Rosecrans Ave. Corridor Improvements
Artesia Boulevard Improvement
Intelligent transportation systems

South Bay - City Of LA Priority Projects
¯ Freeway improvements
Freeway ramp improvements at 1 IO/PCH, 110/Capitol
Dr., 110/Gaffey, 105/Alameda, 105/Western
¯ Signal and Arterial improvements
Expand San Diego Fwy. Smart Corridor
¯

Rail improvements
Metro Green Line Extension into LAX
Funding issues
Call for Projects funding
ITS
Bike improvements
Pedestrian improvements

El SegundoArea Intelligent
Transportation Systems
(ITS)
ITS Deployment in Inglewood

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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The Westside Sub-region
Description
The Westside Cities
Beverly Hills
Culver City
Santa Monica
West Hollywood
Parts of the City and County of Los Angeles including
Pacific Palisades, Brentwood, Century City, Westwood,
Westchester/LAX, Baldwin Hills, Ladera Heights, Marina
del Rey & Venice

The Westside sub-region is bounded by Mulholland Drive
on the north, the Pacific Ocean on the west, the South
Bay Cities on the south and Central Los Angeles on the
east. This sub-region is situated to the south of the San
Fernando Valley and adjacent to Las Virgenes/Malibu.
Although the Westside area comprises only a small fraction
of the County’s land area and population, it nevertheless is
a major employmentcenter for the entire region.

Someof MTA’s highest volume Metro Bus lines serve the
Westside. In addition to MTA, the Cities of Santa Monica
and Culver City operate fixed-route transit services. Cities
also provide local communitytransit services.
As part of a demonstration project, MTArecently
Metro Rapid service along Wilshire Boulevard.

added

MajorTransportationFacilities
The Santa Monica (I-10), Marina (RT.-90) and San Diego
405) freeways serve the West Los Angeles area. The
Smart Corridor is an incident managementproject along a
portion of the Santa Monica Freeway that optimizes the
capacity of the freeway and adjacent arterial streets.

Draft Long Range Transportation

Plan for Los Angeles County

Mobility Challenges
All roads seem to lead through or to the Westside. Or
that’s just how it seems for commuters, local residents,
users of Westside streets
and freeways
-- and
transportation planners.
6.33
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The 1-10 and 1-405 are amongst the nation’s most traveled
and congested transportation facilities.
The Santa Monica
Freeway, once busy one-way into downtown during the
morning commute and then towards the west in the
evenings is now backed up in both directions during the
lengthening rush "hour." This speaks eloquently to the
Westside’s role as an engine for regional economic growth
spurred by the digital technology, entertainment (including
significant
growth in production and post-production
facilities)
and tourism industries mushrooming in Santa
Monica, Culver City and West Los Angeles. And, during
summer month weekends, westbound traffic
on the 1-10
swells as recreational travel to the beaches and Westside
tourist attractions increases.
The 1-405 is the conduit from the San Fernando Valley
bringing in streams of commutersover the Sepulveda Pass
to jobs on the Westside and to weekend recreational
opportunities. The 1-405 is also the primary route to LAX
from the Westside and from the San Fernando Valley. To
avoid 1-405 congestion, Valley residents commonlyuse the
narrow north-south routes such as Beverly Glen, Coldwater
Canyonand Laurel Canyonthrough the hills as alternative
routes to access the Westside.
Although the freeways are principally important for transsubregional mobility, the Westside relies extensively on its
heavily traveled arterial streets for transportation. The
east-west arterials through the sub-region such as Wilshire,
Olympic, Pico and Venice Boulevards (with the exception
of Sunset and Santa Monica Boulevards) which parallel the
1-10 tend to have wider lanes and better traffic
flow;
however, the narrower north-south streets such as Fairfax,
Westwood, Robertson and Lincoln tend to "break down"
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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the progress of traffic during heavily congested periods.
The inefficiency
of north-south
traffic
tends to be
exacerbated by less frequent bus headways on these
routes.
Freeway access to tourist attractions and shopping on the
Sunset Strip, West Hollywoodand in Beverly Hills is limited
so the arterials
in these areas also tend to be heavily
congested.

Key Transportation Objectives
Reducestreet congestion
A priority for this sub-region is to increase capacity on
the arterials without increasing the numberof rights-ofway or negatively impacting community livability.
With
its heavy reliance on arterials for moving people within
the sub-region, this sub-region experiences ongoing
congestion problems. One of the results of congestion
is cut-through traffic which intrudes on neighborhood
streets. Traffic calming elements must be adopted to
discourage cut-through traffic.
This sub-region also
advocates using Intelligent
Transportation Systems,
such as computer-aided traffic
synchronization and
signal overrides for buses, to improve the efficiency of
existing arterials. Spendingpriorities for arterials must
emphasize moving people in and around employment
centers.
Gaining moreautonomyfor local streets
Although arterials are key transportation facilities within
the Westside sub-region, jurisdictions
currently have
limited autonomyover decision-making about their local
6-34
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streets. This sub-region advocates the transfer of
responsibility, and funding, for its streets to the local
level.
Add HOVlanes to local freeways
This sub-region views the addition of HOVlanes to its
freeways as a useful tool to address congestion and
mobility.
Addition of HOVlanes on the San Diego
Freeway in both directions between 1-405 and US-101,
and on the Santa Monica Freeway also in both
directions from the I-110 to Lincoln Boulevard in Santa
Monica, are advocated. The roads parallel
to these
freeways should also be improved.

Section
WestsideStatistics:
Demographic Data
593,108
750,094
467
565,700
103 square miles

WestsidePriority Projects
Freeway improvements
HOVLane gap closures on 1-405, including northbound
HOVlane from 1-10 to US-101
HOVlanes on 1-10 in east and westbound from I-110
to Lincoln Blvd. in Santa Monica

LAX Expansion
Local priorities
for livable communities should be
reflected
in LAX access plans and the airport’s
connection with rail and port facilities.
LAXexpansion
will impact road and transit
connections in the
Westside and will have implications for other local
airports such as Santa Monica which may experience
increases in general aviation flights diverted from LAX.
Addalternative modesfor local transit options
Ridership potential for rail transit on the Westside
remains high. In addition, funding should be channeled
through municipal operators and local governments to
provide shuttles which link activity centers and ensure
an integrated
people-moving
system from the
neighborhoods to the region. This sub-region is also
interested in the BRTdemonstration project.

Signal and Arterial improvements
Increased revenuesfor public transit and public transit
facilities
Intelligent Transportation Systems
LAX expansion access plan should be developed in a
livable communities context
¯

Transit improvements
Exposition Blvd. Transit Corridor
Rail Improvements
Extension of the Metro Red Line to the San Diego
Freeway

¯

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

26%
22%

Non-motorizedTransportation
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Funding for Non-motorized transportation
Bicyclefacilities
Pedestrian paths
Park & ride
TDM

Westside- City Of LA Priority Projects
Freeway improvements
Freeway improvements on 405 and 10 Fwys.
Freeway interchange improvement at 10/405
Freeway ramp improvements - 405/Arbor Vitae,
405/Sunset, 405/Wilshire
Feasibility study for 405 tunnel for HOVlanes
HOVlane on 405 fromlO Fwy. Northbound
Signal and Arterial improvements
Continue Santa Monica Fwy. Smart Corridor
Bus priority treatments on Olympic, Crenshaw,
Vermont and Western
Fundingissues
Call for Projects funding
ITS
Bike improvements
Pedestrian Improvements

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Exhibit
The Financial ModelDoes...

The 2025
Financial
Transportation
Plan
management

Element
of
(LRTP) provides

decision-making

MTA’s long-term
transportation

tool

the
Long
Range
a comprehensive

used to

financial
capacity
services
and projects.

determine

revenues

and costs

are

trends,
regional

policy
actions,
transportation

what the
do.

financial

Draft

projected

forecasting

Long R_ange Transportation

Automatically calculate costs
and revenues. This
information is input to the
model from other sources.

¯

Balance sources and uses of
funds based on the best
available information about
future transportation
revenues and costs in Los
Angeles County.

Automatically issue debt to
balance the cash flows. The
model is programmedto
issue a specific amountof
debt in a specific year.

¯

Include important
assumptionsabout future
costs and revenues.

¯

Contain"built-in" decisions
about MTApriorities
and
policies. Project scheduling
and revenue availability are
determined based on the best
available information.

Use conservative estimates
for costs and revenues.

¯

¯

Provide a snapshotof
available funding. Accuracy
is maintained through an
annual financial update and a
formal review every two
years.

¯

Provide guaranteed funding
or cost growth. It does
provide the best estimate of
financial capacity, based on
the information available.
Replaceseparate, specific
Boardaction on any project
or program included in the
Plan.

¯

Showthe interactive effects
of individual revenue or
project changeson all
projects and programs in the
Plan.

¯

on historical

and planned
changes
to the
system.
Exhibit
7-1 describes
model does and does not

Plan for

Los Angeles

County

The Financial Model Does Not...

Provide a comprehensive
tool
for the MTAto determine the
long-term financial capacity
to fund regional bus, rail, and
highway projects.

to fund regional
Through the LRTP

based

7-1

¯

the

financial
forecasting
model,
available
revenues
and
ongoing expenditures
are identified
for all transportation
modes in Los Angeles
County.
Future
transportation

7

Substitute for the annual
MTAbudget process.
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SUMMARYOF FUND SOURCES(FY 2000 - FY 2025)

SummaryOf Findings

($ in Billions)

The Financial
Element projects
$106.4 billion
in
transportation
revenues over the next 25 years, with
74% of the revenues coming from local sources, 13%
from state sources and 13% from federal sources. Of
the $106.4 billion available, $95.2 billion is allocated to
existing commitments to the transportation
network.
42%of the revenues are allocated to bus capital projects
and operations while 15%is designated to rail capital
and operations and 44%is spent on Others (see Exhibits
7-2 and 7-3). Existing commitments include operating
and maintaining the existing regional transportation
system, meeting the Consent Decree requirements for
bus service improvements, building and operating the
Pasadena Blue Line, Eastside Light Rail project,
Westside/Mid-City Wilshire Corridor bus rapid transit
project, and San Fernando Valley East/West corridor bus
rapid transit project, and completing the planned HOV
lanes.

Exhibit 7-3

Bus
Ops.
$38.3

j

Bus& Rail
Ops.
$47.3~

~

Rail
Capit
al
$6.4

Rail
Ops.
$9.0

Highway/
Multimoda
I
$10.7

Bus
Capital
$6.1

Local
Return
$10.1

Othe
r
$6.5

Unallocate
d
$11.2

Servic
e
$8.1

Total $106.4 Billion

SUMMARYOF FUND USES (FY 2000 - FY 2025)
($ in Billions)

Exhibit 7-2

Federal
$14.1
13%

Notes:
1. Highway does not include

State
$13.
4

Local
$78.
9

Total $106.4 Billion

Draft Long RangeTransportation

State and Local operations

2. Highway includes TIP Call for Projects
Regional Improvements, Transit Centers,

costs.

Funding for Ridesharing,
Bikeway/Pedestrian

Improvements, and Signal Synchronization.
3. Other includes Administration,
Agencywide Capital, Prop. C
10% Leases and Rights of Way, and Transportation
Development
Act Article 8 funds.

Approximately $11.2 billion is unallocated in the years
from 2005 to 2025, and is available for additional
transportation improvements. Over $9 billion is available
for capital projects, and over $2 billion is available for

Plan for Los Angeles County
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operations. A summary of available funding by period
over the next 25 years is shown in Table 7-1, with the
first
five
years not shown because complete
programmingof funding has occurred.
Table 7-1

"fEA-Tralsp.
Erk~u=
~ =~~. hcl~t~

62

RSI"P
~

83
402

116
166
474

64
67
290

242
316
1,166

0
0
0

0
116
167

~
794
472

~6
910
639

R’q) A35%
Rq:)C40%
~

Available Funding($ in millions)
1.

The cpital funds available through FY 2004 are reserved for the 2000
Abbreviated
Call for Projects.

2.

CMAQ
maybe usedfor operating subsidies for the first 3 years of transit
expansionprojects.

3.

Operating deficit exists throughFY 2010; other cost saving measures
necessary
to balanceoperating expenses.

7

Financial Forecasting Method
To be consistent with the Southern California Association
of Governments,
the MTA has extended the LRTP
financial
planning horizon to FY 2025. All cost and
revenue information entered into the financial forecasting
model is specifically
designed for the purpose of
projecting and comparing future revenues and uses to
support the planning process.
The first five years of the financial model (F¥ 20002004) include revenue and cost data from the Five-Year
Forecast of Operating Enterprise Funds developed by the
MTA Office
of Management and Budget. The MTA
Enterprise Fund includes only those revenues directly
controlled by the MTA. The data from the last year of
the Five-Year Forecast (FY 2004) is used to project MTA
operating needs for the period of F¥ 2005 to F¥ 2025
by increasing the annual expenditure in accordance with
the projected ConsumerPrice Index (CPI). The Municipal
Operators’ Short Range Transit Plans (SRTP’s) form the
basis for their cost estimates and non-MTAadministered
revenue in the LRTP, which are escalated by CPI.
Outputs from two additional models are also incorporated
into the financial forecasting model: (1) estimates urban
rail rehabilitation and replacement costs and (2) projects
bus and rail operations and maintenance costs based on
historical and budgetedcosts.
One purpose of the LRTPand the financial forecasting
model is to provide a comprehensive picture of regional
transportation
needs and resources available to meet
those needs over the long-term.
While the LRTP

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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captures all of the funding available and mostneedsfor
transit programsand projects, it currently does not
capture local streets and roads needs and resources
administered by local jurisdictions. Nor does it capture
the freeway maintenance program administered by
Caltrans. In future iterations of the LRTP, the sources
and uses of funds for these programswill be included so
as to provide the most comprehensiveanalysis of the
regional transportation system.
The financial model is based on reasonable assumptions
of revenue availability for future efforts in order to
allocate funding and plan prospectively for regional
programs and projects. No new revenue sources are
assumedto be available over and above those local,
state, and federal sources identified as currently
available. Costs are derived from needsfor highway,and
bus and rail capital and operating expenses. Table 7-2
illustrates the major assumptionsfor all transportation
modesand the Appendixshowsall assumptionsin detail
for sourcesand uses of funds.

¯

¯

Other Fund Sources

Rnancin9

compared to
of varying
Southern
grow at no
2003.

Use of Debt - Bonds will be issued in each
year they are needed to meet capital
requirements for major projects, constrained
by debt service coverage ratio limitations of
the MTA Board Policy.
For example, the
policy restricts
debt payment to 40% of
annual revenue from the Prop. C 40%funds.

Highway Program

Freeway Incident
Manaaement
This
program, funded primarily with Prop. C 25%
revenues, will continue to be funded within
the funding priorities of the LRTP.
Hiohwav Projects - These projects
are
funded through the Call for Projects process
or other Board actions.
Use of the
Proposition C 25% portion of funding is
projected on a cash flow basis.

¯

Multimodal Program

Multimodal Prelects - These projects are
funded through the Call for Projects process
or other Board actions.
Use of the
Proposition C 25% portion of funding is
projected on a cash flow basis.

ASSUMPTIONS
Sales Tax - Growth projections
actual receipts and average
projections
from throughout
California
and projected to
greater than 5%annually after

Congestion Mitluation
end Air Quality
Imorovement (CMAQ) Funds - CMAQfunds
decrease beginning
in FY 2005 as Los
Angeles County gradually becomes an air
quality attainment area, which is projected in
the South Coast Air Quality Management
District
Air Quality Plan. CMAQfunds are
reduced
by 50% in
FY 2011 after
attainment is achieved.

¯

Table 7-2
Major AssumptionsUsedin the Financial Model

Major RevenueSource

7

¯ Bus Program
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Bus CaDital Proarom - Bus procurement
costs include related support equipment and
are based on a 12-year bus replacement
cycle for the MTAand Municipal Operators.
Adhering to the 12-year bus replacement
cycle results in a 6-year average age of the
fleet.

7.4
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¯ Rail

Program

Sect/o.

Project costs - Costs for rail projects that
have MTAapproved plans and budgets are
shown as an annual cash flow based on the
approved budgets. Costs for rail projects
with no existing budgets are calculated
based on MTA’s cost estimation guidelines.

Funding Sources
The MTAis responsible for operating of one of the
largest
bus and rail systems in the nation while
simultaneously
serving as the multimodal regional
transportation planning agency for Los Angeles County.
This dual role of regional transportation
planner and
transit operator also influences the anticipated revenue
that the MTAcan expect to receive for its own projects
and services.
The MTAutilizes a variety of federal, state and local
revenue funding sources and institutional
arrangements
to operate,
maintain,
and improve the regional
transportation
system. The LRTPconsists of more than
45 specific revenue sources which are categorized under
three main categories: 1) local, 2) state, and 3) federal
and are discussed below.
Someof the revenue sources include legal mandates that
direct certain funding levels and restrict usageof funds.
They include:
Local
Proposition A and Proposition C funds are generated from
a V=- cent sales tax for each proposition totaling one cent
in Los Angeles County for transportation purposes.
Draft Long RangeTransportation

Plan for Los Angeles County
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Proposition A 40%. Forty percent of Proposition A is
set aside by ordinance for discretionary
programs
which the MTA Board has allocated
to Transit
Operators using a countywide formula allocation
procedure. These Operators receive a base share of
95% of the A-40% plus annual CPI adjustments for
bus operations.
Proposition A 35%. Thirty-five percent of Proposition
A funds are set aside for rail development and
operations.
This funding source uses bonds to
maximizeavailability and support long-term rail capital
projects.
Proposition A 25%. Twenty-five percent is returned
to local municipalities and the County of Los Angeles
based on population for transportation use.
Proposition C 40%. Forty percent of Proposition C
funds are used to improve and expand both rail and
bus services in Los Angeles County. This revenue
stream can be bonded to maximize availability
for
major projects.
Proposition
C 25%.
Twenty-five
percent of
Proposition C is designated for transit-related street
and state highway improvements.
Funds can be
bonded to meet capital
highway needs. Transit
improvementsto rail rights-of-way are an eligible use
of these funds.
Proposition C 20%. Twenty percent of Proposition C
is returned to local municipalities and the County of

7..5
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and highway

increased amounts from the State Transit Assistance
(STA) programunder this legislation.

Proposition C 10%. Ten percent of Proposition C is
designated for commuterrail, transit centers, parkand-ride lots and bus stops on freeways. Bonds are
issued for somelimited regional commuterfacilities
using this source of funds.
Proposition C 5%. Five percent of Proposition C
funds are for security (Police and Sheriff) for the
operations of the bus and rail lines in the County of
Los Angeles.

7

State Transportation ImprovementProgram (STIP).
75%of STIP funds are designated for the Regional
Improvement Program and are allocated
at the
discretion of the MTA(as local planning agency) for
capital
needs or construction
of eligible
programs/projects such as highways, soundwalls, or
transit.
Operating costs are not eligible for these
funds.
Federal

State
Transportation DevelopmentAct (TDA). TDA Article
3 funds can be allocated only to regional bikeway
projects, while TDAArticle 8 funds are designated for
streets, roads and non-motorized facilities
outside the
MTAservice area. Paratransit services, construction
of transit terminals and other transit capital projects
are also eligible for funding through TDAArticle 8.
Article 4 provides funding for transit capital and
operations.

Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement
Program (CMAQ}. This program is designed to fund
projects that contribute to attaining national ambient
air quality standards with a focus on ozone and
carbon monoxide.
Section 5309 New Starts. By federal law, these
discretionary funds are available for transit capital,
and are typically
for new start fixed guideway
projects.

Traffic Congestion Relief Program (TCR). Funding
received in the County of Los Angeles from surplus
state proceeds and are to be used for specific
transportation and highway projects outlined in State
Assembly Bill 2928. This program also provides
direct allocations
to cities and the county. MTA
operating services and municipal operators receive

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Funding Issues And Opportunities

Service Integration and Restructuring Plans

The financial forecasting model indicates three major
funding issue and opportunity
areas that must be
addressed by MTA. Each area is discussed below.

MTA has participated
in seven regional transit
restructuring studies over the past several years with
the goal of improving service to transit patrons and
providing transit service as efficiently
as possible.
Many recommendations of the transit restructuring
studies have been implemented. Continuation of this
program to remove duplicative
service, substitute
more efficient
service, and coordinate service with
other county transit operators will result in a phased
implementation of cost savings. In order to provide
additional transit services countywide, the equivalent
of 25 buses (2,459 service hours per bus) are
forecasted to be removed from MTAservice annually
from 2003 through 2013. Special negotiations
and
potential contracts with local Municipal Bus Operators
throughout the county will be undertaken to supply
service where gaps occur as a direct result of the
MTArestructuring
activities
or where reduction in
duplicative service creates a hardship on the local bus
operator and transit user.

Managing the
2010

Operating

Deficit

Through

Countywide transit operations have a 1.7% shortfall in
revenue to meet planned expenditures through 2010.
This deficit is considered manageable, although certain
policy issues and service restructuring must occur. Over
the past several years, the MTAhas faced significant
financial and management
challenges to construct its rail
system while providing other vital transportation services
to the entire County. Most notably, overcrowding on the
bus system and bus service reliability
problems led MTA
to act to significantly increase the amountand reliability
of bus service provided in the County, while at the same
time suspending fixed guideway transit
expansion
projects.
MTA successfully
implemented these bus
service and reliability
improvementsand has established
an aggressive bus capital replacement and maintenance
program with the financial support of Congress and the
California State legislature.
To address the projected countywide operating shortfall,
MTAwill continue to follow the established policy
direction,
exercising its management authority
and
discipline, and will focus on the following changes:

Draft Long RangeTransportation
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Increased Fare Revenues(Fare Restructuring)
Although the Consent Decree allows the MTA to
increase fares limited to the ConsumerPrice Index
(CPI) of inflation,
the MTAhas not raised fares for
over four years. In the recent past, the MTA has
considered broader fare restructuring and fare policy
issues in conjunction with a Universal Countywide
Fare System now under development.
However,
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further decisions on this issue have been deferred
until the future.

Developing An Investment Strategy

One fare policy change that has been considered
focused on rebalance fares such that some maybe
increased while others decreased (e.g., monthly pass
fares versus cash fares).

MTA’s commitment to maintain and improve the regional
transportation system over the next 25 years will require
sensible investments based on funding availability
and
strategies for obtaining new or increased funding for
transportation.
The LRTP is intended to shape that
strategy.

For purposes of calculating the impacts of a fare revenue
change on the projected operating shortfall,
fare
revenues are assumedto escalate at the rate of CPI. A
broad set of strategies may be employed to achieve the
revenue targets authorized in the financial forecast. For
example, the Authority
is developing
ridership
promotional
campaigns and service restructuring
alternatives targeted at better utilizing available system
capacity. Additionally, strategies to reduce the rate of
fare evasion are under study. A revised fare policy may
also be considered.
Such a policy would seek to
restructure the existing approach to pricing, such that
fares may be increased for someriders and time periods
and decreased for others, while achieving the stipulated
revenue targets.
MTAhas established a Cost Reduction Teamwhose goal
is to reduce bus and rail hourly operating costs. The
strategies
developed by the team will be phased in
beginning in 2005 to reduce hourly operating costs by
one dollar per year for six years, for a total of six dollars
per hour in 2010. This cost reduction plan will achieve
systemwide savings needed to insure a balanced
operating plan for the years ahead and eliminate the
projected annual deficits through 2010.

Of the $106.4 billion in available funds over the next 25
years, $11.2 billion
is not committed to regional
programs and projects.
Notably, nearly 84% of the
available funds are from capital funding sources. Further,
the majority of these capital funds are available after FY
2010. Approximately $2.1 billion in operating funds are
projected to be available after FY 2010, with the majority
(86%) projected to be available in the period from
2021-2125. The $11.2 billion in available funds includes
$2.6 billion in Federal, $5.1 billion in State, and $4.9
billion in local revenues.
The mix of funds and periods during which they are
available suggest that the majority of capital investments
beyond the current commitmentscannot occur until after
FY 2010, unless new or expanded sources of funds or
financing are available in the next ten years. More
importantly, available funding for the operating costs
related to new capital investments is limited (less than
17%of the total funding available) and the majority of
those funds are not available until FY 2021. Even if
capital funds could be accelerated, operating funds for
new capital projects aren’t available until late in the 25year period.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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significant element of the MTA’s legislative program.
Examples of legislative
actions that would address
transit operations funding are allowing Los Angeles
County voters the option to enact a regional sales tax
on gas, and increasing the share of state sales tax on
gas dedicated to transit.

PursuingLegislation To Improve
Transportation In The Region
The MTA’s legislative program should reflect the regional
transportation needs and funding available over the next
25 years. The principles to guide such legislation
and
examples of the type of legislation
to be pursued in
support of those principles are as follows:
¯

Protect Existing Transit
Maintain Efficiencies.

Operating Revenues and

As indicated in the assumptions used for the longrange financial forecast, the transit program depends
on a continuation of funding from local, state, and
federal sources. Protecting these existing funding
sources is vital to the financial stability of the Long
Range Transportation
Plan.
Additionally,
the
management actions taken to make the system as
efficient
as possible must be supported through
legislation.
Examples of some possible legislative
actions include eliminating
the state mandate to
terminate the provision of state sales tax on gas for
transit
in 2006, and protecting
labor agreement
savings from legislative changes.
¯

Create An Equal Footing for Transit
Operating Revenues and Costs

Increase Transit Operating Funding
As shown in the Funds Available chart in Table 7-1
and as discussed above, operating funding has been
and will continue to be an important issue for the
county. Increasing transit operating funding while
showing continued operating efficiencies
will be a

and Highway

The historical
discrepancies between highway funding
and transit
funding can be addressed through
legislation. Examplesof such actions include allowing
the use of state gas tax revenue for transit operations
and rolling stock, exempting transit vehicle purchases
from sales tax, and various actions to increase transit
user and decrease highway user subsidies.

Enhanced Revenue Sources
The plan identifies "strategic" priorities for projects that
are regionally significant, but require new or additional
revenue sources to implement. This is the strategic plan.
The Projects included in the Strategic Plan were shownin
Section 1. Two methods of reducing shortfalls
in the
Strategic Plan are through a regional fuel tax and an
emission fee per vehicle. There are a variety of other
options for generating the needed revenues. Ideally, the
option ultimately
selected, if any, should discourage
single
occupancy automobile
uses during peak
congestion periods. The following table outlines the
revenue that these two sources could generate to fund

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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projects

currently

in the

Table 7-3
Potential Source
11 RegionalFuel Tax
10 cents per gallon of gasoline anddiesel
fuel, on 3.4 billion gallonsannuallyin L.A.
County, beginning January, 2002
2)

Emission/Distance-Based
Fee
$150annually per vehicle registered in
Los AngelesCounty(6 -7 million
vehicles),
beginning July, 2005

Draft

Long Range Transportation

L.A. County
Amount
$340million per year
$8 billion through
2025
$1 billion per year
$20 billion through
2025
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Travel DemandModel Assumptions & Evaluation
LACMTAModel Overview
The development of the Long Range Transportation Plan
was preceded by a rigorous assessmentof the analytical
tools, assumptions and performance criteria
that would
be employed in the evaluation
of potential
plan
alternatives.
The primary analysis tool is the LACMTA
Travel DemandSimulation Model.

Model Structure

surveys on rail and bus patrons. The computerized
representation of the highway and transit systems has
been prepared by Caltrans,
SCAG, Orange County
Environmental Management Agency and the LACMTA.
The model was validated for its ability to replicate 1998
travel patterns and conditions using the survey data from
which it was calibrated as well as highway vehicular
ground counts and transit ridership statistics.
The model
performed within standard limits for all components
including
average trip
length,
mode shares, and
comparisons of screenline volumes and transit boardings.

The LACMTATravel DemandSimulation Model uses the
traditional four-step process generally employedby travel
forecasting modelers throughout the United States. The
four steps perform trip generation, trip distribution, mode
choice and network assignment.
Exhibit
A-1 is a
conceptual representation
of the four-step modeling
process.

Exhibit A- 1

The implementation of the four-step process is achieved
through a series of 17 computer simulation modules; the
flowchart of which is shownin Exhibit A-2.
Each module has been calibrated from observed data,
typically
from a sample of household interviews from
which detailed demographicand travel characteristics are
collected through written questionnaires.
The LACMTA
Model is primarily
based on two Los Angeles
metropolitan
area surveys: the 1967 and 1976 home
interview surveys that were conducted by Caltrans and
SCAG. The trip distribution
and mode choice modules
were updated using the 1990 Census, the 1991
Household Travel Survey, and the 1995-97 on-board
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Exhibit A-2
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Model Assumptions
Each input to the LACMTA
Model is a representation of
the characteristics
of the trip, the trip maker or the
transportation
system. This information
is usually
employedat the census tract level, but mayinclude some
distributions of characteristics within the census tract.
All inputs for the 1998 validation used empirical data
compiled from a variety of sources as described in Exhibit
A-3.
Projections for the planning horizon year 2025 were
obtained from many of the same sources. The model
then uses its econometric and behavioral formulations to
project travel response and transportation
system
impacts under a variety
of transportation
system
environments and conditions. However, there are several
major assumptions that either reflect a continuation of
existing trends or fall into the policy arena. If the future
varies from these assumptions the projected future year
results will likely be different from those projected by the
model. These assumptions are:
¯

¯

¯

The growth and distribution
in population,
employment, income, and vehicle ownership will
occur in accordance with the projection adopted by
SCAGin 1998;
The per mile vehicle operating cost will not changein
constant dollars (i.e., changesin fuel prices and fuel
economyoffset one another but rise with inflation);
The adopted October 1998 transit fare structure will
be fully implemented and the regular inflationary
adjustments will be made;

Draft Long RangeTransportation P/an for Los Angeles County
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Exhibit

A-3

Model
Component

Input Data

Data Source

Output Data

UrbanActivity

General Plans
Population
Employment
Licensed Drivers

Municipalities
Census Bureau
Bureau of Labor
Statistics
Depto of
Economic
Development

Population,
Employment,
household
demographic
data by Zone

Zone to Zone
travel time and
cost by time
period
Trip productions
and attractions
by zone

¯

Highway &
Transit
Networks

Highwayfacilities
Transit services

Caltrans
Municipalities
Transit Operators

Trip Generation

Population,
employment,
household
demographics

Southern
California
Association of
Governments

Trip Distribution

Trip productions
and attractions
by Zone &
Zone to Zone
travel time

Trip Generation
Model
Transportation
Networks

Zoneto Zone trip
volumes by
purpose

Mode Choice

Zone to Zone trip
volumes
Zone to Zone
travel time
Zone
demographic
data
Parking costs
Fuel / auto
operating costs
Transit fares

Trip Distribution
Model
Transpol’tation
Networks
UrbanActivity
Model
Parking Posted
Rate Surveys
Transit Operators

Zone to Zone
trips by purpose
and mode of
travel

Transportation
Networks
Zone to Zone
trips by purpose
and mode

Transportation
Networks
Mode Choice
Model

Volumes on
highwayfacilities
and patronage on
transit services

Network
Assignment
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Parking costs will rise with inflation
and the location
and application
of parking costs will
not change
significantly
from today (that is, the location of free
versus pay parking, employer subsidies, etc.);
The need or distribution
of travel
will not change
dramatically
due to a major movement to a round-theclock business day or a major displacement of work
trips by telecommuting; and,
The current highway and transit levels-of-service
will
not change dramatically
from today (except
for
planned system improvements
and the projected
congestion
effects)
due to potential
large scale
Intelligent
Transportation System implementation.

PerformanceCriteria
There is a variety of quantitative
performance criteria
selected to evaluate the various transportation
system
alternatives.
The criteria
are consistent
with those
generally
applied
by FHWA, FTA and SCAG for region
transportation studies.
The criteria

include the following:

Mode Share
person trips
categories;

Plan for Los Angeles County

which measures the proportion
of
in drive-alone,
carpool, and transit

¯

Mobility
Index which measures person flow in the
transportation
system;

¯

Air Quality Index which measures the total
source pollutant emissions;

mobile

Travel Demand Model Assumptions & Evaluation
Cost Effectiveness which measures the cost per
hour of travel time savings according to the
formula required by FTA; and

These performance indices provide relative measures of
the benefit that would be achieved from individual, and
combinations of, transportation
improvement projects
and programs at the county level.

Transit Accessibility (Title VI) Index which
measures the percent of population which can
arrive at their work place within 1 hour via transit.
Impact on Transit
Communities

Appendix A

Dependent and Minority

The first
four indices are multimodal that is, they
measurethe performance of the alternatives regardless of
whether the project is a highway, transit,
or other
transportation system improvement. The fifth and sixth
indices are oriented toward transit,
which is often
requested by FTA to ensure that societal equity is
maintained in transportation investment.
The mobility index is the equivalent of average vehicle
occupancy multiplied
by speed. Higher indices are
attained by projects that move people in either fewer
vehicles or movethem faster or both. As this measureis
applied to all trips produced in Los Angeles County, the
impacts throughout all corridors and all modesin the
transportation system are captured.
The air quality index estimates the total weight of carbon
monoxide, oxides of nitrogen and reactive organic gases
from personal transportation
modes. The emission
factors (EMFAC7G) and the formula for the composite
index are provided by the California Air ResourcesBoard.

Draft Long RangeTransportation P/an for Los Angeles County
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Alternatives

Modeled

Eight full model runs were conducted during the course
of the study. These include:
1. 1998 Base Year,
2. 2025 Baseline --- the RTIP (Regional Transportation
Improvement Program) plus those projects committed
by the recent Governor’s Initiative
program to reduce
congestion in the region,
3. 2025 Vehicle-Moving
Alternative
--- fiscally
constrained to maximize the movement of vehicle
flows,
4. 2025 People-Moving Alternative
--- fiscally
constrained to maximize the movement of person
trips,
5. 2025 Constrained
Balanced (Recommended)
Alternative --- fiscally constrained to achieve the
balance of vehicle and person trip movement,
6. 2025 Strategic Alternative --- includes additional
regionally significant projects beyond current funding
sources,
7. 2025 Sensitivity Test on Constrained Alternative --fiscally constrained with a reduced level of population
growth, and
8. 2025 Sensitivity Test on Strategic Alternative with
Pricing --- fiscally
unconstrained, with reduced
population growth forecast and pricing.
Exhibits A-4 through A-8 highlight
2025 alternatives.

the contents of the

Appendix

The first four modelruns were basic runs to facilitate the
analysis and development of recommendedand strategic
alternatives. The last two runs were for sensitivity test
purpose.
These contain different
assumptions on
population growth as well as supply and operational
characteristics
of the highway and transit systems. The
differences are described in the following paragraphs.
Population Growth. The first five modeled networks in
2025 (i.e.,
Run #2 through #6) were based on the
population forecast adopted in 1998 by SCAG(which is
the most recent officially
accepted forecast available in
the region). In the 1998-Adoptedforecast, population in
Los Angeles County is assumed to grow by 3.5 million,
subject to an extreme degree of urban sprawl and with
substantial growth allocated to the bordering areas of
Los Angeles County, e.g., Lancaster and Palmdale in
North County, east portion of San Gabriel Valley and
southeast portions of GatewayCities Subregions.
The two sensitivity test runs assumeda different pattern
of population growth. It assumedthat the population in
Los Angeles County would grow by 2.4 million.
This
revised level of growth is currently being tested by the
modeling staff at SCAGand likely to be proposed to the
Regional Council for adoption as part of the 2001 RTP.
The allocation of population growth to individual traffic
zones in the sensitivity
tests is proportional to the
current population distribution.
Parking Cost and Auto Operating Cost. The first seven
model runs assumethat the parking costs in Los Angeles
will grow only with inflation.
However, the Sensitivity
Test on Strategic Alternative with Pricing assumesthat

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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parking costs will grow not only with inflation but also
with increased density of employment. A parking cost
model to express parking cost as a function
of
employment density was calibrated
and applied to
estimate parking cost in 2025. Overall, the countywide
average of parking costs was assumed to be 20 cents
per day in the first seven runs, but in the range of one
dollar per day in the Strategic Alternative with Pricing.
The auto operating cost was assumed to be 10.4 cents
per mile (in 1990 dollars) for the 1998 model run as well
as for the first six 2025 model runs. These include 5.5
cents per mile for gasoline and 4.9 cents per mile for
maintenance. However, in the Strategic Alternative with
Pricing, it is assumedthat the auto operating cost would
be approximately
doubled. This increase may be
achieved from a variety of transportation policies, e.g.,
gasoline tax increases,
emission fee charges, and
congestion pricing, etc. Given that the current gas price
in the U.S. is only 1/3 of the price in Western Europe,
this assumption of increased auto operating cost is
within the reasonable range for sensitivity test purposes.
Transit Fares and Service Frequencies. The rationale for
the Strategic
Alternative
with Pricing is to raise
transportation revenues from automobile travel to fund
the development and operation of a highly competitive
transit system. The experience of numerous studies in
the nation has indicated that increasing operating costs
for automobiles alone will not generate a significant level
of shift in mode choice. Similarly, improving transit
service alone would not be incentive enough for the
driving public to take transit. Only if the pricing on auto
travel
and the improvement
to transit
occur

Appendix A

simultaneously as an integrated package, will significant
impacts be achieved.
The Strategic Alternative with Pricing also assumesthat
base fares for MTAservices will be reduced from $1.35
to $0.75 per ride. Transfer fares also will be reduced
from $0.25 to $0.15. The reduced level of transit fares
is comparable with the transit fared charged in Western
Europe. The fares of transit
service provided by
municipal operators are assumed to reduce by 40%.
These reductions are accomplished through revenue
generated from higher automobile costs.
The bus service frequencies are substantially improved in
the Strategic Alternative with Pricing. It is assumedthat
all bus routes, regardless of being operated by MTAor by
municipal operators, will be operated at no greater than
6-minute headways during peak and no greater than 12minute headwaysduring off-peak periods.
Smart Shuttle Component in Transit Network. Smart
shuttle operation has been considered by SCAGas a
cost-effective
enhancement to the conventional fixedroute system.
After consultation
with SCAG, a
countywide smart shuttle system was also assumed in
the last five modelruns.
The smart shuttles are assumed to operate within each
individual
Community Statistical
Area (CSA). The
operating territories cover all traffic zones within the CSA
as well as the zones adjacent to the CSA. The smart
shuttle provides three types of services:

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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many-to-many --- door-to-door trips within the
CSA,
many-to-one --- feeder to major transit stations,
and
one-to-many --- distributor
from major transit
stations.

The speed of smart shuttle is assumedto be 50%of the
average arterial speed of the CSA.The travel distance on
the bus is assumed to be 50% longer than the straight
line distance between boarding and alighting.
The time
spent in waiting for the arrival of a smart shuttle is
assumed to be 30 minutes. The fare is assumed to be
$2.00 per boarding for ordinary passengers. Discount
for seniors and students is also assumedto be available.
Fare integration between smart shuttle and fixed route
transit is not assumed.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Exhibit A-4 2025 Baseline
Projects in the RTIPandGovernor’sCongestion
Relief Initiative
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route
Route

Freeway & HOV Widening Projects
Funded by FY99-(]§ RTiP, 1999 & Earlier CFP, & CTIP
60: Brea Cyn to Route 57
Feb-99
60: Route 57 io SBCL
Feb-99
14: Sand Cyn to Escondido
Oct-00
30: Foothill BI. to SBCL(Gap Closure & HOV)
Jun-00
405: US 101 to Waterford (SB only)
Oct-00
605:OCL to South St.
Feb-01
5: Route 118 to Route 14 (Extended Baseline Only)
Sep-03
5: OCL to Rosecrans (Segment B)
Dec-04
5: Rosecrans to Florence (Segment C)
Feb-06
5: Florence to Rosemead[Route 19] (Segment D)
Dec-06
5: Route 134 to Route 170 (Extended Baseline Only)
Dec-06
10: Route 57 to SBCL
Oct-03
10: Baldwin to Route 605
Jun-03
14: Escondido to Pearbiossom
Dec-02
405: Century Bl. to Route 90
Jun-01
405: Route 90 to Route 10 (NB)
Nov-06
405: Route 90 to Route 10 (SB)
Nov-06
60: Route 605 to Brea Canyon Rd.
Apr-07
405 Mixed Flow Auxiliary Lane: Mulholland to Ventura BI. (NB) Jul-00
405/101 IC Mixed Flow Aux Lane:Ventura to Kester(NB to EBI Jul-00
Freeway & HOV Connector Projects
Funded by FY99-05 RTIP, 1999 & Earlier CFP, & CTIP

1 Route 14: Route 5 to San Fernando Rood (S to/from E)
2 Route 14: Route 5 & Route 14 (S to/from E)
3 Route 57: Route 57 & Route 60 (S to/from E)
Freeway Projects (Extended Baseline Only)
Funded by Governer’s Initiative
Funds & 2000 Abbreviated
1 Route 5: Route 118 to Route 14.
2 Route 5: Route 134 to Route 170.
3 Route 5: Route 170 to Route 118.
4 Route 10: Route 605 to Route 57
5 Route 405: Route 10 toWaterford (SB only)

~May-07
IMay°07
Dec-04
CFP
N/A
Dec-06
Dec-06
N/A
Nov-04

Urban & Commuter Rail Projects
Funded by FY99-05 RTIP, 1999 & Earlier CFP, & CTIP
Red Line: WilshireNermont to North Hollywood
2000
2004
Blue Line: Union Station to Sierra MadreVilla
Antelope/Ventura Lines: Run time improvement.
2002/4
San Bernardino & Riverside-Fullerton-LA Lines: Run time iml0roveme~ 2004
Orange & Riverside Lines: Run time improvements.
2005
Antelope Line: Add Sun Valle¥1Newhall/Palmdale Stations
200012/5
1. Arterials widening projects were provided by the staff
2. Freeway projects were provided by TDI HPDI Team.
3. Rail projects were provided by TDI RBNMPTeam.

DraftLong
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1
2
3
4

Urban & Commuter Rail Projects (Extended Baseline Only)
Funded by Combinations of Federal, State and Local Funds
Eastside LRT: Union Station to Beverley/Atlantic.
Exposition Corridor ROWLRT:Union Station to La Cienega.
Wilshire RB/BRT: Union Station to Ocean/Colorado.
SFV Burbank-Chandler ROWBRT: North Hollywood to Warner Cente

Arterlals Widening Projects
Funded by FY99-05 RTIP, 1999 & Earlier CFP, & CTIP
1 Route 138: Route 14 to30th St. (4 to 6lanes)
2 Sepulveda BI: Lincoln toCentinela Av. (6 to S lanes)
3 Ave. S: Sierra Hwy to Route 14 (2 to 4lanes)
4 Beverly BI.: Phase 111(4 to61anes)
5 NationaIBh Sawtelle Bl. to Sepulveda Bl.(5to71anes)
6 Sepulveda BI: Mulholland Tunnel toWilshire Bl.(Rev. Center Lane)
7 Hacienda BI: Glenmark to Orange (2 to 4lanes)
8 Centinela Av: Washington Bl. to Short BL(3to4 lanes)
9 Old Town Calabasas Rd: Granada to Muiholland Dr. (2 to41anes)
10 Carson St: Battaan to Santa Fe (4 to 5lanes)
11 Sepulveda BI: Alameda to Carson City Limits (2 to41anes)
12 Monte Vista Ave: Route 30 to Route 66 (2 to41anes)
13 Aviation Bh Marine to Arbor Vitae (4 to61anes)
14 Sepulveda BI: Grand Ave. to Rosecrans Ave, (6 to 8lanes)
15 Aviation Bh Marine Ave. to33rd. St.(2 to 3lanes)
16 ArborVitae St: La Brea to Route 405 (2 to 5lanes)
17 Ave. H: 20th St. West to 30th St. West (2 to41anes)
18 Ave. G: Route 14 to25th St. West (2 to41anes)
19 Challenger Way: Ave, L to Ave, M (2 to4 lanes)
20 Spring St: Long BeachBl. lo California Ave. (2 to41anes)
21 Admiralty Way: Via Marina to FijiWay (4 to 5lanes)
22 Alameda St: Lomita BI. to Henry Ford Ave. (4 to61anes)
23 Atlantic Bh Olympic to WhittierBI. (4 to61anes)
24 Eigth St: Western Ave. to Route 110 (2 to41anes)
25 Nineth St: Western Ave, to Route 110 (2 to4 lanes)
26 Figueroa St: 146th St. to ComptonBI.(4 to61anes)
27 First St: Los Angeles St. to Boyle Ave. (4 to51anes)
28 Magnolia Bh Route 170 to Colfax Ave. (2 to41anes)
29 Overland Ave: Palms BI, to Washington BI.(2 to41anes)
30 Henry Ford Ave: Alameda St. to Route 47 (4 to 6lanes)
31 Whittier Bh Wilcox to MontebelloCity Limits (4 to61anes)
32 10th St: Ave. O to Ave, M (2 to41anes)
33 Elizabeth Lake Road: 30th St. West to GoddeHilIRd,(2 to41anes)
34 Manhattan Beach BI: Vail Ave, to Inglewood Ave. (4 to61anes)
35 San DimasAve: Via Vaquero to Bonita Ave.{2 to4 lanes)
36 PairieAve: 190th St. to 182nd St. (4 to 6lanes)
37 190th St: Van Ness to Crenshaw (4 to 6lanes)
38 Fremont Ave: Valley BL to Commonwealth(6 to81anes)
39 Bundy Dr: Santa Monica BI. Io Orange Ave. (2 Io41anes)
40 Pearblossom Hwy: Ave. T to Angeles ForestHwy.(2to41anes)

NIA
N/A
N/A
N/A

2002
2004
2003
2003
2003
2005
2005
2003
2000
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
t999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
1999
2000
1999
1999
1999
2001
1999
1999
1999
1999
t998
1998
1998
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Exhibit A-5 2025Vehicle-Moving
Alternative
Projects BeyondBaseline With Emphasis
on ImprovingVehicle Movement

¯
Street
Street
Street
Street
H OV/M
HOV
HOV
HOV

D escrl

W idenlng
W idenlng
W iden/U
pgrade
W iden/U
pgrade
ixed
Flow
Lanes

Lane
Lane
Lane

Service

I-5:

SR-14

to

SR-126

{N

US-101/
SR-170/
SR-134--Com
plete
missing
two
movements
I-5
& 1-405
(N to/from
S)
I-5
& SR-170
(N to/from
S)
1-10 & 1-605 (S to/from
E; S to/from
W
I-5
& 1-605
(SB I-5
to/from
W B 1-605,N
B I-5
to/from
W B 1-60)
1-110
& SR-91(SB
1-110
to/from
BE SR-91,
NB 1-110
to/from
SR-60
& 1-605
(SB SR-60
to/from
EB 1-605,
N B SR-60
to/from
SR-91
& 1-605
(Assume
all
8 m ovem ent
combinations)
1-105 & 1-605 (N to/from
W ; S to/from
W
Post 1989 List
- Phase I Priority,
Priority
2 & Phase II

Im orov.

funding

|Countvwide

enhanced

Note
1 Prolects
expected
to
2 Annual Call
for
Prolects

its

Bus

Service

from

historical

be recommended
funding
levels
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by I-5
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L
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Im

nrovem

ent--service
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Regional
Surface
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Iml)rovem
ent (RSTI)
funding
enhanced
2)
Signal
Synchronization
& Bus SI) eed Im I) rovem ents funding
at historical
2)
Transl~ortation
Dem and M anagem ent (TDM) funding
at historical
trend
2)
Bikeways
Im I) rovem ent funding
at historical
trend
($3.5m ill/vr
2)
Pedestrian
Im I~rovem
ent funding
at historical
trend
($3.5m ill/yr
2)
Transit
Cal}ital
funding
at historical
trend
($9m ill/vr
2)
Transl~ortation
Enhancements
funding
at historical
trend
($2m ill/yr
R ideshare

nlLim
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from
2 to 4 lanes
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Ave.
T to SR-18
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SR-138:
widen
from
4 to 6 lanes/expressway
upgrade
between
SR-14
& SBC
SR-138:
widen
from
4 to 6 lanes/expressway
upgrade
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SR-14
to I-5
I-5
Ultimate:
add 1 H O V lane
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Orange
Co. Line
to 1-710
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flow
lanes
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Orange
Co. Line
& 1-605;
I-5:
SR-134
to 1-170
(N B/SB)
1-405:
U S-101 to Burbank
BI. (N B only)
1
SR-14:
Pearblossom
to
Avenue
L (N B/SB)

HOV Lane
Freeway
Connectors
Mixed
Flow
Connector
H O V Connectors
HOV Connectors
HOV Connectors
HOV Connectors
HO V Connectors
HOV Connectors
HOV Connectors
HOV Connectors
Soundwalls

IBus

tin

from

oualitv

&

historical

trend
($24m
($7m ill/yr

EB SR-91)
EB 1-605)
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($60m
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Exhibit A-6 2025People-Moving
Alternative
Projects BeyondBaseline With Emphasis
on ImprovingPeopleMovement
I

P ro~ect Type

Descriptio

i

Bus Rapid
Transit
Bus Rapid
Transit
Bus Rapid
Transit
Light Rail
Com muter
Rail
Bus System
Improv.
Fixed
G uideway
Community
Transit
Rapid
Bus + Signal

nlLim

its

Crenshaw
BRT from
Wilshire/Crenshaw
to LAX (Lot
B)
Exposition
BRT extension
-- Crenshaw
to Cloverfield/Olympic
San Fernando
Valley
NIS BRT -Van
Nuys BI.
from
Sylmar
1
Metro
Green
Line
Extension
to LAX

TC to

M etrolink
Expansion
following
SCRRA’s Capital
Improvement
Plan
Countywide
Bus Service
Im provem
entservice
quality
& speed
Fixed
G uideway
Operating
- for
above
BRT and Light
Rail
projects
Areas not served
by high
density
transit
service
22 Additional
Lines
Aivarado,
Atlantic,
Avalon
Century
BI.,
Crenshaw-Rossmore,
Florence
G arvey,
Hawthorne,
H ollywood-Fairfax
Hollywood-Pasadena,
Long Beach,
Pico/East
First/Venice
Roscoe,
Santa
M onica,
Soto
San Fernando
Rd from
Sylmar
Transit
Center
to LACBD
Van Nuys,
Vernon-La
Cienega,
Western
Verm ont -- Hollywood
BI. to Vermont
G reen Station
at 1-105
Fwy

HOV Lane
HOV Lane
HOV Lane
HOV Connector
HOV Connector
...............

Regional

Surface

P~ ~!~89
Transportation

L st

~ Phase I Priority.

Im provem

ent

(RSTI)

Prioritv
funding

2 & 50°/’1~

reduced

from

IP~ase

Green
Call

2030

historical

II
trend

($35/yr

Signal
Synch
& Bus Speed Im provements
--enhanced
from
historical
for
Bus SI)eed
elements
Transportation
Dem and M anagem ent (TD M ) funding
enhanced
from historical
trend
($9/yr
2)
Bikeways
Improvement
funding
enhanced
from
historical
trend
($10/vr
=)
Pedestrian
Improvement
funding
enhanced
from
historicaltrend
($12/vr
2)
Transit
Capital
funding
enhanced
from historical
trend
to encourage
local
Rapid Bus efforts
2)
Transportation
Enhancements
funding
at historicaltrend
($2/yr
2)
Rideshare
funding
enhanced
from historical
trend
for
coordinated
Vanpoolefforts
($131yr

2 Annual

for

I-5:
SR-134
to i-170
(NB/SB)
1-405:
US-101 to Burbank
BI.
(NB only)
SR-14:
Pearblossom
to Avenue
L (NB/SB)
I-5 & 1-405 (N to/from
S)
I-5
& SR-170 (N to/from
S)

So~n~.!~

Note:
1 Metro

(Santa
Monica)
Ventura
BI.

Line
for

Extension
Proiects

to
funding

LA World
amounts

Airports
are

assumed

presented

in

to

be

uninflated
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Exhibit A-7 2025 Constrained(Recommended)
Alternative
Project BeyondBaseline With BalancedImprovementsof Vehicle and People Movement

Descri)tionlLim

Its

us Rapid Transit
us Rapid Transit
us Rapid Transit
ight Rail
Com m uter Rail
us System Improv.
ixed G uideway
:om m unity Transit
Rapid Bus + Signal

renshaw BRT from Wilshire/Crenshaw
to LAX (Lot B)
xposltion
BRT extension
-- Crenshaw to Cloverfield/Olympic
(Santa Monica)
an Fernando Valley
N/S BRT -Van Nuys BI. from Sylmar TC to Ventura BI.
tetro Green Line Extension
to LAX
M etrolink
Expansion following
SC RRA’s Capital
Im provem ent Plan for 2030
ountywide
Bus Service
ImprovementBus Fleet
Unconstrained
Ixed Guidaway Operating
- for above BRT and Light Rail projects
reas not served by high density transit
service
2 Additional
Lines
AIvarado, Atlantic,
Avalon, Century BI., Crenshaw-Rossm ore, Florence,
Garvey, Hawthorne,
Fairfax,
Hollywood-Pasadena,
Long Beach,
Olympic BI. (Expo BRT), Pico/East
First/Venice,
Roscoe, Santa M onica,
San Fernando Rd from Sylmar Transit
Center to LACBD, Soto,
Vermont -- Hollywood BI. to Vermont Green Station
at 1-105 Fwy

HOV Lane
HOV Lane
HOV Lane
HOV Connector
HOV Connector
HOV/Mixed
Flow

I-5:SR-134
to 1-170 (NB/SB)
1-405:US-101
to Burbank BI. (NB only)
SR-14: Pearblossom
to Avenue L (NB/SB)
I-5 & 1-405 (N to/from S)
I-5 & SR-170 (N to/from
S)
Convert Interim
I-5 Project
to Ultimate
Project:
between OCL & 1-605 (NB/SB)
widen from 6 to 8 mixed flow and add 2 HOV lanes
Interchange
upgrade: I-5 thru 1-605 & up to SR-19 (8 mixed flow & 2 HOV lanes)
Ro57 & SR-60
II

Interchange
Interchange

Lanes

Upgrade
Upgrade

Regional Surface Transportation
Improvement (RSTI)funding
enhanced from historical
trend
Ignal Synch & Bus Speed Improvements
--enhanced
from historical
trend for Bus Speed elements
2
ransl~ortation
Demand ManaQement (TDM) fundin¢l
enhanced from historical
trend
ikeways Improvement funding enhanced from historical
trend
’edestrian
Im provement funding enhanced from historical
trend
ransit Capital funding enhanced from historical
trend to encourage local Rapid Bus efforts
ransportation
Enhancements funding at historical
trend
2
:ideshare fundln~l
enhanced from historical
trend for coordinated
vanpool efforts
Note:
t Metro Green Line Extension to LA World Airloorts
assumed to be funded with non-MTA fundln~ sources
2Denotes orolects
escalated
with Consumer Price Index (CPI)instead
of Construction
Cost Index (CCI)
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Exhibit A-8 2025Strategic Alternative

Freeway
Gap
Closure
Street
W idening
Street
w idening
Street
W tdenino
M ixed
Flow
Lane
M ixed
Flow
Lane
H O V Lane
HO V Lane
H O V Lane
HO V Lane
H O V Lane
HO V Lane
H O V Lane
HO V Lane
Gap Closure
Interchange
Im provem
Interchange
Im provem
tnterchange
Im provem
Freeway
Connectors
Mixed
Flow
Connector
HO V Connectors
H O V Connectors
H O V Connectors
H O V Connectora
HOV
Connectors
H O V Connectors
H O V Connectors
H OV Connectors
Soundwalls
fade
Separations
our
Corners
Projects
Fwy Interchange
!Rapid
Bus + Signal
H eavy R all
Light
R all
Transit

i

eflt
ant
ants

Co

ITiP)
Line

Route
10111701134--Com
plate
missing
two
movements
Route
5 & Route
405
(N
to/from
$)
Route
5 & Route
170
(N
to/from
S)
Route
105 8. Route
605
(N to/from
W ; S to/from
W)
Route
10 & Route
605 (S to/from
E; S to/from
)
Route
5 & Route
605 (SB
5 to/from
W B 605.N
5 to/from
W B 60)
110
&
Route
gl(SB
110
to/from
BE
91,
Route
B 110 to/from
EB 91)
Route
60 & Route
605
(SB 60 to/from
EB 605,
N B 60 to/from
EB 605)
Route
91 & Route
605
(Assume
all8
m ovam ant
corn
binatlons)
Post
1989
List-Phase
I Priority,
Priority
2 & Phase II
ArterlalG
oods
M ovem
ant Projects
- M Isc.
Arteriallm
provem
out
Projects
Route

Priority
(LR

I-5
Ultimate
Project
(4 M .F.
&
H O V each
direction;
OCL to Route
710)
1-710
Gap Closure
Route
138:6
lane
Expressway
from
SR
14 to
San Bernardino
Co,Line
Route
138:4
lane
Expressway
from
SR
14 to I-5
Route
138:
4 lane
Expressway
from
Ave.
T to Route
18 (2 to 4 laoes)(50%
5R 14!1
lane
atsegm
ants
w12 mixed
flow
lanes(4
to g) from
i-5
to Kern
I-5:
1 lane
from
SR 14 to S R 126
R oule
14:
Pearblossom
to P-8
I-5:
SR 14 to SR 126
I-5:
Route
134 to
Route
170
Northbound
1-405
from
101
to Burbank
BI,
S R 60:
from
1-101
to 1-605
1-605:
from
1-10 to 1-210
SR 57:
from
1-210
to
SR-60
1-10:
North
of 405
Valley
View
Avail-5
1015,
512
1011405,
101/170,
17015,
40515. 5/14,
51134

T/B

Light
R all
Transit
(LR T)
Light
R all
T ra nsit (LR T)
8us
Rapid
Transit
(BRT)
Bus Rapid
Transit
(BRT)
Light
R all
Transit
(LR T)
Bus Rapid
Transit
{BRT)
Light
R all
Transit
(LR T)
Light
R all
Transit
(LR T)
M e tro lin k
Fixed
G uideway
Operating
BUS Improvement
Comm unity
Transit

R T)

57

160

Interchange

Upgrade

4 Lines
in Addition
to 2 Dam o Lines
in
Baseline
+ Lines
below
W ilshire
R ed Line
extension
to C entury
C ity
Exposition
LRT extension
-Crenshaw
to VeoicelRobertson;
BRT to Olympic
Cloverfield;
Rapid
Bus to Colorado
& 5th
St.
East
LA LRT extension
from
BeverlylAtlantic
to Norwalk/Whittler
Pasendena
Blue
Line
exten
from
Sierra
M adre
Villa
to Clarem
ont
M etrollnk
Sin
C renahaw
BRT from
W ilshirelCrenshaw
to LAX (Lot
B)
VermontBRT:VermontGreen
Line
Sto
to
W ilshlre,
Rapid
Bus to
Hollywood
BI
Burbank/Glendale
LRT from
Union
Stn
to
Burbank
Transit
Stn
San
Fernando
Valley
NIS
BRT -Van
Nuys
BI.
from
Sylm
ar
TC to
Ventura
BI.
Metro
Green
Line
extension
from
Marine
stn
to South
Bay G allerla
M etro
G teen
Line
extension
to LAX
M etrolink
Expaosion
following
$C R R A’s
Capitallm
provem
ant
Plao
for
2030
LRT,
BR T and Heavy
R all
Projects
Operating
Costs
Countywide
Bus
Service
Improvement

RegionalSurface
Transportation
Im provem
ant
(RSTI)
SignalSynchronlzation
& Bus
Speed
Improvements
Transportation
Demand
M anagem
ent
(TD
M
81keways
Im provem
ant
Pro)ects
Pedestrian
Im provem
ent
Projects
Transit
C apital
P rojects
Transportation
Enhancements
O th(~r
R ejjionall~’
Si~lniticant
Projects
(Ex.
Rideshare

Projects

Services)
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Basic Model Results
The model results of the eight model runs are shownin a
sequence of three parts. First, the results of the six
basic model runs are presented in this section. Second,
the results of the two sensitivity test runs are reviewed
and discussed in Section IV. Third, the results of Title VI
analyses are described in Section V.

Mode Share
The transit share for home-to-work trips is shown in
Exhibit A-9. The transit share is below 10%in 1998 and
will continue to be low in the 2025 Enhanced Baseline
and Vehicle-Moving Alternative,
where substantial and
dramatic transit improvements on a countywide scale are
not planned. However, implementing the rapid bus
network together with extensive community-based smart
shuttle systems all over the county, as proposed in the
People-Moving, Constrained, and Strategic Alternatives
will increase the transit share to 15 %.
In terms of usage of the carpool mode, it can be seen
that the Vehicle-Moving Alternative (which contains the
highest emphasis on carpool lanes) will achieve a higher
mode share for carpool. The increase is relatively
marginal however.
While home-to-work trips represent only 20%of all trips
in the county, Exhibit A-10 shows the modeshares of all
trip combined. Similar but less dramatic tendencies as
those of Exhibit A-9 can be found. Overall, the transit
share would be increased from the range of 3.5%
Draft Long RangeTransportation
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(Baseline and Vehicle-Moving Alternatives) to the range
of 5% (People-Moving,
Constrained
and Strategic
Alternatives).

Mobility Index
AM Peak Highway Speed. Exhibit A-11 compares the AM
peak highway speed among alternatives.
It can be seen
that the highway speed will be reduced from 32 MPHin
1998 to the range of 15 MPHin 2025. An interesting
finding is that investing in transit programs(the PeopleMoving Alternative)
tends to be more effective
in
improving highway speed than investing
directly
in
highway programs (Vehicle-Moving Alternative).
This
because the former will attract more trips from auto to
transit mode, leaving less automobiles on highway, thus
increasing highway speeds more effectively.
However,
the difference is only about 1 MPH.
Mobility Index. The mobility index is the product of
highway speed and vehicle occupancy. From Exhibit A12 we can see that the mobility index tends to be higher
for the People-Moving, Constrained,
and Strategic
Alternatives than for the Vehicle-Moving Alternative.
This is expectable because the investment in transit
would not only increase the highway speed, but also the
vehicle occupancies.

Air Quality Index
Exhibit A-13 shows a comparison of the air quality index
amongalternatives.
First of all, because of technology
improvement, air pollution
would be reduced from 800
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Tons/day in 1998 to about 400 Tons/day in 2025.
Among the alternatives,
the People-Moving
and
Constrained Alternatives tend to perform better than the
Vehicle-Moving Alternative.
However, the difference is
very small, about 3%.

Cost Effectiveness
The cost effectiveness index is defined as the capital and
operating costs to be expended by the MTAto achieve
an hour savings of travel time. The lower is the index
means the less money is required to achieve a unit
savings of travel time. Therefore, the lower is the index
the moreeffective is the alternative.
Exhibit A-14 showsthe cost effectiveness index, relative
to the Baseline, of the three basic alternatives: VehicleMoving, People-Moving, and Constrained. The indexes
are in the range of $0.93-$1.28 per hour. These are
substantially lower (better) than the criteria of $4.00$6.00 per hour used by FTA in the 1990’s. These
impressive indexes are mainly attributed to the severe
congestion in the Baseline. In traffic engineering theory,
it has been found that, when traffic
volumes reach the
range of highway capacity,
the travel
time would
increase exponentially. Becausethe traffic condition in
Baseline is severely congested, a small improvement
would result in substantial reduction of travel time. As a
result, all three alternatives turned in highly impressive
cost effectiveness index.
Amongthe three alternatives, the Constrained Alternative
is superior to the Vehicle-Moving and People-Moving
Alternatives.

Appendix A

Project Level PerformanceHighlight
The performance of major highway and transit projects
are summarizedin Exhibits A-15 and A-16. The highlight
of findings are described in the following paragraphs.
Major Freeway Projects.
Twelve major freeway gapclosure and HOVwidening projects were analyzed. In
the analysis process, we first identify the users (linked
trips) of these freeway facilities in the Constrainedand/or
Strategic Alternatives. Then the travel times of these
users in the Baseline, the Constrained and Strategic
Alternatives were determined. Travel time savings were
computed for these users based on the linked trips and
travel time differentials.
The travel time saved by each of the twelve freeway
projects is summarizedin Exhibit A-15. From the exhibit,
we can see that 1-710 GapClosure (Project #9 & #10)
the Strategic Alternative would generate the highest
savings of travel time, in a range of 3.2 million vehiclehours per year. This is followed by I-5 widening from 1605 to 1-710 (Project #11 & #12), at a savings of 1.9
million vehicle-hours
per year. Amongthe remaining
eight projects, the four in the Constrained Alternative are
associated with annual savings of 640 thousand or more
vehicle hours. These are higher than the savings of the
remaining four in the Strategic Alternative.
Despite their highest potential for travel time savings, 1710 Gap Closure and I-5 Widening (I-605 to 1-710) were
not included in the Constrained Alternative.
This
decision was logical because
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1-710 GapClosure is undergoing legal challenges¯ The
timing of the project is still uncertain; and
It is desirable to widen the south part of I-5 (Orange
County Line to 1-605) prior to widening the north part
(I-605 to 1-710) in order to maintain continuity
HOVdevelopment at Orange County.
Maior Transit Projects. The utilization
of major transit
projects, including metro rail, light rail transit (LRT), bus
rapid transit (BRT), and rapid bus (RB), is summarized
Exhibit A-16.
The exhibit reports route miles,
incremental daily boardings, incremental passenger speed
(i.e. passenger-miles divided by, in-vehicle time), and
average daily boardings per route mile.
In the portion of Constrained Alternative,
we can see
that the three committed rail projects can each attract
over 2,000 daily riders for each mile constructed (i.e.,
2,500 for Pasadena LRT, 2,300 for Eastside LRT, and
5,300 for Exposition LRT). Per mile ridership is in the
range of 1,800 for BRT, and 500-1,000
for RB
operations.
In the portion of Strategic
Alternative,
the most
productive
rail extension
would be the Red Line
Extension along Wilshire Corridor to Century City (over
5,000 incremental daily riders per mile). The new LRT
service to Burbank and the Exposition LRT Extension to
Venice/Washington each would attract over 2,000 daily
riders a day. These are within the comparable range of
but slightly lower than the two committedLRTlines (i.e.,
Pasadena LRT and Eastside LRT) in the Constrained
Alternative.
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Exhibit A-9
Home-WorkMode Shares
6,101,100Daily Trips in 1998;8,050,000Daily Trips in 2025
100%.
9O%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
O%
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Base
Year

2025
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Baseline

2025
Vehicle-Moving
Alternative

F’-] Transit

Carpool
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Exhibit A-10
Los Angels County All Purpose Mode Shares
29,113,700 Daily Trips in 1998; 37,752,900Daily Trips in 2025

100%
90%
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70%
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Exhibit A-11
AMPeak Highway Speed (MPH)
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Exhibit A-12
Mobility Index [ MPH*Persons
Per Vehicle ]
50
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Exhibit A-13
Air Quality Index (Tons/Day)

796

700

600

I~

1/7 of Carbon Monoxide

¯

Oxides of, Ni~og~n

~

Total OrganiciGases

500

390

400

398

390

300

200

100

!

1998
Base
Year

2025
Enhanced
Baseline

2025
Vehicle-Moving
Alternative

2025
People-Moving
Alternative

2025
Constrained
Plan

2025
Strategic
Plan

Note:
(1) Air emissioncomponents
wereestimatedbasedon the Direct Travel ImpactModel(DTIM)maintainedby CaltransHeadquarters,
the EMFAC
7Gemissionfactors from the California Air Resource
Board.
(2) Theemissionsof PMI0are about8 tons per dayin 1998andwill growin proportionwith VehicleMiles Traveledto12tons per dayin 2025.
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Exhibit A-14
Cost-Effectiveness Index ($ Per Hour Saved)*
$1.40

* smaller value is better
$1.20
$1.00
$0.80
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$0.40
$0.20
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Exhibit A-15
Project Level Modeling Results
Annual Travel Time Savings
Freeway

From

To,

1. HOVLanes

I-5

SR-134

SR-170

640,000

2. HOVLanes

SR-14

Pea’blossom

Ave.L

757,760

4. HOVLanes

I-5

Q’ageC, oLrty Une

1-605

901,760

HOVLanes

I-5

SR-14

SR-126

154,880

I-5

SR-14

SR-126

485,760

7. HOVLanE~

SR-60

I-6(]5

SR-101

620,160

8. HOV~

SR-57

1-210

SR-60

574,080

9. HOV~

1-710

Valley

1-210

552,320

1-710

Valley

1-210

2,617,600

I-5
I-5

1-605
I~

1-210
1-210

856,960
1,Q20,160

3. HOVLanes

6. IV’m~ Row ~

10. ~ Ro.,v
11.I--IO#Lanes
12_
~Row~

~
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Exhibit A-16
Project Level ModelingResults
Performanceof Major Transit components

Rail Transit
1.1 Exisxting
Metro Red, Blue & Green Lines
1.2 Pasadena Line to Sierra
Madre Villa

77.0
13.6

195,441
31,821

Transit
Corridors
2.1 Eastside Transit
Corridor
Beverly/Atlantic
2.2 Exposition
Corridor
2.3 W ilshire/W
hittier
Corridor
2.4 San Fernando Valley
East/W est Corridor

5.9
5.5
23.8
13.5

13,114
29,334
28,823
29,399

1 Metro Rapid - 22 Lines
2 Transit
Corridors
2.1 Crenshaw corridor
2.2 Exposition
Corridor
2.3 San Fernando Valley

(1)

Extension
from Baseline
North/South
Corridor

Transit
Corridors
1.1 W ilshire
Red Line Extension
to Century City
1,2 East Los Angeles Corridor
Extension
to Whittier
1.3 Pasadena Line Extension
to Claremont
1,4 Vermont Transit
Corridor
1,5 Burbank/
Glendale
Corridor
1.6 Metro Rail Extension to South Ba~/ Galleria
[1]

Draft

346.0

247,105

15.2
10.6
12.0

32,044
27,027
21,219

6.4
6.6
22.4
12.0
13.6
2.3

33,351
7,086
1,766
4,360
32,458
2,352

IncludeAvalon,Florence,Pico/Venice/East
First, Vermont,
VanNuys,Crenshaw-Rossmore.
Hawthorne,
Hollywood-Pasadena,
LongBeach,SanFemando,
SantaMonica,Sepulveda,
Soto, andWestern.
Alvarado,
Atlantic, Century,Garvey,
Hollywood-Fairfax,
Lincoln,Roscoe,
Vernon-La
Cienega,
WestThird.
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Exhibit A-17
Daily Boardings (Los Angeles County)
4,000,000

I--]

Metrolink

3,185,875

3,143i437

3,177~297

3,000,000
[]

MTA Bus

1,868,673
2,000,000

61,282

1,855,284
50,463,
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2025
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2025
Vehicle-Moving
Alternative
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Sensitivity Test Results
The purpose of sensitivity test is to examinethe effects
of land use and pricing
on the performance
of
transportation
system. Two sensitivity
tests were
designed and run during the course of the study.
In the first test, we assumedthat the population growth
in the county would be 2.4 million rather than the 3.5
million as adopted by SCAGin the 1998 RTP. A slightly
less degree of urban sprawl is also assumedin the test
by allocating population growth proportional to the 1998
distribution.
This assumption is applied to the
Constrained Plan in order for us to examine the effect of
land use upon transportation system.
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2. The reduced population growth alone has positive
impact on the system speed, mobility, as well as air
quality (Exhibit A-19, 20, & 21 );
3. The reduced population growth together with pricing
have tremendous positive impact on transit share,
highway speed, mobility,
air quality,
and transit
boarding.
The results of these two sensitivity
tests warrant a
further exploration of using land use and pricing as
planning tools beyond the conventional
capacityenhancementsto solve transportation problems.

In the second test, we further assumeda set of highway
pricing strategies,
and applied the revenues from
highway pricing to enhancetransit services. The pricing
assumptions have been described previously
in the
second section of this Appendix.
Exhibits A-18 through A-22 report the modeling results
of sensitivity
tests in terms of mode shares, average
daily highway speeds, mobility index, air quality index,
and daily boarding. From these exhibits we can highlight
the following findings:
1. The reduced population growth alone has small but
positive impact on the level of transit share (Exhibit
A-18) and small but negative impact on transit
boarding (Exhibit A-22);
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Exhibit A-18
Daily LA County Percentage of Home-WorkTrips
90%

14.8%

: ........

80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Baseline
(3.5 Million
Population Growth)

Constrained Plan
(2.4 Million
Population Growth)

Constrained Plan
(3.5 Million
Population Growth)

Transit

Carpool

~ Drive

Strategic Plan
(2.4 Million
Population Growth
with Pricing*)
Alone

*Pricing Scenario Assumptions Include: (a) Daily average parking cost increases from 20 cents to $1.00,
(b) Auto operating cost Increases from 10cents/mile to 20 cents/mile, (c) Transit fare reduced by
(d) Transit headwayreduced to 6 rain. or less in peak and 12 rain. or less in off-peak, and (a) An expanded rail
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Exhibit A-19
Average Highway Daily Speed in MPH
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Exhibit A-20
Mobilil Index in MPH*PersonsNehicle
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& Evaluation

Higher numberis better
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Exhibit A-21
Air Quality Index in Tons/Day
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LA County Daily Transit Boardings
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Title VI Analysis Results
The Title Vl Analysis of the Long Range Plan has been
designed to analyze the transportation
impacts on
distinctive
socioeconomic groups in the County. The
transportation impacts analyzed included
¯ the portion of jobs accessible within 60 minutes
via transit, and
¯ the percentage of mode shares.
The distinctive
¯
¯

¯

Ethnic Population Basedon 1990 Census
American,
and Non-

GeographicDistribution of
Socioeconomic Groups
Using the information
from 1990 Census, a traffic
analysis zone (TAZ) is designated as transit-dependent
the model if it meets one or more of the following
criteria:
¯
¯
¯

A

The following
table identifies
the percentage of
households in Los Angeles County that are classified as
African American, Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, or
Non-Minority.
A TAZ is designated African American,
Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander, or Non-Minority if its
population exceeds the percentage of that subgroup in
the County (e.g.,
a TAZ with 50% of households
comprised of Hispanics would be deemed an Hispanic
TAZ). Hispanics, at 26%of the population, comprise the
largest minority group in the County.

socioeconomicgroups included:

Transit dependent population,
Ethnic group population (African
Hispanic, Asian/Pacific Islander,
Minority), and
Incomequintile population.

Appendix

Population

Percent

African American
Hispanic
Asian/Pacific Islander
Non-Minority

1,045,853
2,322,149
824,274
4,697,477

11.8
26.2
9.3
53.0

Total

8,863,164

Exhibit A-23 illustrates
the zonal median household
income in 1990 (in 1990 dollars) by income quintiles.
The household income quintiles are:

11%or more of the households do not own a car;
6.4% or more of the households
include
individuals aged 70 or older; and
11.6% or more of the average households have
an income of $11,000 or less (in 1990 dollars).

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

low income - less than $20,000,
moderate income - $20,000 to $26,000,
medium income - $26,000 to $32,000,
above average income - $32,000 to $45,000,
high income - greater than $45,000.
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The threshold
of median household income in each
income quintile is different from that report by 1990
census (e.g. $15,000, $28,000, $44,000, $70,000)
because the former is an aggregate measure of zonal
medians whereas the latter is disaggregated information
directly from the census.
Nevertheless, low-income TAZs tend to be concentrated
in Central Los Angeles County while high-income TAZs
tend to be concentrated in western Los Angeles County.
Exhibits A-24 through A-27 illustrate the location of the
additional population subgroups throughout Los Angeles
County. Exhibit A-24 shows that the transit dependent
population tends to be concentrated in Central Los
Angeles County.
Exhibit A-25 illustrates
the African American population
and Exhibit A-26 illustrates the Hispanic population in the
County. Both population subgroups tend to be located in
Central Los Angeles County with the African American
population extending toward the southern part of the
County and the Hispanic population extending toward the
eastern part of the County.
Exhibit A-27 illustrates
the Asian/Pacific
Islander
population
in Los Angeles County. It tends to be
distributed
throughout the County, with a slight
emphasistoward the eastern part of the County.
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Transit Accessibility by Socioeconomic
Group
Exhibit A-28 illustrates
the percentage of home -work
peak period trips that can be madewithin 60 minutes or
less via transit, disaggregated by income quintile. The
figure shows that the low-income population is expected
to benefit most from the alternatives
with a larger
percentage of home-work trips possible via transit for
each subsequent alternative.
In addition, the income
population that is most likely to use transit, across all
alternatives, is the low-income population.
Exhibit A-29 illustrates
the percentage of home-work
peak period trips that can be made within 60 minutes or
less via transit, disaggregated by population subgroup.
The figure shows that the population subgroups most
likely to benefit from the alternatives are the transit
dependent, African American, Hispanic, and Asian/Pacific
Islander,

ModeShares by SocioeconomicGroup
Exhibit A-30 illustrates the modesplit of home-worktrips
for each alternative, disaggregated by income quintile. In
all alternatives, the low-income population is expected to
be most likely to travel via transit with transit ridership
peaking at about 23%for the Strategic Alternative.
Exhibit A-31 illustrates
the home-basedwork modesplit
for each alternative,
disaggregated by population
subgroup. The transit-dependent
subgroup is expected
to be most likely to travel via transit with transit ridership

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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peaking at about 24%in the People-Moving Alternative.
The other population
subgroups are expected to
experience comparablelevels of transit ridership.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Exhibit A-23
1990 Zonal Median Household Income
By Traffic Analysis Zones(1990 dollars)
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Exhibit A-24
Transit DependentPopulation

~Freeways
Non-Transit Dependent Population
Transit DependentPopulation
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Exhibit A-25
African-AmericanPopulation

Freeways
Non-Af.-Am.Population
Black Population
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Exhibit A-26
HispanicPopulation

//~Freeways
__
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Exhibit A-27
Asian/PacificIslander Population
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Exhibit A-28
Job Access by Income Quintile
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Exhibit A-29
Percentage of Home-WorkPeak Trips Within 60 Minutes Via Transit
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Exhibit A-30
ModeChoiceby IncomeQuintile
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Exhibit A-31
ModeChoice by Ethnic Group
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Financial Forecasting Model
Assumptions
The MTAhas programming authority
of transportation
funds for Los Angeles County. As the Regional
Transportation PI65
anning Agency (RTPA), MTA will program billions
dollars in funds over the study period. In addition, MTA
administers the local sales tax initiatives
receiving the
collected funds from the State of California. By having
such programming and managementof funds authority,
it is not uncommonfor large amounts of funds to be
available
in MTA accounts.
Such large balances,
however, are not to be confused with those funds
actually available to the MTAfor bus and rail operations.

Appendix

certain future policy decisions would be made. Prior to
the MTA Board making specific
policy and project
decisions, they will be analyzed, and the impact on the
financial forecasting model will be identified.
The best
available revenue estimate and policy assumptions are
described in this assumption document through 2025.

The Financial Plan Forecasting Model
assumesthat:

Balances
shown in MTA accounts
such as the
Proposition C 25%, Transit Related Highway funds, are
awaiting disbursement for prior year Call for Projects.
Other accounts have balances but the funds can only be
used for a specified purpose such as security (Proposition
C 5%) or commuterrail, transit centers, and park-andride lots (Proposition C 10%).
The Financial Plan Forecasting Model relies on numerous
assumptions which reflect the best available estimate of
future trends in revenues (sources) and costs (uses)
an extended number of years through the end of Fiscal
Year (FY) 2025. Existing
MTA policies
guide the
development of these assumptions. However, there are
many areas requiring future policy decisions.
In
developing the financial
model, it was assumed that
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Those funds authorized by the enactment of the
Transportation Equity Act for the 21"t Century (TEA21) are included;
The MTA will continue receiving local, state and
federal funding. The forecasting model adjusts the
funds in accordance with the historical growth of the
revenues or anticipated increases or decreases;
The 50% federal Section 5309 (formerly Section 3)
contribution to the transit corridor extensions will be
$60-$65 million annually through 2013 to ensure that
previously authorized federal funding for the Eastside
and Mid-City Corridors is utilized. After F¥-2013, the
financial
forecasting
model assumes $75 million
annually from this funding source through 2025;
There are no new revenue sources that are available
over and above those local, state, and federal
revenue sources that are currently authorized;
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Fare revenues for services will not be adjusted until
FY-2003. Each three year period thereafter
fare
revenues will be adjusted and compounded by the
annual rate of inflation since the last increase;
Debt policy of the MTABoard of Directors will remain
unchanged through the forecasting period except for
Proposition C 25%which will require an adjustment
after the current programming period ends in FY2004; and

Appendix B

periodically to reflect separate, specific MTAactions.
The following
are some of the major financial
assumptions in the forecasting model along with a
discussion of possible outcomesif these assumptionsare
not realized:

Certain discretionary
non-formula funding sources
have been accounted for but not programmedbeyond
FY-2004. This captured funding is available for the
constrained LRTPand totals $11.2 billion
through
2025.
It is important
to note that the delivery
and
implementation
of all projects
and programs are
dependenton the availability of local, state, and federal
revenues at the projected levels. Major changesin local,
state, or federal policy, or unanticipated shifts in the
state/national
economy,
would
impact
the
implementation of the findings and proposed projects.

Major Financial Assumptions
The Financial Forecasting Model forms the fiscal basis of
the Long Range Transportation Plan through the entire
planning period of 2025. The assumptions upon which it
was developed do not replace MTA Board action or
policies. The financial forecasting model will be updated
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Transportation Equity Act for the 21,t Century (TEA21) Funding Assumed- Funding from the TEA-21
legislation has been assumedthrough its expiration in
2003. After TEA-21’s expiration in 2003, funding
levels are assumed to grow annually at 1.4%, which
is the annual growth rate of the Federal Highway
Trust Fund.
This funding includes ell federal
highway, transit and transportation
programs. The
amounts programmed vary annually based upon the
guaranteed levels in the TEA-21 legislation
or a
specified percentage of the authorization.
Congestion Mitigation
and Air Quality (CMAQ)
improvement program funding has been adjusted
down in out-years
(after
FY-2004) to reflect
improvementsin air quality standards in Los Angeles
County. The CMAQprogram has been substantially
reduced by over 50% in 2011 when attainment with
the established standards is planned for the South
Coast Air Basin.
MTAtransit fare revenuesadjust with inflation in FY2003 - The forecasting model assumes a bus farebox
recovery ratio and operating costs consistent with the
fares and operating
costs in the F¥-2001 MTA
budget. Fare revenues are adjusted for inflation (CPI)
beginning in F¥-2003.
The first
inflationary
B-2
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adjustment is assumed to be cumulative from FY1996 to FY-2003 as permitted
by the Consent
Decree. Fares are proposed for adjustment once
every three years, thereafter, by compoundingannual
inflationary rates from the prior three years.

Historically,
since 1951 Los Angeles County has
averaged 6.2% annual sales tax growth.
The
financial
forecasting
model assumes a lower
percentage than the historical
growth through FY2006 and then uses a low growth pattern of 5.0%
(which is slightly lower than the historical
growth
pattern) through the remainder of the forecasting
period. This approach is being used because of the
lower than expected annual sales tax growth rate
over the previous five years as Los Angeles County
emerges from the recessionary trend of the mid1990’s. The financial difference from a 4.0% growth
versus 5.0% is approximately $10 million annually
based on one billion dollars in revenue from all sales
taxes.

NewBuses- The financial forecasting model assumes
implementation of the Consent Decree as identified in
the Remediation Plan and continuing bus service
operations and capital improvements through 2025.
An average of 200 new replacement MTA buses are
proposed for purchase annually after FY-2004 which,
when averaged with the Municipal Operators’ fleet,
establishes a countywide bus fleet with an average
age of 6 years.
Sales Tax Forecast - The financial model assumesan
approach using a lower percentage of annual sales
tax growth than previously assumed in the adopted
1995 Long Range Transportation
Plan (LRTP) and
UCLABusiness Forecasting Project. For the periods
FY-2002 to FY-2003 and FY-2004 to FY-2006, the
projected annual average growth rates are 4.0% and
4.5%, respectively,
for the local sales tax
propositions and the ¼ % state sales tax. Thereafter,
an annual rate of growth of 5.0% is assumedthrough
2025 for the local sales tax funding sources. This
growth rate is used to calculate
the amount of
additional
transportation
sales tax Los Angeles
County will receive in
ensuing years of the
forecasting period.

B

¯

State Senate Bill 46 This legislation,
effective
January 1, 1998, substantially
changed state and
local transportation financing allocations throughout
the State of California.
The law repealed seven
separate transportation
funding programs and
authorizes regional transportation agencies such as
the MTAto decide, in part how the funds are to be
spent. This new funding program is referred to as
the "Regional Improvement Program Funds" and lets
the MTAselect projects for funding. This new local
control of transportation funding replaces a series of
programs that were complex and restrictive
in how
transportation funds could be used.

¯

No New Revenue Sources - No new revenue sources
are assumed to be available over and above those
local, state, and federal revenue sources that are
currently obtainable. The forecasting model assumes

Sales tax growth results
from a combination of
population
increases and economic expansion.
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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that the MTAwill maintain the historical
level of
funding provided by current revenue sources, except
in specific
funds sources such as fares and
advertising revenues. The level of funding for state
and federal funds is projected
to increase in
accordancewith the historical growth of each source.
If projected levels of funding are not maintained,
projects and programs will be reduced or delayed
accordingly unless comparable cost savings measures
or alternative revenues are implemented.
One source of funding added to this financial
forecasting baseline as a state source is the "Traffic
Congestion Relief Fund" enacted by the state
legislature and signed by the Governor in June 2000,
which provides needed highway and transportation
funding throughout Los Angeles County in an amount
of $1.7 billion over the next five to seven years.
Three Transit Corridors (Eastside, Mid-City/Wilshire
Boulevardand San FernandoValley) fully constructed
by FY-2007 and daily operations for remainder of
forecasting period - The financial forecasting model
assumesthe three transit corridors, for which major
investment
studies
(MIS) have been recently
completed, will be constructed between 2000 and
2007 and becomeoperational daily for the remainder
of the forecasting period. These three corridors
consist of:
¯
¯
¯

Light Rail Line for the Eastside;
Bus Rapid Transit component for Mid-City along
Wilshire Boulevard; and
East-West Bus Rapid Transit for the San Fernando

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Valleyalong
generally
the
Railroad Right-of-Way line
Hollywood and Warner Center.

Southern Pacific
between North

Twoother new service lines are proposed for capital
and operational funding as secondary projects within
two of the transportation
corridors. A north/south
bus rapid transit line is proposed along possibly Van
Nuys Boulevard in the San Fernando Valley extending
from Ventura Boulevard to the Metrolink Station in
Sylmar (approximately
11 miles long). This line
would cost approximately $100 million to build in
2005 and would operate starting in 2009 at a cost of
$12 million annually.
A light rail line or bus rapid transit line in the Mid-City
area extending along the old railroad right-of-way
generally within and adjacent to Exposition Boulevard
and extending to Crenshaw Boulevard would be built
from 2009 through
mid-2013 and start
daily
operations in July 2013 (FY-2014). This would
done at a capital cost of approximately $300 million
and initial annual operating cost of $17.6 million.
Current federal funding programs continue and
allocations increase with the growth of the Highway
Trust Fund - The forecasting
model assumes the
implementation of the Transportation Equity Act for
the 21st Century (TEA-21) at the guaranteed transit
levels.
Highway formula funds are assumed to be
available at the level specified in the nEstimate of
Apportionmentsn for TEA-21 supplied by Caltrans. If
federal funds do not occur at the estimated levels,
planned highway, rail, automated bus guideway and
B-4
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million appropriation is assumedannually from this
revenue source from FY-2004 through F¥-2013 to
allow for the Eastside and Mid-City Corridors to fully
utilize previously pledged federal transportation New
Start funding.
After FY-2013, the financial
forecasting model allocates $75 million annually from
this funding source through 2025 to allow for
incremental growth of the funding source.

TIP Call for Projects capital projects maybe delayed
accordingly unless comparable project cost savings
measures are implemented. In the event federal
funds increase, projects and services will be brought
on-line in accordancewith the available revenue.
Federal Transit Administration (FTA) Section 5307
(formerly Section 9) - Section 5307 can be used for
capital needs or preventive maintenance pursuant to
TEA-21. Federal regulations
now allow preventive
maintenance costs, most of which are found in the
MTA’s operating budget, to include usage of Section
5307 funding.
The financial
forecasting
model
assumes the continued usage of Section 5307 funds
for preventive maintenance purposes that occur in the
MTAoperating budget. The Municipal Operators are
using their formula portion of Section 5307 for capital
facilities
and purchasing replacement buses on a 12year cycle. A 316 fixed route bus expansion is
planned along with 48 smaller vehicles for the
Municipal Operators through 2025, coupled with
capital facilities
to meet this expansion program.
Provisions for alternative fueling facilities in the event
the Municipal Operators convert from diesel fuel to
cleaner burning fuels is provided for in the capital
facilities componentof the plan.
¯

Los Angeles County continues
to receive
discretionary FTA Section 5309 (formerly Section 3)
New Start Funds for future construction projects The forecasting model assumes that the Metro Rail
Red Line Segment 3 North Hollywood Extensions
receives $50 million in FY-2001 and FY-2002 from
FTA Section 5309 New Start funds. A $60 to $65

B

ProgramReserve Fund Established - The forecasting
model includes an establishment of a Capital Reserve
Fund in order to address the requirements of the
North Hollywood Revised and Restated Full Funding
Grant Agreement.
The ProgramReserveFundconsists of the following:
¯
¯

$10 million cash reserve; and
$40 million pledge of future debt instrument.

Uponclosing out the full funding grant agreement for
the Metro Red Line to North Hollywood, the cash and
bonding pledge will be deemedto be satisfied and the
reserve will be dissolved.
LeveragingState and Federal Funds- The forecasting
model assumes that local funds are bonded if
necessary
to match state and federal
funds
consistent with the project and program priorities
established by the MTABoard of Directors.
¯

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Use of Long Term Debt - The forecasting
model
assumes that senior lien bonds will be issued each
year they are needed to fund major capital projects.
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The model also assumesthat such bonding will be in
conformance with the MTA debt policy adopted in
October 1998 and amended in November 1999 and
2000 except for Proposition C 25%which will require
an adjustment after the current programming period
ends in F¥-2004. Debt service on the bonds is
assumed to be paid with Proposition
A and
Proposition C cash revenues in ensuing years after
issuance of the bonds. Given all other assumptions
used in the financial forecasting model, debt financing
is necessary for the completion
of scheduled
construction projects and to fully fund recognized
funding allocations in the adopted Restructuring Plan,
Regional Transit Alternatives
Analysis (RTAA) and
Remediation Plan. Actual bond issuances must be
approved by separate MTA Board action and are
analyzed separately from the financial forecasting
model assumptions and modeling actions.
Lease Revenues and Available Short Term Funds The MTAfrom time to time as the financial
market
may determine, leases equipment and receives funds
back as payments. These funds become general
revenue funds and are utilized as operating revenues
in someinstances. While these are limited in scope
and do not occur each year, they can offer offsets to
supplement and increase existing funding sources.
Much of this funding emanates from the innovative
financial
marketing of MTAassets. Such items as
cross border leases and funds held as reserves are the
primary source of these funds.

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Major Revenue Assumptions

Local Revenues

Inflation Factors

Proposition A - This revenue is generated by a half-cent
(½) sales tax for countywide transportation
programs,
which was passed by Los Angeles County voters in
1980. Pursuant to the Proposition A Ordinance, these
funds are used to improve public transit throughout Los
Angeles County. A portion of the revenues are returned
to local jurisdictions,
based on population, for use in
public transit projects. Revenuesare divided as follows:

Operating and Capital Inflation - Based upon the August
2000 annual economic forecast for Los Angeles County
completed by the Anderson School of Business at the
University of California
at Los Angeles (UCLA), the
average inflation
rate from F¥-2001 through FY-2025
equals 2.64%. The financial forecasting model applies
the annual inflation
rate from the forecast to various
operating cost items. For the first two years of the plan,
an increase for high fuel costs is added to the operating
costs on top of the Consumer Price Index (CPI)
compensatefor fuel prices rising by 30%in the last 1218 months for all bus operators in Los Angeles County.
This energy/fuel index adjustment to the CPI of .75% is
based on the Bureau of Labor Statistics reports.
The capital inflation
rate is based on the ratio of the
Construction Cost Index (CCI) to the CPI, which has
found that CCI inflation is approximately 75%of the CPI.
The average capital inflation rate from FY-2001 through
FY-2025 equals 1.98%. The financial model applies the
annual inflation rate to various capital cost items.
Previously programmed highway capital projects were
funded at a 3%inflation
rate. Highway capital projects
in the 2001 Call for Projects will be escalated also at
3%. Highway operating costs are escalated at the rate
established
by the California
State Department of
Finance,
which is 2.3% for the 2000 State
Transportation Improvement Program Fund Estimate.

Local Return Program
Rail Development
Discretionary
(bus operations only, pursuant to
MTABoard policy

25%
35%

35%

The forecasting
model assumes that the entire
Proposition A 40%discretionary funds are used for bus
operations in accordance with established formulas.
Proposition A local return revenues are spent on bus
operations expenditures that are based on the Short
Range Transit Plans (SRTP) of the local municipal
operators,
MTA’s annual budget process and MTA’s
Office of Budget and Managementfive-year forecast.
Proposition C - This revenue is also generated by a halfcent (½) tax for countywide transportation
programs,
which was passed by Los Angeles County voters in
1990. The Proposition C ordinance specifies that funds
be to be used for "public transit purposes." Revenues
are divided as follows:

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Rail and bus security
5%
Commuterrail/transit
centers/park and ride10%
Transit-related streets/state highways
improvements
25 %
Local return
20%
Discretionary
40%
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support bus, rail and highway capital requirements.
Bonds are projected to be issued each year they are
needed to meet capital requirements. The financial
forecasting
model assumes bond payments based on an
issuance interest
rate initially
at 5.5% gradually
increasing annually to 7.0% in FY08. Bond issuances,
generated from the forecasting model, do not substitute
for specific Board action required to issue bonds.

The forecasting
model assumes that
the 40%
discretionary
funds are split among rail capital and
operations, bus capital and operations and bus service
expansion (Consent Decree through FY-2006). The
relative share of the allocations between bus and rail
capital and operating requirements shifts over time to
meet evolving system needs as projects are built and
operations begin.

Bonds/FinancingMechanisms
Certificates of Participation
(COP’s) - New COP’s pledged by Federal Section 5307
capital formula funds and TDAArticle 4 funds are not
assumed to be issued for bus purchases. Debt service
for COP’sthat were issued in prior periods is included
but no new issuances are assumed.

Most of the 25% highway funds are programmed for
highway related projects, such as high occupancy vehicle
(HOV) lanes. These funds are also eligible to be used for
portions of rail transit projects that have roadway or
freeway alignments. Specific Board action through the
budget, recommendationswithin transit studies, the Call
for Projects and/or Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP) programming process must be done before
Proposition C funds are programmedto specific projects
and programs.

Transportation Development Act (TDA Article 4)
Revenues are derived from one-quarter cent (¼) retail
sales tax collected statewideo TDAArticle 4 funds are
available for both bus and rail capital and operations.
The estimated annual amount of TDAArticle 4 revenue is
based on a projected annual average growth rate of
4.0% for FY-2002 and FY-2003 and 4.5% for FY-2004
through FY-2006, subsequently increasing annually by
5.0% through the remainder of the forecasting period. A
portion of Article 4 funds is allocated to municipal bus
operators by formula allocation.

Bonds/Financing
Mechanisms Senior Lien Bonds
(Propositions A and C) - Senior Lien Bonds are bonds
which have a senior claim on an MTApledged revenue
source that is superior to the claim of any other bonds or
debt. The forecasting period assumesthat senior lien
bonds will be issued as-needed throughout the period to

City of Los Angeles Funds - These funds represent the
City’s contributions
to Metro Rail Red Line and Union
Station Gateway. The City’s assumed contribution
is
7% of the current costs for Red Line North Hollywood
extension as has been the case for previous Metro Red
Line projects
in Segments 1 and 2. An amended
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agreement (May 19, 2000) with the City of Los Angeles
relating
to the North Hollywood extension has been
enacted and the annual payments by the City are
reflected in the financial
forecasting model. These
payments total approximately $34 million over a seven
year period and are reflected in the model on an annual
basis. The total commitment to the North Hollywood
Metro Extension by the City is $89.5 million.
Benefit Assessment The financial
forecasting
model
assumesthe construction of the Metro Rail Red Line and
includes costs for station construction to be partially paid
for by assessmentslevied on the properties, adjacent to
stations, which will financially
benefit from the close
proximity to a major transit system station. A benefit
assessmentdistrict has been in place for Metro Red Line
Segment 1 since 1985, producing revenues of $162
million, of which $130 million was used for construction
costs directly for rail stations.
Whenthe initial
planning process began for the Metro
Red Line, MTAwas not required to conduct an election
to assess levies on property owners. However, as
recently
prescribed
in Proposition
218, any new
assessment districts
require a vote of property owners
before enacting an assessment. This includes those
districts
in Segments 2 and 3 under consideration. The
forecasting model no longer assumes this as a revenue
source and no funding is assumed for Metro Red Line
Segments2 and 3 from this source.
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Farebox Revenues MTA - MTA’s assumed bus farebox
recovery ratio is established by the FY-2000-01 Budget.
The fare recovery ratio generally varies from 30% to
36%. The forecasting
model assumes a bus farebox
recovery ratio and operating costs consistent with the
fares and operating costs in the FY-2001 MTAbudget
and OMB(MTA Office of Management & Budget) FiveYear Forecasting Model of MTA’s Enterprise Fund (May
17 & July 7, 2000 versions). Fare revenues are adjusted
for inflation
(CPI) beginning in FY-2003. The first
inflation
increase is cumulative from FY-1996 to FY2003 as permitted by the Consent Decree. Every three
years after FY 2003, fares are adjusted by compounding
the previous three years’ annual inflationary rates.
Starting in January 2004, a six-mile zone based fare will
be created for all rail lines in Los Angeles County. This
amounts to riders paying a fare based on the actual
distance traveled. The financial forecasting model has
assumed increased revenues resulting from this change
in an amount exceeding $85 million through 2025.
Farebox RevenuesMunicipal Transit Operators - Bus fare
revenues for the municipal transit operators are based on
information in the Short Range Transit Plans and F¥2001 operating budgets. The farebox recovery ratio for
this time period is approximately 27%, which does not
include local return funds. For F¥-2001 and beyond, bus
fare revenues were escalated with inflation.
This method
of projecting fare revenues assumesthat these revenues
increase in proportion to Operations and Maintenance
(O&M) costs.

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Traffic ConqestionRelief Plan-June 2000 - The State of
California in June 2000 enacted a major funding plan for
transportation in California. It is referred to as the
"Traffic Congestion Relief Plan" and is intended to ease
traffic
congestion in key regions within the state.
Investing funding in masstransit, railway projects, and
expanding carpool lanes does this.

Senate Bill 45 Regional ImprovementProqramFund-~ Senate Bill 45 consolidates
the former Flexible
Congestion Relief (FCR) Program and six other programs
into a new Regional
Improvement Program (RIP)
(sometimes referred to as "Regional Choice") project
selection process that allows the MTABoard to decide
Los Angeles County will receive $1.7 billion
in new
how these funds will be spent. Revenues anticipated
transportation
funding
commitments
over
and
above
through the RIP program are at the discretion of the MTA
previous forecasts. A surplus in state funding accounts
Board and can be programmedfor capital improvements
for the availability
of this transportation enhancement
to highway, bus, rail, fixed guideway and other capital
and
occurred
because
of the unexpected economic
projects.
growth statewide in the last three years, as California
emergesfrom the recessionary trends of the mid-1990’s.
In the 2000 STIP it is assumedthat additional funding
will
become available
to Los Angeles County for
The state recommended for Los Angeles County $737
programming beyond the 1998 STIP fund estimates that
were allocated by the MTABoard. The usage of this
million in funding for the three Transit Corridors.
Eastside corridor is to receive $236 million, Mid-City
funding will reflect the allocations established by the
corridor
$256 million
and the San Fernando Valley
STIP guidelines and any subsequent legislation.
This
corridor
$245
million
($145
million for the East/West
state funding is assumedto remain at a constant level
project and $100 million for the North/South project
beginning in FY-2005. The annual revenue estimate is
which is not part of the three corridors). This funding
based on historical
data on revenues received by Los
will
available over the next five to seven years. The MTA
Angeles County as well as discussions with California
plans to combine the new state funding with the $813
Transportation Commission (CTC) staff.
The MTAmust
million in previous federal and local commitmentsto the
take action on the programmingof RIP funds to specific
projects through either the Call for Projects, MTAAnnual corridor projects to ensure that full costs of capital
construction are met. These commitments include $651
Budget or the new County Transportation Improvement
million in previously pledged federal Section 5309 New
Programming(CTIP) process.
Starts funds for the Eastside and Mid-City Projects, $120
million in matching funds and $46 million in local funds
for the San FernandoValley.
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The state further authorized funding of $150 million for
buses in Los Angeles County to be purchased by the
MTA, which will assist in meeting the local match to
federal funds for bus purchases. This allows MTAto
concentrate on bus operations funding with the limited
local county resources available.
State Rail Bonds- California voters passed Propositions
108 and 116 in 1990. Proposition 108 authorized the
state to sell $1 billion in general obligation bonds to
provide funds for rail capital outlay. All Propositions 108
and 116 funds available
to the MTA have been
previously programmed for various projects and are
included in the forecasting model in the early plan years
prior to FY-2003.
South Coast Air Quality ManagementDistrict (AQMD)This agency administers state and federal funds that are
for the improvement to air quality
throughout the
Southern California
Region. One funding program was
created as part of State Assembly Bill 2766, which is
targeted to assist bus operating companiesin purchasing
alternative-fueled
buses. The source of funds is motor
vehicle registration
fees. The funding is awarded
annually and no set formula exists for distribution.
Based on MTA’s past experience receiving these funds,
environmental issues, and MTA’s conversion of its bus
fleet to non-diesel clean burning fuels, it is projected that
MTAwould average $2.0 million per year in funding. In
some years grants may exceed that amount but overall
the MTAis forecasting an annual revenue of $2.0 million
through FY-2004 and then increasing to $4.0 million
each year through the remaining forecasting period due
Draft Long RangeTransportation
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State Transit Assistance (STA) - Funds are used for bus
and rail operations and capital throughout the plan
period. STA Funds are derived from half of the State’s
Public Transportation
Account which is funded from
sales tax statewide on gasoline and diesel fuels. MTA’s
regional allocation
is based on Los Angeles County’s
shares of population and transit
operator revenue
compared to the rest of the state. The population
portion of STA is used for MTArail operations and the
operator revenue share is used for MTA capital and
municipal operator bus operations.
Based on the State Controller’s
estimated shares of
population and operator revenue, MTA’s regional FY2001 allocation
will be $31.6 million.
From FY-2002
through FY-2006, the annual amount of STA Funds,
other than AB 2928 STA funds, is based on the 2000
STIP Fund Estimate which forecasts a .4% decrease in
FY-2002, a 4% decrease in FY-2003, a 2.6% decrease
in FY-2004, and a 2.7% increase in FY-2005 and FY2006. Each year thereafter through the remainder of the
plan period, the annual growth is assumedto be equal to
the 1.4% historical
growth of the federal Highway Trust
Fund. Despite the STIP Fund Estimate,
total
STA
allocations
will increase through FY-2006 because of
Assembly Bill 2928 enacted in June of 2000.
Assembly Bill 2928 directs that, annually from FY-2002
through FY-2006, the state share of gasoline sales tax
revenues previously deposited into the State General
Fund will be dedicated to transportation. The California
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Legislative Analyst’s Office estimates this amountto be
about $976 million
annually. Of this amount, $678
million will be allocated to fund specified Traffic
CongestionRelief Projects.
Twenty percent of the remaining $298 million will be
deposited into the Public Transportation Account of
which the STA portion will be 50% -- 25% each for
Public Utilities
Code (PUC) Section 99313 (distributed
based on population for public transportation purposes)
and Section 99314 (allocated to operators based on the
ratio of revenue to the total revenue of all operators
statewide) totaling about $30 million per year. Based on
the recent share of total State STAAllocations, the MTA
regional share of this additional $30 million is estimated
to be $8.75 million.
The Financial Forecasting Model
assumesthat this additional STA revenue will continue
beyond FY-2006 for the remainder of the forecasting
period and grow at the rate of the Highway Trust Fund
assumption, which is 1.4% annually.
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forecasting to be flexed to transit capital and operating
needs in accordance with the published
federal
regulations, for either bus purchase or the first three
years of new operating transit segments. Thereafter,
these funds are captured but not allocated in the financial
forecasting
model, except where MTA Board policy
directs (PasadenaBlue Line operations-first three years,
five projects in the three transportation corridors for
operations-first
three years and Access Services
Paratransit receiving regional STPfunds).
Surface Transportation Program (STP) - STP funds are
intended to be used for congestion relief and in urban
areas. Eligible uses include transit capital projects,
Transportation
Demand Management (TDM), and
improvements to highways and arterial roads. Half of the
STPallocation to the State is assumedto go to the State
of California
Highway Account with the remainder
divided by formula to the regions [Regional Surface
Transportation
Improvement Program (RSTP)]
accordance with Section 182.6 of the Streets and
HighwayCodeof the State of California.

Federal Revenues
TEA-21 (STP, CMAQ)- As part of the Intermodal Surface
Transportation
Efficiency
Act (ISTEA) of 1991 and
continued in TEA-21, the federal government created
flexible
funding programs-the Surface Transportation
Program (STP) and the Congestion Mitigation
and Air
Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ). These programs
allow for funds to be exchanged between highway and
transit modes(often called flexible funds). Portions
these funds have been assumed in the financial

RSTPfunding increases resulting from TEA-21 have been
partially allocated to fund the Regional Highway Program
(HOV System Integration
Program, Freeway Gap
Closures/Arterial
Widenings and TSM/TOS) in Los
Angeles County. Caltrans has required, as result of a
change from ISTEA to the TEA-21 legislation,
that no
sub-state allocation of the federal "minimumguarantee"
funds will occur and redirected the funds. These funds
are placed in the State Highway Account instead.
Several proposals are being considered in the State
legislature,
including proposals to target spending of
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these additional redirected funds for road rehabilitation
projects only. This funding was previously allocated
directly to regional transportation planning agencies for
local programmingtoward all transportation needs. This
has resulted in the RSTPfunding being held to lower
increases than otherwise would have occurred had the
legislation not been changedand the State redirected the
previously designated regional funds.
Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality (CMAQ) The
CMAQprogram is designed to fund projects
that
contribute to the attainment of national ambient air
quality
standards.
CMAQfunds cannot be used to
construct facilities
that provide additional capacity for
single-occupancy vehicles.
The CMAQ program funding
has been adjusted
downward after FY-2003 to reflect improvements in air
quality
standards in Los Angeles County. The CMAQ
program has been substantially
reduced by over 50%in
FY-2011 when attainment with the established standards
is planned for the South Coast Air Basin. MTABoard of
Directors action will be required through the Call for
Projects and TIP programming process to program TEA21 funds to specific projects. It is assumed that new
transit
corridors,
including the Pasadena Blue Line
extension, will receive CMAQ
funding for the first three
years of operation.
Section 5309 (formerly Section 3) NewStarts - This fund
emanates from the U.S. General Fund and the Federal
Mass Transit Account of the Federal Highway Trust
Fund, which is generated by two-cents of the 18.3-cent
federal excise tax on gasoline. Full Funding Grant
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Agreements for Metro Rail Red Line Segments1, 2 and 3
were negotiated
by MTA with the Federal Transit
Administration.
Congress allocates section 5309 New Starts Funds to
specific projects. Being a discretionary source of federal
funds, Congressional action has limited the funding level
below expectations in recent years. These funds are
assumed to average $65 million annually through FY2013 to permit the Eastside and Mid-City communities to
achieve funding from the new start program previously
pledged. Thereafter, an annual allocation of $75 million
is assumedfor the new start program for capital projects
yet to be determined.
Section 5309 (formerly Section 3) Fixed Guideway
Modernization
- Section
5309 Fixed Guideway
Modernization funds are used in the financial forecasting
model for rail rehabilitation and other minor rail capital
expenses. The amount assumed annually reflects
the
guaranteed level of TEA-21 and eligible
miles that
becomeseven years old during the forecasting period.
After the expiration of TEA-21, the program is estimated
to expand at 1.4% annually, which is the historical
growth of the Highway Trust Fund.
Section 5307 (formerly Section 9) Capital - Funding is
assumed at the guaranteed
level
of TEA-21 as
determined
by the federal
formula and Southern
California
Association
of Governments (SCAG)
implementing formulas. The level is assumedto increase
in relation to the Federal Highway Trust Fund’s annual
growth rate of 1.4% after the expiration of TEA-21 in
federal fiscal year 2003.
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The forecasting model assumesthat these funds will be
allocated to all eligible bus operators for identified capital
requirements, pursuant to the current Capital Allocation
Procedure [84% allocation
prescribed by formula and
16% discretionary (which includes 1% TEA set-aside)],
with the Certificates of Participation programfor previous
bus purchases deducted prior to establishing the annual
allocation amounts.
For purposes of assigning the future discretionary funds,
an average of the last five years is used to determine the
split between the Municipal Operators and MTA. This is
not meant to allocate future discretionary funds but is
done to assist in determining potential funds for the
agencies. The actual allocation of the 16%discretionary
funds is done on an annual budgetary basis and will vary
from this forecasting modeling assumption.
These funds are partially
used for preventive
maintenance purposes, which are an operating budget
function at the MTA and as such some of the Section
5307 funds are shown within the operating budget for
uses allowed by the Section 5307 federal implementing
guidelines and notices.
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Section 5308 Clean Fuel Program- MTAestimated share
of the national formula contained in Clean Fuel Program
(which references
the CMAQ formula)
has been
calculated and it is estimated that $2.7 million will
potentially be received annually through F¥-2003.
Congress has, by annual appropriation action the last
three years
(FY-1999,
FY-2000 and FY-2001 ),
transferred the Clean Fuel Program allocation
to the
Section 5309 Bus and Bus Facilities section of the annual
funding bill and allocated generally the sameamount($3
million) each year to the MTAby discretionary action.
The financial forecasting model continues to project $2.7
million per year for this source through the term of TEA21 which is FY-2003 and $3 million the year after in FY2004. Starting
in FY-2005 it is assumed that $5.0
million will be received annually from this source or other
bus funding programs for environmental protection
through FY-2009 and then increase to $7.0 million
annually for the remainder of the forecasting period (FY2025). This forecast is based on the intent of the Clean
Fuel Program and assumesthat funding will be available
to meet clean air requirements in Los Angeles County
from federal sources.

Set-aside of Section 5307 Allocation In accordance
with the TEA-21 requirements, 1% of the countywide
allocation of Section 5307 bus capital funds are set aside
for Transportation
Enhancement Activities
(TEA)
qualifying projects. These funds are distributed on a
discretionary basis to eligible projects through the Bus
Operating Subcommittees" annual selection
process
involving all countywide bus operators and as concurred
with by the MTABoard of Directors.
Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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Bus Program Assumptions

Heavy Duty Smaller Buses

BusCapital

Dial-A-Ride Vehicles
5 years
(for light duty, mid-sized buses, approx. 25-35 feet long)

Transit Operators
The financial
forecasting model
covers funding for clean fuels, vehicle replacement
schedule, facilities
and support equipment, Certificate of
Participation
(COP’s) payments, and bus bonds
described below:
Clean Fuels - Air Quality
requirements are met by:

ManagementDistrict

(AQMD)

Vehicle ReplacementSchedule - Vehicle replacement is
based on the following retirement schedule:
Transit Buses (35 and 40 foot)
12 years
(MTA / Muni Operator fleet average buses are 6 years
old)
Draft Long RangeTransportation

Dial-A-Ride Vehicles
4 years
(for light duty, small buses, cutaways, or modified
vans less than 25 feet in length)
Vehicle Costs - Total vehicle costs, including wheelchair
lifts,
are presented below. This purchase price assumes
replacement with alternative fueled vehicles.
Buses

converting vehicles and facilities
to clean fuels (i.e.
alternative fuel vehicles);
increasing transit service so that work trips on transit
as a percentage of all regional trips increases by the
year 2010 (year compliance is achieved for air quality
in the South Coast Air Basin); and
local bus operators (Municipal Operators) currently
using diesel fuel have been programmed to receive
funds for converting fueling facilities and transitioning
buses to cleaner burning fuels in the event such
decisions are made. Such funding emanates from the
Section 5307 funds allocated
to the Municipal
Operators.

10 years

40 foot,
$390,000
National/Gillig
Mid-sized Buses
Small/Vans

MTA and Municipal
(Smart Bus)

Operators
$257,500
$122,600
$ 55,700

Based on MTA’s recent procurement of 223 compressed
natural gas buses, the price in 1999 was $390,000 per
bus (includes extra parts from plant assembly, sale tax
and forced account on MTAexpenses) and is escalated
annually by CPI after FY-2004 through the ensuing years
until
2025 when the forecasting
period ends. The
financial forecasting model assumesthe sameprice for
MTA and Municipal
Operators for bus purchases.
Municipal Operators purchase buses separately using
criteria unique to their own needs and standards and the
actual price may vary from the forecasting
model
assumptions.
It is assumedthat 200 buses will be purchased annually
to replace the basic bus fleet of MTA. This may vary on
a year to year basis based on actual purchases but as a
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planning average provides for the optimum efficient
delivery of new buses and allows for equally spreading
the age of the basic bus fleet over time. A decision has
not been made on the technology
of future
bus
procurements. However, a feasibility
analysis for a
countywide bus procurement standard will be undertaken
to determine future cost savings.
Facilities and Support Equipment- The financial model
assumesthat costs for bus capital projects are based on
the December 1997 report to the MTABoard entitled
"Capital Improvement Program Challenge" and Budget
Office projections through FY-2010 and then escalated
through FY-2025 by CPI and CCi. The financial
model
also includes the MTA Capital Improvement Program
(CIP) costs through FY-2005 as well. These cost
projections include expenditures for: bus maintenance
overhaul and rehabilitation,
CNGfueling facilities,
bus
maintenance facilities
improvements, non-revenue
vehicles and communications support equipment. For
the Municipal Operators a capital facilities
and bus
purchase assessment was completed and a Long Term
Capital Facilities Booklet prepared that outlines needed
buses, facilities
and a 361 fixed route bus expansion
program combined with 48 smaller buses being added
during the plan period.
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Bus Bonds- The forecasting model assumes that bonds
will be issued as needed to support bus capital
requirements if compliance with the MTAdebt policy can
be achieved. The forecasting
model assumes bond
payments based on a 6%interest rate in FY-2001, which
will gradually increase to 7%in FY-2007and thereafter.
The debt incurred is paid over a period of 12 years
through annual payments.

Bus Operations
MTABus Operations - The financial
forecasting
assumesthe following for MTA’s bus operation:

COPPayments- Debt payments for existing Certificates
of Participation (COP) for bus purchases issued by the
MTA, Torrance Transit, and Culver City Municipal Bus
Lines are madeannually in the forecasting model. This
payment is assumedprior to any allocation formula being
applied to the funds.
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

model

Operations and maintenance cost projections
are
based on the Five-Year OMBForecasting Model (May
17, 2000 & July 7, 2000 versions) and are assumed
to grow with the rate of inflation
after FY-2006,
except for the cost saving measuresidentified below.
The Five-Year OMBForecast has been revised to
reflect an initial $7 dollar per hour cost reduction for
operating
costs in FY-2001 (reduced workers
compensation costs, efficiencies and drivers platform
time lowered were reasons for achieving this level of
reductions). This reflects an overall operating cost
reduction and eliminates the MTAdeficit in ensuing
years;
Funds for TDAArticle 4, Proposition A, and STAwill
continue to be allocated
through the Formula
Allocation Program(FAP) in future years;
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Section 5307 preventive
maintenance usage is
continued throughout the forecasting period;
Rapid Bus Demonstration Program is funded for two
routes (Ventura Boulevard and Wilshire/Whittier
Boulevards)
and becomes regularly
funded MTA
operating service after the demonstration period
through the remainder of the forecasting period;

Implementation of the seven Restructuring
Plan
Studies and the reduction in service of 213 buses.
This is to be phased in over a nine-year period at
approximately 25 buses annually using a three-year
marginal cost factor before full cost reduction is
achieved;
Operating cost reductions of generally $151.2 million
have been assumed for the period beginning in FY2005 and ending in FY-2010. Over this six-year
period cost reductions/savings
of $151.2 million
occur (1.7% of the total MTABudget for Operations
Such
reductions are
and Administration).
accomplished through
of performance
a series
measures including
reduction
of workers
compensation program costs, increasing contracting
out services potential, labor negotiations strategies,
decreased pay hour to platform hour ratio and
enhanced usage of Business Development Operations
Facility (BDOF)drivers; and
The Consent Decree is implemented with some
services being contracted out, the Consent Decree

concludes at the end of FY-2006 and no new service
is assumedafter that date through the remainder of
the forecast.
Municipal Operators - Operations and maintenance costs
were based on data included in the capital facilities
booklet prepared in conjunction with the Municipal
Operators and the FY-2001 operating budget. These
cost estimates are used as the basis for future years’
cost projections
and escalated using the inflation
factors. The forecasting model assumes funds for TDA
Article 4, Proposition A, and STA will continue to be
allocated via the Formula Allocation Program (FAP).
Municipal transit operators receiving formula funding
include:
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Antelope Valley Transit Authority
Los Angeles Department of Transportation
Montebello Municipal Bus Lines
Norwalk Transit
Redondo Beach
Santa Clarita Transit
Santa Monica Municipal Bus Lines
Torrance Transit
Long Beach Transit
Arcadia
Claremont
CommerceMunicipal Bus Lines
Culver City Municipal Bus Lines
Foothill Transit
Gardena Municipal Bus Lines
La Mirada Transit

(LADOT)
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Expansion Services - Subsequent to the Consent Decree
FY-2006, the financial forecasting model provides for
ongoing operations for MTAservices without additional
buses, except for the planned transit corridor projects. It
is assumed that the usage of TSMand other techniques
to ensure rapid movement of buses along the highway
system will allow MTA to contain expansion to the
identified corridors. The local Municipal Operators are
programmedfor 361 fixed route expansion buses and 48
smaller expansion buses through 2025. This expansion
is related to projected population growth and can be
funded from existing capital sources. Facilities
and
buses have been planned to accommodate this growth.
Operating funds to implement the expansion will require
extensive coordination between the MTAand Municipal
Operators to overcome projected countywide transit
operating shortfalls.
Access Services Incorporated (ASI} The forecasting
model assumes the continued usage of Regional Surface
Transportation
Program (RSTP) funds programmed for
ASI as the countywide paratransit provider. Allocating
RSTPfunds for ASI allows the MTAto make Proposition
C 40%Discretionary funds available for capital bonding.
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are based on the adopted F¥-2001 budget. Costs for rail
projects with no existing budgets are calculated based on
MTA’s cost estimation guidelines. The cost estimation
process considers
factors
such as the projected
construction cost in current dollars, construction start
date, construction
duration and cash demand curve
during construction based on experience with past and
current projects.
Metro Rail Line Segment1 (Opened in January 1993)
The Metro Red Line Segment 1 extends 4.4 miles with
five stations through downtown Los Angeles, from Union
Station/Gateway
T.ransit
Plaza
to
the
Westlake/MacArthur Park station.
The total construction budget was as follows:
Source
Local Funds
State Funds
Federal Funds
Total Project Cost

Amount
$514 million
$228 million
$696 million
$1.4 billion

% Breakdown
36%
15%
49%
100%

Metro Red Line Segment2 (Fully Openedin June 1999}
Totaling 6.7 miles, the Metro Red Line Segment 2
consists of two rail corridors:

Rail ProgramAssumptions
Rail Capital
Rail Projects Capital Cost Estimates Costs for rail
projects, which have been approved by the MTABoard,
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County

Wilshire Corridor- Openedin July 1996, this corridor
extends from the Westlake/MacArthur Park station
northwest to Wilshire Boulevard and Vermont Avenue
intersection,
and west along Wilshire Boulevard,
terminating at the Wilshire and Western station, and
Boulevard.
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Vermont/Hollywood Corridor - Opened in June 1999,
this corridor extends north from Wilshire/Vermont
intersection
along Vermont Avenue, turning west
along Hollywood Boulevard to the Hollywood/Vine
station.
The capital

B

Metro Green Line (Opened in November 1995) - The
Metro Green Line light rail extends 20 miles with 14
stations
along the center of the 105 Freeway from
Studebaker Road and the 605 Freeway in Norwalk to
FreemanBoulevard and Marine Ave. in Redondo Beach.
The total construction budget was as follows:

budget for the Metro Red Line Segment2

was."

Source
Local Funds
State Funds
Federal Funds
Total Project Cost

Amount
$723.3 million
$133.0 million
$719.1 million
$1.6 billion

% Breakdown
46%
8%
46%
100%

Metro Red Line North Hollywood [North Hollywood
Segment3 (Opened for revenue operations on June 24,
2000)] - This segment is a 6.3 mile project with three
stations,
which begins just west of the Segment 2
Hollywood/Vine
station
and continues west under
Hollywood Boulevard to the Hollywood/Highland station
and north under the Santa Monica mountains to the
Universal City station and finally terminating in North
Hollywood.
The budgeted costs for the Metro Red Line North
Hollywood Extension of Segment 3 was:
Source
Local Funds
State Funds
Federal Funds
Total Project Cost

Amount
$214.6 million
$336.4 million
$760.8 million
$1.3 billion

% Breakdown
16%
26%
58%
100%

Source
Local Funds
State Funds
Federal Funds
Total Project Cost

Amount
$636 million
$82 million
$0 million
$718 million

% Breakdown
88%
12%
0%
100%

Metro Blue Line (Opened in July 1990) - The Metro Blue
Line extends 22 miles, with 22 stations,
from the
DowntownLos Angeles station (Metro/7 th Street station)
to Long Beach. The total construction budget was:
Source
Local Funds
State Funds
Federal Funds
Total Project Cost

Amount
$854 million
$0
million
$0
million
$854 million

% Breakdown
100%
0%
0%
100%

The Blue Line is expanding to three-car train lengths in
early FY-2001 and 2002. Funding to implement this has
been provided for in the forecasting model and Capital
Improvement Program of the agency.
PasadenaBlue Line - The Metro Blue Line light rail line
extending from Sierra Madre Villa in Pasadena to Union
Station in downtown Los Angeles is currently
under
construction. This line will cover 13.5 miles and have 14

Draft Long Range Transportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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stations. An authority created by state law is building
the Pasadena Blue Line and previously approved funding
for this extension has been designated for transfer to
that agency. This authority is legally known as the
"Pasadena Metro Blue Line Construction
Authority"
(PMBLCA).
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funded in conjunction with the overall Eastside project
construction budget contained in the financial forecasting
model.

CommuterLines (Metrolink) - The Southern California
Regional Rail Authority
(SCRRA) is a Joint Powers
Agency that plans, constructs, and operates Southern
The financial
forecasting model reflects
the PMBLCA California’s
commuter rail system. The LACMTAfunds a
schedule for an initial
revenue operating date of July 1,
portion of the capital and operating costs for commuter
2003 (FY-2004). MTA has programmed the operating
rail projects
located within Los Angeles County,
funds for this line once completed and is using CMAQ including:
funds toward operation for the first three years. In
October 1999, the MTA presented a "Full Funding
¯ Los Angeles/San Bernardino
Operational Plan" for FY-2004 through F¥-2010 for the
¯ Los Angeles/Riverside
Pasadena Blue Line to the California
Transportation
¯ Los Angeles/Oxnard
Commission, which then adopted the plan. The financial
¯ Los Angeles/Santa Clarita/Palmdale/Lancaster
forecasting model assumes full implementation of that
¯ Los Angeles/Oceanside
operating plan and continued operating funds through
¯ Los Angeles/Riverside (Union Pacific)
2025.
¯ Fullerton/LAUPT
¯ SharedFacility
LA Rail Car - The Los Angeles light rail car procurement
consists of a base order of 50 standard cars and two
The SCRRAcurrent system includes 404 route miles,
prototype vehicles for a total of 52 light rail vehicles. The 199 of which are in Los Angeles County. The financial
budget of $201.4 million for the 52-car procurement is
forecasting
model assumes continued funding for the
derived from Proposition 116, State STP, Regional STP current commuter rail system. SCRRAstaff provided
and Proposition C funds. The standard cars will be used operating cost projections. Los Angeles County’s share
on the Metro Blue Line, and planned extensions of the
of commuterrail costs is funded with Proposition C 10%
lines. Revenueis provided for a new fleet purchase of
revenues, which is consistent
with MTA’s funding
12-18 additional rail cars in the financial forecasting
policies in the FY- 2001 budget. The MTAallocations
model for expenditure from FY’s-2003-2005 if needed
for SCCRAare:
and 25 cars for the Eastside project in the FY-2005
through 2007 period. The revenues if not needed will be
¯ $26.3 million (not to exceed), which is escalated
used for other rail construction costs for the red, blue or
CPI in subsequentyears, for operating subsidy;
green line initial construction. The Eastside rail cars are
Draft Long RangeTransportation Plan for Los Angeles County
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$7.9 million (not to exceed) for capital maintenance,
which is escalated by CCI in subsequent years; and
Other new funding for capital projects can be pursued
through the Call for Projects process.

Rehabilitation and Replacement- Projected rehabilitation
and replacement costs are based on a methodology
developed by Robert Peskin of KMPGPeat Marwick
(commonly called Peskin Model). This methodology was
developed based on actual costs experiP.nced by the
Washington
Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority
(WMATA).
Actual WMATArehabilitation
and
replacement costs were compared to their original
installation capital costs.
The MTARail rehabilitation
and replacement costs were
calculated in the samemanner, based on the Metro Blue,
Red, and Green Line original installation capital costs.
The rehabilitation
and replacement costs are estimated to
begin five years after a rail line begins revenue
operations.
Some limited repair is assumed in the
forecasting model for the first five years as reflected in
the five-year MTA Capital Program Challenge and CIP
program.
Based on the MTABudget Office forecasts and Peskin
Model, in the later years the rail rehabilitation
and
replacement costs for the forecasting period through
2025 are as follows:

Appendix

Facilities
Facilities/Rail

Operating
Cars Heavy
Overhaul
Support Equipment
Vehicle Rehabilitation or Replacement
Maintenance of Way
Total Cost

B

Amount
$2.5 billion
$55 million
$250 million
$27 million
$ 2.8 Billion

The costs for rehabilitation and replacementof rail capital
are funded with a combination of local TDA Article 4
revenues, Propositions A/C bond proceeds and federal
Section 5309 (formerly
Section 3) Fixed Guideway
Modernization revenues.
Systemwide
RailCapital/Other Projects/Station
Enhancements
- In addition to the costs associated with
the construction of each individual rail line, there are
costs related to developing the rail system. These
include the procurement of computer software and
hardware, safety and security measures, legal support,
insurance, radio upgrades, feasibility studies, facilities,
Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) requirements, and
transit station access improvements.

Rail Operations
Rail operations costs are based on an operating and
maintenance (O&M) cost model that was also used in the
previously
adopted 1995 Long Range Transportation
Plan. The model is consistent with the methodology
specified by the FTA for Alternatives Analysis studies.
Staffing
requirements,
labor costs, and non-labor
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expenses are calculated based on the projected quantity
of service supplied (e.g., peak vehicles, revenues vehiclemiles) and the physical size of the system (e.g., routemiles, numberof stations).
The Five-Year Enterprise Fund Forecast of MTA’s Office
of Budget and Management (May 17 & July 7, 2000
versions) are used for costs and some revenues through
FY-2006, which includes the opening of the Metro Rail
Pasadena Blue Line Segment in FY-2004 (July 1, 2003).
Costs for the ongoing maintenance of the PasadenaBlue
Line have been added to the financial forecasting model
through FY-2025 as well as the Eastside Light Rail
Project planned to open FY-2007 and Expo project
scheduled for FY- 2014 public opening.
Inflation is used to determine costs to someextent in out
years beyond FY-2007. While this type of escalation is
not the exact parameters of the O&Mmodel, it does
allow for costs to be reflected based on growth and
contemplated changes in the rail operations system. The
five-year Capital Improvement Program (CIP) was also
calculated through FY-2005 to set a basis for the
outwear projections.
For the Metro Red Line, the O&M
cost model was used since several new station openings
are occurring
and the model contains the factors
necessaryto project future costs accurately.
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Highway Program Assumptions
The highway component of the forecasting
model
focuses on mobility and air quality includes funding for
projects,
such as HOV lanes,
Traffic
Systems
Managementefforts and other highway programs.
Construction costs for projects that will be approved in
the 2001 Call for Projects are inflated at 3%annually.
The programs and assumptions for the highway program
are:
Freeway Incident Management- The forecasting model
assumes a continued funding for the Freeway Incident
Management program, also known as Freeway Service
Patrol (FSP) and Major Incident Response Program. This
program is funded primarily through Proposition C (25%),
Freeway Service Patrol State Highway Account Funds,
and HOVviolation
funds. The program is assumed to
grow at 1%annually.
Service Authority for Freeway Emergencies (SAFE) - A
separate legal entity that is housed within MTA, SAFE
operates 4,300 call boxes along the freeway. It is
funded by a $1 surcharge on each registered vehicle in
Los Angeles County. Cost estimates and assumptions
are based on the SAFE ten-year Financial Plan and
include capital requirements and operations/maintenance
expenses. This financial
forecasting model includes
annual revenues that range between
$6.8 and $11.5 million during the period through 2025.
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Intelligent Transportation System(ITS) - The financial
forecasting model includes the Intelligent Transportation
Infrastructure
program, which is part of the federal
Department of Transportation’s Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS). This program aims to efficiently
utilize
advanced technologies
in Southern California’s
transportation
systems. The forecasting model assumes
this program continues through 2025.
Freeway Traffic Systems Management(TSM) Traffic
Operations System (TOS) - The forecasting
model
assumes that Caltrans will continue to provide the
operating costs for the freeway TSMmeasures. Funding
sources for Freeway TSM and TOS consist
of the
following:
Proposition
C (25%), TEA-21 and STIP
allocation.
High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) Carpool Lanes The
forecasting model provides for the implementation of
Option 2 of the completed HOVSystems Integration Plan
for Los Angeles County. The forecasting model input for
costs is approximately $1 billion through 2010 and does
not fully fund the HOVprogram in the baseline. This
program may be extended until
2025 for potential
completion dependingon funding availability.
FreewayGap Closures & Arterial Widenings - The costs
for gap closures and arterial widenings are based upon
estimates provided by Caltrans, District
7. The MTA
assumes implementation of those Freeway Gap Closures
identified by Caltrans, except the 710 Freeway extension
to the 210 Freeway which has no funding for any
activity through 2025 and is not included as part of the
financial forecasting model. Funding sources for freeway
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gap closures consist of the following:
Proposition C
25%, Local Agency/Other (private)
Funds, and Regional
Improvement Program STIP funds.
State Highway Operation and Protection
Proqram
(SHOPP)- Freeway Rehabilitation - Every four years,
Caltrans prepares a SHOPP
plan which identifies
needed
projects for maintenance. Caltrans administers this
program and allocates funding throughout California on
an as-needed basis. The amount allocated
to Los
Angeles County is reflected in the financial forecasting
model for reference and comparison to other areas of
California.
Retrofit Soundwalls- Funding for this program is now an
MTAresponsibility due to the passage of Senate Bill 45.
Funding has been included in the forecasting model for
the Soundwall projects programmedin previous STIP’s or
Calls for Projects. In April, 2000, the Board adopted the
$88 million
Phase I HOVRetrofit
Soundwall project
priority
list and adopted the Post 1989 HOVRetrofit
Soundwall Program Funding Plan, which earmarked
$53.2 million (unescalated) for the balance of the Phase
HOVRetrofit
Soundwall Projects.
Board-approved
Funding of $34.8 million for 1989 Retrofit Soundwalls
and escalated funding of $59 million
for Post 1989
Soundwalls are included in the financial
forecasting
model. Estimated additional funding of $70 million is
assumedas part of the 2001 Call for Projects.
Environmental Enhancement& Mitigation (EEM) - The
financial
forecasting model assumes that Los Angeles
County will receive $1.0 million annually through 2025.
Although this program is funded through the State
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Highway Account, it is not included in the STIP.
Revenues received are expected to be expended in
accordance with approved applications. This program is
administered by the State of California.
Traffic ConqestionRelief Program(TCRP)- The financial
forecasting model includes $700 million that Los Angeles
County will receive from the TCRP towards highway
projects specified in Assembly Bill 2928. At least $3.8
billion additional funding is needed to fully fund all
phases of these projects.

Multimodal Program Assumptions
(Call For Projects Categories)
Local Transportation SystemsManaqement(TSM), Signal
Synchronization and Bus Speed Improvement-~ - Local
TSMproject funding levels are determined through the
Call for Projects. They are also eligible for project
support funding as well as capital outlay funding from
the State Highway Account. Funding sources for Local
TSMconsist of the following: Proposition C 25%, Local
Agency Funds, and TEA-21 CMAQfunds,
Regional
Improvement Program STIP Funds, and TCRPFunds.
Transportation DemandManagement
(TDM/Ridesharin_¢l) The total funding is derived by leveraging local and
private sector efforts.
Lower funding levels are
established in the initial
years as the program is
evaluated for its effectiveness. Sources of funding for
TDMconsist of: Proposition C 10%, Proposition C 25%,
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TEA-21
CMAQfunds,
RSTP, Transportation
Enhancement Activities
(TEA) Funds, and Local Agency
Funds.
Regional Bikeways and Pedestrian Improvements
Funding sources for Regional Bikeways and Pedestrian
Improvements consist of the following:
Local Agency
Funds, TDA Article
3 funds,
RSTP, Regional
Improvement Program STIP Funds, and TEA funds.
Regional Surface Transportation Improvements(RSTI) The forecasting
model designates funding to RSTI
projects, which includes the Alameda Transportation
Corridor,
Goods Movement, and other improvement
programs. Funding sources for RSTI projects
are
Proposition C 25%, Local Agency Funds, Proposition
116, Regional Improvement Program STIP funds, RSTP,
federal
TEA-21, and TCRP Funds. The two major
projects in this category are Alameda Corridor and
AlamedaCorridor East.
AlamedaTransportation Corridor - The project is fully
funded. The forecasting
model includes MTA’s total
contribution
of $358 million (some of which has been
expendedin prior years), with an overall project cost of
approximately $2.0 billion.
The MTAhas an agreement
on funding with the Authority
that administers the
transportation corridor. This project derives its funding
from Proposition
C 25%, State STIP (state funding
portion only, no federal funds from STIP), Regional
Improvement Program STIP funds, Local Agency/Port
Funds, Proposition 116, Regional Surface Transportation
Program, and federal TEA-21 funds.
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AlamedaTransportation Corridor East - This project is a
$912 million endeavorin the San Gabriel Valley to install
railroad grade separations to avoid traffic
congestion
once the Alameda Transportation Corridor is complete.
MTAhas indicated a willingness to participate up to 17%
of the costs once other funding is secured. This would
makethe MTAshare $155 million of which $37.4 million
has been provided in the 1997 and 1999 Calls for
Projects.
Park and Ride Facilities/Transit Centers- Funding for Park
and Ride Facilities/Transit
Centers and other transit
capital is primarily from Proposition C (10% & 25%) and
are generally part of the Call for Projects process.
Transportation Enhancement Activities
(TEA) - TEA
funds are a set-aside of STPfunds and can only be spent
on enhancements. The financial
forecasting
model
includes Los Angeles County’s portion of the 75%
regional share of TEA funds. The specific
projects
appear in the TIP Call for Projects listings as adopted.
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LongRangeTransportationPlan
CommunityWorkshops
PUBLIC COMMENTS
Date

Community
Workshops
11.15.00 Eastside Review
Advisory
Committee

Comments
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

11.16.00 SanGabriel
Valley Economic
Partnership

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

District
11.20.0O 8th Council
Economic
Development
Council

¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯
¯

As expected, most questions and concernswere
related to the East Los AngelesRedLine andits
feasibility.
Is fundingavailablefor the light rail projectin
East Los Angeles?
Are the Pasadena
Blue Line and the RedLine
projects connected?
Whatis consideredan exampleof "land use"?
Is there a contract or written document
guaranteeing
that the light rail will move
forward?
710 gap closure must be completed
710biggestpriority, "strongly supported"
710--is it in baseline?
Whyis there a $400M
operating deficit?
Are MTA’soperating costs excessive?
What’sthe status of Blue Line Phase2 (Sierra
MadreVilla - Claremont)
SGVhas created 40,000newjobs in last
decade,beena key player in the regions’
economic
expansion;yet no light or fixed rail
WhatSGVprojects are in the baseline?
Makeusing public transit an attractive option
Lookat economicdevelopmentimplication of
transit/transportation
Usetransportation/transit projects to enhance
communities
e.g. busstops,transit facilities,
street, parkwayand mediantreatment, roadway
aesthetics
Lookat long termoperatingcosts of alternative
transportationsystems
("light rail maybe
cheaperthan busesin the long run")
Needmoreservice in E/Wcorridor
Rail preferable ("busesjust addto the smogand
congestion")

Public Comments
Page2

Community
Workshops
11.30.00 SoCal Transit
Advocates

Comments

Date

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

¯
¯

12.4.00

Torrance
Chamberof
Commerce

¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯

Manyattendees members
of "Friends 4 Expo",
very supportiveof light rail in ExpositionCorridor
Someconcern expressedthat MTAmodeling
favored roads over transit andbusways
over
light rail
Questionsabout howthe plan wouldevaluate
capital costsv. operatingcosts
Groupgenerally opposedto expandingroadway
capacity; supportiveof enhancing
transit
capacity
Needfor better integration between
different
modesand operators
Supportfor longer eveningservice on MTA
buses
Concernthat consentdecreewould consume
all
transit resources
Supportfor additionalroomfor bicyclist on all
majorarterials insteadof the creationof more
bike lanes
Needfor better coordination betweenland uses
andtransportationservices(i.e. transit oriented
development
neartransit facilities)
MTAshoulddevelopall the rail corridors they
own
Interconnectivityvery important
Torranceprovides morein sales taxes than
manyother municipalities, howcan they get
moreof their fair share
What’sstatus of Del AmoBlvd. Bridge...were
funds set aside in ISTEAleg?
Whatcan be doneto improvetraffic flow on
Artesia?
What’sbeing donefor RosecransCorridor
(especially aroundAviation)?
Wehavemanyinfrastructure issues, hugeN/S
congestionproblemsthroughoutsub region
Needroadway improvements
Goodsmovement
increasingly a problem
throughoutsubregion(truck traffic)

Public Comments
Page 3

Date
12.4.00

Community
Workshops
Torrance
Chamberof
Commerce
(continued)

Comments
¯
¯

What’sbeing donefor SepulvedaBlvd. Is it
going to be widenedfrom Grandto Rosecransto
18t~ St. in ManhattanBeach?
Whydo so manygovt. entities get involved in
the study phase...seems
to delay projects
unnecessarily

MTA
Long RangeTransportation Plan Update

A Summaryof the March8, 2000 Focus GroupMeeting #1
FINAL REPORT

LOS ANGELES COUNTY METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION
AUTHORITY

Moore,Ia¢ofano, Goltsmaa,Tnc.
AlmmyerCenstdt:ing
Patti Post~: Associates
The Robert Group

HIGHLIGHTS

SECTION I
FROM THE STAKEHOLDER
MEETING OF MARCH 8, 2000

F~

GROUP

Thisf~ sectionprovidesa brief introductionto someof the ideasandopinionstha~emerged
duringthe first meeting
of the stakeholder
focusgrouphddonMarch
8, 2000at theMTA
headquarters.
Moredeta~ed
information
is provided
later in this reportandthe appendix.
The MT.A_needs to becomea moremarket-driven organ/zadon. The agencyneeds to identify
all the markeuit serves and also dete.m~e howthese ~ are l~y to change in the futur~
¯
"

Before the MTA
can plan to meet the needs of it customers,the agencymust fast be sure k
understandsits customersand what thdr needs really are.
If the MTA
truly focuses on the needs of its customers, the agencyw~l do everyth~ in ks
powerto create an integrated transportation systembased on seamlessconnectivity between
different modesand operators.
Theissue is not whetherto give priority to the transit dependentor the general public but
rather howto give priority to the transit dependentand the general public.
Theroles and responsibilities of the MTA
are not dear. Is the agencya pl=--;~ organization
or a service provider? Howwelldo these various fu~aions worktogether to serve the overall
missionofthe orga~iz~rionand the public interest?

What
is thescopeof/vlTA’s
influence.)
What
toolsareat its disposalto bringaboutdesired
changes
in thetransportation
.system
titherdirectly
orindirectly
through
otherorganizations.)
Thereshouldbe little difficulty, in baiandngimprovements
in transportation services with
quality of llfe issues, since improved
travd times, capacity, and rdiability all contributeto the

quality
dli~e.

There are manydifferent forms of t/~msit depen~lency- the disabled, recent~ the
urban poor - and their needs vary accordingly.
¯

Air quality improvement
shouldbe an integral part of the plan..
TheMTA
needs to be moreadaptable and flexible by considering the "what ifs". Don’t get too
lockedinto a spedfic direction.
Weneed to see an advancecopy of the Plan before it goes to the Board. This time weneed to’
makesure what we are saying reaches the Board. HadMTA
staff not filtered our ideas during
the last update, there mightnever have been a need for the ConsentDecree.
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SECTION m
OVERVIEW OF FOCUS GROUP MEETING #1
FORMATOF MEETING
Thefast set of focusgroupmeetingswasheld the eveningof March8, 2000in the MTA
Board
Room.
Thisfirst meeting
wasa joint sessionof all threeof the focusgroups.Thisaffordedthe
entiregroupan opportunity
to hearthe full rangeof viewsarfioalatedbytheir fellowstakeholders
regardingtransportationin LosAngelesC.oun~.Ia keepingwiththeir primarypurpose,however,
duringthe samemeeting
the dL,ze focusgroupsalso metseparatelyduringinteractivebreakout
sessions.
Thisftrst sessionwasattendedby41of the 73individuals
andorganizations
that wereinvited.
Some
organizationssent morethan onerepresentativeto the meeting.Someof the otherswhodid
not attendhadotherprior commimmma
but expressedan interest in attendingfuture sessions.A
list of thosewhoattendedthe first focusgroup/sfoundin a/fm~/~Attendaace
per focus
wasas follows:
ATTENDANCETOTALS
# Invited
Focus Group
# Att~..ded
25
TransportationST=:em
Users
~
Business/Labor
27
14
Academic/Environmental
21
!
5
Total
I
73 ’ I
41
Animportantfunctionof this first nxm~g
wasto orient stakeholdermembers
to the LRTP
devdopmem
processandtheir role in hdpingto shapethe final plan. Duringhis openingremarks
the MTA’s
ExecutiveOfficer for RegionalTransportationPlanningand Devdopment,
Jimde h
Loza,explainedthe proposeof the LRTP,
goalsof the updateprocess,andthe importance
of
community
input. KdthIGllough,DeputyExecutiveOfficer for Countywide
Phnning,followed
witha detailedoverviev¢
of the LRTP
development
process.Thisincludeda moresped_’f;_c
explanation
of the LRTP
andks role in shapingtransportationpolicy,andfundingdecisions.Mr.
Killoughexplainedwhyit wasimportantto updatethe LRTP,
whathasbeenaccomplished
sincethe
LastLRTP
wasadoptedin 1995andalso whathas changed
in the transportationfundhg,regulatory,
andeconomic
environment
duringthe sameperiod. Hethen proceededto portraythe
¯ transportationchallengesfacingI-.os Angdes
County
overthe next25yearsandwhythe MTA
needs
stakeholder
andcommunity
inputto devdop
solutionsthat havethe supportof the peopleit vdll be
Afterwards,
CosetteStark, RegionalPlanningProgram.,’vhnager,
presentedthe LRTP
Visionand
bfissionstatementandthe six goalsof the LongRange
Planas devdoped
by. lVlTA
staff. Shealso
discussed
establishedandpotentialnewcriteria for assessingpotentialtransportation
programs
and
Thefirst occasion
for stakeholder
inputcameat this pointin the meeting.
In orderto acquirea
senseof stakeholder
e~xpec~ations
at this early, stageof the outreach
process,the stakeholders
were
askedwhether
or notthis visionandcriteria reflectedtheir drinkingor needs?If not, whatwould
theyaddor change.Thisled to a lively 20-minute
discussion
recordedona largewallgraphic
that is
reproduced
on the next page_

Immediately
followingthis discussion,KeithKilloughdescribedthe programs,projects and
underlyingfinancial assumptionsthat definedthe LRTP
baseline. Theprojectedperformance
of the
regionaltransportationsystemwouldbe modded
andanalyzedlater this spring to gaugethe gap
betweenthis baselineandthe vision previouslydescn-be~At the next set of focusgroupmeetings,
stakeholderswill be providedan opportunityto identify the mi~ofpolities, programs,andprojects
neededto mitigatethis performance
gap.
Thisinformationset the stage for a policy breakoutdisoassionduringwhichthe three focusgroups
metseparatelyto provideinputonthe initial I/st of policyissuesidentifiedbystaff for the LRTP
(See
~ F for a w/y of~pd/cy//u/uu~It was explained that the purposeof this discussion wasnot
to ~n.~weror resolve these policy questionstoni0mRatherk wasimportantfor MTA
staff to find
out whetherthey hadfully capturedall the policy issues that wereimportantto the community.
Ia
_r3viewing
the policyissueslist, stakeholders
wereaskedto considertwoquestions:
Is there anythingmissingfromthe list of corepolicyissues?
Arethere differentwaysto state theseissuesthat better reflect yourneedsor viewsandof
the groupsthat you represent.)
After the breakoutsemiong
the three focusgroupsre’convened
in the joint sess~on.At that timea
volunteerfromeachfocus groupaddressedallthe assembledstakeholdermembers
to reviewthe
highlightsfromthe discussionwith;a their respectivefocusgroup.This providedeveryonewith an
opportunityto hear the perspectivesthat hadbeenvoicedwithineachof the three breakout
sessions, highlighting both common
themesas well as differences. (See~ Gforaapyofda~
SUMMARY
OF FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS
Throughout
the meeting)the languageandterminolosy
usedby the three focus groupsreflected
their different but complementary
perspectivesconcerningtransportationissues in LosAngeles
Marketcomplexityis increasing - the MTA
should plan to serve a variety of travd needs:
As might be ~ed, membe/sfrom the business and labor group expressed a market-oriented
perspective_Beforethe agencycan plan to better serve ks customers,the MTA
nt~ls to better
.- understandwhoks custoaw.m
really, are. TheMTA
needs to becomea marketdrivenorganization.
Thismeansk must~st identify all the marketgroupsk serves, includingtheir variedattributes as
characterizedby needs,interests, andexpectations.Theagencymustthen project howthese
different marketnichesare hTkelyto changeovertimeas a result of the demographic
andeconomic
changesthat are forecast for coming
decades.
The MTA
should focus on the customer:.
Sin~arly, transportation systemusers ~presseda customer-orientation, ~g the MTA
needed
to doa better job listeningto whatits customers
havebeentelling k andthenactingaccordin#~..
Barriersto ~seamless"
travd are morelikely to be overcome
byconsideringwhatriders really, want
andneed, rather than the IVlTA
assuming
k understands.It wasstronglyassertedby somein the
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businessandlabor groupthat hadthe MTA
truly paid attention to whatits customersandother
stakeholdershadbeen sayingthere never wouldhavebeen a needfor the ConsentDecree.
TheMTA
shouldclarify its role anddirection:
Members
of the academic/environmental
groupoffered
a moreorg~n;~~r;onalandstrategic
perspective.Fromtheir viewthe role andrespona’bilities of the MTA
hckedfocus anddarity. This
m~_A~
it difficuk to ~ assess howwell the MTA
wasfnlfi’llin~ its missionin serving
customersthroughoutLos AngelesCounty.It wasalso unclear to whatextent the MTA
could
irdluenceother publicandprivate org-~;~r;onsthat also havea sign/ficant impacton the overall
performance
of the regional uansportationsystem.Nordid they understandwhattools are at the
disposal of the MTA
to affect change2
TheMTA
needs to develop an integrated, seamless transportation system:
Fromthe business/labor pempectivek wasalso important for the MTA
to devdopa more
integrated transportation s.~emand a paralld high-tech informationsystemto hdp commuters
and
travders navigatethe .systemmoreeffecdvdy.Travelersof allkinds, fordgnanddomestic,and
recent immigrants
haveexpectationsfor transit basedon their experiencesin other countriesand
arrive here in Los Angelesantidpating the sameperformance
and convenience.As an example,
manyvisitors don’t understandwhythey can’t take the GreenLine~romLAX
all the wayto
downtown
LosAngdes.Moreover,
they typically seek traveler informationthat reflects the
interconnectedness
of LosAngelesandthe surroundingregion- Theydo not fred it hdpfulto be
giv~visitor information
that is largelylimitedto the area,orparticularcity in whichthey, happen
to
find themselveswhenseeldngdirections.
Thisdesire for an integratedtransportationsystemis minoredin the comments
of the
transportationsystemusers whostate that systemconnectivityshouldbe a primepriority of the
MTA.
Fromtheir one-systemperspective, wherethe lVfrAleaves off and other public andpdvate
operatorspickup shouldnot manoronebit. In fact, it shouldbe wholly,invisible to users of the
transportation system.Transkdders shouldbe able to quicklyand conveniendytransfer
fromone
bus line to mother,frombus to ~ andfromonetransit operatorto anotherin a seamlessfashion.
Thiscoordinatedconnectivitywascharacterizedas an essential aspectof providingquality service
that respondsto the ch~ challenges with whichLAcommutersmustnowcontend. If the MTA
truly focuses on the needs of its customers,then the agency~ realize this fact and do ev~ in
its powerto makea seamlesstransportationsystema reality.
The MTA
needs to becomemoreflexible and adaptable by considering the "what ifs:"
’AIIthre~ groupsshareda concernthat the MTA
not lock itself too g’mlyinto a particulardirection
that cannotbe modifiedat a later time. k mugretain the capacityto respondto the changingneeds
of its customers.According
to the transportationsystemusers, the lvITAshouldn~xassumethat
today’scustomersandtheir needswill be the samein the future. Asmarketcomplexityincreases,
the MTA
mustnot onlyplan to serve a variety of travd needs,the agencymustprepareto adaptits
plans andservices as those needscontinueto evolvein responseto demographic,
economic,,and
technologicalchanges.
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SUMMARY COMMENTS EXPRESSED
SESSION PORTION OF MARCH8,

DURING THE JOINT
2000 FOCUS GROUP

Stakeholder Expectations

Policy Issues

¯
Askmtaatthe basicquestim
is - to ~ Transporr_.~_’_on
System
Usersgtucptheartm~
is =it’sthe
Lookat MTA’s overall m~o~ard ~ - a possible n~lacm~tmission is to
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APPENDIX B
ORGANIZATIONS AND INDIVIDUALS
INVITED
TO PARTICIPATE
IN STAKEHOLDER FOCUS GROUPS
Transportation SystemUsers Group
Beal Dan; Auto Club
Bee, Dennis;SouthCentralMulti Purpose
Center
Biery, Jim; Leagueof Cities Public WorksDirectors
Deyvlder,Richard; Workability IV Prog
Dok, James; United CambodianCommunity
Gabard,Dana;So. Calif. Transit Advocate
GOldsmith,Shane;Watts CenturyLatino Organization
Hagihara,Ayako;Little TokyoService Center
Hubbard,Joe; LANI
Kim, Charles; KoreanAmedcan
Coalition
Menton, Penny; UCLA
Mitwasi,Raja;CaltransDistrict 7
Murphy, Deborah; LA Walks
Ong, Paul; UCLA
Rifkin, Allyn; City of LosAngelesDepartment
Of Transportation
Robertson, Ted; Labor/Community
Strategy Center
Rodriguez,Antonio; LA Unified SchoolDistdct
,
Santos,Rachel;East Side ExtensionReviewAdvisoryCommittee
Tarango,Diana; United Neighborhood
Organization
Tate, Juanita; Concerned
Citizens of SouthCentral Los Angeles
Valencia,Ross;Resurrection
SeniorCitizensorganization
Whitlock, Mark E.; FAMERenaissanceProgram
Willig, Chris; LACountyBike Coalition
Winter, Bill; LACountyDepart.of Public Works
Yan, Wendy;ChinatownService Center
Academic/EnvironmentalGroup
Algood, David; CALeagueof ConservationVoters
-Camph,Don; AldamnInc.
Carmichael,Tim; Coalition for CleanAir
Dagodag,Tim; CSUNorthddge
Edelman,Ed; RandCorporation
Feuer, Gail Ruderman;
National ResourcesDefenseCouncil
Giuliano, Prof. Genevieve;USC
Goichman,Jane; Leagueof Women
Voters
Guerra, Femando;Loyola MarymountUniversity
Horan, Tom;ClaremontCollege
Koffman, Henry; President Local Chapter ASCE
Loukaitou-Sideris, Anastasia; UCLA
Moore, Addan; ReasonFoundation
Moore, James; USC
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Ohland,Gloria; SurfaceTransportationPolicy Project
Porras, Carlos; Communities
for a Better Environment
Schlageter,Martin; Sierra Club
Shoup, Donald; UCLA
Taylor, Brian; UCLA
Wallerstein, Barry; SCAQMD
Welbome,Martha; USC
Business/LaborGroup
Brooks,Howard;AntelopeValley Boardof Trade"
Butcher,Julie; SEIU
Cooper,Skip; BlackBusiness
Association
Durazo, MadaElena; Hotel EmployeesRestaurant EmployeesUnion Local
Emerson,NormanH.; Emerson& Associates
Goldstein, Clifford; J.H. SnyderCompany
Grannis, David; Planning Company
Associates.
Gwin, Roman;Southeast DevelopmentCorp.
James,Rae; LA City Departmentof Waterand Power
Jeffe, Jerry; LA Area Chamber
of Commerce
Jimenez,Michael; I_A Convention& Visitors Bureau
Lester, Tim; Greater LA African Amedcan
Chamberof Commerce
McGuire,Cathy; Valley Industry & Commerce
Committee
Ortega, E. Rick; AFL-CIO
Palmer, Gordon;Port of LongBeach
Park, John; CDSNet
Randolph,Stan; Califomia TruckingAssn.
Ross,Norman
E.; Central City Association
Rouse,Mitchell S.; LATaxi
Seal, Jim
Sanchez,Rudy;Latino BusinessAssn.
Silver, Neii; Amalgamated
Transit Union(JamesLindsey, AIt.)
Szabo,Bama;B Szabo,Inc.
Tan, William Lew; ChinatownEconomicDevelopmentCouncil
"’Wallace, Lee; The GasCompany
Warner, John B; United Chambersof Commerce
VVilliams, James;United TransportationUnion
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Session One- August 22, 2000
Unlikethe first roundof stakeholderfocus groupmeetingsin March,this session washeld
during the daytimeto accommodate
the schedules of those unableto meetin the evening. As
planned,the formatof this session wasidentical to the eveningsession held the next day.
However,unlike the eveningsession, the session hdd this daydid break up into three smaller
workinggroupsto carryout the allocation exercise.
Stakeholder Comments
In advanceof the meeting,stakeholders had recdveda copyofthe Policy Directions Report to
help familiarize themwith the material that wouldbe presentedduring the courseof the
meeting.. This presentation was interspersed with questions and commentsfrom the
stakeholders, as summarized
below:
Manyquestions dealt with the regional role of the MTA
and nature of various programsand
fundingsources:
¯

Whatis the MTA’sinvolvementwith pedestrian projects? Howdo these pedestrian
projects relate to the ~Callfor Projects?"

¯

Whatis the nature of the Congestion Management
Program(CMP)?Regarding the CMP,
what agendes does the MTA
coordinate with?

¯

Is there any category that wouldfund pilot programsand demonstrationsof
Transportation DemandManagement(TDM)schemes?

¯

Wherewoulda dty that has a project go to seek fund;ng?

¯

Howoften does the "Call for Projects~ occur?

¯

Will Bikewaysand Pedestrian improvements
be treated as separate categories in the
LRTP?
Whattype of funding has been set aside for these modes?

¯

When
staff stated that the Call for Projects is fundingfor smallerprojects- whatis meant
by smaller projects? Whatare the fundinglevels for these projects?

¯

Whattype of funding is used for these projects? Prop C? CMAQ?
-

¯

Howdo cities (with multiple applications) coordinatetheir applications?

¯

DoesLAX
have direct input into the planning process?
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Somecomments
expressed concerns~about what wereperceived as limitations of the current
planning methodologybeing utilized by the MTA:
TheMTA
appearsto be relying on a limited perspective, i.e. lookingat the overall
transportation system from the perspective of mangersof the system and not from the
standpointof users experiencingthe system. In addition to system-wideaggregates,the
MTA
should consider householdsand firms as an emential unit of analysis, as evaluation of
system-wideperformancewill not capture important differential impacts experiencedby
users of the system. Otherwise,this suggestsa scenario wherethe overall transportation
systemis performing"wall~ froma systemperspectivewhilestill falling short of meeting
customerneeds and expectations.
In the Mobility. Challenge,the MTA
outlines the degradationthat is projected to occur
over the next 20 years on the freewaysand majorartefials) but whatabout the degradation
on the public transit system?Will the MTA
be consideringdegradationof the transit
system in the LRTP?
In the staff presentation,it wasstated that the visionandgoals are still a workin process.
Howc.an the LRTPbuild strategies if the LRTP’sobjectives are not clearly defined? The
LRTP
needs to address vision and goals before it addressesstrategies. Otherwise,whatis
the plan’s target?
¯

Howis the D1TA
going to maintain existing service levels? Against what benchmarks?
This is not dear.

Others questioned howenvironmentalfactors and other community
impacts are evaluated or

madeother related observationsconcerningenvironmentaland air quality standards. This
followedthe observationthat unlike the other four performancecriteria; environmental
impactsat a systemlevel are assessedon a qualitative basis whilea quantitativeanalysis is more
appropriatelyundertakenat the project level:
¯

Whatis included in mobilesource emissions?
Whatabout the Federal EnvironmentalStandards? Are these being considered?

¯

EnvironmentalImpactReports (EIRs) are designed to be "go-no go" decision making
reports andso they don’t alwaysgo to the level of analysis that is really needed.
If mobilesource emissions(the Air Quality Index) are evaluatedon a system-wide
basis
will a comparisonbe madeof mobilesource emissionsbetweenthe different alternative
scenarios?

¯

Eachscenario’s impacton overall environmentalquality and this analysis shouldconsider
not only mobilesourcesbut also the location andimpactof ftxed sources.

Somesuggestedan interesting feedbackrelationship might exist betweenSCAG’s
20-year
growthprojections and MTA’s
planning process:
It appearsthe modelassumesthat SCAG’s
projections for the next 20 years will indeed
occurand that that wewill aimto provideservices for these fixed targets. Butthe model
shouldgo beyondjust lookingat fixed targets and try to think about howour plan might
havean affect on someof these targets.
Doesthe MTA
accept SCAG’s
projections as the future? Doesthe MTA
believe that its
planningprocesscould havean effect on those projections, i.e. changingnot only the
potential impactof those projections(congestionlevels, etc.) but the forecasts as well?
Finally, somewanteda dearer understandingof the future role of stakeholdersas LRTP
processcontinuesto unfold:
¯

Is the MTA
interested in the help of the stakeholdersto get movingin those four "policy
directions’?

Allocation Exerdse- Results and Comments
In a spirited discussionfollowingan explanationof the exercise, stakeholdersexpressed
various concernsand questions regarding its purposeand howthe informationgathered from
it wouldbe used by the MTA:
Whatdoes the MTA
hope to learn from this exercise? This sort of "beauty contests of
preferencesseemslike a chageronsexerdseif the MTA
is actually goingto base any
decisions on this. Withoutany analysis or specific informationabout any of the mode
types wecan only glean "very generals informationabout the preferencesin the group.
Howis this hdpful?
¯

¯

As long as a framework
of goals and objectives(for example,maintaininga level of service
on the freewaysof 30 mph)is missing,it will be difficult to take somedirection withthis.

Suggestions
~romthe FocusGroupregardingthe performance
measuresmakemoresense
¯ at this timerather than selecting preferredmodetypes.
Will there be a point during this focus groupprocesswhenthe stakeholderscan provide
~ in addition to just prioritizing preferences. Wewouldlike to add
somedetailed %ptions
rs.
things into ~the hoppe

Followingthis discussion, the stakeholdersbroke up into three randomlysdected groups
(GroupsA, B, &C). to carry out the exercise. Duringthis period, the allocation exercise was
modifiedto reflect someof the concernsexpressedby stakeholders. Withinthe breakout
groups,it wasderidedthat it wouldbe moreimportantto first considerthe relative
importanceof the four performance
areas, before then rankingthe relative effectivenessof the
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strategy types for achievingthese goals. Despiteadheringto this generalpattern, since each
breakoutgroupdid take a slightly different approach,results fromeach groupare summarized
separately.
Breakout GroupA "
Duringthe groupdiscussion precedingthe exercise, participants questionedsomeof the
underlyingplanningparametersand related policy issues:
¯

It is not dear whetherthe planning MTA
is undertakingis based on conditions as they
exist todayor on conditionsanticipated in the future.
Does"maximizing
systemefficiency" refer to the existing or future system?If the
existing systemis not performingall that well right now,is it possibleto deal more
effectively with a similar situation in the future?

¯

Regardingpreservingand maintainingthe existing transportation system,isn’t this already
the State’s top priority?

¯

Is "environmentaljustice" a consideration in the ImprovedAir Quality &Environmental
Benefitsarea?

¯

Won’tsomeof the proposedstrategies benefit morethan one PerformanceArea?

Initially, prior to performingthe allocation exercise, there wasa feeling that the four
PerformanceAreaswereequally important. Ona percentagebasis, results of the stakeholder
rankingshowedthat all four areas rankedclosely, as follows:

Reduced
Travel Improved
Air Quality EffectiveResource
& Envinmmental
Use

Improved
Convenience
&
TravelChoices

(Access)
21%

26%

26%

27%

However,duringa brief discussionfollowingthis part of the exerdse, there wasa consensus
that ~quality of life" considerations, meaningImprovedAir Quality &Environmental
Benefits, maybe the mostimportant performancearea, followedby Accessibility. Giventhis
groupassessment,it wasdecidedto focus on and rank strategy types for these two
PerformanceAreas. The three top strategies for "ImprovedAir Quality", as highlighted
beloware:
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¯
¯
¯

Bikeways
Urban Rail
Pedestrian Improvements

St~tegy Types

ResourceAllocation

(’/,)
Carpool Lanes & Connectors
NewMixed-Flow Freeway Lanes
Truck Lanes (Goods Movement)
Arterial L~e &

9%
1%
9%
6%

Rideshare Programs/DemandManagement
Commuter Rail

3%
8%

Bus Service on Dedicated Lane/Express Bus Service
Local Fixed-Route Bus Service
CommunityShuttles/Dial-a-Ride
Other

8%
6%
6%
4%

The top strategies for ImprovedConvenience& Travel Choice include two of the same
strategies highlighted above:
Bikeways
Pedestrian Improvements
Bus Service on Dedicated Lane/Express Bus Service
CommunityShuttles/Dial-a-Ride
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Strategy Types

ResourceAllocation

(%)
Carpool Lanes & Connectors
NewMixed-FlowFreeway Lanes
Truck Lanes (Goods Movement)
Arterial Lane &

5%
0%
6%

Rideshare Programs/DemandManagement

3%

Urban Rail

10%

Other

2%

I

Other recommended
strategy types includedinvestigating the applicability of roundabouts(a
type of traffic circle) as a meansfor achievingarterial improvements,
and improvingHOV
lane signage to encourageincreased use of HOV
lanes.
Followingcompletionof the exercise, stakeholders pointed out the manylinkages between
these strategies andthe critical importanceof building uponand exploiting these connections
to encouragetheir utilization.
All the modesplay off each other and are interconnected. Different modeswill be used at
the beginning,during, and at the endof a trip. Weneedsolutions or strategies that
=bridge"the various modesof travel. Wedon’t see innovativesolutions that afford this
bridge.
Examplesof creative and necessarylinkages betweendifferent modesinclude car sharing at
transit stations, bike accessibility on rail, pedestriansupportivestructures that encourage
transit use (sidewalks,tree lined streets, benchesandprotectedshelters), etc.
¯

Weneed to provide better education on howto use public transit and what you can
accomplishusing it. Other waysof getting aroundneed to be mademoreattractive.

¯

Where
is land use considerationin all of this? A lot of transportation solutions are closely
linked to land use decisions.
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Breakout Group B
Followinga brief discussion, the stakeholdersdecidedto rank the relative importanceof the
four performance
areas and then the strategy types within all four of these areas. Reduced
Travel Time& Congestion(Mobility) wasranked the most important of the four
PerformanceAreas followed respectively by ImprovedConvenience&Travel Choices
(Access) and ImprovedAir Quality &EnvironmentalBenefits (Access). Effective Resource
Use(Cost Effectiveness)wasconsideredthe least important.

Reduced
Travel
Time&~

(Mob~~)
34%

Improved
Air Quarry EffecliveResource
Improved
& Environmental
Use
Convenience
&
Benefits
(OoslEffediveness) Travel
~

(Amess)

24%

15%

28%

Thetop rankedstrategy types in each of the four performance
areas, as summarized
in the
table below,is as follows:
¯

ReducedTravel Time& Congestion(Mobility)
UrbanRail (Subway& Light Rail)
Arterial Lane & Signal Synchronization Improvements
Bikeways
Other

¯

Improved~ir Quality & EnvironmentalBenefits
- UrbanRail (Subway& Light Rail)
- Truck Lanes (GoodsMovement)
- Bikeways
- CommuterRail

¯

Effective ResourceUse(Cost Effectiveness)
-

Other(maintylncentive-based)
Arterial Lane & Signal Synchronization Improvements
CommuterRail
Community
Shuttles/Dial-a-Ride
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I I

¯

Improved Convenience & Travel Choices (Access)

-

Other
CommunityShuttles/Dial-a-Ride
Bus Service oa Dedicated Lane/Express Bus Service
Urban Rail (Subway& Light Rail)

Strategy Type

Performance Areas
Air
CostEft.
Quality
12%
1%

Mobility
Carpool Lanes & Connectors

4%

New Mixed-Flow Freeway
Lanes

0%

Truck Lanes (Goods
Movement)

8%

1%

2%

ACCESS

5%
0%

2%
~

6%

Arterial Lane & Signal
S_~ynchronization
Bikeways

O%
7%

Pedestrian Improvements

9%

6%

6%

5%

Rideshare Programs/Demand
Management
Commuter Rail

7%

6%

5%

9%

6%

3%

UrbanRail (Subway& Light
Bus Service on Dedicated
Lane/Express Bus Service
Local Fixed-Route Bus Service
CommunityShuttles/Dial-aRide
Others*

3%

2%

7%

1%

10%

7%

3%

7%

9%
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As "Other"was the top ranked strategy type for two of the PerformanceAreas and highly
rankedin a third, the discussionafterwardscenteredaroundwhichtype of projects the
stakeholders wereenvisioningwhenthey placed stickers in the "Other" category. Someof the
projects mentionedincluded:
Fundsto implementor enforce Parking Cash-Outprogramsat employersites
Incentivesfor truckers and trucking companies
that use freewaysand arterials
during off-peak hours
Incentives for SmartLandUse
Asthe discussioncontinued,educationwasseen as a key strategy in order to adjust
expectationsregardingtransit alternatives. In this regard the perceivedlack of marketingfor
HO¥lanes was criticized. Unlimited UCLA
student access on Santa MonicaBlue Bus was
cited as an exampleof an innovativemeasureto increase transit use. In addition, a market
based needs assessmentwasa critical missingstep in determiningwhatprogramsand services
are neededto increase transit ridership and other commute
alternatives.
Breakout GroupC
Beforerankingthe PerformanceAreas, there wasan extensivediscussion to clarify the
meaning
of eachof these goals.

Reduced
Travel
T’~e&~

26%

Ingx~ved
Air Quality EffedJveResource
Improved
& Environmental
Use
Convenience
&
Benefits
(Cost
Effecl~veness) Travel
~
(Acce~)
19%

32%

23%

After concludingthis rankingof PerformanceAreas, the groupfocusedthe discussion on what
they characterizedas a variety of interrelated transportationgoals. In this respect, it was
critically importantthat the MTA
andother players in the transportation arena morefully
address the land use/transportation connection.This wasrelated to the need to recognizethe
realities of currenttrip patterns in LAthat greatly favor autos to the significant competitive
disadvantageof transit use andother travel options. Theserealities are not goingto change
withoutdealingmoreeffectively with the land use issue.
Whenconsidering other travel options, commuterswill demandoptions that can afford them
the kind of flexibility as well as consistenttravel expectationsaffordedby automobiles.
Planners mustalso take into accounttradeoffs betweendifferent PerformanceAreas and how
and whereto strike an optimumbalancebetweenthem. For instance, greater density will
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better supporttransit use andother travel choices,especially in majorcorridors, but is also
likely to increase the congestionthat reducesoverall mobility. In addition, althoughreduced
reliance on automobileswill improveair quality; too muchcongestioncan also have a
negative impacton the environmentand air quality.
Others expressedthe view that we need to use newsystemsthat will enable us to maximize
use of existing capacity. This includes not only the use of ITSbut providingthe public with
up to date informationon all available mobility options. Trip avoidancethrough
telecommuting
and other meansis also a viable strategy for makingthe mostof our existing
systemcapacity. Finally, weshould pursue travel options and transportation improvements
that optimizesocial and economicinteractions, improvingboth the health of the regional
economybut that of our communitiesas well.
Beforeconcludingtheir session, this breakoutgroup decidedit wouldbe worthwhileto
conducta quick rankingof the strategy types, with the caveat that this wasonly a straw poll
and nothingmore. Thetable belowsummarizes
the results of this input.

Strategy Type

Bikeways
Pedestrian Improvements
Rideshare Programs/DemandManagement
CommuterRail

8%
6%
8%
5%

Bus Service on ~ Lane/Express Bus Service
Local Fixed-RouteBus Service
Community
Shuttles/Dial-a-Ride
Others"

8%
1%
5%
5%

Other Strategies
After regrouping,volunteers summarized
the discussion and findings that had taken place in
their three respectivegroups.At this time, as well as earlier in the meeting,the stakeholders
suggestedadditional optionsandstrategies, as listed below:
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Educationshouldbe utilized moreeffectively to adjust expectationsregardingtransit,
HOV
lanes, and other travel options. In addition, better access to informationregarding
travel optionsshouldbe provided,especially for children.
Telecommuting
is an important option that is already impactingcommuting
patterns and
its benefits are likdy to becomeevengreater in the future.
TheMTA
shouldbe morereceptive to the use of transit passes that provideunlimited
access as currently exist throughsomeuniversity programs.
Theplanningprocessshouldinclude an aggressivemarketsurvey, especially one that
focusesontransit services.
Pricing (congestionpricing, parkingpricing, etc.) shouldbe moreseriously considered.
HighOccupancyToll Lanes is a complementary
strategy.
A customer-oriented
approachis essential if weare goingto succeedin providingservices
that discretionaryriders, as well as the transit dependent,will wantto use on a regular
basis.
The systemshouldallow for moreprivate carriers that are morecmtomer-focused,
which
will introducecompetitiveforces that will improvethe overall effectiveness
and quality of
the transportation system.
Whateverimprovements
are pla~ned,weneed to alwaysconsider.the differential social.
equity impactsthat mayarise if wedo not act wisely.
Weneed to considerthe use of incentives that addressthe land use/transportation
connection.Incentivesthat work.in both directions - land use designsthat promotetransit
andother travel optionsand incentives(like parkingpricing) that encouragetravel options
in these environments.
¯

Transportationfundingshouldbe viewedas an additional strategy for achievingour goals.

¯

Better coordinationwithin the transportation system, such as moreconvenient
connections,will enhanceboth accessibility andmobility.
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Session Two- August 23, 2000
As in the daytimesession held the previousday, this session beganwith a presentation by
MTA
staff followedby the allocation exercise. Extensivedebate ensuedregarding the purpose
and value of the Allocation Exercise and whetherthe FocusGroupwas comfortable
proceedingwith the exercise. Concernwasalso raised regarding whetherto break into small
workinggroups or in workingas one large group. Ultimately, stakeholders chose to workas
one large grouprather than breakinginto three smaller groups. In proceedingwith the
exercise, the groupagreedto fOCUS
primarily on the four performance
areas rather than.
ranking the programstrategy types. After completingthe exercise, FocusGroupmembers
wereeach asked to share their perspectives regardingwhichperformancecriteria were
important to them and why.
Stakeholder Comments
Somequestionsreflected a desire to better understandandclarify the purposeand nature of
the "Call for Projects’:
¯ Whattypes offunds
aretypically used in theCall for Projects?
¯

Is the Call for Projects better describedas a LocalAssistanceProgram?

¯

Whatare examplesof things fundedthroughthe Gall for Projects?

¯

Arethere fundsset aside in the Call for Projects for specific themessuchas safety
improvements
(for pedestrians, bicycling, andgrade crossings at roadways)?Safety needs
be addressedas an importanttransportation goal.

¯

Howdoes the LRTP
determinefunding allocations to Call for Project categories?

Other questions dealt with LRTP
evaluation methodology,including whatis and is not
includedin the baseline. Somedid not believe projects includedin the State’s Traffic
CongestionRelief Programshouldbe accepted as an automaticgiven:
¯

Clarification wasrequestedon whatprojects are includedin the Baselineand the Enhanced
Baseline.
It wasemphasizedthat k is importantto be dear on whatis includedin the Basdine- how
it is establishedandexactly whatit means.Concernwasexpressedthat it is confusingto
have a "Baseline"and also an ~Enhanced
Baseline".
A suggestionwasmadethat perhapsthe FocusGroupshould identify alternative projects
to the State’s TransportationCongestionRelief Program,andtherefore, that staff should
use the baseline rather than the enhancedbaseline for evaluatingadditionalprojects.
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Where
do all of these ~corridor"projects that the Boardof Supervisorsare discussingfit
into this LongRangePlan?
¯

Since RTIPprojects seemsto account for 90%of the budget (referring to the LRTP
AlternativesAnalysisslide), whatis in the RTIP?

¯

Howmuchof the RTIPis for operationsandmaintenance
andhowmuchis for capital

¯

Will these alternative scenariosbe finandallyconstrained?
In devdopingalternatives does the MTA
assumethat no additional funding will be
secured and no changesto funding will occur? Howdoes this relate to SCAG’s
assumptionswhichpredict somechangein funding?

Severalquestionsraised during the "mobilitychallenges section of the presentation addressed
whetheror not MTA
was adequately taking into account the impact of changing
demographics
as well as the accuracyof those forecasts:
Themessagethat isn’t reflected in this (presentation) is the changingdemographics.
Given
these changes, the MTA
needs to performa marketanalysis to better understandhowin
the future these changeswill impactits markets.
¯

As part of its marketanalysis, the MTA
needs to determinehowits solutions will impact
its markets,including the transit dependent,goods/freight, and the averagecommuter.

¯

Whatis the transit share nowand howit will changeover time?
As a meansof developingmoreconfidencein these projections, can these latest projections
be put into historical perspective?Whatwaspreviouslyprojected for spedfic years and
whatactually occurredduring those years? In 1990, whatwasprojected for 1995and then
whatactually occurredin 1995?

¯

Weneed to devdopsomeconfidencethat these projections are somewhat
accurate. It
makesone wonderif these big numbersare just scare tactics.
A needsanalysis is long overdue.In the past, there has beena lot of talk aboutchanging
people’s attitudes but never anytalk aboutfinding out whatusers and customersattitudes
actually are or whatthey want.
Before there can be hope for changingcommuter
behaviorsit will be importantto focus
on the public mindsetregardingoptions and identify whatthe customeris lookingfor.
First, identify customerexpectationsand then figure out howto meetthem.
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In reviewingthe four Policy Directions, somesuggested that the MTA
was emphasizingthe
wrongstrategies at the expenseof customerneeds:
Rather than ~¢IaximizeSystemEffidency," the strategy.should instead be "Maximize
Effectiveness". Efficiency can meansomethingvery different fromeffectiveness. This
reflects a tendencyfor the MTA
to approachthings froma "systemmanager"perspective
rather than a "user/customerperspective".
* Thefocus shouldbe on systemeffectiveness, i.e. movingpeople, andnot effidency, i.e. the
cost per output.
Other stakeholders offered suggestionson howto improvesystemeffectiveness:
Transit centers with transportation links are often omittedfromthese discussions. People
wantto buy a monthlypass and then be able to take any transit operator they wantin.
order to ride anywherein the County.
* Increasingthe frequencyof transit service will improveusagelevels.
~. This
* Signagefor the RedLille Metroshould be changedto include the word"subway
wouldbe dearer to visitors and non-usersalike.
Leveragingof[ of majorarterial projects to providespacefor bicycles is a better planning
strategy rather than try to secure small amountsof bicycle fundingto create bike lanes
after the fact.
Thereis a lack of adequateinformationfor transit users. Weneed to enhanceinformation
servicesfor transit users by, for example,providingbus schedulesat all shelters andcall
boxesfor updates.
*

There also needto be more amenities at transit stops, suchas benchesandtrees, to create a

morepedestrian-friendly environment.
Allocation Exercise - Results & Comments
Followingthe 1~ hour presentation, the purposeand merits of the allocation exercise were
debatedduring a heated discussion. Comments
raised in discussing the value of the Allocation
Exercisewereas follows:
Strongconcernswereraised that the exercise is a "beautycontest" andwouldhave little
value to the MTA.Concernwas also expressed that the Focus Groupdid not have any
analysis or specific informationabout anyof the modetypes. As a result, the Focus
Groupdid not havesufficient informationin consideringdifferent strategies and it was
unclear as to whatstaff thoughtit wouldlearn fromthe exercise.
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Onpage10 (of the presentation), "Environmental
Factors" is listed as oneof the
quantitative criteria but whereare environmentalvalues includedin the exercise?.
¯

This exercisereflects a muddling
of goals, strategies andtactics. At this stage, just throw
out the strategies.
Thevision and goal statements are not appropriate. Thesuccess of the LRTP
will really
dependon the extent to whichprogress towardsa moremarket-basedtransit systemis
achieved.

After extensive groupdiscussion, the stakeholdersagreedto workas one group, rather than in
break-outses.sions, andto focus their efforts on rankingthe performance
measuresrather than
the programstrategy types.
Whenasked to rank the performanceareas in terms of relative importance,somefelt the
original four wereby themselvesinsufficient. To accommodate
this perspective a 5~ category
- "other" - wasaddedprior to the start of the exercise. Ratherthan breakinginto three
smaller groups, the entire groupremainedtogether while performingthis exercise:

ImprovedAir
Reduced
Effective
Improved
Travel Time&
Quality &
ResourceUse Convenience
Congestion Environmental
& Travel
(Cost
(Mobility)
Benefits
Effectiveness)
Choices
(Access)
23%

30%

12%

22%

Other*

13%

Themajorityof the stickers allotted to the "Other"category(or 10%of the overall total) were
applied to a PerformanceAreatitled "Applicationof Multiple Modesto a Project". The
remainingbalanceof the "Other"category(or 3%of the overall total) wasallotted to
Performance
Arealabeled as "Job Accessibility".
Thethinking underlyingthese responsesto the allocation exercise and other related comments
are reflected in the followingcomments:
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ReducedTravel Time & Congestion (Mobility)
¯

Rail is best to reducetravel time andcongestion,but may,in effect providelimited travel
choices.

¯

Since travel time is a primaryconsideratiouin makinga trip decision, the LRTP
should
look at projects that can offer the shortest travel time. For example,morefreewaytransit
service is needed,including express buses on HOV
lanes.

¯

For the foreseeablefuture, the overwhelming
majorityof travel will be by auto, and this
shouldbe plannedfor accordingly.

¯

Inducedtravel will alwaysoutpaceor create congestion. Movingpeople is most
important. Improvingmobility will not solve the larger (world) problems.

¯ Themostwecan expect is to lessen the rate of decline.
ImprovedAir Quality & EnvironmentalBenefits
¯

Wheredoes environmentaljustice fit into this? Giventhe potential health and community
impactsof majortransportation projects, it is importantto makesure there is meaningful
communityinput into the decision-m~kingprocess.

¯

The LRTPshould de-emphasizeautomobiles(by providing moretravel choices)
improveair quality.

¯

Thequality of life is important,especiallythe long-termimpactsof air quality on people.
TheLRTPshould also consider the impacts of major projects on neighborhoods.

¯

Whatthe LRTPdoes will not have a direct impact on the environment,but perhaps.
secondary.Changesin vehicle technologywill have the mostdirect impacton air quality.

¯ In Chinatown
the impactsof buses on air quality is significant.
Effective ResourceUse(Cost Effectiveness)
¯

The LRTP
needs to focus moreon cost effectiveness.

¯

Theprimaryemphasisshouldbe moviugpeople. If that is truly the top priority, then the
LRTPshould focus on solutions that movethe most people at the lowest cost. This
shoulddrive project choice- the mostcost-effective meansfor movingpeople!

¯

Stoppingthe subwayextensionhurt Little Tokyo.If cost effectiveness is focusedon too
much,it maykill goodprojects.
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¯

As the future is financially constrained, the LKTP
shouldfocus moreon costeffectiveness! Mostfuture travel will be in cars no matter whatwedo, so weneed to take
the automobilesystemmoreseriously.

¯

Cost-effectiveness
is a no-brainer.

¯

In the past, cog-effectivenesshas beenusedas an excuseto denyservices to the transit
dependent.

ImprovedConvenience&Travel Choices(Acc .e~s)
Toimproveaccess, multi-lingualsignageis neededat all transit stations.
¯

Better transit services are neededto breakdownbarriers to meof transit andbring more
peopleinto Little Tokyo.

¯

Choices?Thereal failing of the systemis that in mostareas only onechoice(the
automobile)is provided.

¯

Bicyclespromotea multi-modalsystemand greater choicesof travel.

¯

Whatabout pedestrian strategies? Thecar/walk tradeoff is moreimportant than the
car/transit tradeoff. Theemphasisshouldbe on pedestrian travel and howto make
pedestrian travd moreaccessible.

¯

Improved
convenience
is really a cost strategy if it reducescost to the user.

¯

Newstrategies are neededthat addressland use by reducingthe needto travel.

¯

Safety shouldbe consideredan importantpart of ensuringaccessibility. Crosswalks
shouldhave longer greentime so seniors andothers can safely cross wideintersections.

¯

Morefrequentandinnovativeservices(i.e. jitneys, smallerbuses,taxi’s, greater bicycle
accessto normalarterials) needto be part of the plan.

¯

Bicycleuse andaccessibility shouldbe integrated into the designof all newtransportation

projects.
¯

Improving
accessibility, as well as mobility, is essential for bringingpeopledowntown,
as
well as makingLAa better place to live.

Other
A newperformancecriterion is neededaddressing access to jobs. Howwall is the
transportation systemserving the economy
by providing links and access to jobs? Thelink
betweenthe transportation systemand health of the regional economy
should be stressed.
¯

Transportationsolutions shouldbe market-basedand take into considerationthe full cost
of tramportation.
Importantgoals shouldinclude - success in advancingmarket-basedsolutions, success in
decreasingsodety’s aggregatetransportation expenditures,and successin increasing
accessibility over mobility.
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SECTION I INTRODUCTION
Purpose of Focus GroupIII
The LongRangeTransportation Plan (LRTP)stakeholder focus group meetingsheld
November
6 and 8 werethe third set of whatwill eventually be five roundsof focus
groupmeetings. Theprimarypurposeof this meetingwasto get input from the
stakeholdersto help MTA
staff craft alternative transportationscenariosfor the next
phase of LRTP
development.Eachalternative constitutes a packageof transportation
projects and programsdesignedto bridge the gap betweenbaseline performanceand
future needs. Theperformance
of each alternative will be evaluatedwith the goal of
selecting projects for considerationin the final LRTP.
Beforeaskingfor their input on howbest to bridge the performance
gap, stakeh61ders
were providedwith the results of the Baseline and EnhancedBasdinemodeling
analysis, completedby MTA
staff in October. The BasdineModelmeasuresthe
performance
of the existing transportation systemas well as other approvedprojects
and programsthat the MTA
is already publicly committedto funding. The Enhanced
Basdineincludesall Baselineprojects but also additionalprojects that can be funded
through the Governor’sTraffic CongestionRelief Plan. Boththe Baselineand
EnhancedBaseline will serve as benchmarks
against whichto evaluate the performance
of the alternativescenarios.
Stakeholderswere also providedwith informationconcerningthe nature and direction
of whatwasdescribedas the Emerging
Plan, i.e. the majorprogramcategories that will
makeup the LRTP.Givenboth the results of the BaselineAnalysisand the shape of
the EmergingPlan, MTA
staff was seeking commentsfrom the stakeholders on
whetheror not the EmergingPlan washeadingin the right direction, and whether
there are programcompq.nentsthat shouldbe addedor deleted.
Stakeholdersalso had an opportunity to review prdiminaryproject information. This
includeda listing of transportationobjectivesandissues by subregionand projects
proposedby subregionalagenciesto addressthese issues. A preliminarylist of
regionally significant projects proposedby MTA
staff wasalso providedfor
stakeholder review. Followingthe FocusGroupRI meeting,a final combinedlist of
all projects will be developedby MTA
staff. This list will be the starting point for
further staff analysisin developing
financially constrained.and unconstrained
(i.e.
strategic)alternatives.
After being providedwith this backgroundinformation concerningboth basdine
performanceand emergingplan components,stakeholders were asked to provide
feedbackthat MTA
staff woulddrawuponto help shape .the alternatives. At the next
roundof focus groupmeetings, scheduledfor December
12 and 13, the stakeholders
will havean opportunityto reviewthe results of this AlternativesAnalysis.

SECTION II - THEMES EMERGINGFROM
LRTP STAKEHOLDERDISCUSSIONS
This section providesa brief overviewof the perspectivesoffered by the stakeholders
during the two sessions of FocusGroupIll. Althougha variety of viewpointswere
expressed, certain themesdid emergeduring these discussions. Thefollowing
summarieshighlight these themeswith the goal of providingMTA
staff with a clear
andtangible picture that can be drawnuponfor crafting alternative scenarioswhile
also offering the stakeholdersa sharedvision of the kind of transportationsystemthat
mightemergefrom thdr ideas. Copiesof the wallgraphicrecordings on pages 12 and
13 also providea visual overviewof the two sessions. For a summary
of comments
expressedduringtim stakeholderdiscussions- tbe daytimesessionon November
6 andthe
eveningsession of November
7, pleaserefer to AptmutixA andB.
LRTPEmerging Themesas Expressed by LRTPStakeholders in Focus Group IIl
(Daytime Semion) - November6, 2000
TheI~ITAshould focus on developinga multi-modalsystemfor carrying the
maximum
numberof people convenientlyand safely at an effident and reasonable
cost. Despitepopularperceptionsof LACountyto the contrary, the actual reality is
that of a high-densitylandscapethat together with other features providesan ideal
foundationfor not only transit but also other dementsof a multi-modaltransportation
system. This global, highly integrated multi-modalsystemshouldprovidea range of
attractive travel choicesfor all Countyresidents andvisitors alike, includingthe
transit dependentas wall as those whopreviouslyrelied almostexclusivelyon their
personal automobiles..
Givenan inevitable and substantial increase in populationandoverall density over the
next two decades,if in the future this region is goingto workboth economicallyand
otherwise,k can no longer afford to rely on any one single modeto carry the majority
of trips. At the sametime it cannotafford to invest the greatest percentageof its
transportationfundsin modesthat serve too fewtrips. Instead, solutions are neededat
the scale of the problemsthat are regional in scope. This requires a dear vision of what
wewantto achieveregionally and innovative, systemicthinking on howto achieveit.
This meansthinking outside the boundariesof a narrow, inflexible modalapproach
that unnecessarilylimits the rangeof possiblesolutionsanddoesnot fit the needsof
peoplewhowanta rangeof modalchoices in a coherent, integrated transportation
system.For this reason, the FocusGroupwasle~s interested in specific
transportation projects than in howall the projects are designedto worktogether
to serve the needs of all wholive and workin LACounty.
Elementsandother features of this regional integrated transportation networkinclude:
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¯

Aseamless,universal fare system,enablingtransit riders to ride anybus or rail
line in LACountyregardlessof specific transit operator.
Anenhancedhighwayand arterial system whoseoverall capacity to move
peopleand goodshas been increased not by building newfreeways,but instead
througha variety of tools and techniquessuchas wideningarterials, intersection
improvements,road management,ITS, congestion pridng, parking pridng, and
HOTlanes amongother strategies.
AnHOV
system fully utilized by commuterswho, as a result of a vigorous and
ongoingpublic education campaign,have expandedthe overall carrying capadty
of the freewaysystemthrougha substantial increase in carpools, vanpools,andbus

ridership.
A fully integrated land use and transportation planning process to fadlitate the
development
of morelivable communities,enablingall formsof transit to better
meetthe needsof a greater numberof residents, whilealso encouragingpedestrian
andbicycle activity as viable commute
modesfor short trips andalso longer trips
whenlinked to transit.
A transit systemthat providesincreasedaccessibility not just to jobs but also for
schools, shopping,health care, and recreation.
Bicycle use is encouraged,allowing safe and inviting use of every road. In
addition, both transk infrastructure andpolities are designedto providea smooth
and convenientlinkage betweenbicycling and all formsof transit. As a result,
bicycling has becomea strategic elementof the transportation system,enhancing
the MTA’s
overall ability to meeta ranged mobility, accessibility, andair quality
goals.
A fully realized networkof rapid bus corridors, developedquickly and at a
rdatively lowcost, providesfast, convenientandreliable transportation
throughoutand beyondthe urban core. In corridors whererapid buses are not
feasible,light rail lines operatequietlyandefficiently.
Theconceptof a three-tier transit systemin whichline-haul, local and
community
based services function as a single integrated wholehas been expanded
to encompassall modes.
Thefirst tier of this three tier system,includesnot onlysmallbusesand
community
circulators operated by public operators but also a thriving niche
market of privately ownedand operated shuttles and jitneys providing high
quality transit service within and betweencommunities.

To maximizefinancial resources, existing right-of-wayshave been used to expand
both the bus and commuter
rail system, while congestionpricing and other
innovativefinancing programshave been deployedto providea better balance
betweenall users of the transportation systemand the cost of maintainingand
operating it.
"

LRTPEmerging Themesas Expressed by LRTPStakeholders in Focus Group III
(Evening Session).- November8, 2000
Thetransportation systemthat resulted fromthe planning process of the 2001LRTP
wasone that reflected five fundamental
prindples.
First, alwaysplan fromthe user’s point of view. To listen to andbetter
understandits customers, the MTA
should deploy marketingstudies and other
tools that will enableit to designandoffer servicesthat will be valuedbyits
customers,makingthese alternative modestruly competitivewith the tingle
occupantvehicle.
Second, focus on what will deliver the greatest goodfor the greatest number
rather offering a little bit of somethingfor’everybodyand pleasingno one. A
coherentlong range plan requires that toughderisions be made,rather than simply
¯ presentinga longlist of projectsthat do not appearto reflect a dear visionor
integratedstrategy.
Third, a systematic, integrated objective phnningprocess should inform
decisionsto ensurethe best performingprojects are selected rather than projects
drivenby political or parochialconsiderations.
Fourth, consider the potential environmentalimpacts of proposedprojects on
local communities,especially minority and economicallydisadvantagedones.
To this end the MTA
must reach out moreeffectivdy and morefrequently than it
has in the past to the peoplewhowill be impacted.
Fifth, recognizethat land use patterns and transportation are inseparable parts
of a larger whole.Onlyif the planningprocessacceptsthis reality can it succeedat
creating a transportation systemthat providesmobilitywithoutalso jeopardizing
ourqualityof life.
Asa result of these guidingprinciples the transportation systemthat emerged
fromthis
planningprocess includedthe followingelements:
¯

Anintegrated, three-tier transit systemhas succeededin knitting together the
urban fabric of Los AngelesCounty.
Thetransit systemis affordable,easily accessible, andeffectively serves the needs
of all residents andvisitors by quicklyandreliably taking themto the destinations
that matter the most.

The transit-dependent, including low-incomeand minority groups, can
confidently rdy uponthe three-tier transit networkto access jobs, shopping,
schools,healthcare facilities andrecreation.
Full mobility in Los Angeles Countyis no longer dependent upon owningan
automobileor havingaccess to one. Instead, the RapidBusnetwork,together with
commuter
and light rail lines, are enablingmanypeopleto leave thdr cars at home,
evenfor longtrips.
Mixed-use,transit-oriented communitieshave becomean integral part of the
LAlandscape.Asa result, bicycling and walkingare flourishing as never before, at
last taking advantageof the area’s Mediterranean
climateandrelatively fiat terrain.
Congestionpricing, HOTlanes and other pricing mechanismshave supported
the emergenceof a morebalancedtransportation system, enhandngthe overall
performanceof highwaysand artefials.
Bytargeting spedfic deficiencies or taking advantageof uniqueopportunitiesin
communitiesthroughoutthe County,small scale projects have played a large role
in max/m;~;ngthe pedormance
of the existing transportation system.
Nolonger excessively dependentuponthe automobileas the only primarlr form of
transportation in LACounty,.dean air and exceptionallyblue skies are enjoyed
throughout the year, even in the summermonths.
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APPENDIX D - A’ITENDANCE LIST
Monday,Novemb.er6, 2000
1. DanBeal, AutomotiveClub of So. Calif.
2. Charles Carter, UCLA
Transportation Services (Substitute for Penn), Menton)
3. Dana Gabbard, Southern California Transit Advocates
4. Jane Goichman, League of WomenVoters
5. DanKopulsky,Caltrans District 7 (Substitute
for Raja Mitwas
0
6. Tim Lester, Greater LAAfrican American Chamberof Commerce
7. Carl Morgan, Los Angeles WorldAirports
8. NormanRoss Jr., Central City Association
9. Ross Vialencia, Resurrection Senior Citizens Organization
Friendsof Foe,usGroup
1. Steve Finnegan, AutomotiveClub of So. Calif.
2. AnthonyLoui, Southern California Transit Advocates
3. RonMilam,Surface Transportation Policy Project (Substitute for Gloria Ohland)
4. Dan Ritey, AmalgamatedTransit Union
5. Thomas Rubin
6. Barbara Schultz, Legal Aide Foundation of Los Angeles
7. Jim Stewart, So. Calif. Council on Env. & Dvt.
8. Kent Strumpell, Eyemedia
9. Arthur Sweet, United Chamberof Commerce
10. Joan Wood

Wednesday, November8, 2000
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

AyakoHagiha~ Littl~ Tokyo Service Center
lerilyn Mendoza,Environmental Defense
Deborah Orosz, Labor/CommunityStrategy Center
Jason Mugford,CDSNet, Inc. (Substitute for John Park)
Rachael Santos, East Side Extension. ReviewAdvisory Committee
Ka~ Higgins, SCAQMD
(Substitute for Lupe Valdez)

Friendsof FocusGroup
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Bryan Allen
Pat DeChellis, Los Angeles Co..Dept. of Public Works
Ted Roberton, Labor/CommunityStrategy Center
Thomas Rubin
Jim Stewart, So. Calif. Council on Env. & Dvt
Daniel Wright
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SECTION II

- THEMES EMERGING FROM STAKEHOLDER
DISCUSSIONS

Similar issues andconcernsarose during both the daytimeand eveningsessions of
Focus GroupIV. Unlike the focus group meeting held in November,where
stakeholdersexpresseda variety of ideas regardingthe future shape of the LACounty
transportation system, the discussion during the Decembermeetingcentered moreon
the underlyingmodelingand planning process. Whilemanystill expressedpreferences
regarding various transportation modes,far moretime wasspent examiningaspects of
the current planningprocessand its likely effect on the final shapeof the LRTP.
Observationsabout the modelingprocess centered on questions about the initial
findings and a desire to receive moredetailed performanceinformationabout
Alternatives A and B before offering their ownrecommendations.
Until moredetailed
performanceinformationbecameavailable, somestakeholders were even reluctant to ~
state a preferencefor components
of the two alternatives. Othersdid feel that in
conceptAlternative B, with a its higher proportionof transit and other non-motorized
modes,wasthe preferred alternative but mostpreferred not to makea judgmentin the
absenceof the desired performancedata.
In addition, somewantedto see manymorealternatives tested in the modelingprocess.
This mightconsist of a widerrangeof possiblealternatives for the overall
transportation systembut also modelingfocusedmoreon individual projects or
alternatives focused on specific corridors. Others wantedto knowmoreabout the
potential impact on the transk dependentand minority communitiesbefore venturing
a recommendation.
Since Title VIdata wasnot yet available for this purpose, these
stakeholdersfelt it wasprematureto participatein this exercise.
Other related questions regarding the overall LRTPplanning process also emerged.In
particular, manyfelt that MTA
staff wastoo limited in its thinking and neededto look
beyondsolutions restricted to current fundinglevels. This wasexpressedin a variety of
ways,but chiefly in the idea that a morepowerfuland compellingvision wasrequired.
Sucha vision wasseen as stimulating morecreative andinnovativesolutions, but also
as a necessarypre-conditionfor obtainingnewfundsrequired to deal effectively with
the demands
that will be placed on the transportation systemin the future. Othersfelt
this vision couldserveas an organizingprincipleby acting as a ~filter" for selecting
projects to fund and whichones to not. Alongsimilar lines, someadvocatedthe
development
of a variety of different future scenarios designedto test the comparative
performanceof each alternative against a backgroundof varied socio-economic
environments,
policy goals, or other external factors.
For the short-term stakeholders offered suggestionsregarding upcomingfocus group
meetings. This included not only requests for moreinformationbut also ideas on how
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that informationshouldbe formattedto facilitate their reviewprocess and
recommendations.Requested information included:
¯

Majorimpactsof projects and strategies in termsof mobility, accessibility, and

airquality.’
Community
impacts (both positive and negative)
Effect on the transit dependent
Expectedridership
Cost effectivenessper unit of change
Cost per newlinked trip and unlinkedtransit trip
Performancein terms of vehicle miles traveled saved and hours saved.
Subregionalimpacts
Details of individualprojects
Corridorby corridor analysis
Qualkativeimpacts(livability quotient)
Timeframes for project funding and implementation
Suggestionsfor howto present and format information, includedrequests for an
explanationof howeach project cameto be includedin the alternative and the draft
Plan. Whatwasthe processandthe evaluationcriteria usedin the project selection
process? This wasoffered as a wayof eliminating the appearanceand misconception
that Alternatives A and B representedonly a list of projects withoutan underlying
rationale. Othersthoughtit wouldbe useful to list projects, their projectedimpacts,
costs, and other features in a matrix format that wouldprovidea convenientoverview
for review purposes. A scatter diagram,used in a previousLRTP,wassuggestedas an
effective tool for graphingthe relative performance
of different projects.
Therelation of the LRTP
to other majorsocial concernsremainedan abiding issue.
For instance, the linkage betweentransportation planning and land use wasexplored
froma numberangles. It wasstated that improvingthis linkage wouldnot only
enhancethe overall performance
of the transportation systembut also the livability of
manycommunities.Others were interested in the linkage betweenthe transportation
plan and projected air quality benefits. To whatextent werethose benefits based on
technologyimprovementsand assumptionsregarding the projected proportion of clean
fuel vehicles in comingyears? Finally, while community
outreach regarding the LRTP
had improved,manyquestions still remainedregarding whobenefits and whodoes not
fromthe programsand projects that eventually emergefromthis planning process.
In summary,
whilespecific modalpreferencesare still beingvoiced, duringat least this
meeting, there wasless concernabout that and moreabout comingup with an overall
plan and recommendation
that wouldprovide the greatest overall benefit from the
investment. There are still varying views regarding what that optimumPlan would
look like and certainly a desire for moredetailed performanceinformationwith which

to makethat determination. Recognizingthis need MTA
staff had already presented a
substantial amountof performanceinformation.In the interest of maintainingthe
focus groupscheduleand keepingthe stakeholdersinformedof progress to date,
however,staff had decidedit wasbest to hold this meetingeven thoughsomeof the
modding
analysis, specifically on the alternatives, wasstill in progress. MTA
staff also
expectedto completeall this analysis in time for the next focus groupmeeting
scheduledfor mid-January.
Therest of this section providesan overviewof the principal themesthat emerged
during the two sessions of FocusGroupIV. This is followedby reproductionsof the
two wallgraphicsthat recordedthe discussionduringboth sessions. Finally, in the two
sections following the wallgraphicreproductions a moredetailed summary
of
comments
expressedduring the stakeholderdiscussions is presented.
Principal Themes
Manystakeholdersexpressedconcernsregardingthe modelingprocess and its effect on
the long range planning process:
~
Manywere disappointedthat modelresults for Alternatives A and B were not
available in time for the December
focus group meeting.Until this data became
available for their review,they werereluctant to providesubstantive input
regardingthese Alternatives.
Somefelt the scope of the modelingprocess should be expandedto include a
widerrange andvariety of scenarios, that it shouldtest the performance
of
specific projectsor at least groupingsof projectslikely to be linked together.It
wasespecially importantthat the analysisfocus at the corridor level by testing
the comparativeperformance
of alternative strategies (such as rapid bus, bus
rapidtransit, andlight rail) withincorridors.
#
¯

Many
expressedconcernaboutthe reliability of somemodelanalysis results,
especiallyas it appliedto projectedlight rail ridership.
Somestakeholders felt the MTA
should have mademoreprogress in ks analysis
of howspecific communitiesand minority groups are likely to be impactedby
the projects and programsrecommended
by the LRTP.

Manyfelt that MTA
staff wasnot thinking big enough.Theysought a larger vision of
whatis required to deal with the tremendousscale of the transportation problem
facing LACountyin the future. This themewasexpressedin a variety of ways:
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Ratherthan just accept a scenario in whichhighwayspeedscontinue to decline
despite $11billion in transportation improvements
ask whatwill it take to
actually maintainoverall mobility andimproveaccessibility.
Thepublic requires a clear and powerfulexplanationof the transportation
problemsfacing LACountyand a compellingvision of what can be done to
remedythem. This will help build the public support neededto obtain the
addedresources required to deal effectively with these problems.
A clear vision will act as a policy and programmatic
filter makingit readily
apparent whichprogramsand projects are likely to be fundedand whichare
not.
A powerfulvision can spur the developmentof morecreative and innovative
strategies for dealing with the transportation problem.
Apowerfulvision can also providesupport for efforts to morestrongly link land use
and transportation planning. Manyfelt the MTA
could do morein this respect.
Improvingthe linkage betweentransportation and land use was viewedas one
of the most powerful waysto managethe impact of population growthby
improvingthe overall effectiveness of investmentsin the transportation system.
Thesensitivity analysis wasseenas a step in the right direction, but land use
modelingthat projects the impactof increased density on and near majortransit
corridors wasalso requested.
It was asserted that MTA
Boardmemberscould have an impact on the land use
decisions of other organizationson whichthey also sit as board members.
Somefelt that the MTA
had discretionary authority whichit could call uponto
influenceland use decisions.
¯

Othersobservedthat land use patternsresult froma host of decisions manydue
to factors far beyondthe control of Los AngelesCounty.

AlthoughMTA
staff had used previous stakeholder input to help craft the Alternatives
and other aspects of the LRTP
planning process, this connectionwas not alwaysclear
to the stakeholders.
Manyperceivedeach alternative as simplya list of projects. Somerequesteda
rationale or explanationfor howeach project cameto be includedin an
alternative.
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Othersfelt they should be providing recommendations
at a higher policy and
programmaticlevel rather than simply being asked to choosebetweenthese
twoalternatives.
Some
weregratified to see a widerrangeof alternative strategies, but still felt
that the MTA
wasstill too limited in its proposedfundinglevels for these
options.
All requestedmoredetailed informationand that it be providedat least one
weekin advanceof the next meeting.
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SECTION III - SUMMARYCOMMENTS
DECEMBER12, 2000 FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION
The discussion during the daytimesession addressedassumptionsunderlyingthe
modelingprocess, the LRTP
planning process, vision and priorities, and suggestions
for future focus groupmeetings.Thelatter involvedrequests for informationthat
wouldenablethe stakeholdersto makebetter decisions. Other parts of the discussion
centered on the extent to whichthe LRTPwasadequately addressing the relationship
betweentransportation andland use as well as air quality and environmental
justice.
Other observations dealt with specific modesand other recommended
infrastructure.
Assumptionsused for the Modelprojections
Accordingto the model,the region will reach 90%of urbanrail ridership in the
base year and by 2003will have achievedks 2025goal. The modelseemsto be
drastically underestimating
the expectedlevel of transk ridership, especially
consideringthe current level of ridership.
The 1998base year numbersare too low, so applying growthto that
understates the ridership. Givena reality of 215,000today, the modelisn’t even
predicting whatexists today.
Werethese projects developedfrom the CongestionManagement
Plan?
Modelscan never really predict howpeoplewill behave. Havelittle confidence
in model. Examples- Highway91 in MorenoValley; Central Freewayin San
Francisco- Caltrans still does not knowwherethe traffic went.
ThePlan is a mixtureof numberswith different levels of certainty. Focuson
the relative comparison
rather than worryabout the float. Don’tget so specific
with the numbers.
¯ " Light rail doesseemto be drastically underreported,especially consideringthe
currentlevel of ridership.
¯

MTA
mayneed to revise the modelso that it accurately reflects reality. How
do you makethe modelreal?

Questions concerning the modeling process
¯

Whycan’t the MTA
model non-motorized trips?
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Requestedmoreinformationabout the Sensitivity analysis as a meansfor
testing the impact of accommodating
population growththrough increased
density andinfill rather than continuedsprawl?
¯

Howmanymodelruns will staff plan on doing beyondthese two (Baseline and
Enhanced

¯

Howare the best performingprojects identified ?

¯

Whatis the nature of these transit corridors? Are these corridors for BRT,
LRTor what?

¯

Whyis HOV
so muchhigher with all-purpose trips versus hometo worktrips?

The LRTPvision and priorities
¯ List only those items that will have the greatest impact on improvingthe
system. Nomoredollars for freeways,except for safety reasons.
¯

ThePlan mustbe multi-modaland have strong engagingpolicies.
Wouldlike to see MTA
commitment
that we are going to be multi-modal.
Needto focus on projects that help the core and not the fringes. Route138 is
not that important. Therehave to be goodreasons for projects. Don’tpick
themsimplybecausethey are easy to do (as they did out in RiversideCounty).
A multi-modalapproachis required.

¯

Shoulddefinitely focus on RapidBusand light rail.
Giventhe minimalimprovementsrecommended,
this Plan looks like the
equivalent of simplyrearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic. Howis it
even going to be possible to accommodate
a 1/3 increase in populationwith so
few improvements?
The region is already just crawling along and working
with a modelthat can barely predict current ridership muchless whatwill
occur in 2025. Somethingenormouslylarger is neededthan what is being
suggestedhere. Instead, ask whatwill it take to really addressthe problem(the
Iceberg)bearingdownon this region, rather than sayingthis is all that can be
afforded. A powerfuland dear vision of what must be done to deal
successfully with this problemis needed.
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Discussion concerningthe LRTP
Process
¯

Policy direction is goodbut Plan points to projects and dollars. Thedollars
count andthis shouldbe a multi-modalplan andnot just for transit.

¯

It is not the job of the LRTP
to pick the modefor eachcorridor. Instead it is to
assess the needswithinspecific corridors.
This shouldbe a visionary document.In reality, this Plan is not funded. Per
SCAG,
the Countyhas to comeup with $40 billion dollars that is not yet
identified.

¯

Multi-modalism
should not be a policy. It is a meansnot a goal. Lookat the
problemthat has to be solvedfirst.
Start with the process. Rightnowthis is just a long list of projects anda model
¯ showingthe overall performance
for these projects. Instead, whatis neededare
the spedfic results and costs for eachindividualproject. This will require a
hugeamountof modeling.,. If this is impractical, someprojects can be grouped
together for modelingpurposes. Otherwise, there is no wayof knowingwhat
projects contribute the most to the performanceof each alternative and which
do very little or nothing.

¯

Don’t spend too muchstaff time on these two extremes(Alternative A&B).
wouldmakemoresense to focus moreon scenarios that reflect the middle.
Desperateneedcriteria are an importantfilter. That$12 billion won’tgo very
far, so MTA
shouldgo with those projects that will give it the mostbangfor
the buck. MTA
staff shoulddefinitely not committo large projects that it
cannotafford.

Suggestions for future Focus Groups
Thereshouldbe an explanatorytext (including evaluationcriteria) that explains
howthese projects happenedto be selected. That might give the Plan more
credibility.
Createa matrixshowingthe characteristics and results of eachalternative.
Include personhourslost versus saved, etc. andtie to a dollar amount.This
will enable the focus groupto understandthe alternatives morecompletely.
This shouldbe donebefore choosingprojects for the hybrid.
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Staff shouldprovide informationfromdetailed modelruns before asking for
input. This groupshouldbe disbandedt until the MTA
is in a position to
provide the minimalamountof information neededby the focus group before
providing the MTA
with input. The focus group .should have that information
at least one weekin advanceof the next scheduledmeeting..
Eachalternative shouldhave someclear thinking behindit. Suggesteda refined
wayof constructingalternatives that reflect clearly stated policies/future
directions. Thesepolicies operateas a filter for whatprojects go into each
alternative andwhichdo not. Landuse couldbe one possible filter - one
possibility is to build an alternative basedon the goal of increaseddensification
in the urban core. Anotheralternative - growthin the exurbanareas (North
County).Other alternatives/scenarios might be constructed aroundfuture Port
development,changesin future car ownership,etc. Anotherfiker might
simplybe describedas ~desperateneed."
To moveforward with this process, information should be presented so
stakeholderscan reviewthe performanceof six to eight options. This
informationshould include:
o Mobility, accessibility
o Air quality
o Community impact
o Expected ridership
o Cost effectiveness per unit of changeand mobility index
o Cost per newlinked trip and unlinked transk trip
o Showhoweach alternative affects each sub region
o The qualkative impacts
o Livability quotient
o Timeframes for alternatives
o Like to hear about transit dependencyand howeach alternative serves
that population
A cost/benefit analysis for these projects wouldbe good. Let’s have two hybrid
plans go to the Board, not the two extremes(Alternative A&B),and makethe
case that we need moremoney.
Modelthe obviously linked projects and most importantly modelwherethere
are options/alternatives in a corridor. For instance, is it worthwhileto go from
Rapid Bus to BRT?Can this be modeleds?
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EnvironmentalIssues
¯

Wouldprefer to use PM2.5and oxides of sulfur. Sulfur will be an issue once
diesel is cleanedup.

¯

Theregion is supposedto be in complianceby 2010. Doesair quality improve
after that? In other words,will the air in 2025be cleaner than k is in 20107.

¯

Whatabout particulate matter? It is a serious matter, so whyaren’t you
graphingthat as well?

¯

Whataccountsfor the large changein emissionsfromthe 98 base-yearto the
2025 RTIP?.
Whatis the impactof a potential changein the zero emissionmandateson these
numbers?Doesthe modeltake that into account? If that mandatewere rolled
back then air quality emission numberswouldincrease beyondwhat your
modelis nowpredicting..

Land Use
MTA
Boardmembersalso serve on manyother boards, including Boardsof
other organizationsthat do have a moredirect impacton land use decisions.
ThePlan needs to educatethe Boardmembers
so it can influence the actions of
the other Boards.
Needland use modeling.Bringing in x amountof dwelling units to lay on top
of transit corridors will guaranteemuchhigher transit modalshares. Sucha tie
in with land use will generatepowerfulresults withoutall the tremendouscost
of transportation infrastructure improvements.
If this cannotbe modeled,then
state that in the Plan. Otherstates are doingthis kind of modeling,whyisn’t
the MTA?
¯

Canthe Plan include somemoneyfor livable communities?
Let’s ask the MTA
Boardto add land use issues. MTA
could take the lead in
addressingthe land use issue. It shouldshowmorevision.
It is a falsehood that MTA
has no authority over land use. MTA
has
discretionary authority - it can extract land use concessions.Theproblemis
one of politics andnot legality. WhydoesMTA
staff self-censor itself?. Let the
Boardmuddyit up, not staff. ThePlan could be visionary.
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Environmental
Justice
There is concern about goods movementand freight warehousing. Some
community
groups are concernedabout the concentration of warehouseareas,
whichare becoming
rail or truck hubs. It is a big issue connectedto the
Alamedacorridor. Giventhe two largest ports in the nation and the Alameda
corridor comingon line, the impact on communitiesis going to be tremendous.
Public Support
Since muchmorefundingis neededto deal with the scope of this problem,a
vigorous,effort needsto go out - a public appealto build understandingand
supportfor an increase in the gas tax. Writethe Plan to supportthis critical
aspect of the solution.
Takea look at howthey do things in Seattle as a model.Strongpolicies that
will engagethe public are essential This meansthere mustbe polities that
clearly respondto real needs - reducecongestionand improvepeople’slives.
Havehighly visible public meetingsinvolvinga widespectrumof the public.
Thenwhenthere is a project that doesnot fit these clear policies - it is much
easier to explain whyit is not goingto happenandthere will be supportfor
Bicycles
Multi-modalgoals are important.Disappointedwith the numbersand dollars
allotted for bicycles. In Alternative B, the MTA
shouldbe shootingfor $25
million per year for bike projects - 1%of MTA
projects. It shouldalso be
pushingthese projects moreaggressively.
Bikewaysare not the sole answer.Mostbike trips are on regular streets and not
bike paths. Emphasisshouldbe on makingstreets safer for bikes; need better
enforcementof safety lanes. Also, need to be moremarketdriven. Elasticities
of demand
for bike travel are low. Increasingthe cost of driving will also lead
to a larger increase in biking than the constructionof bikewayprojects.
Finally, capacityincreasesin the interest of safety will be drowned
out by the
resulting increasein the volumeof auto traffic.
Safety needsto be addressedbefore bicycle ridership can becomeattractive.
Accountingfor pedestrians is necessary. Livable communitiesare neededto
encouragewalking.
¯

Alta report showsthe cost-effectivenessof bicycles.
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Freeways
Freewaysare not workingand will not workany better in the future. Building
our wayout of the problemis simply not the answer. That will simply
prolongthe problem.Needto get peopleout of their cars. This situation
requires far morecreativity than whathas beenseen so far. Freewaysare not the solution. Bicycles,land use, transit, andpedestrianuse all
have promise. TheRedCars (Pacific Electric Railway)weregreat but years ago
somebodymadethe decision to give up on them. Nowit is time to give up on
the freeways.
Operations and Maintenance
¯

SCAG
is looking into the under funding of roads. Need$3 billion to keep the
roads fromcrumbling.Is that includedin the Plan.~

¯

Whatare O&M
costs of projects in alternatives? Are these costs programmed
in?

¯ that decision.
Other issues
Jitneys and private shuttles are mentionedin the Plan, but no one has talked
aboutprivatization of rail lines as in Europe..Thedesign, build andtransfer
processinvolvesthe private constructionof rail service whichis then turned
over to a public agencyfor operation.
¯

NoEIR on LRTPsince it flows into SCAG’sRTP.

¯

Fundingonly available to maintaincurrent level, but the rumorsis that bus
operations(peak hour service) will have to be cut 25%next year?
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SECTION IV - SUMMARYCOMMENTS
DECEMBER13, 2000 FOCUS GROUPDISCUSSION
Theeveningsession addressedmanyof the sameissues that arose the day before,
including questions concerningthe modelingprocess. Like the day before,
stakeholdersoffered viewsconcerningLRTP
vision and priorities, suggestions
concerningthe LRTPprocess and future focus group meetings. Concernsabout
environmentaljustice were addressedto a somewhat
greater extent. Preferences
regardingvarious transportation modeswerealso discussed.
Discussion concerning the modelingprocess
¯

Whyis there no sensitivity analysis on air quality?
Still concernedaboutthe modelingandthe evaluationcriteria. Evenin .the
absenceof modelresults, it is still possibleto comeup with quantifiableresuks.
Havequantified bus versus rail andbusesare at least 25 timesmorecosteffective.
Thereis an urgent need to look at a larger numberof alternatives than the
numbernowbeing studied.. There are sub optimal projects in the baseline that
are not being studied. Takea look at other alternatives that mayhave a much
better payoff. Giventhe scope of the problem,and the limited resources, there
shouldbe a greater effort to look for lowcost options that havea high payoff.
MTA
has moreflexibility to choose amongthe Governor’sprojects.

¯

Whatdoes the regional surface transportation improvements
include?

¯

Did not see the impact of non-MTA
projects like PasadenaBlue Line, Maglev,
and Caltrans rampimprovements.

¯

Needmoreanalysis for each corridor given the impactof different options.

The LRTPvision and priorities
¯

Safetyshouldbe incorporatedinto all plans. It is a crosscuttingissue.
AlternativeA dollars will disappearvery fast and all it doesis encouragemore
driving. Alternative B makesmoresense. Doeverything possible to make
transk as convenientas driving.

¯ Moreinformationon the effectiveness of each alternative is neededbefore it
.makessense to decide betweenalternatives.. For example,whyare there no
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newfreeway lanes except on 1-57 Whyno HOTlanes? Whatabout ITS? ITS
maybe our savior, a wayto take existing capacity and maximizeit? The
consumeris looking for information that can help themto choose on whether
to use the auto or take the bus. Whatis the best wayto get from A to B? How
does someoneuse the bus system? Whatare the freeway conditions? How
long will it take to get to mydestination? Takea moreserious look at how
technologymaybe able to help commuters
makebetter use of the existing
transportation system.
Use the free marketso peoplehave incentive to use transportation systemmore
frugally. People makechoices on howand whetherto travel dependingon
manyfactors includingcost, convenience,accessibility, etc. Decidingabout
land use patterns also affects travel patterns. So, don’t just assumethat added
populationwill require additional capacity. If growthis managed
properly,
then transportation options and choices are different.
Withthis plan so muchmoneyis being spent but average highwayspeeds will
still be dropping. Whatwouldk take to actually maintain current highway
speeds?Thatquestion andthe answerto k shouldbe an essential part of this
planningprocess.
A morepowerfulvision of whatis possible is essential if public supportfor
proposedsolutions requiring additional funding,such as gas taxes, parkingcashout (MTA
shouldenforcethe existing law), congestionpricing, etc.are ever
be realized.
Takeinto accountthat there are real differencesbetweenthe different transit
modes.There are psychological reasons whypeople are not using buses and
prefer trains.
TDM
strategies - are they being taken seriously in this plan? Theywill have to
be an important part of the plan since only a miniscule improvement
in
performanceis being obtainedfrom the massiveinvestmentsin all these other
projects.
Thereare also a numberof trends and wild cards that shouldbe taken into
considerationin the development
of the Plan - fuel supplyshortages, a sharp
increase in gas prices, Kyotoprotocolskick in, etc.
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Discussion concerningthe LRTP
Process
This processstarted in Marchbut there still is no solid informationfor our
review?Needto see morecost analysis of the relative performanceand cost
effectivenessof busversusrail; details oneachprojectinsteadof just a list.
Makea commitmentto expand Rapid Bus. But Bus Rapid Transk is not going
to happen. Don’t waste moneyon what is a fantasy. Too manyNIMBYs.
Too muchmoneyis being spent on I-5 expansion and HOVconnectors.
¯

The MTA
needs to better understand customerperceptions. In San Diego, they
have hired a consultant to find out whatcustomersare lookingfor.
Whereis the environmental
justice analysis in all of this? Apparently,our
requests have fallen on deaf ears. Wouldlike to see moreacademicanalysis of
the modelingprocess here at MTA.

¯

It is verydifficult to forecast 25 years into the future. Theplan needsto
acknowledge
this reality andretain flexibility.
Is it possible to get a commitment
from YvonneBurkethat there will be no
last minutebackof pocketextras addedto the Plan that violate the planning
process?Also,this is not really a 25-yearplan; it is a twoyear plan with
another23 years of conjecture.

Suggestions for future Focus Groups
Canthe two alternatives be less black and white? Whatwouldhappento
rideshare in Alternative B? Don’t want to choose betweenhighwaysand
transit. Don’t knowhowto choose without having moreinformation about
howeach alternative performs.Whatis their overall impact and impactsacross
modes?
Wouldlike to see Alternatives A andB side-by- side on the samepageso it
wouldbe easier to compare.But for nowit looks like Alternative A is ¼
transit and ¾highway.Alternative B is ¾ transit and ¼highway.Also would
like to see a list of baselineprojectsandcosts as well as those itemson the
Governor’s
project list.
Thesehandouts shouldbe set up like a shoppinglist wkhthe cost of each
project clearly identified and then be able to addother projects to the shopping
list as fundingbecomes
available.
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Whatis the point of AkernativesA and B? This looks like another exercise
that precludesprovidinganysubstantiveinput.. Instead, of this superficial
approach,whereis the perspective of the academicswhowereinvolved in the
earlier meetings?
Ratherthan simplyasking for a choicebetweenthese twoalternatives, staff
should be requesting help with overall plan recommendations.

Thescatter diagramfrom95 Plan could tell us a lot if somethingsimilar were
used for the 2001Update.
Wantmorein depth information. Shouldinclude: "
o Title VI analysis
o What tradeoffs were made
o The improvementto speed and convenience
o A list of low investment/highpayoff projects
EnvironmentalJustice
Howinput receivied from various communityand business groups being
qualified? After all, it is importantto take into accountthat somegroups,like
the Eastside RAC,are obviouslybiased towardrail.
Tired of beingstereotyped.Whatmattersis speed. Will take a car if it is the
fastest way.Eastsideis beingdiscriminatedagainst. Light rail is essential in
this community
becauseour streets are too small for buses to work. Needto
stop all this litigation. It is taking moneyawayfrommovingthe process
forward.
¯

Needto lower the fires, especially giventhe high percentageof transit
dependentthat have very low incomes.

¯

Therail lines run in mostly minority areas so you wouldthink the MTA
wouldrun as quickly as possible to do the environmentaljustice analysis.

¯

Whobenefits? Whois burdened?Noise, air quality, access. By race and
income.It is a federal requirement.
Title VI informationwasrequestedbackin Augustand apparentlyit is still not
being addressed. Thereis nothinghere in either Alternative A or B that
addressesTitle VI issues. Noneof this is being put into context - whowill
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benefit fromthese projects? Beforeprovidinginput, the Title VI analysis must
be completedso it is then possible to understandthe impactof our choices on
minority communities.
MTA’s
predecessor took funding awayfrom buses over an 11-year period.
That is the tradeoff. It costs 10 times as muchto movepeopleon rail than on
buses. So rail serves minoritybut it costs more.Also, ridership wentdown
while minoritypopulationrose. Whilerail mostlyserves minorities, there are
far too manyminorities whocan’t access transit.
Land Use
Don’tknowhoweffectively land use patterns can be influenced by local
decisions since manyof those decisions are madeoutside LACounty.
The environmentalcommunitywants to support this, but morefunding for
land use incentives is needed.Is there any in the plan? This could makea huge
differencein the cost effectivenessof transit projects.
Bicycles
Someprojects (bikes, peds, rideshare, maybesignal synchronization)are
cheapandeffective they shouldnot be in Alternative A versus Alternative B.
Theyshould be in both alternatives. Tooeasy to comeup with bike projects.
Needto talk to the people whouse them. Needmorebike projects designed to
get peopleto workinstead of bike paths throughparks.
Alternative B allotment for bikes is only the minimum
acceptable. Thereis a
need for morebike planning at the municipallevel. Theyneed leadership and
resources(technical support,etc.) since they do not havethe staff themselves
do bike projects.
Freeways
710at Washington
off rampneedsserious attention; too muchfreight traffic;
concernedaboutsafety related issues with truck traffic on 710.
¯

Howwill soundwallsbe prioritized? .
Breakdown
lanes on shoulders of HOV
lanes are an absolute must.e. Caltrans
shouldhave followedfederal guidelines for HOV
lane safety measuresfrom the
start.
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In Alternative A, closing freewaygaps seemsto be missing. Also, missingare
newpreviously proposed freeways. Whathappened?Whatabout Route 30? It
is a freewaythat is goingto be built but it seemsto be missingfromthe list.
Whatwould2025look like with Route30? Is the. benefit worththe cost?
Morewhatifs are neededin this analysis.
It makesmoresense to put projects in those areas wherethere is still hopeof
preventingan area goinginto the red (worst congestion)rather than in areas
that are alreadyred andwill neverget better.
Regardingthe 710 gap closure. At that point you shouldknowit is a state
route and not an interstate highway.Whathappensto projects for further
study?
Other issues
The problemis not the need for newlanes or freewayconnectors. The
problemis the humanfactor - there are too manydrivers whosimply do not’
knowwhat they are doing. Theydon’t pay attention, have low driving skill
levels, and road rage. Peopleare not really being taught howto drive. A
person can pass the written DMV
test as long as they only do not get morethan
5 questions out of 30 wrong.But those mightbe 5 crucial questions that every
driver should knowbefore being allowed behind the wheel. Aggressivedrivers
are the best. Theyknowhowto get from point A to B. If everybodydrove
like a taxi driver there wouldbe no problem. Myrecommendation
is that we
spend moremoneyon driver education and on better enforcement.
Europeanstandards for getting a driving license are muchstiffer. MTA
subsidizes drivers. FreewayPatrol assists peoplewhodon’t maintaintheir
vehicles. MTA
mission statement does not include safety. Enhancingmobility
degradessafety, so MTA
has a moralobligation to provide remedies.
¯

Thelitigation has only just begun.

¯

Theissue of parkinghas not been addressed.

¯

The cost of improvementsneededfor freight movement
should be at least 35%
self-financing. Of course, truckers are one of the very best lobbyinggroups.

¯

Confusedabout the relationship betweenMTA
and Caltrans. Did not think
highwayswere in the jurisdiction of the MTA.

¯

Whatare the criteria for "fair share"?Is it sales tax?
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Fair share is a false issue. Thefirst priority shouldbe are the tax dollars going
to be well spent andnot fair share for suburbanareas. Well-spent(i.e. dollars
should be spent on the most important needs) often meanstransfer of income
from suburbanto urban and higher to lower income.
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Glossary

Appendix E

Accessibility Index: Measures the percentage of jobs
accessible within 60 minutes via transit.
ADA(Americans With Disabilities
Act): Federal civil
rights legislation
for disabled persons passed in 1990.
Amongother things, it mandates public transit systems
to make their services more fully accessible to the
disabled. If persons with disabilities
are not capable of
accessing general public transit service, the law requires
agencies to fund and provide for delivery of paratransit
services which are capable of accommodating these
individuals.
Air Quality Index: A measure of the total weight of
mobile source pollutant
emissions (carbon monoxide,
oxides of nitrogen, and reactive organic gases) from
transportation modes. Both the emission factors and the
formula that enables the composite index to be
calculated are provided by the California Air Resources
Board (CARB). The emission factors are sensitive to the
number, length and speed of vehicle trips and take into
account projected
emission reductions due to such
improvementsas alternative fuels and electric vehicles.
Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP): A plan for
attaining state air quality as required by the California
Clean Air Act of 1988. The plans are adopted by air
quality districts and subject to approval by the California
Air Resources Board.
AMTRAK
(National Railroad Passenger Corporation): Rail
services operator for Metrolink under contract with the
Southern California Regional Rail Authority (SCRRA).
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Antelope Valley Air Pollution Control District (AVAPCD):
The air pollution control district for the Antelope Valley
portion of Los Angeles County, created on July 1, 1997
by AB 2666 (Knight).
The AVAPCDencompasses 1,300
square miles in northern L.A. County and includes the
cities of Lancaster and Palmdale.
Arterials: Major streets that include Caltrans-designated
highways and major city thoroughfares. Generally, they
are at least two lanes in each direction.
Average Daily Traffic (ADT): The average number of
vehicles passing a specified point during a 24-hour
period.
Average Vehicle Occupancy(AVO): The average number
of persons occupying a passenger vehicle along a
roadway segment, intersection,
or area and monitored
during a specified time period. For purposes of the
California
Clean Air Act, passenger vehicles include
autos, light-duty
trucks,
passenger
vans, buses,
passenger rail vehicles and motorcycles.
Average Vehicle Ridership (AVR): The number of
employees who report to a worksite divided by the
number of vehicles driven by those employees, typically
averaged over an established
time period.
This
calculation includes crediting vehicle trip reductions from
telecommuting,
compressed workweeks and nonmotorized transportation.
Baseline: A level of service
measurement or comparison.
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BRT (Bus Rapid Transit): BRT combines the quality of
rail transit with the flexibility
of buses. It can operate on
exclusive transitways,
HOV lanes, expressways, or
ordinary streets. A BRT system combines Intelligent
Transportation Systems (ITS) technology, priority
for
transit, cleaner and quieter vehicles, rapid and convenient
fare collection, and integration with land use policy.

listing
of new and replaced equipment based on life
cycle, safety, needand related criteria.

California Air Resources Board (CARB): State agency
responsible for statewide air quality policy development
and regulation.

CHP(California HighwayPatrol): The major statewide law
enforcement agency responsible for the managementand
regulation of traffic on Caltrans-designated Freewaysand
Highwaysto achieve safe, lawful and efficient use of the
highway system.

California Transportation Commission(CTC): A body
appointed
by the Governor and confirmed
by the
Legislature
that reviews Regional Transportation
Improvement Programs (RTIPs) and the Proposed State
Transportation
Improvement Program (PSTIP). The CTC
makes funding allocations and has financial
oversight
over the major programs authorized by Propositions 111
Its nine members are appointed by the
and 108.
Governor.
Caltrans (California Departmentof Transportation): State
agency responsible
for the design, construction,
maintenance and operation of the California
State
Freeway and Highway System as well as that portion of
the Interstate
Highway System within the State’s
boundaries.
Capital Improvement Program (CIP): The CIP is a
comprehensive agency-wide five-year program that adds
and replaces capital assets such as buildings, buses, rail
cars, equipment and furniture.
A CIP provides detailed
justifications,
cost estimates, funding type and priority
Draft Long Range Transportation

CEQA(California Environmental Quality Act): st atute
that requires all jurisdictions in the State of California to
evaluate the extent of environmental impact due to a
proposed development or project.

Clean Air Act (CAA): Federal legislation
that requires
each state with areas that have not met Federal air
quality standards to prepare a State Implementation Plan
(SIP).
The sweeping 1990 amendments to the CAA
established
new air quality
requirements
for the
development of metropolitan transportation
plans and
programs. The California Clean Air Act (CCAA)sets even
tougher state goals.
CMAQ (Congestion
Mitigation
and Air Quality
Improvement Program): A federal funding source for
state
and local
governments
that is used for
transportation
projects and programs to help meet the
requirements of the federal Clean Air Act. Funds are
assigned based on air quality non-attainment standards in
an effort
to overcome low standards and improve air
quality and reduce traffic congestion.
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Congestion ManagementProgram(CMP): le gislativelyrequired, county-wide program linking transportation,
land use and air quality planning in order to mitigate the
effects of congestion.
Cost Effectiveness Index:
Measures the cost of
transportation
system improvements as compared to
travel-time savings and air pollution reduction. The cost
of the transportation improvementsis calculated from the
marginal capital and operating costs of the improvement.
Deadhead:The movementof a transit vehicle to or from
its designated and scheduled route. It is not in
passenger service, but rather is traveling betweenroutes,
or to/from the transit yard or to/from its route.
Demand-to-Capacity (D/C) Ratio:
The relationship
between the number of vehicle trips operating on a
transportation facility,
versus the numberof vehicle trips
that can be accommodated
by that facility.
Environmental Justice: The principle that .government
policies and programs should assure the fair treatment
and meaningful involvement of all people regardless of
race, color, national origin or income.
FHWA(Federal Highway Administration): A branch
the Federal Department of Transportation administering
and funding the nation’s highway system.
Fiscal Year (FY): The annual period for which a
government agency establishes a budget for spending.
=
In California government the fiscal year is from July 1
until June 30th each year. The federal governments fiscal
Draft Long RangeTransportation

year (FFY) is from October 1st until
each year.

September 30 th of

Freeway Service Patrol (FSP): Towing services funded
by the MTAin order to remove stalled vehicles from
freeway lanes, especially during peak periods. They also
aid stranded motorists who may have run out of gas or
need to changea tire.
FTA (Federal Transit Administration): A branch of the
Federal Department of Transportation administering and
funding the nation’s transit systems.
HOT Lane (High Occupancy Toll Lane): A lane
freeway on which single occupant vehicles may pay a
toll for usage and is otherwise reserved for the use of
vehicles with more than one passenger, including buses,
taxis, carpools, motorcycles and electric vehicles.
HOV (High Occupancy Vehicle):
Any transportation
vehicle carrying
more than one person for travel
purposes. This may include an automobile, bus, train,
etc.
HOVLane (High Occupancy Vehicle Lane): A lane
freeway reserved for the use of vehicles with more than
one passenger, including
buses, taxis,
carpools,
motorcycles and electric vehicles.
Intermodah The term "mode" represents one method of
transportation, such as automobile, transit, ship, bicycle
or walking. Intermodal refers specifically to transportation
trips using one or more modes.
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Interregional ImprovementsProgram(ITIP): This is one
of the state funding programs and is also known as
"State Choice". It is a statewide discretionary program
which utilizes
25% of the State transportation
improvement funds and is authorized by the California
Transportation Commission (CTC). 15% of the funds are
used for two programs: (1) intercity
rail (minimum
2.25%); and (2) interregional roads outside urban areas
(12.75% maximum). 10% of the funds are subject
the California North/South split and can be used in each
of those areas as determined by the CTC.
ISTEA(Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act):
1991 federal act which authorized six federal fiscal years
(1992-1997) of funding for highways, highway safety
and mass transit in the amount of $155 billion.
This
legislation was created to establish a National Intermodal
Transportation Systemthat is economically efficient and
environmentally sound, thereby providing the foundation
for the nation to compete in the global economy and
movepeople and goods in an energy efficient manner.
Level of Service (LOS): A qualitative measuredescribing
operational conditions within a traffic stream; generally
described in terms of such factors as speed and travel
time, freedom to maneuver,traffic interruptions, comfort,
convenience, and safety.
Linked PassengerTrip: A measure of an entire journey,
from origin to destination on a transit system, regardless
of the number of transfers.
For example, a passenger
using three different bus routes for one journey would be
counted as one linked passenger trip.
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Metrolink: The regional commuterrail system connecting
Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, Ventura, San Bernardino
and San Diego counties.
It was established
and is
operated under the authority of the Southern California
Regional Rail Authority (SCRRA)using contracted service
providers. Currently, AMTRAK
is contracted to operate
the system.
Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO):
The
organization
designated by the Governor and local
elected officials responsible for transportation planning in
an urbanized area. It serves as the forum for cooperative
decision making by principal elected officials
of local
government. The Governor designates a MPOin every
urbanized area with a population of over 50,000 people.
In the Southern California region, the Southern California
Association of Governments (SCAG) is the designated
MPO.
Mobility Index: Measures the ability
of a region’s
transportation
systems (all modes) to move people.
Higher indices are reached by transportation projects and
systems that move people in either fewer vehicles or
faster, or both. This index therefore is calculated by the
product of aggregate average vehicle occupancy and
aggregate speed of the entire region’s transportation
trips.
ModeShare: Indicates the share of a transportation
modeutilized by people for their transportation trips as
compared to other modes and all of a region’s
transportation trips as a whole.
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Multimodal:
Refers to the availability
of multiple
transportation
options, especially within a system or
corridor.
A multimodal approach to transportation
planning focusing on the most efficient
way of getting
people or goods from place to place.
National Highway System (NHS): This approximately
160,000-mile network consists of the 42,500 miles of
the Interstate system, plus other key roads and arterials
throughout the United States. Designated by Congress in
1995 pursuant to a requirement of ISTEA, the NHSis
designed to provide an interconnected
system of
principal routes tO serve major travel destinations and
population centers.
NEPA(National Environmental Policy Act): Federal law
which establishes national policy for the environment and
provides
for the establishment
of a Council of
Environmental Quality. Requires studies of impacts on
the environment before specified projects are undertaken.
Operating Revenues: Monies used to fund general, dayto-day costs of running transportation
systems. For
transit
the costs may include fuel, salaries
and
replacement parts; for roads, operating costs involve
maintaining pavement, filling
potholes, paying workers’
salaries, etc.
Paratransit: Flexible forms of transportation services that
are not confined to a fixed route. Usually used to
provide service for people with disabilities in compliance
with the Americans With Disabilities
Act of 1990 (ADA)o
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Passenger Miles Traveled (PMT): The aggregate number
of miles traveled by each passenger for each trip on a
transportation modesuch as transit.
Peak Period (Rush Hours): The period during which the
maximumamount of travel occurs. It may be specified
as the morning (a.m.) or afternoon or evening (p.m.)
peak.
Proposition A: This proposition was passed in 1980 and
generates revenue from a half-cent
sales tax in Los
Angeles County for public transportation
projects. A
portion of these receipts is returned to local jurisdictions.
Proposition C: This proposition was passed in 1990, and
also generates revenue from a half-cent sales tax in Los
Angeles County for public transportation projects.
Regional Improvement Program: One of the state
funding programs, it is also known as "Regional Choice."
.Project selection is done by the MTAand submitted to
the California Transportation Commission for approval.
75% of State transportation
improvement funds are
programmed through
the Regional
Improvements
Program. These funds may be used for capital projects
including highways, arterials,
guideways, rail projects,
bikeways, transportation
enhancements, and TSM and
TDMactivities.
Regional Statistical
Area (RSA): An aggregation
census tracts for the purpose of subregional demographic
and transportation analysis within the Southern California
Association of Governments’ (SCAG) area.
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Regional Transportation ImprovementProgram(RTIP):
list of proposed countywide highway and transportation
projects which identifies funding sources, construction
and timing schedules. In Los Angeles County, it is
¯ submitted to the Southern California
Association of
Governments (SCAG), and incorporates
projects
identified
in the county Transportation
Improvement
Program (TIP). Each county’s transportation commission
in California
prepares an RTIP and submits it to the
salient metropolitan planning organization (MPO). The
RTIP has a six-year planning period and is updated every
other year.
Regional Transportation Plan (RTP): comprehensive
20-year plan for the region, updated every two years by
the Southern California
Association of Governments.
The RTP includes goals, objectives and policies;
and
recommendsspecific transportation improvements.
Ridesharing: Two or more persons traveling
by any
mode, including but not limited to, automobile, vanpool,
bus, taxi, jitney, andpublic transit.
SAFE(Service Authority for Freewaysand Expressways):
As the region’s SAFE, MTA, in partnership
with the
California Highway Patrol and California Department of
Transportation, oversees the installation and operation of
call boxes along L.A. Counties freeways and administers
the FreewayService Patrol (FSP).
Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP):
fi ve-year
comprehensive plan required by the Federal Transit
Administration for all transit operators receiving federal
funds. The plans establish the operator’s goals, policies,
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and objectives; analyze current and past performance;
and describe short term operational
and capital
improvement plans.
Smart Shuttle: A multiple-occupant
passenger vehicle
designed with advanced technology for more effective
vehicle and fleet planning, scheduling and operation; and
providing more travel information
and fare payment
options to passengers.
South Coast Air Basin (SCAB): A geographic
area
defined by the San Jacinto Mountains to the east, the
San Bernardino Mountains to the north, and the Pacific
Ocean to the west and south. The entire SCABis under
the jurisdiction
of the South Coast Air Quality
Management District
(SCAQMD).
South Coast Air Quality ManagementDistrict (SCAQMD):
A regional agency which adopts and enforces regulations
to achieve and maintain state and federal air quality
standards. It is responsible for preparing the Air Quality
ManagementPlan (AQMP)for the South Coast Air Basin.
Also known as the AQMD.
Southern California Association of Governments|SCAG):
The Metropolitan
Planning
Organization
(MPO)
(designated by the Federal Government) for Ventura, Los
Angeles, Orange, San Bernardino, Riverside and Imperial
counties that is responsible for preparing the RTIP and
the RTP.
SCAG also prepares
land use and
transportation
control
measures for Air Quality
Management Plans (AQMPs).
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SOV(Single-occupant vehicle): A vehicle with only one
occupant. Also known as a "drive alone."

areas. Congress annually appropriates funding for this
program.

STA (State Transit Assistance): STA funds are derived
from half of the State Public Transportation Account
which is funded from sales tax statewide on gasoline and
diesel fuels. This funding source is distributed based on
two factors:
one is population and the other is an
agency’s bus/rail operator revenue as a ratio to the rest
of the state transit operators.

TEA21 (Transportation Equity Act for the 21st Century):
Created in 1998, this federal act essentially reauthorized
the ISTEAlegislation and authorized funding for highway,
highway safety, transit and other surface transportation
programs for the six years through federal FY 2003. The
highway and transportation
programs and flexibility
created in the initial I_STEAlegislation was carried over
into TEA-21. Each fiscal
year Congress establishes
funding levels for transportation projects and programs
throughout the United States using TEA-21 as the
authority and guiding principle.

STIP (State Transportation ImprovementProgram): The
primary
document
used to fund highway
and
transportation
projects and programs in the State of
California.
The STIP is a CTC funding
program
combining all county transportation
commissions’ plans
statewide that contain state and/or federal transportation
funds including the discretionary funding projects of the
CTC. Essentially, the STIP becomesa listing of specific
projects from throughout the State of California depicting
funding sources, construction
and timing schedules.
Some discretionary
projects are listed that are CTC
approved ’and proposed by Caltrans and are not local
county transportation commission’s projects. Covering a
seven-year span and updated every even-numbered year,
the STIP determines when and if transportation projects
will be funded by the State.
Surface Transportation Program (STP): One of the key
highway funding programs in TEA 21. STP monies may
be spent on masstransit, pedestrian and bicycle facilities
as well as on roads and highways. It is intended for use
by the states and cities for congestion relief in urban
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Title VI Requirements:Title VI is a section of the federal
Civil Rights Act, which requires recipients of federal
funding to ensure that programs do not have the effect
of subjecting persons to discrimination because of their
race, color or national origin. The U.S. Department of
Transportation
establishes
guidance regarding the
analysis required to assess the benefits and burdens of
transportation
programs on various socio-economic
groups.
Traffic Congestion Relief Program: This plan allocates
excess state funds to be distributed to specific highway
and transportation
projects
recommended by the
governor. Proposed by the governor in February 2000
and enacted by the California
state legislature
as
Assembly Bill 2928, some $7 billion
statewide is
identified to be spent on new highway and transportation
projects including increases to funding for the State
Transit Assistance (STA) program. For Los Angeles
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was allocated to specific
highway and transportation projects and a $5-6 million
annual increase in STA funding was approved. The
program is administered through the CTCand guidelines
for obtaining funding have been adopted~
Traffic Operations System(TOS): In Los Angeles County,
Caltrans and the CHP monitor traffic
flows using
detectors embedded in pavement and closed-circuit
television
cameras.
This data enables efficient
dispatching of CHPand FSP services. This data also is
used for the Freeway changeable message boards and
ramp metering.
Transit Performance Measurement Program (TPM):
state-mandated program to evaluate transit
operator
system performance on the basis of certain performance
measures.
The program monitors transit
system
performance of Los Angeles County operators that
receive state and federal funds and analyzes institutional
relationships
among these operators
to ensure
coordination.
Transportation
Control Measure (TCM): measure
intended to reduce motor vehicle emissions. Examples of
TCMsinclude programs encouraging ridesharing or public
transit usage, city or county trip reduction ordinances,
and the use of alternative fuels in motor vehicles.
Transportation DemandManagement(TDM): Techniques
intended to promote actions that decrease vehicle trips
and vehicle miles traveled by changing SOVtrip behavior.
TDMgenerally refers to policies, programs and actions
that are designed to increase the use of HOVs, non-
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motorized trips such as bicycling and walking, and SOV
trip elimination by telecommuting and transportation/land
use policies.
Transportation Development Act (TDA): St ate la w
enacted in 1971 for the purpose of generating a tax of
one-quarter of one percent on all retail sales in each
county to be ,used for fixed-route
public transit,
paratransit, bicycle and pedestrian transportation modes.
Transportation EnhancementActivities (TEA): A TEA
funding category where ten percent of STP monies must
be set aside for projects that enhance the compatibility
of transportation
facilities
with their surroundings.
Examples of TEAprojects include bicycle and pedestrian
paths, restoration of rail stations or other historic
transportation facilities,
acquisition of scenic or open
space lands next to travel corridors, and murals or other
public
art
projects.
Transportation ImprovementProgram(TIP): This is the
primary spending plan and funding plan listing federal
funding expected to flow to the region from all sources
for transportation projects of all types.
Transportation
Management Association
(TMA)
Organization (TMO): A private/non-profit
association
that has a financial dues structure joined together in a
legal agreement for the purpose of achieving mobility and
air quality goals and objectives within a designated area.
There are fourteen operating TMA/TMO’sin Los Angeles
County.
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Transportation System Management(TSM): That part
the urban transportation
process undertaken to improve
the efficiency of the existing transportation system. The
intent is to makebetter use of the existing transportation
system by using short-term, low-capital transportation
improvements that generally
cost less and can be
implemented more quickly than system development
actions.
United States Departmentof Transportation (U.S. DOT):
The federal cabinet-level agency with responsibility
for
highways, mass transit, aviation and ports headedby the
secretary of transportation. The DOTincludes the Federal
Highway Administration
and the Federal Transit
Administration.
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Vehicle Service Hours (VSH): The total hours of revenue
service operated by transit service vehicles. This does
not include Deadheadhours.
Vehicle Service Miles (VSM): The total miles traveled
transit service vehicles while in revenue service. This
does not include Deadheadmileage.
Vehicle Trip:
two points.

A one-way movementof a vehicle between

Unlinked Passenger Trip: A measure for a passenger
boarding on a transit service. For example, a passenger
using two different
bus routes for the same journey
would board two different
buses and be counted as two
unlinked passengertrips.
Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT): (1) For highways,
measurementof the total miles traveled for all vehicles
along a specified corridor for a certain time period. (2)
For transit,
the number of vehicle miles operated on a
given transit route or network during a specified time
period.
Vehicle Occupancy: The number of people aboard a
vehicle
at a given time; also known as auto or
automobile occupancy when the reference
is to
automobile travel only.
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